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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Signs of ground instability related to what would become known as the 2018 Old Fort Slide were
first documented on the Deasan Holdings Ltd. (Deasan) Gravel Pit1 site (“the Mine”), located at
the south end of Fort St. John, by the mine manager at 5:00 pm, September 29, 2018. By the
following morning the southern part of the Deasan property, containing a gravel pad and several
stockpiles and referred to as the ‘platform’, had dropped an estimated 10m. Subsequently, the
Mine notified the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum resources (EMPR) of these
observations and EMPR issued Orders requiring suspension of work at the mine site.
The 2018 Old Fort Slide mobilized bedrock and overlying surficial materials which developed into
a channelized earthflow in a pre-existing ravine. The earthflow subsequently mobilized
translational slides on either side of the ravine. The earthflow covered Old Fort Road, located
approximately 500 m south of the site, cutting off access to the Old Fort community, and
ultimately reached a back channel of the Peace River on October 8, 20182. The Peace River
Regional District (PRRD) issued various evacuation orders and evacuation alerts between
September 30, 2018 and October 10, 2018 for properties that were in immediate or potential
danger. By November 4, 2018, a temporary road had been re-established over the slide area, the
Evacuation Orders for most of the area were rescinded, and residents were allowed to return to
their homes. Properties directly affected by the 2018 Old Fort landslide remain under an
Evacuation Order issued on December 5, 2018.
On October 15, 2018 the Chief Inspector of Mines initiated an investigation under Section 7 of
the Mines Act. EMPR inspectors investigated the 2018 Old Fort Slide with the intent to document
the chronology of events, to consider contributing factors and to present measures to aid in the
prevention of similar incidents at Deasan and at other mine sites in B.C. This report summarizes
the 2018 Old Fort Slide chronology, the history and development of the Deasan site, and the
Mines Act permitting process for the gravel pit; provides an overview of findings from preliminary
reports completed on the 2018 Old Fort Slide; and provides conclusions relevant to Deasan, to
industry and to government that are intended to aid in mitigating risks associated with slope
instability at the Deasan pit should mining resume there and to reduce the risk of a similar event
occurring on other mine sites. The scope of the investigation and reporting are focused on the
permitted mine site and this report considers information that was available up to April 1, 2019.

1

Please note that throughout this report the Deasan Holdings Gravel Pit may also be referred to by its former names under
former ownership, such as Fort St. John Sand & Gravel Pit, Blair’s Sand & Gravel Pit, or at times simply referred to as “the pit”,
“the mine” or “the site.”
2 Doc ID 0107 - Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd., “Emergency Landslide Assessment, Old Fort, BC”, dated November 21, 2018
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This report considers potential contributing factors posited in other reports but does not assign
liability nor provide an opinion as to the cause of the landslide.
External geotechnical assessments have not conclusively determined the root cause or trigger
for the 2018 Old Fort Slide. It is not clear whether the cause of the 2018 Old Fort Slide will ever
be determined with certainty. However, EMPR’s investigation and review of information
related to the Mine and the 2018 Old Fort Slide have resulted in the identification of measures
that can be employed to promote safety at the Deasan site and to reduce the risk of a similar
event occurring at other mine sites.
As a result of this investigation, the following measures should be addressed:
1. Based on the information reviewed for this investigation and based on known potential
for instability in the vicinity of the Peace River valley, the Deasan Mine should not be
authorized to resume mining until the mine is able to reasonably demonstrate that
further mining can be conducted in a manner that will not negatively impact slope
stability and that is protective of the health and safety of mine workers and the
environment. At a minimum, this will require that the mine undertake a geotechnical
assessment of the site to determine how any proposed activity will be conducted safely
and with a neutral or positive impact on slope stability.
This measure is consistent with Orders issued and actions taken by EMPR inspectors to
date.
2. The geotechnical assessment referenced above should be completed by a Professional
Engineer and should consider the potential impact of proposed mining activities on any
identified geohazards, as well as the potential impact of any identified geohazards on the
proposed mining activity. Finally, the geotechnical assessment should consider regional
conditions beyond the mine area and identify any mitigation measures required in order
to protect health and safety of workers, the public, and the environment.
This measure is consistent with Orders issued and actions taken by EMPR inspectors to
date.
3. Prior to the resumption of mining, engagement with the Peace River Regional District, the
Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure, and neighboring property owners should be
required. Any proposed plan for mining activity should be required to consider the risks
or concerns identified through this engagement.
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This measure is consistent with Orders issued and actions taken by EMPR inspectors to
date.
4. It is recommended that EMPR issue a hazard alert regarding the potential for interactions
between geohazards and mine sites. This hazard alert should:
•

remind industry of the need to consider the risk of geohazards in proximity to
mines;

•

highlight the Mine Emergency Response Plan requirements under Part 3.7.1 of the
Code;

•

advise mines to undertake a review of their Mine Emergency Response Plan with
specific consideration of potential geohazard risks, impacts or interactions with
the mine site.

•

remind mines that Mine Emergency Response Plans, including the review of
geohazard risks, will continue to form part of EMPR inspections; and,

•

remind mines that the potential for geohazard risk or interactions that impact or
arise from mining activities are expected to be assessed and included as part of
new Permit Applications or Notice of Work submittals.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Signs of ground instability related to what would become known as the 2018 Old Fort Slide were
first documented on the Deasan Holdings Ltd. (Deasan) Gravel Pit3 site (“the Mine”), located at
the south end of Fort St. John, by the mine manager at 5:00 pm, September 29, 2018. By the
following morning the southern part of the Deasan property, containing a gravel pad and several
stockpiles and referred to as the ‘platform’, had dropped an estimated 10m. Subsequently, the
Mine notified the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum resources (EMPR) of these
observations and EMPR issued Orders requiring suspension of work at the mine site.
The 2018 Old Fort Slide mobilized bedrock and overlying surficial materials which developed into
a channelized earthflow in a pre-existing ravine. The earthflow subsequently mobilized
translational slides on either side of the ravine. The earthflow covered Old Fort Road, located
approximately 500 m south of the site, cutting off access to the Old Fort community, and
ultimately reached a back channel of the Peace River on October 8, 20184.
On October 15, 2018 the Chief Inspector of Mines initiated an investigation under Section 7 of
the Mines Act. EMPR inspectors investigated the 2018 Old Fort Slide with the intent to document
the chronology of events, to consider contributing factors and and to present measures for
prevention of similar incidents at the Deasan mine site and at other mine sites in B.C. This report
summarizes the 2018 Old Fort Slide chronology as related to the Deasan mine site; summarizes
the EMPR permitting and inspection history of the Deasan site; provides an overview of findings
from preliminary reports completed on the 2018 Old Fort Slide; and provides conclusions
relevant to Deasan, to industry and to government that are intended to mitigate risks associated
with slope instability at the Deasan Pit should mining resume there and to reduce the risk of a
similar event occurring on other mine sites. The scope of the investigation and reporting are
focused on the permitted mine site and this report considers information that was available up
to April 1, 2019. This report considers potential contributing factors posited in other reports but
does not assign liability nor provide an opinion as to the cause of the landslide.

3

Please note that throughout this report and in reference documents the Deasan Holdings Ltd. Gravel Pit may also be referred
to by its former names under former ownership, such as Fort St. John Sand & Gravel Pit, Blair’s Sand & Gravel Pit, or at times
simply referred to as “the pit” or the “site.”
4 Doc ID – 0107 - Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd., “Emergency Landslide Assessment, Old Fort, BC”, dated November 21,
2018
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Chronology of September 2018 Old Fort Slide-related Events at Deasan Mine Site
September 29, 2018
1. At 5:00 pm, surface cracks were first noticed at the Deasan site by Mine Manager S. BEECH
(BEECH) on the platform being used for stockpiling granular material. BEECH photographed
the cracks and established a monitoring hub to collect movement data.
2.

At 10:15 pm, one of the gravel crusher contract workers noticed that the platform had
dropped approximately 5m. BEECH was contacted to inform him that the platform had
dropped.

3.

At 10:30 pm BEECH arrived at the Deasan Holdings Ltd. Gravel Pit. Several pieces of
machinery were parked on the dropped platform. BEECH decided that the rate of
movement was slow, and that the equipment could be safely removed. Two ramps were
built to drive a D7 Cat, a service truck and 3 rock trucks off the platform and all the
machinery was removed by 1:30 am, September 30.

4.

The platform continued to drop and by the next morning a steep 10m high scarp had
formed between the mine site and the dropped platform.
Doc ID 0288 – Photo of MEZAROS with Notes

Looking Northeast at Stockpiles on Dropped Platform at the South End of Deasan Holdings Gravel Pit. Note:
The East Slope Failure can be seen along the East Slope of the Pit.
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September 30, 2018
5. At approximately 9:00 am, BEECH contacted EMPR by telephone and reported the incident
to Mines Inspector Laurie Meade (MEADE). BEECH submitted a Geotechnical Incident
Report to EMPR.
Doc ID 0212 – Geotechnical Incident Report
6.

At 1:30 pm, the Peace River Regional District issued an evacuation order for the Deasan
property and the Old Fort Peace River Lookout.
Doc ID 0281 – Initial Evacuation Order Sept 30, 2018

October 1, 2018
7. EMPR ordered BEECH to stop all work at the site pending further notice from EMPR.
Doc ID 0151 – Stop Work Order Follow Up Email
October 2, 2018
8. EMPR Inspectors travelled to Fort St. John where they met with Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure (MOTI) geotechnical engineers and visited the Deasan site. They were
met at site by BEECH and other Deasan representatives. The inspection is documented in
EMPR’s inspection report dated October 4, 2018.
Doc ID 0036 – Inspection Report 103793
9.

EMPR issued an authorization for the removal of the crusher and equipment located on the
main pit floor north of the dropped platform. The EMPR authorization was issued subject
to Deasan securing an entry permit from the PRRD to enter the pit area, which was under
a PRRD evacuation order.
Doc ID 0153 – Authorization for Removal of Crusher Equipment

October 3, 2018
10. The PRRD issued an entry permit for the evacuation zone to allow Deasan personnel to
relocate the crusher and equipment without incident on October 3, 2018.
Doc ID 0043 – PRRD Entry Permit
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October 4, 2018
11. EMPR issued a Geotechnical Inspection Report containing five Orders which required the
Mine to: restrict access to site, implement a landslide monitoring program, establish an
exclusion zone with access restricted unless otherwise authorized by EMPR, have the
exclusion zone extents assessed by a Professional engineer, and conduct a Mine Manager’s
investigation under part 1.7.1(4) of the Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in
British Columbia. The Geotechnical Inspection Report also contained two Advisories
providing Deasan with information requirements concerning potential interim requests to
remove the stockpiled material and in consideration of future requests to resume gravel
extraction operations.
Doc ID 0109 – EMPR Geotechnical Inspection Report 103793
October 5, 2018
12. Deasan responded to the Geotechnical Inspection Orders and Advisories by posting
additional signage restricting access to the mine, developing and implementing a
monitoring program and establishing an exclusion zone.5
Doc ID 0283 – Envelope for Mine Manager Response and attachments
Doc ID 0036 – Mine Manager Response to Geotechnical Inspection Report 103739
Doc ID 0119 – Original Work Plan for Removal of Stockpiled Materials
13. Deasan also retained the services of Northern Geo Testing & Engineering (Northern Geo)
to address the remaining Orders and Advisories. Northern Geo developed and submitted a
safe work plan on behalf of Deasan to EMPR for the removal of the stockpiled materials. A
revised safe work plan was submitted incorporating comments from EMPR inspectors.
Doc ID 0289 – EMPR Comments on Original SWP
Doc ID 0006 – Revised Workplan for Removal of Stockpiled Materials
14. EMPR authorized Deasan to remove the stockpiled materials from the dropped platform
area per the Northern Geo safe work plan dated October 5, 2018.
Doc ID 0290 – EMPR Authorization

5

These actions were undertaken by the mine on October 4, 2018, the day prior to the receipt of the Mine
Manager Response to the Geotechnical Inspection Orders and Advisories.
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15. The PRRD retained Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd. (Westrek) on October 5 to provide
emergency geotechnical support with regard to managing the imminent risk to public
safety from this landslide.
Doc ID 0107 - Westrek Emergency Landslide Assessment, dated November 21, 2018
October 6 -7, 2018
16. Based on the Northern Geo safe work plan, Deasan established two ramps to gain access
to the dropped platform area and, between October 5 and October 9, were able to remove
a portion of the stockpiles on the dropped platform.
Doc ID 0006 – Revised Workplan for Removal of Stockpiled Materials
17. From October 6 to 7, evacuation orders were issued by PRRD based on recommendations
from Westrek for properties along Old Fort Road, and the entire Old Fort community.
Doc ID 0047 – October 6, 2018 Evacuation Order
Doc ID 0044 – October 6, 2018 Evacuation Alert
Doc ID 0045 – October 7, 2018 Evacuation Order
October 8, 2018
18. Northern Geo advised Deasan that, despite not detecting any movement on the site since
the initial failure, the growing instability in the West Landslide and the channelized
earthflow below made the continued safety of the workers on the dropped platform
uncertain. As a result, work to remove gravel stockpiles from the dropped platform was
halted by Deasan. Loading and hauling continued in the main pit area (not impacted by the
landslide) for the remainder of the day.
Doc ID 0074 – BEECH Email to BRASH and POOLEY Re: Workstop Order for the Lower
Bench Area – NG2552
October 9, 2018
19. On the morning of October 9, following a helicopter reconnaissance of the Old Fort Slide,
Westrek recommended that the PRRD rescind entry permits for the Deasan site. The PRRD
rescinded the entry permits and reinstated the Evacuation Order prompting EMPR to
reinstate a suspension of work order6 for the site.
Doc ID 0152 – PRRD Email to POOLEY Re: Evacuation for Gravel Pit Recommended

6

Also referred to as a “Stop Work” Order.
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Doc ID 0103 – PRRD Email to BEECH Re: Cancellation of Entry Permit
Doc ID 0104 – PRRD Email to POOLEY Re: Evacuation for Gravel Pit Recommended
20. As outlined in the Westrek report, LiDAR point cloud change detection images were
obtained almost daily from October 4 to October 25 and used to analyze the Old Fort Slide
movement. The Westrek report states that “Following the initial drop of the stockpile
platform of about 10m from September 29 to October 1, LiDAR data indicates that the
gravel pit area ceased detectable movement around October 9.”
Doc ID 0107 – Westrek Emergency Landslide Assessment, dated November 21, 2018
November 4, 2018
21. The evacuation order for the Old Fort community was rescinded; however, the Evacuation
Order remained in place for the Deasan Pit (Property 9909 240 Road).
Doc ID 0057 – Evacuation Order Rescinded
November 8, 2018
22. Follow up Health and Safety orders were issued to Deasan by EMPR.
Doc ID 0255 – EMPR Health & Safety Inspection Report 107320
December 4-5, 2018
23. The PRRD received the Westrek report dated November 21, 2018 on December 4, 2018
along with the BGC peer review of the Westrek report. The Westrek report contained
recommendations concerning properties that should remain under an Evacuation Order
and a summary of these properties was provided on Table #1 and in Drawing 03 of the
report. Westrek issued a letter to the PRRD on December 3,2018, referred to as Addendum
#1, containing revised versions of Table #1 and Drawing 03, detailing recommended
properties where an Evacuation Order should remain in effect. PRRD issued an updated
Evacuation Order for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide to address the Westrek
recommendations. Deasan Pit (9909 240 Road) remains under this Evacuation Order.
Doc ID 0107 – Westrek Emergency Landslide Assessment, dated November 21, 2018,
pages 40-44
Doc ID 0284 – PRRD Evacuation Order, December 5, 2018
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March 04, 2019
24. EMPR authorized the removal of the remaining stockpiled material based on a safe work
plan prepared by Northern Geo. All stockpiles were relocated to the northern part of the
Deasan Pit without incident by April 1, 2019.
Doc ID 0261 – Revised Work Plan for Removal of Stockpiled Materials
Doc ID 0262 – EMPR Authorization for Removal of Stockpiled Materials
March 08, 2019
25. EMPR issues a Public Notification regarding the removal of stockpiles at the Deasan site.
Doc ID 0070 – Public Notice of Stockpile Removal
March 15, 2019
26. Signed PRRD Entry Permit was provided by BEECH to EMPR in response to requirements in
the authorization to remove stockpiled material dated March 4, 2019.
Doc ID 0294 – Signed PRRD Entry Permit

2.2 Historical Development and EMPR Inspection History of the Site – 1966 to 2018
27. According to Westrek, historic development at the Deasan site pre-dates the first aerial
photos that were taken in 1945: “The initial operations focused on the area now directly
impacted by the landslide, including mining directly above the shale ridge. The 1962 air
photos show an access road across the upper slope to the east of the gravel pit property
(below the present sewage lagoons) and some gravel extraction out of the bank above.
Gravel pit operations began working northward in the late 1960s and early 1970s, which
coincided with significant fill placement within the gully and stream channel that bisects the
landslide area. By the late 1970s and early 1980s, spoil/fill placement had expanded into
the south end of the gravel pit, including the north end of the shale ridge and the landslide
initiation zone.”
Doc ID 0107 – Westrek “Emergency Landslide Assessment, Old Fort, BC”, dated
November 21, 2018
28. The first Mines Act permit on record for the site is dated May 31, 1974.
Doc ID 0226 – Permit G-118 issued to Fort St. John Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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29. Slumping in the east pit face (later referred to as the ‘East Slope’ area) was first observed
by EMPR inspectors in 1985. At that time, it was thought to be due to groundwater
seepage. The east pit face is physically distant from and was not affected by the 2018 Old
Fort Slide.
Doc ID 0223 – Fort St. John Sand and Gravel Ltd. Inspection Report
Doc ID 0288 – Photo showing East Slope
30. The ‘East Slope,’ which lies outside of the area affected by the 2018 Old Fort Slide, was the
subject of EMPR correspondence several times between 2002 and 2016. EMPR’s reports
on this topic are summarized below:
a. June 27, 2002: A failure on the east side of the property was investigated by EMPR
after receiving a complaint from the adjacent property owner that their land had
been encroached upon by what was then known as Blair Sand and Gravel. The
investigation recommendations advised that the two parties involved should
come to a resolution, the legal obligation to maintain a setback of undisturbed
ground was communicated to both parties.
Doc ID 0276 – EMPR 2002 Investigation Report
b. June 25, 2010: An EMPR Mine Inspector visited the site and observed that “a
portion of the pit rim appear[ed] to have subsided indicating potential instability
of the pit wall.” On October 19, 2010 EMPR issued an order to restrict access to
the area beneath the pit walls until the stability of the pit walls was determined.
Doc ID 0269 – EMPR Inspection Report 18024
c. July 3, 2014: An EMPR Mines Inspector visited the site and commented on the
unstable conditions in the East pit slope area. It was noted that the steep angle of
the excavation made it unstable in addition to water seepage at the top of the
slope and weight from soil piled on the adjacent property. EMPR issued an Order
requiring a slope stability assessment be conducted to consider the potential for
larger scale instabilities and provide potential mitigation strategies. EMPR
required “The geotechnical assessment, and the updated mine plan shall be
submitted to the Regional Inspector of Mines for approval prior to the resumption
of mining.”
Doc ID 0273 – EMPR Inspection Report 140703
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d. June 22, 2015: An EMPR Mines Inspector visited the site. At the time, the inspector
noted that the reclamation work of the east slope was acceptable, but that “Future
mining activities at this site will require a plan prepared by a qualified geotechnical
and or mining engineer that addresses long term slope stability”
Doc ID 0265 – EMPR Inspection Report 56796
e. 2016: Northern Geo, working on behalf of the Mine, completed a study and site
reconnaissance of the east property line of the Blair Pit (now known as Deasan).
The assessment focused on the existing east slope failure and concluded that “it is
our expert opinion that the main slope failure along the eastern boundary of the
Blair property was attributed to saturation of slope sediments through increased
precipitation and inadequate drainage to minimize potential for slope failure.
While undermining of the toe of the slope cannot be completely ruled out as a
contributing factor, it is considered unlikely to be the primary cause of the failure.”
Doc ID 0263 – Northern Geo Historical Slope Review (2016)

2.3 Mines Act Permitting – Historical and 2018
31. The following Mines Act permits were issued for sand and gravel removal at the location
that is now known as the Deasan Gravel Pit:
Doc ID 0226 – Permit G-118 issued to Fort St. John Sand and Gravel Ltd. (1974-05-31)
Doc ID 0224 – Permit G-9-9 issued to Fort St. John Sand and Gravel Ltd. (1981-01-05)
Doc ID 0225 – Permit G-9-186 issued to Blair’s Sand & Gravel Ltd. (2010-06-07)
Doc ID 0025 – Permit G-9-357 issued to Deasan Holdings Ltd. (2018-08-07)
32. Deasan Holdings Ltd. submitted a Notice of Work application on May 8, 2018 which was
received by EMPR on June 14, 2018. Tryon Land Surveying Ltd. (Tryon) developed a mine
plan for the application that included dumping overburden material in the northeast part
of the pit to buttress the previously failed East slope area to provide additional support.
The second phase of the plan called for overburden to be placed on the stockpile platform
area.
Doc ID 0275 – Deasan Holdings Limited Sand and Gravel Notice of Work
Doc ID 0285 – Overburden Sketch and North Quarry Backfill - Tryon Land Surveying Ltd.
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Doc ID 0286 – Proposed Working Area June 8 (1) - Tryon Land Surveying Ltd.
Doc ID 0287 – Proposed working area June 8 (2) - Tryon Land Surveying Ltd.

33. The EMPR Regional Office referred the application to EMPR geotechnical staff on July 7,
2018. Geotechnical comments were provided on July 31, 2018.
Doc ID 0278 – Geotechnical Review Response
Doc ID 0279 – Geotechnical Referral

34. To address Geotechnical comments received on July 31, 2018, Tryon completed a field
review of the East Slope on August 3, 2018 and produced a modified mine plan. The
modified mine plan recommended a 3m buffer from the toe of the East Slope, no material
placement on the East Slope and monitoring of the East slope for signs of erosion or other
changes.
Doc ID 0042 – Tryon Field Review Memorandum
Doc ID 0038 – Deasan Site Plan prepared by Tryon Land Surveying Ltd.

35. Permit G-9-357 was granted to Deasan on August 7, 2018. The permit approval included
multiple conditions. The mine plan submitted by Tryon was conceptually approved in
Permit G-9-357.
Doc ID 0025 – Permit G-9-357 (2018)
36. Crushing and stockpiling proceeded on September 1, 2018 with the work being carried out
by a contractor.
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3

REVIEW OF REPORTS

EMPR reviewed the following reports7 as part of the investigation of the 2018 Old Fort Slide:
•

Aquaterre Consultants Inc. “Hazard Assessment Report Old Fort Subdivision South of Fort
St. John, BC”, dated January 1986, (Aquaterre 1986) (Doc ID 0280) Prepared for Peace
River-Liard Regional District.

•

Agra Earth & Environmental Limited “Geotechnical Assessment of Residential Lot1, Block
2, Plan 14194, Section 18, Township 83, Range 18; Located in the Old Fort Subdivision”,
dated August 19, 1999, (Agra 1999) (Doc ID 0248). Prepared for private citizen.

•

BGC Engineering Inc. “Site C Downstream Fish Habitat Mitigation, Slope Hazard
Assessment”, dated January 27, 2017, (BGC 2017) (Doc ID 0243). Prepared for BC Hydro.

•

Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd., “Emergency Landslide Assessment, Old Fort, BC”,
dated November 21, 2018, (Westrek 2018) (Doc ID 107). Prepared for PRRD.

•

BGC Engineering Inc. “Peer Review of Westrek Geotechnical Services' Emergency
Assessment of Old Fort Landslide”, dated November 29, 2018, (BGC 2018). (Doc ID 0246).
Prepared for PRRD.

Information from these reports was used to inform EMPR’s findings.
Hazard assessment and geotechnical reports prepared prior to the 2018 Old Fort Slide event (i.e.
Aquaterre 1986, Agra 1999, and BGC 2017), assess risk associated with construction in the Old
Fort community and surrounding area. These reports identified potential risks associated with
the slopes to the east of the Deasan site. The potential risks discussed are associated with the
lagoons at the top of the slope, proposed developments near the toe of the slopes, and historical
landslides within what is referred to as the Old Fort Landslide Complex or Old Fort Landslide. The
reports do not identify the Old Fort Landslide Complex as being immediately adjacent to the
Deasan site; the figures provided also do not clearly show the northern extents of the Old Fort
Landslide Complex as being immediately adjacent to the Deasan site.
Available geotechnical reports prepared after the 2018 Old Fort Slide event (i.e. Westrek 2018
and BGC 2018) were prepared to support the PRRD. Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd.
(Westrek) was retained by the PRRD to provide emergency geotechnical support with regards to
managing the imminent risk to public safety as well as providing advice to aid the PRRD in issuing
Evacuation Orders and Evacuation Alerts. BGC was retained by PRRD to conduct a peer review
of the draft emergency landslide assessment report completed by Westrek.

7

Please note that the following reports were shared with EMPR by PRRD through the course of the investigation.
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BGC’s peer review of the draft Westrek report contained comments and suggestions that were
based on BGC’s knowledge of the Peace River and Site C area. It is understood by EMPR that
these review comments were incorporated into the final Westrek report where appropriate. BGC
states “…this landslide involved reactivation of a pre-existing translational landslide that
originated in shale bedrock and that likely moved along a sub-horizontal weak bedding plane….”
The Westrek report provides a development history relevant to the 2018 Old Fort Slide area
based on interpretations from historical air photos dating from 1945 to 1990, and Google Earth
imagery from 2007 to 2018. The report discusses the history of landslides within the Old Fort
Complex prior to 2018 based on air photo and LiDAR interpretation.
Based on the review of available data, air photos and field reconnaissance, Westrek described
the 2018 Old Fort Slide event based on discrete components comprising the initiation zone,
channelized earthflow, west landslide, and east landslide.8 The Westrek report describes the
following sequence of events:
•

“On the morning of September 30, 2018, a massive bedrock landslide occurred northwest
of the community of Old Fort.”

•

“The landslide initiated at the south end of the Blair Pit, where the ground dropped more
than 10 m and the bedrock slid approximately 12 m, triggering a channelized earthflow
that slowly traveled approximately 600 m southward.”

•

“The earthflow triggered a landslide to the west that moved approximately 15 m
southward over the following days.” “This landslide occurred entirely within an ancient
landslide deposit encompassing the house at 7605 Old Fort Road.”

•

“The initial rockslide also triggered movement within another pre-existing landslide to the
southeast.” “This landslide moved 10 to 15 m but did not reach Old Fort Road or damage
any houses.”

The Westrek assessment did not establish a cause for the 2018 Old Fort Slide, but includes a
discussion considering potential contributing factors. Westrek suggests that further analysis of
the causes would require detailed investigation, including drilling, instrumentation, and slope
stability modelling. Westrek states:
“For the landslide to occur, stability conditions must have changed unfavourably; therefore,
possible causes would be factors that may have changed recently. The most common factors that
directly affect slope stability are:
•
8

Additional load in the initiation zone (i.e. added fill);

See image located on Page 7 of this report, sourced from Doc ID 0107 - Westrek Emergency Landslide Assessment, dated November 21, 2018
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•

Reduction of resisting forces near the toe of the landslide (i.e. excavation, erosion, etc.);

•

Changes to groundwater pressures.”

Regarding each of these three “common factors”:
•

The reports prepared in response to the 2018 Old Fort Slide (Westrek 2018, BGC 2018)
concluded that the south end of the gravel pit was developed on a portion of the Old Fort
Landslide Complex. Over the 75-year history of mining activity at the Deasan site, sand
and gravel was mined from the south end of the Mine site and waste soils were also
backfilled into this area. However, as stated in the Westrek report the “weight of the fill
and stockpiles should be much less than the weight of the sand and gravel mined over the
preceding decades, resulting in a net unloading of the landslide area.”

•

Westrek’s review of activities near the toe of the rockslide did not indicate any activities
that could have triggered a landslide.

•

Factors that may have increased groundwater pressures, either locally or regionally are
mentioned in the Westrek report as follows:
o “Removal of overburden soils as part of the gravel operation could have impacted
the groundwater level by greatly reducing the volume of soil capable of absorbing
groundwater within the vadose zone.”
o “Changes to surface water infiltration due to land clearing throughout the area to
the north of the landslide and the sewage lagoons could have affected regional
groundwater levels.”
o Influence of changes to climatic conditions, in particular increasing regional
precipitation or extreme precipitation events. “Over the 12 months preceding the
landslide, total precipitation was 638.5 mm, or approximately 44% above average.
Therefore, annual rainfall certainly looks to have been a factor in causing the
landslide.”
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4

EMPR SUMMARY DISCUSSION

Based on the information presented in this report (e.g. 2018 Old Fort Slide chronology, review of
EMPR inspection reports and permitting history, review of various geotechnical reports), EMPR
has summarized the current understanding of the 2018 Old Fort Slide event below.
•

The 2018 Old Fort Slide originated in the bedrock; the mobilized bedrock and overlying
surficial materials developed into a channelized earthflow in a pre-existing ravine. The
earthflow then mobilized translational slides on either side of the ravine. The earthflow
covered Old Fort Road cutting off access to the Old Fort community, and ultimately
reaching a back channel of the Peace River9.

•

While potential causes and influencing factors for the 2018 Old Fort Slide have been
described in the available reports, the reports also conclude that there is insufficient data
available to definitively determine the cause of the 2018 Old Fort Slide.

•

The timing of stockpile placement on the Deasan site has led to public speculation that
the added weight was a trigger for the 2018 landslide, but this can neither be proven nor
discounted based on the available information.

•

Whatever the change(s) that occurred preceding the 2018 Old Fort Slide, it was enough
to take a marginally stable Peace River Valley slope to an unstable condition and result in
a slide.

•

It appears that portions of the landslide complex involve re-activation of historic naturally
occurring slides that resulted from the geomorphic processes that shaped the Peace River
Valley.

•

As Westrek contends, high rainfall in the 12 months preceding the landslide could have
been a factor in causing the landslide.

Given the large volume of the slide, the small changes in topography that preceded it, and the
lack of a clear and definitive event trigger, it is possible that if the slide had not occurred on
September 29, 2018, it could have occurred at some future date – whether triggered by natural
events or human activity.

9

Doc ID 0107 - Westrek Emergency Landslide Assessment, dated November 21, 2018
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5

CONCLUSIONS

This investigation report summarizes the chronology of the 2018 Old Fort Slide event as related
to the Deasan mine site, the EMPR permitting and inspection history of the Deasan site, historic
reports related to the general area, and assessments carried out by others after the 2018
landslide. This section of the report documents measures that are primarily intended to reduce
the risk of a similar event occurring at Deasan or on other mine sites. This report considers
potential contributing factors posited in other reports but does not assign liability nor provide an
opinion as to the cause of the landslide.
The mine was inspected by several EMPR Mines Inspectors in the years preceding the 2018 Old
Fort Slide. The 2018 permit application was referred to EMPR Geotechnical Inspectors for review
and input to the development of Permit conditions. Permit conditions were developed based
on known conditions at the site and the scope of works being proposed. The pre-existing
instability in the east slope area, which was the focus of several permit conditions, is physically
distant from and was unaffected by, the 2018 Old Fort Slide.
EMPR’s investigation and review of information related to the Deasan Mine and the 2018 Old
Fort Slide have resulted in identification of measures that can be taken to promote safety at the
Mine and mitigate the risk of mine workers being exposed to geohazards. The measures listed
below are intended to promote protection of worker health and safety, the public, and the
environment. The first three measures are related directly to the Deasan mine. The last finding
is intended to proactively improve industry awareness of geohazard risks that may be present on
other mine sites in the province.
1. Based on the information reviewed for this investigation, the Deasan Mine should not be
authorized to resume mining until and unless the mine is able to demonstrate that further
mining can be conducted in a manner that will not negatively impact slope stability and
in a manner that is protective of the health and safety of mine workers and the
environment. At a minimum, this will require that the mine undertake a geotechnical
assessment of the site to determine how any proposed activity will be conducted safely
and with a neutral or positive impact on slope stability.
This measure is consistent with Orders issued and actions taken by EMPR inspectors to
date.
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2. The geotechnical assessment referenced above should be completed by a Professional
Engineer and should consider the potential impact of proposed mining activities on any
identified geohazards, as well as the potential impact of any identified geohazards on the
proposed mining activity. Finally, the geotechnical assessment should consider regional
conditions beyond the mine area and identify any mitigation measures required in order
to protect health and safety of workers, the public, and the environment.
This measure is consistent with Orders issued and actions taken by EMPR inspectors to
date.
3. Prior to the resumption of mining, the mine should be required to engage with the Peace
River Regional District, the Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure, and neighboring
property owners. Any proposed plan for mining activity should be required to consider
the risks or concerns identified through this engagement.
This measure is consistent with Orders issued and actions taken by EMPR inspectors to
date.
4. It is recommended that EMPR issue a hazard alert regarding the potential for interactions
between geohazards and mine sites. This hazard alert should:
•

remind industry of the need to consider the risk of geohazards in proximity to
mines;

•

highlight the Mine Emergency Response Plan requirements under Part 3.7.1 of the
Code;

•

advise mines to undertake a review of their Mine Emergency Response Plan with
specific consideration of potential geohazard risks, impacts or interactions with
the mine site.

•

remind mines that Mine Emergency Response Plans, including the review of
geohazard risks, will continue to form part of EMPR inspections; and,

•

remind mines that the potential for geohazard risk or interactions that impact or
arise from mining activities are expected to be assessed and included as part of
new Permit Applications or Notice of Work submittals.
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DOC ID 0006
Revised Workplan for Removal of
Stockpiled Materials

October 5, 2018
Project No. NG2552
Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Box 6958
Fort St. John, BC V1J 4J3
Attention:

Sandy Beech, President

Re:

Workplan for Removal of Gravel Stockpiles from the Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Northern Geo Testing & Engineering (Northern Geo) presents this workplan for removal of the gravel
stockpiles from the landslide area at the above-referenced location. This letter provides our proposed
workplan to remove the existing material stockpiles on and along the impacted landslide areas. The
intent of the letter is to ensure safety of the personnel involved in the operation is not compromised.
The proposed plan in this letter is based on the discussions we had with the client during our site
meeting on October 3, 2018 and subsequent correspondence on October 4, 2018.
2.0

VISUAL GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

Northern Geo visited the old
pit on October 3, 2018 to perform a visual geotechnical
assessment at the impacted landslide areas. Based on the visual assessment, Northern Geo
didn’t observe indications to believe that an immediate failure could happen near the pit area.
It is expected that the slope will creep, deform and settle prior to a large catastrophic failure.
Performing a detailed geotechnical assessment would require reasonable time. Northern Geo
recommends that the stockpile material should be removed from the landslide area to unload
the slope as soon as practical. The client should be prepared to follow the proposed workplan,
monitoring system and evacuation plan presented in this document.
3.0

PROPOSED PHASES TO REMOVE THE STOCKPILES

Based on our field observations and information provided by the client, Northern Geo proposes the
following phases for removal of the existing gravel stockpiles:
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Workplan for Removal of Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.

3.1

October 5, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

Phase 1: Establishing a Ground Movement Monitoring Plan and an Evacuation Protocol













3.1.1

Set up a benchmark at the upper bench. The location of the benchmark should be on an
undisturbed area where no movement or settlement is expected.
Set up multiple monitoring locations at the upper bench along the failed area, lower bench
along the perimeter, 5 m below the lower bench along the perimeter, and 10 m below the lower
bench along the perimeter. Northern Geo will be on site and provide instruction to the
surveyors.
Establish reference coordinate readings for all monitoring locations with respect the benchmark
by a licensed surveyor. Monitoring locations were established on October 4, 2018. The
reference coordinate reading at monitoring station is as shown in the attached monitoring
station plan.
Survey using RTK survey unit each monitoring location in 2-hour intervals during working
periods by a licensed surveyor.
Report the survey results to Northern Geo at the end of each working day shift and immediately
if any movement greater than 50 mm is observed.
Set up monitoring station for measuring precipitation intensity using rain gauge.
Dedicate one person as an observation officer (with hand-held radio) to carefully monitor the
side slopes and platform movement, review and track new cracks and openings every morning
before the personnel could start work at the lower bench. The observation officer and surveyor
should keep monitoring the slopes throughout the working day. The observation officer will be
responsible for executing stop work order and should not be performing any other task, other
than what is stated in this letter.
All the personnel working at the site should have a radio, be on an appropriate channel and sign
in with the observation officer.
Northern Geo will perform periodic site visits and monitoring during the stockpile removal
process. The frequency of the site visits will be at every 3 to 4 hours while the personnel are
working.
Stop Work Set Parameter

The following should be considered as a stop work set parameters:



3.1.2

Consider a 50 mm vertical and/or horizontal ground movement over a 4-hour monitoring period
as stop work set parameter. As soon as the ground moves greater than 50 mm, all activities
should immediately be stopped and the personnel should immediately evacuate the site and
meet at a designated muster point.
Consider a 50 mm rain accumulation and 5 cm of snow at any given time to a maximum of
24 hours period as stop work set parameter.
Trigger Action Response Plan

If there is a movement, precipitation, snowfall, greater than the set parameters, the following must be
implemented immediately:
2018 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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Workplan for Removal of Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.






3.2

October 5, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

Work must be stopped immediately by observation officer.
All the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point.
The observation officer should perform headcount.
Observation officer should contact Northern Geo for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
If Northern Geo deems the site is unsafe for personnel to work, EMPR should be notified.
Phase 2: Removal of Stockpile 1 from the Upper Bench and Building Temporary Access Ramps
to the Lower Bench



Level and prepare access to the stockpiles 1 & 2 on the upper bench, as shown in photograph 1.
Photograph 1

Ramp 1

Ramp 2





Load and remove stockpile 1 from the upper bench.
The material should preferably be removed off-site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate.
Build ramp 1 and ramp 2 at the east and west sides of the pit area using clay fill without cutting
into the upper bench, as shown in the photograph, to provide access to the lower bench.
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Workplan for Removal of Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.



October 5, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

If there is a movement or precipitation greater than the set parameter, work must be stopped
immediately, and all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps
to the upper bench and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be
responsible for headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation
before the personnel could return to work.
Photograph 2

Ramp 1

Ramp 2

3.3

Phase 3: Resurfacing the Lower Bench and Removal of all Stockpiles






Resurface the lower bench to level and fill the cracks.
No traffic should be allowed to the south edge of the lower bench once the resurfacing is
complete.
Load and remove all the stockpiles from the lower bench.
Observation officer should monitor all the traffic on the lower bench and continually monitor
the surface for any evidence of cracking, settlement, and visual indication of slope failure.
If there is a movement or precipitation greater than the set parameters, work must be stopped
immediately, and all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps
to the upper bench and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be
responsible for headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation
before the personnel could return to work.
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Workplan for Removal of Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.

3.4

October 5, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

Phase 4: Removal of Stockpile 2



3.5

Load and remove stockpile 2 from the upper bench.
The material should preferably be removed off-site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate.
Phase 5: Reclamation Plan

Reclamation plan including surface water management, removal of the temporary ramps and sloping
will be submitted following completion of the stockpiles are removed.
4.0

EQUIPMENT

The following equipment are only allowed to be used during removal of the stockpiles:





One 988 loader
One 980 loader
Four 40 ton rock trucks
Numerous belly-dumps, clam-dumps and box-trucks

At any given time, during the operation at lower bench, no more than 5 trucks and 2 loaders are allowed
at the lower bench.
5.0

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION

The following additional steps must be followed during the stockpile removal process:











6.0

Parking and idling should not be allowed at the lower bench or at the crest of the upper bench
once the truck is loaded.
All the equipment and fuel storage should be placed approximately 400 m north from the upper
bench near the entrance gate when not in use.
A minimum of two wheel chocks shall be used for all rubber tired equipment when parked.
A berm with a minimum height of 1.2 m should be placed on each side of the ramps.
The material should preferably be removed off-site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate, approximately
400 m away from the upper bench and stockpile size should not exceed more than 30,000 ton.
The south side of the lower bench should be restricted using delineator and warning tape.
The perimeter of the lower bench should have delineator and warning tape.
Work shall not be completed outside daylight hours.
Work shall be completed only under the supervision of Northern Geo.
Work shall not be completed if cracks are obscured (eg. due to snow).
ESTIMATED TIMELINE

As per the information provided by the client, the proposed timeline for each phases are as follows:




Phase 1 will be established in a day;
Phase 2 will be completed in 1 to 2 days;
Phase 3 will be completed in 5 to 7 days following completion of phase 2; and,
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October 5, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

Phase 4 will be completed in 20-24 days following completion of phase 3.

The timeline for phase 5 will be submitted once reclamation plan is completed.
7.0

CLOSURE

The workplan presented herein is merely based on the information provided by the client and our
limited observations during the October 3, 2018 site visit. Northern Geo has neither carried out any
detailed geotechnical assessment nor conducted a comprehensive slope stability evaluation. This
document is just a workplan to help the client remove the stockpiled material to unload the landslide
area without compromising safety of the working personnel and is essentially based on close monitoring
of the slope movement and effective communication with the working personnel and following a strict
evacuation protocol based on ground movement. Northern Geo should be contacted immediately if any
movement greater than 50 mm is observed. The material in this report does not include any engineering
recommendations. If conditions other than those discussed herein are noted or encountered during
subsequent phases, Northern Geo should be given the opportunity to review and revise the workplan
included in this letter, as necessary.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. If you have any questions regarding the contents
of this report, or if we can be of further assistance to you on this project, please call our office.
Sincerely,
Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
A division of CCMET Inc.
Prepared By

Reviewed By

Mohammed Hossain, EIT
Project Engineer

October 5, 2018
Masoud Mohajeri, Ph.D., P. Eng., PMP
Specialist Geotechnical Engineer
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DOC ID 0025
Permit G‐9‐357 issued to Deasan
Holdings Ltd. (2018‐08‐07)

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
MINISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES AND PETROLEUM RESOURCES
SAND AND GRAVEL PERMIT
APPROVING MINE PLAN AND RECLAMATION PROGRAM
(Issued pursuant to Section 10 of the Mines Act R.S.B.C. 1996, C.293)

Permit Number:

G-9-357

Mine Number: 0900011
Approval Number: 18-0900011-0802

Permittee:

Deasan Holdings Limited
PO Box 6958
Fort St John BC V1J 4J3

Email:
Business Phone:

sandy@drsenergy.ca
(250) 785 8003

For work located at the following property:
Deasan Holdings Ltd. Pit
Lat: 56.21473N Long: -120.83890W
This approval is subject to the appended conditions and mine plan as described in the Notice of
Work and Reclamation Program 0900011-201802 and is valid for the period:
August 7, 2018 to August 7, 2023

Date of Issuance: August 07, 2018

Date of Amendment:
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Deasan Holdings Limited
Permit Number: G-9-357

PREAMBLE
A Notice of Work and Reclamation Program 0900011-201802 (Application) submitted May 08,
2018 was received by the Chief Inspector of Mines on June 14, 2018 in accordance with Part
10.1.2 of the Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia (Code). Notice
of such filing was published in the Alaska Highway News on June 28, 2018 and July 5, 2018.
All activities on the mine site shall comply with:
a. The Mines Act, and
b. The Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia (Code)
and shall adhere to the terms and conditions listed in:
a. The Metal Leaching and Acid Rock Drainage Guidelines for Mines in British Columbia
b. The Handbook for Mineral and Coal Exploration in British Columbia

Deasan Holdings Limited
Permit Number: G-9-357
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CONDITIONS
The Chief Inspector of Mines hereby approves the Notice of Work and Reclamation Program
(Application) subject to compliance with the following conditions:
1.

Reclamation Security
The Permittee shall maintain with the Minister of Finance securities in the amount of
twenty thousand one hundred and eighty three dollars ($20,183). The security will be
held by the Minister of Finance for the proper performance of the approved program and
all the conditions of this permit in a manner satisfactory to the Chief Inspector.

2.

Land Use
The surface of the land shall be reclaimed to the following land use: Light Industrial

3.

Documentation
While it remains valid and subsisting, a copy of this Approval must be kept at the subject
gravel mining property, and must be available to regional Inspectors and other authorized
government officials.

4.

Mine Emergency Response Plan
The Permittee shall ensure the Mine Emergency Response Plan is posted in a
conspicuous place accessible to all persons on the mine site.

5.

Removal of Topsoil
No topsoil shall be removed from the mine site without the specific written permission of
the regional Inspector.

6.

Watercourses
Impacts to watercourses are not authorized under this approval.

7.

Disposal of Fuels and Toxic Chemicals
Fuels, chemicals or reagents which cannot be returned to the manufacturer/supplier are to
be disposed of in compliance with municipal, regional, provincial and federal statutes.

8.

Site Stability
a.

The regional Inspector shall be advised in writing at the earliest opportunity of
any unforeseen conditions that could adversely affect the extraction of materials,
site stability, erosion control or the reclamation of the site.

b.

The stability of the slopes shall be maintained at all times.

c.

The discovery of any significant subsurface flows of water, seeps, substantial
amounts of fine-textured soils, silts and clays shall be reported to the Regional
Inspector of Mines as soon as possible and work shall cease until the Regional
Inspector of Mines advises otherwise.

Deasan Holdings Limited
Permit Number: G-9-357
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9.

Geotechnical

9.1

General

9.2

a.

All construction shall be completed by or under the supervision of a qualified
professional engineer and shall include sufficient field reviews to ensure that all
excavations, structures, and facilities are built in general conformance with the
designs, accepted engineering practices, and the Code.

b.

Any written recommendations made by a qualified professional engineer relating
to geotechnical stability affecting health and safety or environment shall be
followed unless a suitable alternative course of action is provided by a qualified
professional engineer.

c.

A geotechnical incident report shall be submitted to the Chief Inspector for any
dangerous occurrence (as defined by the section 1.7.3 of Code) or any other
incident as described in the current Ministry of Energy Mines and Petroleum
Resources Advice of a Geotechnical Incident.

Pit Operations
a.

Designs
i.

The pit slope design presented in the Application prepared for DRS
Energy Services Inc. by Tryon Land surveying Ltd. is approved.
Provided that erosion and sediment control measures are in place, the
clearing, stripping, and overburden removal may proceed.
No
overburden buttress placement as described in the Application can occur
until condition 9.2.a.ii is satisfied.

ii.

A detailed overburden buttress design report in accordance with the Code
and accepted engineering practice shall be signed and sealed by a
Professional Engineer and submitted to the Regional Inspector of Mines
in Prince George 30 days prior to initiating overburden buttress
construction. The report shall include appropriate design basis, stability
analysis, construction specifications and slope mitigation strategies and
construction staging.

iii.

Until condition 9.2.a.ii has been satisfied, a qualified professional
engineer shall determine the potential inundation zone (Zone) for all
unstable slopes including the eastern pit slope that has already slumped.
This zone shall be clearly illustrated on a map and shall be provided to
the Regional Inspector of Mines in Prince George prior to initiating
mining activities. The Zone shall be clearly defined and marked on the
ground ensuring equipment and workers are prohibited from entering the
Zone.

iv.

Condition 9.2.a.ii shall be satisfied no later than September 30, 2019.

Deasan Holdings Limited
Permit Number: G-9-357
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b.

c.

9.3

Construction
i.

The pit shall be constructed as per the approved designs using maximum
2H:1V slopes.

ii.

Surface drainage shall be diverted away from the pit slopes in accordance
with good engineering practice

Monitoring
i.

While the pit is in operation, a pit wall monitoring program to assess
performance and detect early signs of instability shall be implemented
based on the recommendations of a qualified professional engineer. The
monitoring program shall include details of instrumentation, monitoring
frequency, trigger thresholds, and trigger response plan. The monitoring
program shall include the unstable slope along the eastern side of the
mine site.

ii.

Daily visual inspections shall be made of the pit slopes to ensure stability
and erosion control is maintained.

iii.

Geological, geotechnical, and hydrological conditions encountered
during pit development shall be assessed, based on the recommendations
of a qualified professional engineer, to detect early signs of instability
and to confirm design assumptions

Topsoil Stockpiles and Overburden Waste Dumps
a.

Design
Temporary and permanent stockpiles and overburden waste dumps shall be
designed by a qualified professional engineer. The designs shall be in accordance
with accepted engineering practice, the Code, and the British Columbia Mine
Waste Rock Pile Research Committee, Interim Guidelines (1991).

b.

Construction
Temporary and permanent stockpiles and overburden waste dumps shall be
constructed and operated as per the designs prepared by a qualified professional
engineer.

c.

Monitoring
Daily visual inspections shall be made of the stockpiles and overburden waste
dumps to ensure stability and erosion control is maintained.

9.4

Reporting
Annual inspections of pit slopes, stockpiles, overburden waste dumps and overburden
buttress shall be undertaken by a qualified professional engineer. An annual report shall
be submitted to the Regional Inspector of Mines in Prince George by March 31 of the
year following the inspection. The report shall include:
a.

All pits, stockpiles and overburden buttress other than those fully reclaimed.

Deasan Holdings Limited
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
10.

11.

Observations made during the inspections
Construction records
Summary of monitoring and instrumentation data.
Assessment of design versus actual pit slope and overburden buttress
performance.
Updated pit plans.
Conclusions and recommendations.

Environmental Protection
a.

The Permittee shall ensure an adequate erosion and sediment control plan is
developed and implemented by a qualified person prior to commencement of
approved activities. This plan shall be updated by a qualified person, consistent
with mining operations, throughout the life of the mine. This plan will be made
available to an Inspector upon request.

b.

Silt-laden water shall be suitably contained on the mine site and not be allowed
access to any watercourse or stream.

c.

Dust originating from the mine site shall be controlled at the source to the
satisfaction of the regional Inspector.

d.

Excessive noise shall be controlled at the source to the satisfaction of the regional
Inspector.

Fuels and Lubricants
Handling, transportation, and storage of all fuels and lubricants shall conform to the
requirements of the Field Guide to Fuel, Handling, Transportation and Storage.

12.

Reclamation
a.

The Permittee shall salvage and stockpile all available topsoil, overburden, and
organic material including large woody debris in the disturbance footprint for use
in reclamation.

b.

The Permittee shall protect stockpiles from erosion, degradation, and
contamination through re-vegetation and/or other practices.

c.

The Permittee shall ensure that stockpiles are clearly marked to ensure that they
are protected during construction and mine operations.

d.

Stripped and stockpiled soil suitable for use in reclamation shall not be used as
fill.

e.

Progressive reclamation shall be conducted whenever practicable. Reclamation
activities shall include:
i.

Re-contouring of disturbed areas to achieve surfaces similar to predisturbance shapes.

ii.

Compacted surfaces shall be de-compacted to allow water infiltration and
achieve self-staining vegetation.

Deasan Holdings Limited
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iii.

13.

Soil material salvaged prior to the construction of the site shall be
replaced and shall:
1.

be rough and loose with abundant microsites to facilitate the
lodging and germination of seeds;

2.

be keyed into the underlying materials such that they do not
slump off;

3.

incorporate roots, stumps and other woody debris to reduce
erosion and create greater biological diversity; and

4.

be re-vegetated promptly.

Receiving Foreign Materials
The Manager shall not allow any foreign materials to be accepted or stored on the mine
site including but not limited to garbage, refuse, concrete, asphalt, other soils unless
authorized in writing by the regional Inspector.

14.

Invasive Plants
The Permittee shall prevent introduction of invasive plants to the disturbance footprint,
including topsoil stockpiles, and control invasive plants that do establish on the site,
including via monitoring to identify establishment of invasive species and reporting of
outbreaks.

15.

Crushing Notification
The Manager shall, seven working days prior to commencement of crushing, screening,
or washing operations, notify the regional Inspector in writing. The notification shall
include the start date and the anticipated end date of the operation.

16.

Other Conditions
a.

Aggregate materials shall not be excavated from the East slope on the property
which contains the existing soil failure.

b.

Aggregate materials shall not be excavated below the existing pit floor.

c.

Mining activities shall not occur within the greater of either 20 metres of the
bottom of the existing soil failure or as required in condition 9.2.a.iii.

DOC ID 0036
Inspection Report 103793

Province of British Columbia
MINISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES AND
PETROLEUM RESOURCES

Report of Inspector of Mines
Geotechnical

Inspection No.:

103793

Mine No.:

0900011

Permit No.:

G-9-357

Total Orders:

5

(Issued pursuant to Section 15 of the Mines
Act)
Mine Name:

Deasan Gravel Pit

Location:

Fort St. John, BC

Owner, Manager:

Sandy Beech

Company:

Deasan Holdings Ltd.

Address:

PO Box 6958
Fort St John, BC, V1J 4J3

Workers Contacted:

Sandy Beech, V1-PERSONAL

Type of Mining:

Sand and Gravel

Date of Inspection:

2018-10-02

Inspector:

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng., Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Accompanying
Inspectors:

Adrian Pooley, Health and Safety Inspector

In Attendance:

Brent Case, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI); Patrick Korner (Tetra Tech for
MOTI)
Al Hoffman, Diane Howe, Lowell Constable, Jennifer McConnachie, Tania Demchuk, Adrian
Pooley, Heather Cullen, Brent Case, George Warnock

Copies to:

WITNESS
INFORMATION

The Mine Manager is required to provide a written response within 15 days of receiving the inspection report. The Manager's
response must outline the remedial steps taken by a specified date and the work still outstanding. A copy must be provided to
the inspector, and in the case of health and safety matters, the occupational health and safety committee and the local union. In
this document, Code means Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia.

Introduction
Jennifer Brash, Senior Geotechnical Inspector with the Ministry of Energy, Mines, and Petroleum Resources
(EMPR) and Adrian Pooley, Health and Safety Inspector with EMPR attended the Deasan Gravel Pit (also known
as the
Gravel Pit) on October 2, 2018. This inspection was focused on the area of the mine currently being
impacted by active landsliding. The Mine Manager, Sandy Beech, as well as other Deasan Holdings Ltd (Deasan)
and MOTI representatives were in attendance during the inspection.
Preamble
On August 7, 2018, Deasan received permit G-9-657 authorizing works to renew operations at the Deasan Gravel
Pit (formerly
Gravel Pit). Deasan reported that the operation restarted in July 2018 with preparatory works
and that crushing started in September. On September 30, 2018, EMPR was notified of a geotechnical incident
at the site. Deasan reported that the southern stockpile area had dropped approximately 40 feet, with movements
probably occurring during at 10:30 pm on September 29, 20181 and that Deasan had removed their equipment
from the dropped ground. The site was shortly thereafter placed under evacuation order by the Peace River
Regional District and a Stop Work order by EMPR 2.

Deasan Holdings Ltd., Advice of Geotechnical Incident, Sept 30, 2018
EMPR, 2018. Email entitled 0900011 Deasan Holdings Ltd. Stop Work Order, from Adrian Pooley to Sandy Beech, dated
October 1, 2018.
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During the inspection on October 2, 2018, EMPR viewed the southern stockpile area and adjacent ground slopes.
The rest of the mine site was not inspected. Weather at the time of inspection was cold and clear.
The purpose of this inspection was to:





assess whether the Mine is meeting the intent of the geotechnical requirements of the Code;
assess whether the Mine is meeting the intent of the geotechnical conditions in its Mine Permit;
assess whether geotechnical engineering practices at the Mine are generally consistent with accepted
practices at mines in British Columbia; and,
provide general comment on geotechnical infrastructure at the mine

This report is governed by the conditions and limitations set forth in the Mines Act and Code. This report is based
on overview of select reports and work areas at the Mine, and cannot practically cover the entire mine site.
Professional reliance has been used throughout this inspection.
Please note EMPR expects that all written recommendations made by a Professional Engineer, relating to
geotechnical stability affecting health, safety, or environment, are followed by the Mine unless a suitable alternative
written recommendation is provided by a Professional Engineer.
This report summarizes EMPR’s observations, comments, and findings based on the Mine site tour and technical
discussions with Mine staff. If required, inspection orders or other action items have been issued. For ease of
reference the Mine Manager is asked to respond in red text in the space provided below each inspection order,
warning, advisory, or information request.
Location: Southern Stockpile Area and Landslide
At the time of inspection, the site was secured with locked gates, however, Deasan reported that there had been
recent evidence of public access. EMPR inspectors viewed the stockpile area, landslide scarp in the stockpiled
area, and cracked ground at the Mine site and also viewed the overall landslide mass from a nearby public
viewpoint. Due to the impact of the landslide on a local access road, MOTI staff and consultant engineers had
been closely monitoring the slide progression and were also present during the inspection.
The southern portion of the Mine site was being used to store four stockpiles of crushed and screened granular
products (Photo 1). Mr. Beech explained that these piles had been generated within the past 3-4 weeks and that
the stockpiles were intended to be temporary. Mr. Beech told EMPR that the stockpiles had been constructed
without an engineered design. Mr. Beech explained that cracking was first noticed in the stockpile area on
September 29, 2018 at approximately 5:30 pm, at which point he set up a laser level to monitor the crack. At
approximate 10:30 pm that same evening, Mr. Beech received a call from the crusher contractor advising him of
ground movements. Deasan built a ramp (over the scarp that had developed) that evening to remove their
equipment from the dropped ground. On Sunday September 30, 2018 Mr. Beech reported the incident to EMPR
and began trying to retain a geotechnical engineer. As of October 2, 2018, Deasan has not yet been able to
engage the services of a geotechnical engineer.
On the mine site, EMPR observed that a scarp over 10 m high had developed through one of the site stockpiles
(Photo 2); the stockpile platform to the south of this scarp contained a graben feature and large cracks while the
ground to the north of the scarp showed no evidence of cracking. Sedimentary units and wet ground were visible
in the scarp face (Photo 2). Within the dropped platform, the pattern of cracking within varied. On the western
side of the platform a graben feature was present, parallel to the scarp (Photo 1) while on the eastern side cracking
was oriented perpendicular to the scarp. Cracking parallel to the outer slope was also present along the edges of
the lower platform. Cracking varied in size, but was commonly several metres deep and over 0.5 m wide; both
cracks and the scarp intersected stockpiles (Photo 3).

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
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When viewed from the nearby public viewpoint, the greater slidemass is visible. A large (50 m or greater) scarp
was visible to the south of the mine site, upslope of two topographic high points (Photo 4). The slide toe had
displaced a local road (Photo 4) and, according to MOTI personnel, was continuing to move.
Deasan and EMPR discussed requirements for potential future site actions including a) removal of equipment
located to the north of the stockpiled area, b) removal of the stockpiled granular materials from the area on or
adjacent to the landslide, and c) eventual resumption of mining. Short-duration work comprising removal of
equipment located on uncracked ground was authorized by EMPR upon Deasan submitting a plan of works on
October 2, 20183. EMPR requirements for further activities are described in the orders and advisories below.
Order 1 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
There has been public access to the Mine site.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, the Mine shall prevent unauthorized persons from entering the
mine site and shall post signage to this effect at all road entrances.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-05
Manager Response:
Additional signage for all entrances will be posted by 1:00PM Friday October 5, 2018

Order 2 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety. No monitoring is yet in place.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.1.2, the Mine shall immediately develop and implement a landslide monitoring
program that includes both the September 29 landslide area and the historical East Slope area. The Mine
shall submit the landslide monitoring plan to the Chief Inspector.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-05
Manager Response:
Slide area monitoring program has been developed and implemented. Historical east slope area
is currently being assessed by Geo Technical Team and will be submitted upon receipt.

EMPR, 2018. Email entitled Re: DEASAN HOLDINGS LTD CRUSHER MOVE PLAN, from Adrian Pooley to Sandy Beech,
dated October 2, 2018.
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Order 3 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.1.2, an exclusion zone shall be immediately established that encompasses
the mine property. This exclusion zone shall be clearly marked in the field using materials or techniques
that will remain visible during winter conditions and snow accumulations. No access of personnel and
equipment to the exclusion zone shall be permitted except for short-duration monitoring needs, without
the written authorization of the Chief Inspector.
For the purposes of monitoring, the Mine shall prepare a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for safely
accessing the exclusion zone and submit this SOP to the Chief Inspector.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-05
Manager Response:
The exclusion zone has been established and will be closely monitored while personnel are on
site and during the duration of short term work. Upon the completion of Short term work, Berms
and signs will be put in place to alert and restrict access to restricted areas.

Order 4 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.7.1.(4) and 1.7.2, the Mine shall complete an investigation and prepare a report
on the landslide and submit this to the Chief Inspector. This report and investigation shall include a
geotechnical assessment of the landslide mechanism and root cause, prepared by a geotechnical
Professional Engineer.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-19
Manager Response:
NG2552_Response_to
_Order4_20181015_Sealed.pdf
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Order 5 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety. No monitoring is yet in place.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.1.2, the necessary extent of the exclusion zone shall be assessed by a
geotechnical Professional Engineer such that it encompasses any areas of known or potential slope
instability. The exclusion zone shall be:
(i) Clearly marked in the field using materials or techniques that will remain visible during winter
conditions and snow accumulations;
(ii) Documented, delineated on a plan drawing, and justified in a letter signed and sealed by a
geotechnical Professional Engineer and submitted to the Chief Inspector;
(iii) Monitored according to a plan prepared by the geotechnical Professional Engineer; and,
(iv) Reviewed regularly by the Mine Manager in consultation with the geotechnical engineer based on
landslide monitoring program results and observations.
Based on the results of the above works and in consultation with their geotechnical engineer, the Mine
shall update their monitoring plan and Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for safely accessing the
exclusion zone, and submit these updated documents to the Chief Inspector.
No access of personnel and equipment to the exclusion zone shall be permitted except for short-duration
monitoring needs, without the written authorization of the Chief Inspector.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-19
Manager Response:
Survey Monitoring
180385 Oct 4
Report 091018.pdf Monitoring Points.pdf

On Oct 9/18 our entry permit into the gravel pit by the PRRD was
cancelled as well as the EMPR (Adrian Pooley)

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
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Advisory 1:
Removal of stockpiled granular materials from the area on or near the unstable ground has been proposed
by Deasan. This activity will require multi-day access of personnel and equipment to the exclusion zone
and area of unstable ground.
The Mine shall not remove any stockpiled materials until a plan of works is submitted and approved in
writing by the Chief Inspector. The plan shall comply with all HSRC requirements, shall be developed by
a geotechnical Professional Engineer, and shall include:
(i) A detailed description of the work plan including number and types of equipment, duration of
works, access/travel locations, and sequence of stockpile removal;
(ii) A geotechnical assessment of the planned works;
(iii) A monitoring plan including locations and types of measurements, instrumentation, and
observations, with observation/reading frequencies;
(iv) Quantifiable Performance Objectives (QPOs) and associated trigger action response plans
(TARPs), which clearly indicate conditions under which works shall be suspended and shall
include consideration of antecedent rainfall;
(v) A dedicated spotter who will not perform any other work;
(vi) Evacuation procedures;
(vii) The following restrictions on these works:
a. Stockpiled materials shall be shipped off site and shall not be relocated on the mine site.
b. Work shall not be completed outside daylight hours.
c. Work shall be completed only under the supervision of a geotechnical Professional
Engineer.
d. Work shall not be completed if cracks are obscured (e.g. due to snow).
e. Any other restrictions recommended by the Engineer developing the plan of works.
Manager Response:
NG2552_Workplan_2
0181005_Sealed_R7.pdf

Advisory 2:
The long-term stability of the Deasan Gravel Pit site is not well understood and a significant portion of the
mine footprint is now unable to be utilized as planned and permitted.
As such, the Mine shall not restart mining, crushing, screening, or stockpiling without submittal of a revised
mine plan and written authorization from the Chief Inspector. The revised mine plan shall be developed
by a Professional Engineer and shall be based on a geotechnical assessment of the site stability.
The geotechnical assessment shall be signed and sealed by a geotechnical Professional Engineer and
shall consider a) both short and long-term slope stability issues b) at site and in the surrounding area (i.e.
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shall consider both the east slope area and potential for larger scale instability) c) over both the operational
and ultimate configurations of the mining operation.
The revised mine plan shall include design for stockpiles completed by a Professional Engineer.
All components of the revised mine plan shall be completed in accordance with good engineering practice
and the Code.
Manager Response:
This will be done once we have access to the property

Closure
Please address the response to Jennifer Brash, Senior Geotechnical Inspector, at jennifer.brash@gov.bc.ca.
You are reminded that, as per Section 15(6) of the Mines Act, your response is required within 15 days of the
days of receiving this report. In addition, Section 30 (1) of the Mines Act requires this Inspection Report to be
posted in a conspicuous location at the mine site for 30 days.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions or comments.

Received by

Sandy Beech
[Mine Manager Name, Title]

on

Oct 16 18
[Date]

Signature:

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector
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Photo 1: Stockpiles of granular material, note graben feature adjacent to scarp

Photo 2: Scarp through stockpile area. Note wet (dark) areas in scarp and roughly perpendicular cracks
in foreground.
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Photo 3: Cracks on stockpile platform

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
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Stockpiles

Toe

Scarp
Scarp

Photo 4: View of gravel pit and landslide mass from viewpoint
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Deasan Site Plan
prepared by Tryon Land Surveying Ltd.
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DOC ID 0042
Tryon Field Review Memorandum

Sandy Beech
Owner
Deasan Holdings Ltd.

Our File: 170392
August 3, 2018

Box 6958
Fort St. John, BC V1J 4J3

RE: Slope Stability Concerns – East side of Quarry
A high level field review of the quarry site was conducted by Brian Elliott, E.I.T. (Tryon Engineering Inc.)
on July 31, 2018. We also reviewed the July 31, 2018 internal email from the Ministry of Mines outlining
the potential slope failure of the existing eastern quarry face.
Our primary concern is the safety of the quarry operators of Deasan Holdings. We have also considered
the neighbouring eastern property, Parcel A (46726M). Without a thorough geotechnical review of the
existing quarry our recommendations are as follows:
‐

The quarry operations must maintain a 3m buffer from the eastern gravel face that is subject to
sliding.

‐

The eastern quarry face is not to have any material placed on, or above it.

‐

Monitor the eastern quarry face for further erosion, and advise Tryon as soon as possible, of any
changes.

From this review; we have advised Deasan Holdings to modify their site plan to show the 3m buffer and
to make the drawing clearer to show that no overburden is to be placed on the quarry slopes.

Sincerely,
Tryon Engineering Inc.
Per David H, Gao
P.Eng, Lead Engineer

Tryon
Engineering Inc.
Tel. D.C.: 250‐782‐5868
Tel. F.S.J..: 250‐262‐0031
Facsimile: 250‐782‐6029

Email: dgao@tryongroup.ca

Office: Dawson Creek BC
Mailing Address:
10201 – 17 Street,
Dawson Creek BC
V1G 4C3

Office: Fort St. John BC
Mailing Address:
11320 – 100 Avenue,
Fort St. John, BC
V1J 1Z9

DOC ID 0043
PRRD Entry Permit

Issued October 3, 2018 at 1443 hrs
Updated October 6, 2018 at 1214 hrs
(added information from MEMP)

October 5, 2018
Project No. NG2552
Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Box 6958
Fort St. John, BC V1J 4J3
Attention:

Sandy Beech, President

Re:

Workplan for Removal of Gravel Stockpiles from the Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Northern Geo Testing & Engineering (Northern Geo) presents this workplan for removal of the gravel
stockpiles from the landslide area at the above‐referenced location. This letter provides our proposed
workplan to remove the existing material stockpiles on and along the impacted landslide areas. The intent
of the letter is to ensure safety of the personnel involved in the operation is not compromised. The
proposed plan in this letter is based on the discussions we had with the client during our site meeting on
October 3, 2018 and subsequent correspondence on October 4, 2018.
2.0

VISUAL GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

Northern Geo visited the old Blair pit on October 3, 2018 to perform a visual geotechnical
assessment at the impacted landslide areas. Based on the visual assessment, Northern Geo didn’t
observe indications to believe that an immediate failure could happen near the pit area. It is
expected that the slope will creep, deform and settle prior to a large catastrophic failure.
Performing a detailed geotechnical assessment would require reasonable time. Northern Geo
recommends that the stockpile material should be removed from the landslide area to unload
the slope as soon as practical. The client should be prepared to follow the proposed workplan,
monitoring system and evacuation plan presented in this document.
3.0

PROPOSED PHASES TO REMOVE THE STOCKPILES

Based on our field observations and information provided by the client, Northern Geo proposes the
following phases for removal of the existing gravel stockpiles:
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Phase 1: Establishing a Ground Movement Monitoring Plan and an Evacuation Protocol













3.1.1

Set up a benchmark at the upper bench. The location of the benchmark should be on an
undisturbed area where no movement or settlement is expected.
Set up multiple monitoring locations at the upper bench along the failed area, lower bench along
the perimeter, 5 m below the lower bench along the perimeter, and 10 m below the lower bench
along the perimeter. Northern Geo will be on site and provide instruction to the surveyors.
Establish reference coordinate readings for all monitoring locations with respect the benchmark
by a licensed surveyor. Monitoring locations were established on October 4, 2018. The reference
coordinate reading at monitoring station is as shown in the attached monitoring station plan.
Survey using RTK survey unit each monitoring location in 2‐hour intervals during working periods
by a licensed surveyor.
Report the survey results to Northern Geo at the end of each working day shift and immediately
if any movement greater than 50 mm is observed.
Set up monitoring station for measuring precipitation intensity using rain gauge.
Dedicate one person as an observation officer (with hand‐held radio) to carefully monitor the side
slopes and platform movement, review and track new cracks and openings every morning before
the personnel could start work at the lower bench. The observation officer and surveyor should
keep monitoring the slopes throughout the working day. The observation officer will be
responsible for executing stop work order and should not be performing any other task, other
than what is stated in this letter.
All the personnel working at the site should have a radio, be on an appropriate channel and sign
in with the observation officer.
Northern Geo will perform periodic site visits and monitoring during the stockpile removal
process. The frequency of the site visits will be at every 3 to 4 hours while the personnel are
working.
Stop Work Set Parameter

The following should be considered as a stop work set parameters:



3.1.2

Consider a 50 mm vertical and/or horizontal ground movement over a 4‐hour monitoring period
as stop work set parameter. As soon as the ground moves greater than 50 mm, all activities should
immediately be stopped and the personnel should immediately evacuate the site and meet at a
designated muster point.
Consider a 50 mm rain accumulation and 5 cm of snow at any given time to a maximum of
24 hours period as stop work set parameter.
Trigger Action Response Plan

If there is a movement, precipitation, snowfall, greater than the set parameters, the following must be
implemented immediately:


Work must be stopped immediately by observation officer.
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All the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point.
The observation officer should perform headcount.
Observation officer should contact Northern Geo for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
If Northern Geo deems the site is unsafe for personnel to work, EMPR should be notified.
Phase 2: Removal of Stockpile 1 from the Upper Bench and Building Temporary Access Ramps
to the Lower Bench



Level and prepare access to the stockpiles 1 & 2 on the upper bench, as shown in photograph 1.
Photograph 1

Ramp 1

Ramp 2






Load and remove stockpile 1 from the upper bench.
The material should preferably be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate.
Build ramp 1 and ramp 2 at the east and west sides of the pit area using clay fill without cutting
into the upper bench, as shown in the photograph, to provide access to the lower bench.
If there is a movement or precipitation greater than the set parameter, work must be stopped
immediately, and all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to
the upper bench and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be
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responsible for headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation
before the personnel could return to work.
Photograph 2
Ramp 1

Ramp 2

3.3

Phase 3: Resurfacing the Lower Bench and Removal of all Stockpiles






3.4

Resurface the lower bench to level and fill the cracks.
No traffic should be allowed to the south edge of the lower bench once the resurfacing is
complete.
Load and remove all the stockpiles from the lower bench.
Observation officer should monitor all the traffic on the lower bench and continually monitor the
surface for any evidence of cracking, settlement, and visual indication of slope failure.
If there is a movement or precipitation greater than the set parameters, work must be stopped
immediately, and all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to
the upper bench and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be
responsible for headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation
before the personnel could return to work.
Phase 4: Removal of Stockpile 2



Load and remove stockpile 2 from the upper bench.
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The material should preferably be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate.
Phase 5: Reclamation Plan

Reclamation plan including surface water management, removal of the temporary ramps and sloping will
be submitted following completion of the stockpiles are removed.
4.0

EQUIPMENT

The following equipment are only allowed to be used during removal of the stockpiles:





One 988 loader
One 980 loader
Four 40 ton rock trucks
Numerous belly‐dumps, clam‐dumps and box‐trucks

At any given time, during the operation at lower bench, no more than 5 trucks and 2 loaders are allowed
at the lower bench.
5.0

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION

The following additional steps must be followed during the stockpile removal process:











6.0

Parking and idling should not be allowed at the lower bench or at the crest of the upper bench
once the truck is loaded.
All the equipment and fuel storage should be placed approximately 400 m north from the upper
bench near the entrance gate when not in use.
A minimum of two wheel chocks shall be used for all rubber tired equipment when parked.
A berm with a minimum height of 1.2 m should be placed on each side of the ramps.
The material should preferably be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate, approximately 400 m
away from the upper bench and stockpile size should not exceed more than 30 ton.
The south side of the lower bench should be restricted using delineator and warning tape.
The perimeter of the lower bench should have delineator and warning tape.
Work shall not be completed outside daylight hours.
Work shall be completed only under the supervision of Northern Geo.
Work shall not be completed if cracks are obscured (eg. due to snow).
ESTIMATED TIMELINE

As per the information provided by the client, the proposed timeline for each phases are as follows:





Phase 1 will be established in a day;
Phase 2 will be completed in 1 to 2 days;
Phase 3 will be completed in 5 to 7 days following completion of phase 2; and,
Phase 4 will be completed in 20‐24 days following completion of phase 3.

The timeline for phase 5 will be submitted once reclamation plan is completed.
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CLOSURE

The workplan presented herein is merely based on the information provided by the client and our limited
observations during the October 3, 2018 site visit. Northern Geo has neither carried out any detailed
geotechnical assessment nor conducted a comprehensive slope stability evaluation. This document is just
a workplan to help the client remove the stockpiled material to unload the landslide area without
compromising safety of the working personnel and is essentially based on close monitoring of the slope
movement and effective communication with the working personnel and following a strict evacuation
protocol based on ground movement. Northern Geo should be contacted immediately if any movement
greater than 50 mm is observed. The material in this report does not include any engineering
recommendations. If conditions other than those discussed herein are noted or encountered during
subsequent phases, Northern Geo should be given the opportunity to review and revise the workplan
included in this letter, as necessary.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. If you have any questions regarding the contents
of this report, or if we can be of further assistance to you on this project, please call our office.
Sincerely,
Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
A division of CCMET Inc.
Prepared By

Reviewed By

Mohammed Hossain, EIT
Project Engineer

October 5, 2018
Masoud Mohajeri, Ph.D., P. Eng., PMP
Specialist Geotechnical Engineer

2018 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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DOC ID 0044
October 6, 2018 Evacuation Alert

PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ALERT
Old Fort Landslide
EVACUATION ALERT ISSUED
October 6, 2018 at 1800 hours
An Evacuation Alert has been issued by the Peace River Regional District effective October 6, 2018 at 1800 hrs due to
landslide in the Old Fort Area of Electoral Area C of the Peace River Regional District.
A landslide occurred on Sunday, September 30, 2018 in the Old Fort Area of Electoral Area C. The landslide has
continued to move and shift and stress cracks have been observed to the west slide of the landslide.
Because of the potential danger to life and health, the Peace River Regional District has issued an Evacuation Alert for
the following areas:

An Evacuation Alert has been issued to prepare you to evacuate your premises or property should it be found necessary.
Residents will be given as much advance notice as possible prior to evacuation; however, you may receive limited notice
due to changing conditions. Please stay tuned to local media channels for information. Residents who have any
concerns for their safety or the safety of their neighbours should call the Regional District 24 hours a day at
250-784-3200
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO WHEN AN ALERT IS IN EFFECT
Be prepared for an evacuation order by:
 Locating all family members or co-workers and designate a meeting location outside the evacuation area, should an
evacuation be called while separated.
 Gathering essential items such as medications, eyeglasses, valuable papers (i.e. insurance), immediate care needs
for dependants and, if you choose, keepsakes (photographs, etc). Have these items readily available for quick
departure.
 Preparing to move any disabled persons and/or children.
 Preparing to move pets and livestock to a safe area.
 Arranging to transport your household members or co-workers in the event of an evacuation order. If you need
transportation assistance from the area please call 1-800-670-7773 or 250-784-3200.
 Arranging accommodation for your family if possible. In the event of an evacuation, Reception Centres will be
opened if required.
 Monitoring news sources for information on evacuation orders and locations of Reception Centres.
Further information will be issued should the situation change. Updates will be posted at www.prrd.bc.ca.
For more information contact the Peace River Regional District at 1-800-670-7773 or 250-784-3200.
___
Brad Sperling, Chair
Peace River Regional District
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DOC ID 0045
October 7, 2018 Evacuation Order

PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER - 5
PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER ISSUED
October 7, 2018 1215 hours
Old Fort Landslide
Pursuant to Section 12 (1) of the Emergency Program Act; and the Declaration of State of Local Emergency
ordered on September 30, 2018 for Peace River Regional District in Electoral Area C, an Evacuation Order has
been issued by the Peace River Regional District due to immediate danger to life safety due to landslide.
Members of the RCMP or representatives of the Peace River Regional District will be expediting this action.
The Evacuation Order is in effect for ALL areas and properties east of the current evacuation order including
Old Fort Road, River Drive, Old Fort Loop, Canoe Road, and Trapper Road. See attached map.
Evacuees please register with the Reception Centre in the Pomeroy Sports Centre (9324 96 Street). The
Reception Centre will be open on October 7, 2018 from 11am – 7pm. Outside of these hours please call the
Peace River Regional District and 250-784-3200 to arrange services.
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO:





YOU MUST LEAVE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY
Close all windows and doors
Shut off all gas and electrical appliances, other than refrigerators and freezers
Close gates (latch) but do not lock

For more information contact: the Peace River Regional District at 250 784-3200.
After the evacuation all services to the area will stopped. Those who choose to stay will do so at their own
risk and will be required to be 100% self-sufficient. All access routes will be manned and once some comes
out they will not be allowed back in.

Brad Sperling, Chair
Peace River Regional District
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Have a Grab ‘n Go Bag for each person in the house and attach it to the bed.
ADULT
Flashlight, batteries, and light sticks
Portable radio and batteries
Keys (house and car)
Money (coins and bills)
Glasses, contact lenses and solutions
Medications (at least one week supply)
Comfortable shoes, two pairs of socks
Comfortable clothing (sweats, extra
underwear)
Jacket, cap or hat
Whistle (call for help if trapped)
Sunscreen
Pocket knife
Watch or clock
Paper and pencil
“Okay” and “Help” signs
Emergency phone list, out-of-state
contact #
Lists of people to notify of you are
injured
Copies of important documents:
insurance, identification, social security,
etc.
Small first aid kit

Toilet articles: comb, toothbrush,
toothpaste, soap, razor, washcloth, face
towel, shampoo, lotion, lip balm, emery
board, nail clipper, sanitary products,
tissue, etc.
Toilet Paper
Zip-lock bags, plastic grocery bags
Good book, playing cards, crossword
puzzles
Work gloves, several pairs of latex
gloves
Lightweight blanket
Plastic ground cloth
Emergency tent
Hard Hat
Dust Mask (two)
Hammer and folding shovel
Crow bar (may need to move debris)
Rope
Drinking Water – store in a separate
place, minimum one gallon per person)
Snacks (granola bars, trail mix, peanut
butter)

SENIORS OR DISABLED

These items are in addition to the Adult Grab ‘n Go Bag.
Food for special diet needs
Batteries for hearing aids, wheelchair,
etc.
List of model and serial # of medical
devices
Special supplies: oxygen, catheters, etc.

Prescriptions for eyeglasses (not older
than one year)
Personal sanitary items (Protective
undergarments, disposable bags, ties,
wipes)
For guide dogs see Pet Grab ‘n Go Bag

INFANTS AND TODDLERS

These items are in addition to the Adult Grab ‘n Go Bag.
Formula, disposable bottles, nipples
Diapers and wipes
Instant baby cereal
Bowl and spoon
Sunscreen
At least two changes of clothes
Light Jacket

Thermometer
Medicine dropper and Medications
Pedialyte, electrolyte replacement solution
Firm soled shoes
Toys, books, stuffed animals
Authorization to Consent to Treatment of
Minor Form, completed

PETS

Keep your pet Grab ‘n Go Bag in an easily accessible location near your own emergency supplies.
Food
Water
Bowls
Leash
Muzzle
Poop scooper, bags
Treats
Toy
Extra Name Tag
License number

Pet carrier or crate for
each pet
Name, address and
phone number of
veternatian
People to contact to take
care of the animal
Vaccination and medical
records
List of Special
Instructions

Pet First Aid Kit
Scissors
Guaze pads
Wipes
Instant cold pack
Adhesive tape
Tweezers
Soap

CAR EMERGENCY KIT

Water
Food (canned, dehydrated, snacks)
Sweater or jacket, extra clothing
Comfortable walking shoes
Money (coins and bills)
Flashlight (extra batteries)
Space Blanket
First Aid Kit (bandages, gauze, etc.)
Pocket Knife
Matches (waterproof)
Flares
Fire Extinguisher
Work gloves
Jumper cables

Pencil and paper
Tools (screwdriver, pliers, wire, crowbar,
rope, etc.)
Emergency Phone Numbers, including your
contact person
Maps of your most often traveled routes
Personal items (eyeglasses, toothbrush,
soap, tissue, hand wipes, etc.)
Special needs (medication, diapers, infant
formula, etc.)
Favorite book, crossword puzzles, or games

OFFICE EMERGENCY KIT
Water
Food (canned, dehydrated,
snacks)
Sweater or jacket, extra clothing
Comfortable walking shoes
Money (coins and bills)
Flashlight (extra batteries)
First Aid Kit (bandages, gauze, etc.)

Emergency Phone Numbers, including your
contact person
Personal items (eyeglasses, toothbrush,
soap, tissue, hand wipes, etc.)
Medication
Favorite book, crossword puzzle, or games
List of people to notify if you are injured
Keys (house and car)

DOC ID 0047
October 6, 2018 Evacuation Order

PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER
PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER ISSUED
October 6, 2018 1630 hours
Old Fort Landslide
Pursuant to Section 12 (1) of the Emergency Program Act; and the Declaration of State of Local Emergency
ordered on September 30, 2018 for Peace River Regional District in Electoral Area C, an Evacuation Order has
been issued by the Peace River Regional District due to immediate danger to life safety due to landslide.
Members of the RCMP will be expediting this action.
The Evacuation Order is in effect for:








Evacuees please register with the Reception Centre by calling Kylah at 778-256-1230.
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO:





YOU MUST LEAVE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY
Close all windows and doors
Shut off all gas and electrical appliances, other than refrigerators and freezers
Close gates (latch) but do not lock

For more information contact: the Peace River Regional District at 250 784-3200.

Brad Sperling, Chair
Peace River Regional District
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DOC ID 0057
Evacuation Order Rescinded

November 4, 2018
Dear Old Fort Resident:
At a Special Meeting held Sunday, November 4, the Peace River Regional District
Board of Directors resolved to amend the evacuation orders and alerts affecting the
Old Fort Area.
Please see the attached Evacuation Rescind and map that outlines the areas where
the Evacuation Order has been rescinded and the areas that remain under
Evacuation Order and Evacuation Alert, to determine whether or not your property
has been deemed to be in an area where the level of risk is tolerable and you will be
allowed to return home, or if your property remains on Evacuation Order.
If your property is no longer under Evacuation Order and you are returning home,
we strongly encourage you to make your way to the Northern Grand Hotel, where
staff are standing by to provide you with re-entry packages full of information to
make the transition home easier.
The Peace River Regional District has prepared going home packages for each
resident that includes coordinating the de-winterizing of homes and the filling of
cisterns. PRRD staff are at the Northern Grand in the ‘Grand One’ room, starting at
noon today to arrange these services.
If you are unable to go to the Northern Grand today please go to the Resiliency
Centre on Monday between 11:00 am and 7:00 pm.
Emergency Support Services will continue to be available to residents until their
home is de-winterized.
PRRD staff at the Northern Grand will be happy to help you with any questions.

diverse. vast. abundant.

PLEASE REPLY TO:
X Box 810, 1981 Alaska Ave, Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4H8 Tel: (250) 784-3200 or (800) 670-7773 Fax: (250) 784-3201 Email: prrd.dc@prrd.bc.ca
ppppprrprrd.dc@prrd.bc.ca
9505 100 St, Fort St. John, B C V1J 4N4 Tel: (250) 785-8084 Fax: (250) 785-1125 Email: prrd.fsj@prrd.bc.ca

OLD FORT LANDSLIDE
EVACUATION ORDER RESCINDED
November 4, 2018, at 1500 hours
Pursuant to Section 12 (1) of the Emergency Program Act, and the Declaration of State of Local
Emergency ordered on September 30, 2018 by the Peace River Regional District is rescinding
the Evacuation Order effective November 4, 2018, at 1500 hours for the following properties:
PID: 008-464-243
PID: 028-336-500
PID: 030-463-084
PID: 011-137-266
PID: 011-758-261
PID: 012-178-993
PID: 012-191-051
PID: 012-192-082
PID: 012-219-703
PID: 012-235-881
PID: 016-717-228
PID: 023-673-346
PID: 024-970-221
PID: 028-336-496
PID: 028-336-518
PID: 028-336-526
PID: 029-680-867
PID: 029-745-713
PID: 029-745-730
PID: 029-745-748
PID: 011-635-738
PID: 010-496-581

And:
Crown Provincial: RTC SEC 18 TP 83 R 18 W6M PEACE RVR DISTRICT PL EPP14982
Crown Provincial: L 1 SEC 18 TP 83 R 18 W6M PEACE RIVER DISTRICT AND OF DL 418 CARIBOO
DISTRICT SITUATED WITHIN THE PEACE RIVER DISTRICT PLL EPP48179
The Geotechnical Engineers agree that the residual risk is tolerable to allow residents to return
to the area. Residents are encouraged to be aware of the surrounding area, report any
concerns or observations to the Peace River Regional District, and have an emergency plan and
be prepared to take responsibility for themselves.
- EOR# 4

1|Page

OLD FORT LANDSLIDE
November 4, 2018

The Peace River Regional District we will be re-engaging residents soon to discuss with all stakeholders medium and long term ideas around road access, monitoring, mitigation, and the
possibility of an evacuation in the future should one be deemed necessary.
The following property will be changed from an Evacuation Alert to an Evacuation Order:
PID: 014-675-986
The following properties remain on Evacuation Order:

Crown Provincial: N1/2 OF SE1/4 SEC 19 TP 83 R 18 W6M
And a portion of:

Crown Provincial: N 1/2 OF S 1/2 OF SW 1/4 SEC 19 TP 83 R 18 W6M
Crown Provincial: N1/2 OF SW1/4 SEC 19 TP 83 R 18 W6M
The following properties remain on Evacuation Alert:

PID: 006-773-397
PID: 007-387-539
Crown Provincial REM SEC 18 TP 83 R 18 W6M
A 50 metre wide Right Of Way around the current location of the semi-permanent access road
in N ½ of S ½ if SW ¼ SEC 19TP 83 R 18 W6M and N1/2 OF SW1/4 SEC 19 TP 83 R 18 W6M
And a portion of:

Please see the attached map that shows the properties that remain under Evacuation Order in
red and the properties that remain on Evacuation Alert in yellow.

Brad Sperling
Chair
Peace River Regional District
OLD FORT LANDSLIDE - EOR#4
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OLD FORT LANDSLIDE
November 4, 2018

For media inquiry, please contact:

For public inquiry, please contact:

Fran Haughian
Information Officer
Peace River Regional District

www.prrd.bc.ca or
call 250-784-3200 or 1-800-670-7773

OLD FORT LANDSLIDE - EOR#4
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DOC ID 0070
Stockpile Removal Notification

March 8, 2019
Public Notification
The Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources authorized Deasan
Holdings Ltd. to begin removing gravel stockpiles at the gravel pit located near
Old Fort and Fort St. John, B.C. on March 4, 2019.
The removal of the stockpiles is a precautionary measure taken at the
recommendation of professional engineers. The work is estimated to take 30
days and is designed to be completed prior to spring thaw.
Deasan Holdings Ltd. has submitted a plan to the Ministry of Energy, Mines and
Petroleum Resources outlining safety measures for the site. The work plan
includes numerous monitoring protocols and stop-work triggers. The authorized
work must be completed in accordance with the Mines Health, Safety and
Reclamation Code, the work plan developed by Northern Geo Testing and
Engineering, and in accordance with multiple conditions ordered by the Ministry.
The worksite has not been approved to resume normal operations.
Should the Peace River Regional District or local residents have any questions,
please contact Adrian Pooley, Inspector of Mines at 250-640-6190 or
Adrian.Pooley@gov.bc.ca

DOC ID 0074
BEECH Email to BRASH and POOLEY
Re: Workstop Order for the
Lower Bench Area – NG2552

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandy Beech <sandy@drsenergy.ca>
Monday, October 8, 2018 1:09 PM
Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX; Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Fwd: NG2552 - Workstop Order for the Lower Bench Area

We have everyone off the lower bench loading up top for now.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Masoud Mohajeri <mmohajeri@northerngeo.ca>
Date: October 8, 2018 at 1:01:50 PM MST
To: "sandy@drsenergy.ca" <sandy@drsenergy.ca>
Cc: "tammy@drsenergy.ca" <tammy@drsenergy.ca>, Mohammed Hossain <mhossain@northerngeo.ca>
Subject: NG2552 - Workstop Order for the Lower Bench Area
Hi Sandy,
As discussed earlier today, we've assessed the slope conditions along the Old Fort Road this morning. Although the
survey points on and around the working platform show very minor movements and look stable, a relatively sudden
failure may be expected if the west side slope undergoes large movements. Considering the evidence for sliding and
large movements on the west side slope, workstop order on the lower bench should immediately be implemented and:








All work must be stopped immediately on the lower bench.
All the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench and meet at a
designated muster point.
The observation officer should perform headcount.
A 10 m setback from the crest of the upper bench should be restricted for entry for anyone including surveyor.
Work on the upper bench beyond the restricted area could continue.

Regular survey should be carried out on the upper bench as per instructed on the workplan.
Northern Geo will assess slope conditions on Tuesday morning (October 9, 2018) and provide further
instructions.

If you have any questions or require further instructions please contact us.
Regards,
Masoud

1

DOC ID 0103
PRRD Email to BEECH
Re: Cancellation of Entry Permit

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Importance:

EOC Dir <EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca>
Tuesday, October 9, 2018 9:18 AM
sandy@drsenergy.ca; V1Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
PERSONAL EOC DeputyDir; EOC Plan1; EOC Log1; EOC Ops1
rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com;
WITNESS of Entry Permit
Deason Holdings - Cancellation
INFORMATIO
N
High

Hi Sandy
Further to our conversation, all entry permits are now cancelled. You and your crews MUST vacate the evacuation
order area immediately. Please call me at 250 219‐3000 once everyone is out.
If you would like Northern Geo to discuss this more with Westrek Geotechnical please contact:
Rhonda Mellafont
rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com

Thank you
Trish Morgan | EOC Director
Direct: 250‐784‐3215 | Cell: 250‐219‐3000 | EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca

PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT | Box 810, 1981 Alaska Highway, Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4H8
Toll Free: (24 hrs): 1‐800‐670‐7773 | Office: 250‐784‐3200 | Fax: 250‐784‐3201 | www.prrd.bc.ca

IMPORTANT: The information transmitted herein is confidential and may contain privileged or personal information. It is intended solely for the person or entity to
which it is addressed. Any review, re‐transmission, dissemination, taking of any action in reliance upon, or other use of this information by persons or entities other
than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please notify the sender and delete or destroy all digital and printed copies.
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DOC ID 0104
PRRD Email to POOLEY Re: Evacuation
for Gravel Pit Recommended

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

EOC Dir <EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca>
Tuesday, October 9, 2018 10:24 AM
Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Alexander, Debbie A EMBC:EX; EOC Log2
RE: Evacuation Order for Gravel Pit - Recommended

Thank you.
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX <Adrian.Pooley@gov.bc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, October 9, 2018 9:15 AM
To: EOC Dir <EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca>
Cc: Alexander, Debbie A EMBC:EX <Debbie.Alexander@gov.bc.ca>
Subject: Re: Evacuation Order for Gravel Pit ‐ Recommended
Hi,
I have issued a full‐stop work order for the site. They will not be going back to work without consensus from from your
geotechnical engineer. Thanks,
Adrian Pooley, P. Eng.
Inspector of Mines – Health & Safety
BC Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources
Phone: 250‐565‐6046<tel:250‐565‐6046>
Cell: 250<tel:250‐640‐6190>‐640‐6190<tel:250‐640‐6190>
email: adrian.pooley@gov.bc.ca<mailto:adrian.pooley@gov.bc.ca>
On Oct 9, 2018, at 8:39 AM, EOC Dir <EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca<mailto:EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca>> wrote:
Hi Adrian,
Please see below.
From: Rhonda Mellafont <rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com<mailto:rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com>>
Sent: Tuesday, October 9, 2018 7:53 AM
To: EOC Dir <EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca<mailto:EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca>>; Trish Morgan
<Trish.Morgan@prrd.bc.ca<mailto:Trish.Morgan@prrd.bc.ca>>
Cc: Tim Smith
Subject: Evacuation Order for Gravel Pit ‐ Recommended

Good morning,
We understand that the work plan within the gravel pit above the slide has been modified based on recent movement
around the pit. Based on our observations of the significant cracking throughout the south end of the pit and the recent
movement to both the southeast and southwest of the pit, we recommend that the pit area also be put under
evacuation order with no entry permits. There is a significant risk to worker safety even with the modified work plan
1

and it would be negligent on our part to not express these concerns. Please let us know how we can be of assistance in
moving this forward.
Sincerely,
Rhonda
Rhonda Mellafont, PGeo
Engineering Geologist

Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd.
Box 1191, 2914 Eby Street
Terrace, BC V8G 2X5
Cell: (250) 922‐4349
Email: rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com<mailto:rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com>
www.westrekgeotech.com<http://www.westrekgeotech.com>

<image006.jpg>[cid:image007.jpg@01D45FAB.95287550][cid:image008.png@01D45FAB.95287550][A picture
containing clipart Description generated with very high confidence] [A close up of a sign Description generated
with very high confidence]
All designs, plans, specifications and other contract documents (including all electronic files) prepared by Westrek
Geotechnical Services Ltd. shall remain the property of Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd. and Westrek Geotechnical
Services Ltd. retains all rights thereto, including but not limited to copyright, statutory and common‐law rights thereto
unless otherwise specified by contract. No design changes or decisions made by e‐mail shall be considered part of the
contract documents unless otherwise specified, and all design changes and/or decisions made by e‐mail must be
submitted as a Request For Information or a submittal unless otherwise specified.

________________________________

‐‐
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DOC ID 0107
Westrek Emergency Landslide
Assessment, dated November 21, 2018
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REPORT
To:

Chair and Directors

Date: December 4, 2018

From:

Trish Morgan, General Manager of Community Services

Subject: Old Fort Landslide Geotechnical Assessment

RECOMMENDATION: [All Directors – Corporate Unweighted]
That the Regional Board receive the December 4, 2018 report “Old Fort Landslide Assessment Reports” for
discussion.
BACKGROUND/RATIONALE:
On September 30, 2018 a significant landslide severed Old Fort Road, isolating all the homes on the east
side of the slide and disrupted BC Hydro and Telus infrastructure. As the hazard could not be fully assessed,
and as slide movement continued, it became necessary to place the entire area under an Evacuation Order
and to restrict movement to the area.
During the response to the 2018 event a geotechnical analysis of the area was conducted by Westrek
Geotechnical Services; this analysis was then put through a peer review process conducted by BGC
Engineering. The geotechnical analysis suggests that further land and/or rockslide activity is inevitable,
however for almost all properties the risk level is currently tolerable and this supports continued use (at this
time).
Both the final report from Westrek titled “Emergency Landslide Assessment, Old Fort, BC” and the BGC
Engineering peer review of the assessment are attached to this report.
Next Steps:
1) Community Meeting on Monday, December 17th at 7:00 pm at the North Peace Cultural Centre to
present the final Westrek Report to Old Fort Residents.
2) Staff to work with consultants and the Province to determine appropriate monitoring options,
including estimated costs and responsibility to present options to the Board.
3) Testing and finalization of the Everbridge Mass Communications tool so that Old Fort residents can
be added to the system for immediate targeted notifications prior to 2019 freshet.
4) Establishment of a Recovery Manager position (if funding approved by EMBC) for an initial 6 month
term to assist with:
a. Finalization of an evacuation plan for Old Fort
b. Development of an emergency plan that gives consideration to specific response actions
should there be a future landslide
c. Identification of unmet community needs and development of options to provide
assistance where possible
d. Oversight of a long-term hazard assessment, mitigation and monitoring plan by a third party
consultant (possible)
Staff Initials:

Dept. Head:

CAO:
December 14, 2018
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ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS:
1. That the Regional Board receive the December 4, 2018 report “Old Fort Landslide Geotechnical
Assessment” for information.

STRATEGIC PLAN RELEVANCE:
☐

Ensure that the Solid Waste Management Plan is operating on a fiscally defensible basis.

☒

Ensure effective execution of Public Safety and Emergency Services initiatives.

☐

Foster Collaboration on services with municipalities and electoral areas.

☐

Establish a strategy for coordinated advocacy on identified issues.

☐

Manage parks and trails in the region.

☐

Support the agricultural industry within the regional district.

☐

Not Applicable to Strategic Plan.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATION(S):
·
·
·

Funding for assessments (to date) have been approved by Emergency Management BC (EMBC) under
the task number.
EMBC has suggested that they would consider funding the Recovery Manager position – staff are
currently waiting for a proposal and costs to present to EMBC for approval.
Costs and responsibilities for further assessments and monitoring will need to be discussed with EMBC
and provincial agencies.

COMMUNICATIONS CONSIDERATION(S):

The December 17, 2018 meeting will be advertised on the PRRD website and Facebook Page, sent out
through the “Emergency Alerts” email system and advertised on the Old Fort Facebook Page. It is being
held for the benefit of Old Fort residents whose lives have been directly impacted by the landslide.

OTHER CONSIDERATION(S):
Attachments:
1. Emergency Landslide Assessment, Old Fort, BC”: Westrek Geotechnical Services, November
21, 2018.
2. Peer Review of Westrek Geotechnical Services’ Emergency Assessment of Old Fort Landslide
BGC Engineering Inc.
3. DRAFT Old Fort Evacuation Plan (will be provided as a handout on December 14, 2018)

December 14, 2018
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7I75FE<G7 DF??3CJ
Qp!vjg!oqtpkpi!qh!Ugrvgodgt!41-!3129-!c!ocuukxg!dgftqem!ncpfunkfg!qeewttgf!pqtvjyguv!qh!vjg!
eqoowpkv{!qh!Qnf!Hqtv-!pgct!Hqtv!Uv/!Lqjp-!DE/!Vjg!kpkvkcn!tqemunkfg!vtkiigtgf!c!ugtkgu!qh!qvjgt!
ncpfunkfgu!qxgt!vjg!hqnnqykpi!fc{u!vjcv!gxgpvwcnn{!ewv!qhh!ceeguu!vq!Qnf!Hqtv/!!Kp!tgurqpug!vq!vjg!
ncpfunkfg-! vjg! Rgceg! Tkxgt! Tgikqp! Fkuvtkev! wpfgtvqqm! c! ugtkgu! qh! Gxcewcvkqp! Qtfgtu! cpf!
Gxcewcvkqp!Cngtvu!qp!ocp{!qh!vjg!rtqrgtvkgu!qp!qt!kp!vjg!koogfkcvgn{!xkekpkv{!qh!vjg!ncpfunkfg/!!
Yguvtgm!Igqvgejpkecn!Ugtxkegu!Nvf/!ycu!tgvckpgf!vq!rtqxkfg!gogtigpe{!igqvgejpkecn!uwrrqtv!
ykvj!tgictfu!vq!ocpcikpi!vjg!kookpgpv!tkum!vq!rwdnke!uchgv{/!!!
Vjg!ncpfunkfg!kpkvkcvgf!cv!vjg!uqwvj!gpf!qh!vjg
!Rkv-!yjgtg!vjg!itqwpf!ftqrrgf!oqtg!vjcp!
21!o!cpf!vjg!dgftqem!unkf!crrtqzkocvgn{!23!o-!vtkiigtkpi!c!ejcppgnk|gf!gctvjhnqy!vjcv!unqyn{!
vtcxgngf!crrtqzkocvgn{!711!o!uqwvjyctf-!eqpuwokpi!Qnf!Hqtv!Tqcf!cpf!gxgpvwcnn{!tgcejkpi!c!
dcem!ejcppgn!qh!vjg!Rgceg!Tkxgt/!!Vjg!gctvjhnqy!vtkiigtgf!c!ncpfunkfg!vq!vjg!yguv!vjcv!oqxgf!
crrtqzkocvgn{!26!o!uqwvjyctf!qxgt!vjg!hqnnqykpi!fc{u/!!Vjku!ncpfunkfg!qeewttgf!gpvktgn{!ykvjkp!
cp! cpekgpv! ncpfunkfg! fgrqukv! gpeqorcuukpi! vjg! jqwug! cv! V1-PERSONAL
/! ! Vjg! kpkvkcn!
WITNESS
tqemunkfg!cnuq!vtkiigtgf!oqxgogpv!ykvjkp!cpqvjgt!rtg.gzkuvkpi!ncpfunkfg!vq!vjg!uqwvjgcuv/!!Vjku!
INFORMATION
ncpfunkfg!oqxgf!21!vq!26!o!dwv!fkf!pqv!tgcej!Qnf!Hqtv!Tqcf!qt!fcocig!cp{!jqwugu/!!!!
Vjg!rqvgpvkcn!hqt!vjg!ocuukxg!tqemunkfg!vq!oqxg!cickp!ku!jkij-!rquukdn{!ecwukpi!vjg!gctvjhnqy!
cpf!dqvj!cflcegpv!ncpfunkfgu!vq!cnuq!oqxg/!!Vjg!gctvjhnqy!eqwnf!cnuq!oqxg!kpfgrgpfgpvn{!qh!vjg!
tqemunkfg/! ! Vjg! DE! Okpkuvt{! qh! Vtcpurqtvcvkqp! '! Kphtcuvtwevwtg! jcu! guvcdnkujgf! oqpkvqtkpi!
rqkpvu!cnqpi!vjgkt!vgorqtct{!ceeguu!tqcf!vjtqwij!vjg!ncpfunkfg!cpf!tgoqvg!oqpkvqtkpi!rqkpvu!
qp!vjg!tqemunkfg!cdqxg/!!Vjg!ncvguv!tguwnvu!kpfkecvg!vjcv!oqxgogpv!jcu!uwurgpfgf=!jqygxgt-!vjg!
ncpfunkfg!ku!pqv!eqpukfgtgf!kpcevkxg/!!Eqpfkvkqpu!qp!vjg!ncpfunkfg!ecp!ejcpig!ykvj!nkvvng!yctpkpi=!
vjgtghqtg-! vjg! gpvktg! ncpfunkfg! ocuu-! kpenwfkpi! vjg! tqemunkfg-! gctvjhnqy-! cpf! dqvj! cflcegpv!
ncpfunkfgu-!ctg!eqpukfgtgf!vq!dg!cv!kookpgpv!nkmgnkjqqf!qh!oqxgogpv/!!
Uwffgp!oqxgogpv!cpf!ykfgpkpi!qh!vjg!vgpukqp!etcemu!kp!vjg!kpkvkcvkqp!|qpg!etgcvgu!c!jc|ctf!vq!
yqtmgtu!kp!vjcv!rqtvkqp!qh!vjg!itcxgn!rkv/!!Hwtvjgt!cuuguuogpv!cpf!c!uchg!yqtm!rncp!hqt!vjg!rkv!
qrgtcvkqp!ujqwnf!dg!crrtqxgf!d{!vjg!DE!Okpkuvt{!qh!Gpgti{-!Okpgu!cpf!Rgvtqngwo!Tguqwtegu/!!!
Dqvj!vjg!ejcppgnk|gf!gctvjhnqy!cpf!vjg!yguv!ncpfunkfg!ctg!gzrgevgf!vq!oqxg!cickp-!rtqdcdn{!
fwtkpi!urtkpi!htgujgv-!ugxgtgn{!fcocikpi!vjg!vgorqtct{!ceeguu!tqcf!ngcfkpi!vq!Qnf!Hqtv!cpf!
eqpvkpwkpi!vq!korcev!vjg!jqwug!cv!V1-PERSONAL
!!Vjg!jqwug!cv!V1-PERSONAL
!ku!pqv!
WITNESS
gzrgevgf! vq! dg! fktgevn{! korcevgf/!WITNESS
Vjg! gcuv! ncpfunkfg! eqwnf! cnuq! oqxg!
cickp! fwtkpi! htgujgv-!
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
etggrkpi!hctvjgt!fqyp!vjg!unqrg-!dwv!ku!uvknn!311!o!htqo!Qnf!Hqtv!Tqcf!cpf!fqgu!pqv!crrgct!vq!
rqug!cp!kookpgpv!tkum!vq!vjg!tqcf!qt!cp{!jqwugu/!!Pqpg!qh!vjgug!unkfgu!ctg!gzrgevgf!vq!oqxg!
tcrkfn{!qt!rqug!cp!kookpgpv!tkum!vq!cp{!qvjgt!jqwugu!kp!vjg!Qnf!Hqtv!eqoowpkv{/!!Vyq!uocnngt!
fgvcejgf!ocuugu!qp!vjg!uqwvj!gpf!qh!vjg!ujcng!tkfig!eqwnf!rquukdn{!hckn!tcrkfn{!cpf!tgcej!vjg!
vgorqtct{!ceeguu!tqcf!dwv!fqgu!pqv!vjtgcvgp!cp{!jqwugu/!!!
Oquv!qh!vjg!Gxcewcvkqp!Qtfgtu!jcxg!dggp!tgoqxgf!qt!tgrncegf!ykvj!Gxcewcvkqp!Cngtvu!dcugf!qp!
vjg!tguwnvu!qh!vjku!cuuguuogpvu/!!Vjg!rtqrgtvkgu!uvknn!wpfgt!Gxcewcvkqp!Qtfgt!ctg!vjqug!cntgcf{!
fktgevn{!korcevgf!d{!vjg!ncpfunkfg!eqorngz/!!!
1 2 9 . 3 4 1!

Yguvtgm!Igqvgejpkecn!Ugtxkegu!Nvf/!
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DOUS WW
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

&'! 7HBIDHB!/LL@LLG@HM!$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!'-!
&(! 0FILNK@!$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!'.!
!
NTU_X!/!8!Mh``Tel!bY!LXVb``XaWXW!@iTVhTg\ba!IeWXef!TaW!<_Xegf!
F\fg!bY!LXYXeXaVXf!
<ccXaW\k!<8!DagXeceXgTg\ba!TaW!OfX!bY!MghWl!TaW!LXcbeg!TaW!F\`\gTg\baf!
<ccXaW\k!=8!?eTj\aZf!
'
'
'

?eTj\aZ!./! !JeX+0./6!M\gX!>baW\g\baf!
?eTj\aZ!.0! !0./6!FTaWf_\WX!>baW\g\baf!
?eTj\aZ!.1! !@iTVhTg\ba!MgTghf!

!
!
!
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DOUS * ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

<X][YO^N]TYX
Ia!g[X!`bea\aZ!bY!MXcgX`UXe!1.*!0./6*!T!_TeZX+fVT_X!UXWebV^!_TaWf_\WX!bVVheeXW!ba!g[X!fbhg[!f\WX!
bY!g[X!
!BeTiX_!J\g*!bYY!g[X!02.!LbTW!\a!Abeg!Mg,!Eb[a*!=>,!N[\f!YT\_heX!ge\ZZXeXW!T!fhUfXdhXag!
f_bj+`bi\aZ!XTeg[Y_bj!j\g[\a!T!UebTW!Zh__l!g[Tg!fXiXeX_l!\`cTVgXW!g[X!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!Vebff\aZ!
UX_bj,! <a! TaV\Xag! _TaWf_\WX! gb! g[X! jXfg! jTf! eXTVg\iTgXW! Ul! g[X! XTeg[Y_bj*! VThf\aZ! f\Za\Y\VTag!
WT`TZX!gb!g[X!eXf\WXaVX!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
!TaW!g[X!=>!ClWeb!geTaf`\ff\ba!TaW!W\fge\Uhg\ba!
WITNESS
_\aXf!\a!g[X!TeXT,!
INFORMATION

<f!T!eXfh_g*!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!LXZ\baT_!?\fge\Vg!(JLL?)!haWXegbb^!g[X!Yb__bj\aZ8!
'

<a!@iTVhTg\ba!IeWXe!(@I)!jTf!\ffhXW!ba!MXcgX`UXe!1.!Ybe!V1-PERSONAL
*!g[X!
WITNESS
JXTVX!L\iXe!Fbb^bhg!TaW!g[X!_TaWf!W\eXVg_l!fbhg[!TaW!fbhg[XTfg*!UXVThfX!bY!g[X!\``XW\TgX!
INFORMATION
WTaZXe!gb!_\YX!fTYXgl*!WhX!gb!g[X!_TaWf_\WX,!

'

<a!@iTVhTg\ba!<_Xeg!(@<)!jTf!\ffhXW!ba!IVgbUXe!/!Ybe!T__!cebcXeg\Xf!XTfg!V1-PERSONAL
!\a!g[X!I_W!Abeg!fhUW\i\f\ba*!Uhg!abg!\aV_hW\aZ!V1-PERSONAL
,!!WITNESS

'

WITNESS
<a!@<!jTf!\ffhXW!ba!IVgbUXe!1!YbeV1-PERSONAL WITNESS
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
WTaZXe!gb!_\YX!TaW![XT_g[,!

'

<a!@I!jTf!\ffhXW!ba!IVgbUXe!2!YbeV1-PERSONAL
gb!_\YX!fTYXgl*!WhX!gb!g[X!_TaWf_\WX,! WITNESS

!UXVThfX!bY!g[X!\``XW\TgX!WTaZXe!

'

<a!@<!jTf!\ffhXW!ba!IVgbUXe!3!Ybe!V1-PERSONAL
WITNESS
TaW![XT_g[,!

!WhX!gb!g[X!cbgXag\T_!WTaZXe!gb!_\YX!

'

<a!@I!jTf!\ffhXW!ba!IVgbUXe!4!Ybe!V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION
!UXVThfX!bY!g[X!\``XW\TgX!WTaZXe!gb!_\YX!fTYXgl,!

'

<a! @I! jTf! \ffhXW! ba! IVgbUXe! 5! Ybe! T__! TeXTf! TaW! cebcXeg\Xf! XTfg! bY! g[X! @I! \ffhXW! ba!
IVgbUXe!4*!TaW!V1,!N[\f!\aV_hWXW!g[X!eX`T\a\aZ!cebcXeg\Xf!ba!I_W!Abeg!LbTW*!
PERSONAL
L\iXe!?e\iX*!I_W!Abeg!Fbbc*!>TabX!LbTW!TaW!NeTccXe!LbTW*!UXVThfX!bY!g[X!\``XW\TgX!
WITNESS
WTaZXe!gb!_\YX!fTYXgl,!

'

<a! @<! jTf! \ffhXW! ba! IVgbUXe! 7! Ybe!V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION
ceXVThg\baTel!`XTfheX,!

'

<a!@<!jTf!\ffhXW!ba!IVgbUXe!/.!Ybe!V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION
!Tf!T!ceXVThg\baTel!`XTfheX,!

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

!WhX!gb!g[X!cbgXag\T_!

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

! Tf! T!

N[X! JLL?! eXgT\aXW! QXfgeX^! BXbgXV[a\VT_! MXei\VXf! FgW,! (QXfgeX^)! ba! IVgbUXe! 3! gb! cebi\WX!
X`XeZXaVl! ZXbgXV[a\VT_! fhccbeg! j\g[! eXZTeW! gb! `TaTZ\aZ! g[X! \``\aXag! e\f^/! gb! chU_\V! fTYXgl!
Yeb`! g[\f! _TaWf_\WX,! Da\g\T__l*! g[\f!\aib_iXW! TWi\f\aZ! g[X!JLL?! ba! [bj! g[X! \``\aXag!e\f^!jTf!
Xib_i\aZ!Tf!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!Vb`c_Xk!UXZTa!gb!\aVeXTfX!\a!f\mX,!N[\f!TWi\VX!T\WXW!g[X!JLL?!\a!\ffh\aZ!
@If!TaW!@<f!j\g[!eXZTeW!gb!g[X!cebcXeg\Xf!g[Tg!jXeX!Tg!e\f^,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! =>!_XZ\f_Tg\ba!WbXf!abg!WXY\aX!ORROSKSX!NG]GVJ!TV!VOWP,!Abe!g[X!checbfX!bY!g[\f!eXcbeg*!\``\aXag![TmTeW!\f!WXY\aXW!Tf!
g[X!Xk\fgXaVX!bY!f_bcX!VbaW\g\baf!_\^X_l!gb!ge\ZZXe!T!_TaWf_\WX!ce\be!gb!g[X!bccbegha\gl!gb!`\g\ZTgX,!!D``\aXag!e\f^!\f!
WXY\aXW!Tf!T!fhUfgTag\T_!_\^X_\[bbW!bY!WXTg[!be!fXiXeX!cXefbaT_!\a]hel!eXfh_g\aZ!Yeb`!g[X!\``\aXag![TmTeW,!
/
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DOUS + ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

<f!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!`biX`Xag!UXZTa!gb!f_bj*!`beX!WXgT\_XW!ZebhaW+gehg[\aZ!Vbh_W!UX!WbaX!fTYX_l*!
gb!\aiXfg\ZTgX!TaW!TffXff!g[X!cbff\U_X!_TaWf_\WX!ge\ZZXef!TaW!glcXf!bY!`biX`Xag,!N[\f!\aYbe`Tg\ba!
T__bjXW!TaT_lf\f!bY!j[\V[!cebcXeg\Xf!jXeX!W\eXVg_l!TYYXVgXW!Ul!g[X!\``\aXag!e\f^f,!
Qbe^! jTf! WbaX! haWXe! X`XeZXaVl! VbaW\g\baf! TaW! W\W! abg! \aV_hWX! WXgT\_XW! fhUfheYTVX!
\aiXfg\ZTg\baf,! <f! T!eXfh_g*!eXVb``XaWTg\baf! \a! g[\f! eXcbeg! TeX! fhU]XVg! gb!Yheg[Xe! \aiXfg\ZTg\ba!
TaW!TaT_lf\f,!!QX!haWXefgTaW!Yeb`!g[X!JLL?!g[Tg!T!`beX!WXgT\_XW!\aiXfg\ZTg\ba!Vbh_W!Ybe`!cTeg!
bY!T!_TeZXe!fghWl!gb!haWXefgTaW!g[X!_baZXe+gXe`!_TaWf_\WX!e\f^!gb!g[X!cebcXeg\Xf!\a!g[X!TeXT,!

*

HY[U 5YWZVP]PO

*')

EPNSXTNLV 6L]L
N[X!Yb__bj\aZ!\aYbe`Tg\ba!jTf!cebi\WXW!gb!QXfgeX^!gb!T\W!\a!bhe!TffXff`Xag8!
'

F\?<L!cb\ag!V_bhW!V[TaZX!WXgXVg\ba!\`TZXf!cebWhVXW!Ul!NXgeTgXV[!ba!UX[T_Y!bY!g[X!=>!
G\a\fgel!bY!NeTafcbegTg\ba!TaW!DaYeTfgehVgheX!(GbND),!N[XfX!\`TZXf!jXeX!cebWhVXW!Ul!
Vb`cTe\aZ! F\?<L! cb\ag! V_bhW! WTgT! biXe! iTe\bhf! g\`X!\agXeiT_f! hf\aZ! WTgT! bUgT\aXW! \a!
0./0*!0./3*!TaW!IVgbUXe!2*!3*!4*!6*!7*!/.*!//*!/1*!/3*!/4*!/5*!/6*!/7*!0/*!00*!01*!02*!TaW!03*!0./6,!!!

'

F\?<L!cb\ag!V_bhW!V[TaZX!WXgXVg\ba!\`TZXf!cebWhVXW!Ul!=B>!@aZ\aXXe\aZ!DaV,!(=B>)!
Ybe!=>!ClWeb,!N[XfX!\`TZXf!Vb`cTeXW!F\?<L!WTgT!Yeb`!0./3*!TaW!IVgbUXe!6!TaW!7*!0./6,!

'

F\?<L! cb\ag! V_bhW! V[TaZX! WXgXVg\ba! \`TZXf! cebWhVXW! Ul! JLI?@FN<! Jeb]XVgf! DaV,!
(JebWX_gT)*!ba!UX[T_Y!bY!QXfgeX^,!N[XfX!\`TZXf!Vb`cTeXW!F\?<L!WTgT!bUgT\aXW!IVgbUXe!7*!
/.*!//*!/0*!/4!TaW!/5*!0./6,!!!!

'

<a!`c2!Y\_X!cebWhVXW!Ul!NXeeT!JebUX!f[bj\aZ!g[X!V[TaZXf!UXgjXXa!g[X!?06/!gb!?07/!/.!
V`!C\__f[TWX!F\?<L!\`TZXf,!

'

<a! `c2! Y\_X! cebWhVXW! Ul! g[X! GbND! f[bj\aZ! g[X! LbV^! L\WZX! F\?<L! `biX`Xag! hc! gb!
IVgbUXe!01,!!

'

N[X! F\?<L! eTj! WTgT! Vb__XVgXW!TaW! cebVXffXW!Ul! NXeeT! JebUX9! ?06/+/*! ?060+/*! ?060+0*!
?061+/*!?062+/*!?064+/*!?066+/*!?067+/*!?07.+/*!?07/+/*!?070+/*!?072+/*!?073+/*!?074+/*!
?075+/-0*!?076+/!TaW!?1..+/,!

'

<\ec[bgb!\`TZXf!<6/3/!$23!gb!26!(/723)*!<6072!$05!gb!1/!(/723)*!<6.3.!$42!gb!45!(/723)*!
R331L!$40!gb!42!(=>//73!$///!gb!//1)*!R331>!$40!gb!42!(=>//74!$41!gb!43!(/73.))*!=>0/5/!
$13!gb!15!(/734)*!=>3.20!$/15!gb!/17!TaW!$/3.!gb!/30!(/740)*!=>5056!$015!gb!02.!(/75.)*!
=>5057! $2.! gb! 21! TaW! $/22! gb! /25! (/75.)*! /3=>60.10! $64! gb! 67! TaW! $75! gb! /..! (/760)*!
=>=7.../!$047!gb!052!(/77.)*!/3=>=7...0!$43!gb!5.!TaW!$7/!gb!74!&!$/05!gb!/07!TaW!$/1/!
gb!/10!(/77.)*!/3=>=74.02!$/32!gb!/34!(/774)*!=>56.26!$007!gb!010!(/756)*!=>65./6!$6/!gb!
62! TaW! $5/! gb! 52! (/765)*! /3=>=74.73! $75! gb! 77! (/774)*! =>56.21! $1.! gb! 11! (/756)*! TaW!
/3=>>.4.01!$/13!gb!/16!(0..4),!

'

BbbZ_X! @Teg[! fTgX__\gX! c[bgb! \`TZXf! Yeb`! 4-1.-0..5*! 3-1/-0..7*! 4-5-0.//*! 4-04-0./0*!
4-03-0./3*!2-03-0./4*!7-00-0./5*!TaW!3-0.-0./6,!

'

J[bgbZeTc[f!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TaW!fheebhaW\aZ!TeXT!fhcc_\XW!Ul!GbND9!g[X!\`TZXf!jXeX!
gT^Xa!ba!MXcgX`UXe!1.!TaW!IVgbUXe!/*!0*!1*!2!TaW!3,!
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DOUS , ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

'

>bc\Xf!bY!g[X!@<f!TaW!@If!\ffhXW!Ul!g[X!JLL?,!

'

<! Vbcl! bY! g[X! ?QJ! 7TVX! =GSJWQOJK! 7OKQJ! AKITSSGOWWGSIK! Á! 5A27C! Jeb]XVg! GX`beTaWh`!
ceXcTeXW!Ul!=B>!TaW!WTgXW!IVgbUXe!7*!0./6,!

'

<!Vbcl!bY!g[X!ETVPUQGS!LTV!AKRTZGQ!TL!8VGZKQ!BXTIPUOQKW!LVTR!XNK!=GSJWQOJK!2VKG&!?QJ!3QGOV!@OX&!
7TVX!BX(!<TNS&!34!ceXcTeXW!Ul!Hbeg[Xea!BXb!NXfg\aZ!TaW!@aZ\aXXe\aZ*!T!W\i\f\ba!bY!>>G@N!
DaV,!TaW!WTgXW!IVgbUXe!3*!0./6,!

'

<!Vbcl!bY!g[X!/8/*3..!fVT_X!?QJ!7TVX!BYH!?ZKVZOK[!AK'KSXV\!FTSKW!\`TZX!ceXcTeXW!Ul!g[X!
JLL?!TaW!WTgXW!IVgbUXe!/2*!0./6,!

'

<! Vbcl! bY! g[X! /82*...! fVT_X! ?QJ! 7TVX! =GSJWQOJK! ?ZKVZOK[! \agXeaT_! \`TZX! ceXcTeXW!Ul! g[X!
JLL?!TaW!WTgXW!IVgbUXe!/4*!0./6,!!

=B>!cebi\WXW!
`beX!TVVheTgX!F\?<L!V[TaZX!
WXgXVg\ba!eXfh_gf!VeXTgXW!hf\aZ!cb\ag!geTV^\aZ!TaT_lf\f!(=B>*!0./6),!

*'*

DT]P 3\\P\\WPX]
<g!g[X!eXdhXfg!bY!g[X!JLL?*!QXfgeX^!Tee\iXW!baf\gX!ba!IVgbUXe!4,!<a!TXe\T_!biXei\Xj!Y_\Z[g!(Ul!
[X_\VbcgXe)! jTf! VbaWhVgXW! biXe! g[X! _TaWf_\WX! TaW! fheebhaW\aZ! TeXTf! gb! Vb__XVg! ceX_\`\aTel!
\aYbe`Tg\ba!eXZTeW\aZ!g[X!f\mX!TaW!g[X!TVghT_!TaW!cbgXag\T_!\`cTVg!TeXTf,!Q[XeX!fTYXgl!T__bjXW*!
g[X!eXf\WXag\T_!TeXTf!XTfg!TaW!jXfg!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!jXeX!g[Xa!ZebhaW+gehg[XW!gb!VbaY\e`!g[X!TVghT_!
XkgXag!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\`cTVgf,!Jb\agf!jXeX!XfgTU_\f[XW!Ybe!geTV^\aZ!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!W\fc_TVX`Xag!
TaW!jXeX!`ba\gbeXW!WT\_l,!
>bag\ahXW!`ba\gbe\aZ!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!`biX`Xag!TaW!Vb__XVg\ba!bY!`beX!WXgT\_XW!\aYbe`Tg\ba!
jTf! Vb`c_XgXW! biXe! g[X! aXkg! jXX^*! Ul! TXe\T_! biXei\Xj! Y_\Z[gf! TaW! ZebhaW+gehg[\aZ,!Aheg[Xe!
W\fc_TVX`Xag!T_baZ!g[X!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!jTf!bUfXeiXW!g[Tg!\aV_hWXW!j\WXa\aZ!TaW!_XaZg[Xa\aZ!bY!
gXaf\ba!VeTV^f*!Webcf!\a!X_XiTg\ba!T_baZ!Xk\fg\aZ!fVTecf*!\`cTVg!gb!fgehVgheXf*!XgV,!BebhaW!gehg[\aZ!
jTf!_\`\gXW!WhX!gb!fTYXgl!VbaVXeaf*!Tf!g[X!f_\WX!`biX`Xag!jTf!fg\__!TVg\iX,!
F\?<L! \`TZXf! jXeX! Vb__XVgXW! Ul! g[X! GbND! T_`bfg! WT\_l! UXZ\aa\aZ! IVgbUXe! 2,! FTaWf_\WX!
`biX`Xag! jTf! TaT_lmXW! Ul! iTe\bhf! `XTaf*! \aV_hW\aZ! >[TaZX! ?XgXVg\ba! \`TZXf! ceXcTeXW! Ul!
=B>*!NXgeTgXV[!TaW!JebWX_gT,!!
IaVX!ZebhaW!`biX`Xag!f_bjXW!f\Za\Y\VTag_l!TaW!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!Vbh_W!UX!`beX!fTYX_l!TVVXffXW*!
WXgT\_XW! ZebhaW+gehg[\aZ! jTf! Vb`c_XgXW! Yeb`! IVgbUXe! /3! gb! /7,! F\?<L! \`TZXel! Zh\WXW! g[X!
Y\X_Wjbe^*!cTeg\Vh_Te_l!\a!TaW!TebhaW!g[X!TeXTf!j[XeX!fhUfgTag\T_!f_bcX!`biX`Xag![TW!bVVheeXW,!
M\Za\Y\VTag*!WXXc!gXaf\ba!VeTV^f!TaW!cbgXag\T__l!hafgTU_X!fb\_!TaW!UXWebV^!U_bV^f!eXfge\VgXW!TVVXff!
gb!`Tal!TeXTf!TebhaW!g[X!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX!TaW!TW]TVXag!f[T_X!e\WZX,!Aheg[Xe!TXe\T_!biXei\Xj!Y_\Z[gf!
jXeX!VbaWhVgXW!YbVhf\aZ!ba!g[XfX!TeXTf,!
@kgXaf\iX!Vb__TUbeTg\ba!TaW!f[Te\aZ!bY!WTgT!TaW!\aYbe`Tg\ba!bVVheeXW!UXgjXXa!QXfgeX^*!iTe\bhf!
ZbiXea`Xag!TZXaV\Xf*!TaW!bg[Xe!ZXbgXV[a\VT_!Vbafh_gTagf*!cebi\W\aZ!TWW\g\baT_!\af\Z[g!\agb!g[X!
_TaWf_\WX! ehabhg*! `TZa\ghWX*! cbgXag\T_! ge\ZZXef! TaW! eXf\WhT_! e\f^! gb! Wbjaf_bcX! TaW! TW]TVXag!
cebcXeg\Xf,!
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+

DOUS - ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

BSb\TNLV DP]]TXR
N[X!_TaWf_\WX!bVVheeXW!T_baZ!g[X!abeg[!f\WX!bY!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!iT__Xl*!hcf_bcX!TaW!jXfg!bY!g[X!
Vb``ha\gl!bY!I_W!Abeg,!Gbfg!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT!\f!j\g[\a!T!UebTW!Ubj_!VTeiXW!\agb!g[X!iT__Xl!
jT__*!]hfg!fbhg[!bY!g[X!V\gl!bY!Abeg!Mg,!Eb[a!(g[X!>\gl),!<a!TVg\iX!ZeTiX_!c\g!(^abja!Tf!g[X!
!J\g)!
\f!_bVTgXW!W\eXVg_l!TUbiX!g[X!jXfg!f\WX!bY!g[X!Ubj_*!j[\_X!T!fXe\Xf!bY!fXjTZX!_TZbbaf!(bcXeTgXW!Ul!
g[X!>\gl)!TeX!_bVTgXW!ba!g[X!ZXag_l!f_bc\aZ!gXeeT\a!]hfg!abeg[!bY!g[X!XTfgXea![T_Y!bY!g[X!Ubj_,!N[X!
ZeTiX_!c\g![Tf!UXXa!\a!bcXeTg\ba!f\aVX!UXYbeX!/723,!
N[X! jXfg! f\WX! bY! g[X! Ubj_! \f! UbhaW! Ul! 043! LbTW*! j[\V[! _XTWf! gb! g[X! JXTVX! L\iXe! Fbb^bhg,! <!
aTeebj!e\WZX!Ybe`f!g[X!XTfg!UbhaWTel!bY!g[X!Ubj_*!j\g[!T!2+j[XX_!We\iX!TVVXff!ebTW!T_baZ!g[X!
e\WZX*!_XTW\aZ!gb!T!f`T__![lWeb+X_XVge\V!ceb]XVg!(T_fb!bcXeTgXW!Ul!g[X!>\gl)*!TW]TVXag!gb!=hYY\bhk!
>eXX^*!aXTe!I_W!Abeg,!!
=hYY\bhk!>eXX^!\f!WXXc_l!Zh__\XW!UXZ\aa\aZ!\``XW\TgX_l!fbhg[!bY!C\Z[jTl!75!TaW!WeT\af!bagb!T!
_TeZX!T__hi\T_!YTa*!hcba!j[\V[!cTeg!bY!I_W!Abeg!\f!Uh\_g,!N[\f!VeXX^!eXVX\iXf!f\Za\Y\VTag!fgbe`jTgXe!
Yeb`!g[X!>\gl*!j[b!\f!haWXefgbbW!gb![TiX!eXVXag_l!hcZeTWXW!g[X\e!fgbe`jTgXe!flfgX`!g[Tg!_XTWf!
gb!g[\f!WeT\aTZX,!N[X!UTa^f!bY!g[\f!WXXc!iT__Xl![TiX!T![\fgbel!bY!_TaWf_\WXf!TaW!TeX!fg\__!iXel!TVg\iX,!
N[X!>\gl!T_fb!W\fV[TeZXf!fgbe`jTgXe!\agb!g[X!f`T__!VeXX^!WeT\a\aZ!\agb!g[X!abeg[jXfg!VbeaXe!bY!
g[X!Ubj_,!N[\f!VeXX^!UXVb`Xf!Zh__\XW!TW]TVXag!gb!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g*!g[Xa!Y_bjf!biXe!g[X!fgXXc!iT__Xl!
f_bcX!TaW!W\eXVg_l!\agb!g[X!`T\a!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT,!!

,

6P_PVYZWPX] ;T\]Y[b
N[X!Yb__bj\aZ!fh``Tel!bY!g[X!WXiX_bc`Xag![\fgbel!eX_XiTag!gb!g[X!I_W!Abeg!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT!jTf!
WXgXe`\aXW!UTfXW!ba!g[X![\fgbe\VT_!T\ec[bgbf!WTg\aZ!Yeb`!/723!gb!/77.*!TaW!BbbZ_X!@Teg[!\`TZXel!
Yeb`!0..5!gb!0./6,!
I_W! Abeg! \f! eXcbegXW_l! g[X! be\Z\aT_! geTW\aZ! cbfg! Ybe! g[X! Abeg! Mg,! Eb[a! TeXT! TaW! ceX+WTgXf! g[X!
[\fgbe\VT_!T\ec[bgbf,!N[X!geT\_!be!aTeebj!ebTW!_XTW\aZ!gb!I_W!Abeg!jTf!eXc_TVXW!be!f\Za\Y\VTag_l!
hcZeTWXW!\a!g[X!/74.f,!!N[X!`T\a!VeXX^!Vebff\aZ!j\g[\a!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT!jTf!eXVbafgehVgXW!TZT\a!
\a!/766,!!
BeTiX_! c\g! bcXeTg\baf! aXTe! g[X! \a\g\Tg\ba! mbaX! bY! g[X! _TaWf_\WX! T_fb! ceX+WTgX! /723,! N[X! \a\g\T_!
bcXeTg\baf!YbVhfXW!ba!g[X!TeXT!abj!W\eXVg_l!\`cTVgXW!Ul!g[X!_TaWf_\WX*!\aV_hW\aZ!`\a\aZ!W\eXVg_l!
abeg[!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX,!N[X!/740!T\ec[bgbf!f[bj!Ta!TVVXff!ebTW!TVebff!g[X!hccXe!f_bcX!gb!g[X!
XTfg!bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!cebcXegl!(UX_bj!g[X!ceXfXag!fXjTZX!_TZbbaf)!TaW!fb`X!ZeTiX_!XkgeTVg\ba!bhg!
bY!g[X!UTa^!TUbiX,!BeTiX_!c\g!bcXeTg\baf!UXZTa!jbe^\aZ!abeg[jTeW!\a!g[X!_TgX!/74.f!TaW!XTe_l!
/75.f*!j[\V[!Vb\aV\WXW!j\g[!f\Za\Y\VTag!Y\__!c_TVX`Xag!j\g[\a!g[X!Zh__l!TaW!fgeXT`!V[TaaX_!g[Tg!
U\fXVgf!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT,!=l!g[X!_TgX!/75.f!TaW!XTe_l!/76.f*!fcb\_-Y\__!c_TVX`Xag![TW!XkcTaWXW!
\agb!g[X!fbhg[!XaW!bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g*!\aV_hW\aZ!g[X!abeg[!XaW!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!TaW!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!
\a\g\Tg\ba! mbaX,! <WW\g\baT_! `TgXe\T_! [Tf! UXXa! c_TVXW! cXe\bW\VT__l! \a! Ubg[! TeXTf! XiXe! f\aVX*!
\aV_hW\aZ!biXe!g[X!_Tfg!g[eXX!lXTef,!!
N[X!fXjTZX!_TZbbaf!abeg[XTfg!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT!jXeX!Y\efg!VbafgehVgXW!\a!g[X!/75.f!ba*!j[Tg!
jTf!ceXi\bhf_l*!YTe`_TaW,!N[X!WXiX_bc`Xag![Tf!XkcTaWXW!gb!g[X!abeg[!TaW!g[X!_TZbbaf!`Tl![TiX!
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DOUS . ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

UXXa!eT\fXW!biXe!g[X!cTfg!WXVTWXf*!Uhg!g[X!_TZbba!V_bfXfg!gb!g[X!f_bcX!VeXfg!jTf!cTeg!bY!g[X!be\Z\aT_!
WXiX_bc`Xag!ce\be!gb!/756,!
N[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!Fbb^bhg!Tg!g[X!fbhg[!XaW!bY!043!LbTW!jTf!be\Z\aT__l!T!Wh`c!f\gX!WTg\aZ!UTV^!gb!
g[X!/74.f,!@iXa!g[X!cTe^\aZ!_bg!jTf!VbaY\ZheXW!gb!T__bj!iX[\V_Xf!gb!UTV^+hc!gb!g[eXX!be!Ybhe!f\gXf!
gb!Wh`c!`TgXe\T_!bagb!g[X!f_bcX!UX_bj,!N[XfX!Wh`c!f\gXf!jXeX!U_bV^XW!bYY!\a!0./0,!!

-

9PYVYRb
N[X! ZXb_bZl! bY! g[X! JXTVX! L\iXe! TeXT! [Tf! UXXa! fghW\XW! \a! WXgT\_! aXTe! g[X! M\gX! >! WT`! f\gX! TaW!
hcfgeXT`*! Uhg!_Xff! fb! \a! g[X!I_W! Abeg! TeXT,! ! MhUfheYTVX! \aYbe`Tg\ba!jTf! _\`\gXW!gb!jTgXe!jX__!
eXVbeWf!Ybe!fXiXeT_!cebcXeg\Xf!j\g[\a!I_W!Abeg!Tf!jX__!Tf!\a!g[X!hc_TaW!TeXT!abeg[!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX,!!!
N[X!XkcbfXW!UXWebV^!\a!g[X!fghWl!TeXT!\f!f[T_X!UX_baZ\aZ!gb!g[X!M[TYgXfUhel! M[T_X!Abe`Tg\ba*!
j[\V[!ZXaXeT__l!Vbageb_f!g[X!iT__Xl!Ubggb`,!N[\f!f[T_X![Tf!UXXa!XkgXaf\iX_l!fghW\XW!Tf!cTeg!bY!g[X!
M\gX!>!?T`!WXf\Za!\aiXfg\ZTg\baf*!TaW!glc\VT__l![Tf!cXT^!f[XTe!fgeXaZg[f!UXgjXXa!/3!TaW!0/u!TaW!
eXf\WhT_!fgeXaZg[f!bY!/1!gb!/6u!(N[heUXe*!/756),!N[X!f[T_X!jXTg[Xef!eX_Tg\iX_l!dh\V^_l!TaW!VTa![TiX!
jXT^Xe!_TlXef,!N[X!M[TYgXfUhel!M[T_X!Abe`Tg\ba![Tf!XkcXe\XaVXW!_TeZX+fVT_X!ebV^!f_\WXf!j\g[\a!
g[\f!ZXaXeT_!TeXT!bY!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!iT__Xl!(PTa!@fV[*!0./0),!!
N[X!fbhg[XTfg!cTeg!bY!I_W!Abeg!\f!VbafgehVgXW!ba!Ta!T__hi\T_!YTa!Tg!g[X!`bhg[!bY!=hYY\bhk!>eXX^,!!
N[X! T__hi\T_! fXW\`Xagf! _\^X_l! biXe_\X!Y_hi\T_! fXW\`Xagf! Yeb`! g[X! JXTVX! L\iXe,! ! N[XfX! fTaW! TaW!
ZeTiX_!WXcbf\gf!TeX!f[T__bj!(QX__f!//1464!&!61021)!TaW!Yh__l!XkcbfXW!\a!g[X!XebWXW!e\iXe!UTa^,!
N[X! jTgXe! jX__!eXVbeWf!gbjTeWf!g[X!jXfg!XaW! bY! L\iXe! ?e\iX! \WXag\Yl! V_Tl! be! T![XgXebZXaXbhf!
`\kgheX! bY! V_Tl! TaW! ZeTiX_! XkgXaW\aZ! YTe! WXXcXe! g[Ta! g[X! VbagX`cbeTel! e\iXe! _XiX_*! biXe_l\aZ!
jTgXe+UXTe\aZ! fTaW! TaW! ZeTiX_! (QX__f! 37454*! 24.32*! 33733),! ! N[XfX! ha\gf! TeX! \agXeceXgXW! gb! UX!
V_TlXl!Vb__hi\h`!WXe\iXW!Yeb`!TaV\Xag!ebV^f_\WXf*!biXe_l\aZ!Y_hi\T_!WXcbf\gf,!!@iXa!V_bfX!gb!g[X!
e\iXe!Tg!
*!g[X!jTgXe!jX__!eXVbeW!\WXag\Y\Xf!1.!`!bY!V_Tl!TaW!ZeTiX_!biXe_l\aZ!1!`!
bY!ZeTiX_!TaW!g[Xa!UXWebV^,!!N[X!ZebhaW!fheYTVX!Tg!g[X!jX__!\f!Tccebk\`TgX_l!0.!`!TUbiX!g[X!e\iXe!
_XiX_*!`XTa\aZ!g[X!V_TlXl!Vb__hi\h`!be!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\g!XkgXaWf!/.!`!UX_bj!g[X!e\iXe,!!Q[\_X!
g[XeX!TeX!`beX!eX_\TU_X!`XTaf!bY!WTg\aZ!ZXb_bZ\V!ha\gf*!g[\f!\aW\VTgXf!g[Tg!g[\f!_TaWf_\WX!\f!TaV\Xag!
TaW!bVVheeXW!j[Xa!g[X!iT__Xl!Ubggb`!jTf!Tg!T!_bjXe!X_XiTg\ba,!!!
N[X!iT__Xl!f_bcXf!TeX!`bfg_l!f[T_X!UXWebV^!(=B>*!0./0T*!U)9![bjXiXe*!g[X!f[T_X!\f!U_Ta^XgXW!Ul!T!
g[\V^! Tceba! bY! V_TlXl! Vb__hi\h`! (>Tggb*! /77/)! TaW!g[X! ZXb_bZ\V! VbagTVg! \f! abg! i\f\U_X,! ! M[T_X! \f!
XkcbfXW! \a! g[X! _TaWf_\WX! \a\g\Tg\ba! mbaX! UX_bj! g[X! ZeTiX_! c\g! Uhg! ba_l! fcbeTW\VT__l! X_fXj[XeX!
TVebff!g[X!f_bcX,!!!
N[X!hccXe!cTeg!bY!g[X!iT__Xl!f_bcX!\f!Vb`ce\fXW!bY!g\__!biXe_T\a!Ul!T!Z_TV\b_TVhfge\aX!WXcbf\g!g[Tg!
VbiXef! `hV[! bY! g[X! c_TgXTh,! N[X! hccXe! Z_TV\b_TVhfge\aX! WXcbf\g! jTf! baVX! biXe_T\a! Ul! Y_hi\T_!
WXcbf\gf*!Uhg!`bfg!bY!g[\f!fTaW!TaW!ZeTiX_!jTf!fhUfXdhXag_l!XebWXW*!_XTi\aZ!\fb_TgXW!WXcbf\gf!
fhV[!Tf!j[XeX!g[X!Xk\fg\aZ!
!J\g!\f!_bVTgXW!(>Tggb*!/77/),!!N[X!ZebhaWjTgXe!jX__!ba!g[X!
!
J\g!cebcXegl!(QX__!24371)!\WXag\Y\Xf!/0!`!bY!V_Tl!biXe_l\aZ!/0!`!bY!ZeTiX_!TaW!g[Xa!f[T_X!Tg!02!`!
WXcg[,!!N[\f!ZeTiX_!_TlXe!\f!\agXeceXgXW!gb!UX!Z_TV\bY_hi\T_,!!N[X!jX__!jTf!We\__XW!\a!/766!TaW!g[X!
VheeXag!ZebhaW!fheYTVX!`Tl!UX!_bjXe!g[Ta!Tg!g[X!g\`X!bY!We\__\aZ,!!!!
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DOUS / ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

>LXO\VTOP\ B[TY[ ]Y *()0
N[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!iT__Xl!TeXT![Tf!ah`Xebhf*!jX__+WbVh`XagXW*!iXel!_TeZX!_TaWf_\WXf!bVVhee\aZ!\a!
Ubg[!g[X!Z_TV\b_TVhfge\aX!f\_gf!TaW!M[TYgXfUhel!M[T_X!Abe`Tg\ba,!N[X!gXeeT\a!hcf_bcX!bY!I_W!Abeg*!
_\^X!`hV[!bY!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!iT__Xl*![Tf!XkcXe\XaVXW!fXiXeT_!_TaWf_\WXf!bY!iTe\bhf!`TZa\ghWXf*!
eTaZ\aZ!Yeb`!_TeZX!TaV\Xag!_TaWf_\WXf!gb!f`T__!WXUe\f!f_\WXf,!!N[X!ZXaXeT_!VbaW\g\baf!ce\be!gb!g[X!
MXcgX`UXe!1.*!0./6!_TaWf_\WX*!Tf!jX__!Tf!bg[Xe!f\gX!YXTgheXf!eXYXeXaVXW!\a!g[\f!eXcbeg*!TeX!f[bja!
ba!?eTj\aZ!./*!\aV_hWXW!\a!g[X!TccXaW\k,!N[X!eXVXag!_TaWf_\WX!\f!W\eXVg_l!eX_TgXW!gb!fb`X!bY!g[XfX!
cTfg!_TaWf_\WXf,!

.')

B[P&PaT\]TXR >L[RP >LXO\VTOP\
N[X!0./0!TaW!0./3!F\?<L!\`TZX!f[bjf! ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\gf!XkgXaW\aZ!Yeb`! 21.!`!
jXfg!bY!g[X!`T\a!VeXX^!gb!g[X!e\WZX!]hfg!jXfg!bY!=hYY\bhk!>eXX^*!T_`bfg!/,0!^`!j\WX,!N[X!XkgXag!\f!
eXTW\_l!WX_\aXTgXW!Ul!F\?<L!TaW!\f!f[bja!ba!?eTj\aZ!./,!
Da! g[X! XTfgXea! cbeg\ba! bY! g[\f! Ubj_*! g[X! fheYTVX! XkceXff\ba! \aW\VTgXf! g[X! ceXfXaVX! bY! fXiXeT_!
ZXaXeTg\baf!bY!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\gf!VbiXe\aZ!`bfg!bY!g[X!gXeeT\a!Yeb`!g[X!UTfX!bY!g[X!fgXXc!f[T_X!
f_bcX!Wbja!gb!g[X!f\WX!V[TaaX_!ba!g[X!abeg[!f\WX!bY!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe,!!N[X!_TaWf_\WX!_bUXf!j\g[!g[X!
ZeXTgXfg!ehabhg!eXTV[!UXlbaW!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TaW!g[ebhZ[!`hV[!bY!g[X!eXf\WXag\T_!TeXT!bY!I_W!Abeg!
gb!g[X!=hYY\bhk!>eXX^!T__hi\T_!YTa,!!L\iXe!?e\iX!f^\egf!TebhaW!g[X!gbX!bY!g[X!YTeg[Xfg!WXcbf\g!j[\_X!
fXiXeT_! bg[Xe! _bUXf! gXe`\aTgXW! YTeg[Xe! hcf_bcX*! Tf! f[bja! ba! ?eTj\aZ! ./,! ! N[X! WXcg[f! gb! g[X!
_TaWf_\WX!f_\c!fheYTVX!\f!abg!^abja*!abe!\f!\g!^abja!\Y!g[X!_TaWf_\WXf!f[TeX!T!Vb``ba!f_\c!fheYTVX,!!!
N[X!TZX!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WXf![Tf!abg!UXXa!\aiXfg\ZTgXW,!!Mb`X!bY!g[X!jTgXe!jX__!eXVbeWf!f[bj!g[X!
WXcbf\g!XkgXaW\aZ!jX__!UX_bj!g[X!VheeXag!e\iXe!_XiX_!(QX__f!37454*!24.32*!33733)*!\aW\VTg\aZ!g[Tg!
g[X!_TaWf_\WXf!j\g[!g[X!_baZXfg!ehabhg!ceX+WTgX!g[X!VheeXag!e\iXe!_XiX_!TaW!TeX!Vbaf\WXeXW!TaV\Xag,!!
<!ZXbgXV[a\VT_!TffXff`Xag!\a!/764!W\W!abg!eXcbeg!Tal!_TeZX!fVT_X!`biX`Xag!(<dhTgXeeX*!/764)*!
\aW\VTg\aZ!g[Tg!g[XfX!_bjXe!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\gf!jXeX!\aTVg\iX!Tg!g[Tg!g\`X,!!!
N[X!WXcbf\g!gXe`\aTg\aZ!YTeg[Xe!hcf_bcX*!cTeg\Vh_Te_l!g[bfX!hcf_bcX!bY!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TeX!_\^X_l!
`beX!eXVXag,!N[X\e!fgTgX!bY!TVg\i\gl!\f!abg!^abja!Uhg!
Y\X_W!TffXff`Xag!YbhaW!`bfg!bY!g[X!
geXXf!gb!UX!fgeT\Z[g!(XkVXcg!j[XeX!_bVTgXW!ba!g[X!eXVXag!_TaWf_\WX)*!fhZZXfg\aZ!g[Tg!`bfg!bY!g[X!
_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\g!jTf!\aTVg\iX!ce\be!gb!0./6,!!!
ATeg[Xe!jXfg*!Tabg[Xe!b_W!be!TaV\Xag!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\g!jTf!\WXag\Y\XW!ba!g[X!0./0!TaW!0./3!F\?<L!
UTeX!XTeg[!\`TZXf*!W\eXVg_l!fbhg[!bY!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!Fbb^bhg,!!!N[\f!_TaWf_\WX!TccXTef!gb!UX!`beX!
g[Ta!2..!`!j\WX!TaW!1..!gb!13.!`!_baZ*!Yeb`!g[X!UTfX!bY!g[X!fgXXc!f_bcX!gb!UXgjXXa!/..!TaW!/63!
`! Wbjaf_bcX! bY! I_W! Abeg! LbTW,! ! N[X! jXfg! XaW! bY! g[X! WXcbf\g! Yh__l! XaVb`cTffXf! g[X! Xk\fg\aZ!
Uh\_W\aZ!TeXT!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
*!Uhg!abg!g[X!Uh\_W\aZ!TgV1-PERSONAL
,!!N[\f!_TaWf_\WX!
WITNESS
WITNESS
\f!g[bhZ[g!gb!UX!T!ebV^f_\WX!j\g[!g[X!f_\c!fheYTVX!Yb__bj\aZ![be\mbagT_!be!iXel!_bj!TaZ_X!UXWW\aZ!
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
\a!g[X!f[T_X!(=B>*!0./6),!!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!jTf!VbafgehVgXW!W\eXVg_l!TVebff!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TaW!W\W!abg!
f[bj!f\Zaf!bY!`biX`Xag!hag\_!eXVXag_l9!g[XeXYbeX*!g[\f!_TaWf_\WX!jTf!\aTVg\iX,!
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DOUS 0 ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

?LTX 5[PPU 9^VVb
N[X!`T\a!VeXX^!Y_bj\aZ!g[ebhZ[!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT!UXZ\af!abeg[jXfg!bY!g[X!
!J\g,!C\fgbe\VT_!
T\ec[bgbf!f[bj!g[Tg!g[X!Xag\eX!VeXX^!V[TaaX_!TW]TVXag!gb!g[X!c\g! cebcXeg\Xf!jTf!UTV^Y\__XW!biXe!
fXiXeT_! WXVTWXf*! `bfg! _\^X_l! j\g[!jTfgX! `TgXe\T_! Yeb`! g[X! ZeTiX_! `\a\aZ! bcXeTg\ba,! N[X! VeXX^!
fhUfXdhXag_l! XebWXW! T! WXXc! Zh__l! g[ebhZ[! g[X! _bbfX! Y\__-fcb\_*! VeXTg\aZ! [\Z[_l! hafgTU_X! UTa^f!
cebaX! gb! YeXdhXag! f`T__! YT\_heXf,! GbeX! Y\__-fcb\_! jTf! cXe\bW\VT__l! Wh`cXW! \agb! g[X! V[TaaX_*!
Yb__bjXW! Ul!Xebf\ba!Tf! g[X!VeXX^! Wbja+Vhg! g[ebhZ[! g[X!Y\__,! =TfXW!ba! g[X! 0..5! gb!0./6! BbbZ_X!
@Teg[!\`TZXf*!g[X!V[TaaX_!fVbhe!TaW!UTa^!YT\_heXf!\aVeXTfXW!\a!0./3*!_\^X_l!WhX!gb!Ta!\aVeXTfX!\a!
fgbe`jTgXe!W\fV[TeZX!\agb!g[X!VeXX^,!!
N[\f! VeXX^! jTf! T_fb! Zh__\XW! WbjafgeXT`! bY! I_W! Abeg! LbTW*! j[XeX! \g! XebWXW! g[ebhZ[! Y_hi\T_!
fXW\`Xagf,!N[X!ebTW!Vebff\aZ!fXX`f!gb![TiX!XkcXe\XaVXW!fXiXeT_!fgTU\_\gl!cebU_X`f!hag\_!UX\aZ!
eXT_\ZaXW!hcfgeXT`!\a!/766,!<g!_XTfg!fb`X!bY!g[XfX!cebU_X`f!`Tl![TiX!UXXa!eX_TgXW!gb!c_hZZXW!
Vh_iXegf! WhX! gb! g[X! T`bhag! bY! fXW\`Xag! UX\aZ! TWWXW! hcfgeXT`,! CbjXiXe*! g[X! VeXX^! WbXf! abg!
TccXTe!gb![TiX!T![\fgbel!bY!WXUe\f!Y_bjf,!!

.'+

DSLVP CTORP " DSLVP 5YXP
Je\be!gb!g[X!0./6!_TaWf_\WX*!T!Vl_\aWe\VT_!VbaX!jTf!_bVTgXW!TW]TVXag!gb!g[X!XTfg!UTa^!bY!g[X!VeXX^*!
\``XW\TgX_l!fbhg[!bY!g[X!c\g*!Tf!f[bja!ba!?eTj\aZ!./,!N[\f!VbaX!jTf!Vb`ce\fXW!bY!UXWWXW!f[T_X!
U_Ta^XgXW! j\g[! ehUU_l! f[T_X! Vb__hi\h`*! TaW! XkcXe\XaVXW! fXiXeT_! f`T__! YT\_heXf! biXe! g[X! cTfg!
WXVTWXf,!HbaX!jXeX!_TeZX!XabhZ[!gb!ge\ZZXe!WXUe\f!Y_bjf!\a!g[X!V[TaaX_,!!
N[X!bg[Xe!ceb`\aXag!UXWebV^!YXTgheX!\a!g[\f!TeXT!\f!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX*!_bVTgXW!\``XW\TgX_l!XTfg!bY!
g[X!VbaX,!N[X!VbaX!TaW!f[T_X!e\WZX!TeX!fXcTeTgXW!Ul!T!f`T__*!Xc[X`XeT_!V[TaaX_,!N[X!jXfg!f\WX!bY!
g[X!e\WZX![Tf!UXXa!XkcXe\XaV\aZ!T!f[T__bj*!eXgebZeXff\iX!_TaWf_\WX!f\aVX!g[X!/73.f,!N[\f!f_\WX!\f!
`beX!g[Ta!/0.!`!j\WX!TaW!eXTV[XW!g[X!e\WZX!VeXfg!\a!0./4*!Tf!f[bja!ba!A\ZheX!/,!
<! 1.! `! j\WX! _TaWf_\WX! bVVheeXW! ba! g[X! XTfg! f\WX! bY! g[X! f[T_X! e\WZX! V\eVT! /74.*! j[\V[! g[Xa!
eXgebZeXffXW!ZeTWhT__l!g[ebhZ[!g[X!/74.f!TaW!/75.f!Ybe`\aZ!T!f[T__bj!VbaVTiX!Ubj_,!N[\f!Ubj_!
fgTU\_\mXW! TaW!YbeXfgXW!biXe! g[X!Yb__bj\aZ! WXVTWXf! hag\_! 0./4,! !<! Vb`cTe\fba! bY! BbbZ_X! @Teg[!
\`TZXf!Yeb`!<ce\_!03*!0./4!TaW!GTl!0.*!0./6!\f!f[bja!ba!A\ZheX!/,!!N[X!<ce\_!03*!0./4!\`TZX!
f[bjf!T!_TeZX!gXaf\ba!VeTV^!WXiX_bc\aZ!ba!g[X!XTfg!f\WX!bY!g[\f!e\WZX*!XkgXaW\aZ!YTeg[Xe!abeg[!g[Ta!
g[X!b_WXe!WXUe\f!f_\WX,!N[X!MXcgX`UXe!00*!0./5!TaW!GTl!0.*!0./6!\`TZXf!g[Xa!f[bjf!T!5.!`!j\WX!
_TaWf_\WX*!j\g[!g[X![XTWfVTec!Yb__bj\aZ!g[X!XTe_\Xe!gXaf\ba!VeTV^,!N[X!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\gXW!Tg!g[X!
gbX!bY!g[X!e\WZX!j\g[!_\gg_X!ehabhg,!
N[\f!0./5!TaW!0./6!\`TZXf!T_fb!f[bjf!Ta!XTfg+jXfg!be\XagXW![XTWfVTec!Ybe`\aZ!T_baZ!g[X!abeg[!
XWZX!bY!g[X!eXVXag!ebV^f_\WX,!!N[\f![XTWfVTec!\f!`beX!W\fg\aVg!\a!g[X!GTl!0.*!0./6!BbbZ_X!@Teg[!
\`TZX!f[bja!ba!A\ZheX!/*!TaW!V_XTe_l!\aW\VTgXf!fbhg[jTeW!`biX`Xag!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX,!!!!
N[X!fbhg[!XaW!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX![Tf!T!_baZ![\fgbel!bY!ZebhaWjTgXe!W\fV[TeZX!VThf\aZ!Xebf\ba!TaW!
f`T__!fVT_X!YT\_heXf!WTg\aZ!UTV^!gb!UXYbeX!/723,!!N[\f!TeXT!\f!f[bja!ba!A\ZheX!2,!!!!
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/

*()0 >LXO\VTOP

/')

<XT]TL]TYX KYXP

DOUS *+ ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

N[X!_TaWf_\WX!ba!MXcgX`UXe!1.!\a\g\TgXW!j\g[\a!g[X!
!J\g*!j\g[!fhWWXa!`biX`Xag!bY!T![hZX!
`Tff!bY!g[X!haWXe_l\aZ!f[T_X!UXWebV^,!N[X!\a\g\T_!_TaWf_\WX!`biX`Xag!\aV_hWXW!Ta!Xfg\`TgXW!/0!`!
bY!iXeg\VT_!W\fc_TVX`Xag!T_baZ!T!_\aXT_![XTWfVTec*!Tccebk\`TgX_l!/4.!`!UTV^!Yeb`!g[X!fbhg[!XWZX!
bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!(A\ZheX!3!TaW!J[bgb!/),!<!fXe\Xf!bY!gXaf\ba!VeTV^f!Ybe`XW!g[ebhZ[bhg!g[\f!cTeg!bY!
g[X!c\g*!XkgXaW\aZ!Wbja!g[ebhZ[!g[X!f[T_X!UXWebV^*!TaW!Vbag\ahXW!XTfgjTeW!Ybe!fXiXeT_![haWeXW!
`XgeXf,!BebhaWjTgXe!fXXcTZX!jTf!Xi\WXag!Tg!ah`Xebhf!_bVTg\baf!T_baZ!g[X![XTWfVTec!(J[bgb!0),!

!
04686!%-!CKSWOTS!IVGIPW!XNVTYMN!XNK!MVGZKQ!UOX!UQYW!*+!R!NOMN!NKGJWIGVU!$UNTXT!H\!>?C;%(!

!
04686!&-!4TSXOSYGXOTS!TL!NKGJWIGVU!KGWX!TL!XNK!MVGZKQ!UOX&!UQYW!WKKUGMK!]TSKW(!
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DOUS *, ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

N[X!\a\g\T_!_TaWf_\WX!`biX`Xag!T_fb!VeXTgXW!gXaf\ba!VeTV^f!j\g[\a!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!TaW!g[X!f[T_X!
VbaX!fbhg[!bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g,!<!Vb`cTe\fba!bY!ZXbeXYXeXaVXW!F\?<L!\`TZXf!UXYbeX!TaW!TYgXe!g[X!
_TaWf_\WX! \aW\VTgX! g[Tg! g[X! f[T_X! e\WZX! `biXW! Tccebk\`TgX_l! /0! `! \a! T! fbhg[+fbhg[jXfgXe_l!
W\eXVg\ba*!VThf\aZ!T!ZeTUXa!gb!Ybe`!ba!g[X!abeg[!f\WX!(J[bgb!1),!N[X!ZeTUXa!`Tl![TiX!UXZha!gb!
Ybe`!UXYbeX!MXcgX`UXe!1.*!Uhg!ce\be!`biX`Xag!jTf!cebUTU_l!`hV[!_Xff,!

!
04686!'-!BNGQK!VOJMK!ZOK[KJ!LVTR!XNK!KGWX&!GSJ!XNK!MVGHKS!TS!XNK!STVXN!WOJK(!

N[X!f[T_X!VbaX!cebUTU_l!`biXW!f\`\_Te_l!TaW!UXVT`X!`beX![XTi\_l!YeTVgheXW!biXe!g[X!Yb__bj\aZ!
gjb!WTlf9!`beX!g[Ta![T_Y!bY!g[X!VbaX!Vb__TcfXW!ba!IVgbUXe!/!TaW!iXel!_\gg_X!bY!g[X!VbaX!eX`T\aXW!
ba!IVgbUXe!1!(J[bgb!2),!!!

!
04686!(-!4TQQGUWOSM!TL!XNK!WNGQK!ITSK!TS!?IXTHKV!,!$UNTXT!H\!>?C;%(!

!
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DOUS *- ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

Ig[Xe!g[Ta!g[X!Vb__TcfX!bY!g[X!f[T_X!VbaX*!`bfg!bY!g[X!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX!\f!fg\__!\a!c_TVX*!T_UX\g!j\g[!
f\Za\Y\VTag! gXaf\ba! VeTV^f! TaW! fXiXeT_! `XgeXf! bY! `biX`Xag,! N[X! XkcbfXW! f_bcX! UXgjXXa! g[X!
Ybe`Xe!VbaX!TaW!g[X!XWZX!bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!\f! TUbhg!1.!`![\Z[!TaW![Tf!XkcXe\XaVXW!T!fXe\Xf!bY!
f[T__bj!YT\_heXf*!i\f\U_X!ba!J[bgb!2*!Tf![Tf!g[X!fbhg[jXfg!f\WX!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX*!Uhg!g[XfX!ib_h`Xf!
TeX!eX_Tg\iX_l!f`T__!Vb`cTeXW!gb!g[X!gbgT_!Vb__TcfX!bY!g[X!f[T_X!VbaX,!
N[X!fhWWXa!`Tff!`biX`Xag!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!VThfXW!Ubg[!g[X!fbhg[jXfg!TaW!fbhg[XTfg!Y_Ta^f!
gb! biXe+fgXXcXa! TaW! Ybe`! j\WX! gXaf\ba! VeTV^f,! =bg[! YT\_heXf! TccXTe! gb! UX! \a! gT_hf! be! [\Z[_l!
jXTg[XeXW!f[T_X!eTg[Xe!g[Ta!\a!g[X!cTeXag!UXWebV^,!
N[X! YT\_heX! ba! g[X! fbhg[jXfg! Y_Ta^! \f! TUbhg! 6.! `! j\WX! TaW! VbT_XfVXf! j\g[! g[X! ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!
eTiX__\aZ!YT\_heX,!N[\f!ebV^-WXUe\f!f_\WX!YT\_XW!bagb!g[X!UXaV[!UX_bj!j[XeX!fb`X!bY!g[X!`TgXe\T_!
jTf!\aVbecbeTgXW!\agb!g[X!TW]TVXag!XTeg[Y_bj,!!N[X!eX`T\a\aZ!f_\WX!`Tff!\f!fg\__!cTeg\T__l!\agTVg!
Uhg!abg!Vbaf\WXeXW!fgTU_X,!
N[X!fbhg[XTfg!Y_Ta^!bY!g[X!e\WZX!WXgTV[XW*!Ybe`\aZ!T!gXaf\ba!VeTV^!`beX!g[Ta!/3!`!j\WX!(J[bgb!3),!
Q[\_X!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!`biX`Xag!\f!gb!g[X!fbhg[+fbhg[jXfg!(Tm\`hg[!bY!/71)!gb!/75)%*!g[\f!WXgTV[XW!
U_bV^!`biXW!gbjTeWf!g[X!fbhg[+fbhg[XTfg!(Tm\`hg[!/51u)*!ge\ZZXe\aZ!`biX`Xag!\a!g[X!TW]TVXag!
@Tfg!FTaWf_\WX!(Tm\`hg[f!cebi\WXW!Ul!=B>),!!

04686!)-!BTYXN!KSJ!TL!WNGQK!VOJMK!UQYW!XNK!NKGJWIGVU!XNVTYMN!XNK!MVGZKQ!UOX!OS!XNK!HGIPMVTYSJ(!

N[X!TUbiX!YXTgheXf!j\g[\a!g[X!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX!TeX!i\f\U_X!ba!g[X!IVgbUXe!0/*!0./6!F\?<L!UTeX!XTeg[!
\`TZX!TaW!TeX!WX_\aXTgXW!ba!A\ZheX!3,!!N[X!_TeZXfg!gXaf\ba!VeTV^f!TaW!g[X!W\eXVg\ba!bY!`biX`Xag!
TeX!abgXW!ba!g[\f!Y\ZheX,!!
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/'*

DOUS */ ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

5SLXXPVTcPO 7L[]SQVY`
N[X!\a\g\T_!_TaWf_\WX!`biX`Xag!ge\ZZXeXW!Ta!XTeg[Y_bj!j\g[\a!g[X!Zh__l!UXgjXXa!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!
TaW! JXTVX! L\iXe! Fbb^bhg*! \aV_hW\aZ! g[X! `Tff! fheebhaW\aZ! g[X! f[T_X! VbaX,! N[X! \a\g\T_! Y_bj!
`biX`Xag!XkgXaWXW!Wbjaf_bcX*!T_`bfg!3..!`!fbhg[!gb!I_W!Abeg!LbTW,!N[X!cTiX`Xag!fgehVgheX!
UXZTa!gb![XTiX!ba!MXcgX`UXe!1.!TaW!g[X!ebTW!jTf!Vb`c_XgX_l!U_bV^XW!ba!IVgbUXe!/,!N[\f!f_bj+
`bi\aZ!XTeg[Y_bj!Vbafh`XW!g[X!ebTW!Tf!\g!f_bj_l!geTiX__XW!fbhg[jTeW!TaW!eXTV[XW!/7.!`!UX_bj!
g[X!ebTW!ba!IVgbUXe!2,!!

!
04686!*-!CNK!KGVXNLQT[!JT[S!XNK!RGOS!IVKKP!INGSSKQ(!

N[X!XTeg[Y_bj!`biX`Xag!\f!Vb`c_Xk*!bVVhee\aZ!Tg!W\YYXeXag!WXcg[f,!Q[\_X!g[X!fheY\V\T_!WXUe\f!jTf!
`bi\aZ!hcjTeWf!bY!baX![haWeXW!`XgeXf!cXe!WTl*!g[X!f\mX!bY!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!jTf!XkcTaW\aZ!Tg!T!
YTfgXe!eTgX!Tf!WXXcXe!YbeVXf!j\g[\a!\g!f[biXW!g[X!`TgXe\T_!T[XTW!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX*!VThf\aZ!gXaf\ba!
VeTV^f!gb!Ybe`!jX__!UXlbaW!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!WXUe\f,!N[X!\a\g\T_!`biX`Xag!TccXTeXW!gb!UX!_\`\gXW!gb!
g[X!TaV\Xag!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\g*!Uhg!Tf!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TccebTV[XW!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe*!g[X!ceXi\bhf_l!
haW\fgheUXW!Y_hi\T_!WXcbf\g!UX_bj!T_fb!UXZTa!gb!`biX,!=l!IVgbUXe!4*!ZebhaW!W\fc_TVX`Xag!jTf!
Xi\WXag!15.!`!fbhg[!bY!g[X!ebTW!TaW*!ba!IVgbUXe!6*!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!eXTV[XW!T!UTV^!V[TaaX_!bY!g[X!
JXTVX!L\iXe,!!NbgT_!fheY\V\T_!`biX`Xag!bY!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!\f!Xfg\`TgXW!V_bfX!gb!4..!`!(=B>*!0./6),!
N[X! gbgT_! g[\V^aXff! bY! g[X! _TaWf_\WX*! TaW! [XaVX! g[X! gbgT_! ib_h`X! bY! g[X! _TaWf_\WX*! \f! ha^abja!
UXVThfX!`biX`Xag!\f!bVVhee\aZ!T_baZ!fXiXeT_!f_\c!fheYTVXf,!N[X!_TaWf_\WX!WXUe\f!ba!g[X!fheYTVX!\f!
glc\VT__l!/.!gb!/3!`!g[\V^!Wbjaf_bcX!bY!g[X!Ybe`Xe!ebTW!_bVTg\ba9![bjXiXe*!g[X!Ubggb`!f_\c!fheYTVX!
bY!g[X!f_bjXe!XTeg[Y_bj!Vbh_W!UX!WXXcXe,!!N[X!gbgT_!ib_h`X!bY!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!\f!Xfg\`TgXW!gb!UX!\a!
g[X!eTaZX!bY!/,3!gb!0!`\__\ba!`1,!!!
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/'+

DOUS *0 ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

HP\] >LXO\VTOP
N[X!TeXT!fbhg[!bY!g[X!JXTVX!L\iXe!Fbb^bhg!jTf!abg!W\eXVg_l!\`cTVgXW!Ul!g[X!\a\g\T_!ebV^f_\WX!ba!
MXcgX`UXe!1.,!!CbjXiXe*!biXe!g[X!Yb__bj\aZ!WTlf*!g[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\g!jTf!Xag\eX_l!
eX`bU\_\mXW,! N[X! XkgXag! bY! g[X! _TaWf_\WX! V_bfX_l! `TgV[Xf! g[X! ceX+Xk\fg\aZ! _TaWf_\WX! WXcbf\g! Tf!
WX_\aXTgXW!ba!g[X!0./0!TaW!0./3!F\?<L!\`TZXf,!
<!_TeZX!VeTV^!Y\efg!TccXTeXW!\a!g[X!cTiX`Xag!T_baZ!g[X!jXfg!XWZX!bY!g[X! ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!
WXcbf\g!ba!IVgbUXe!0*!TaW!g[X!ebTW![TW!W\fc_TVXW!Tccebk\`TgX_l!0!`!Ul!IVgbUXe!4,!O_g\`TgX_l*!
I_W! Abeg! LbTW! `biXW! Tccebk\`TgX_l! /3! `! (J[bgb! 5)! j[\_X! F\?<L! cb\ag! geTV^\aZ! `XTfheXf!
UXgjXXa!/1!TaW!/6!`!bY!gbgT_!`biX`Xag!\a!T!fbhg[+fbhg[XTfgXe_l!W\eXVg\ba!(Tm\`hg[f!Yeb`!/34u!
gb!/56u)!(=B>*!0./6),!!!

!
04686!+-!EKWX!KJMK!TL!XNK!KGVXNLQT[![OXN!JOWXOSIX!HTYSJGV\(!

N[X!_TaWf_\WX!XaVb`cTffXW!g[X![bhfX!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
*!j[\V[!jTf!VbafgehVgXW!Xag\eX_l!ba!
WITNESS
g[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX,!!N[X!gbX!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!`biXW!ebhZ[_l!/.!`!\a!T!fbhg[Xe_l!W\eXVg\ba!
INFORMATION
gbjTeWf!g[X![bhfX!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
*!Uhg!\f!fg\__!biXe!7.!`!Yeb`!g[X!aXTeXfg!fgehVgheX,!!
WITNESS

N[X! _TaWf_\WX! `Tff! [Tf!
ZXaXeT__l! eX`T\aXW! \agTVg*! T_g[bhZ[! fXiXeX_l! gXaf\ba+VeTV^XW*! TaW! \f!
INFORMATION
_\^X_l!f_\W\aZ!T_baZ!T!UXWW\aZ!c_TaX!\a!g[X!f[T_X,!!N[X!gbX!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\f!ZXaXeT__l!UXgjXXa!
22.!TaW!23.!`!X_XiTg\ba9!g[XeXYbeX*!g[X!f_\c!fheYTVX!\f!_\^X_l!V_bfX!gb!23.!`!X_XiTg\ba,!!?XcXaW\aZ!
ba!g[X!TVghT_!f_\c!fheYTVX!X_XiTg\ba*!g[X!Xfg\`TgXW!ib_h`X!bY!g[X!jXfg!_TaWf_\WX!\f!UXgjXXa!0,1!TaW!
1!`\__\ba!`1,!!
N[X!_TaWf_\WX![XTWfVTec!WXiX_bcXW!T_baZ! g[X!gbX!bY!g[X!fgXXc! iT__Xl!f_bcX*!Tf!g[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!
_TaWf_\WX!`Tff!WXgTV[XW!Yeb`!g[X!`beX!fgTU_X!ZebhaW!gb!g[X!abeg[,!!N[X![XTWfVTec!XkcbfXf!`bfg_l!
V_TlXl!Vb__hi\h`!XkVXcg!Ybe!fb`X!f[T_X!XkcbfXW!Tg!g[X!XTfg!XaW,!@kcbfheXf!\a!Ubg[!g[X!V_TlXl!
Vb__hi\h`!TaW!T_baZ!g[X!fheYTVX!bY!g[X!f[T_X!f[bj!f_\V^Xaf\WXf*!\aW\VTg\aZ!cTfg!`biX`Xag!T_baZ!
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DOUS *1 ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

g[X!fT`X!fheYTVXf,!!N[X!_TaWf_\WX!eX`biXW!gbX!fhccbeg!gb!g[X!TVVh`h_Tg\baf!bY!WXUe\f!UX_bj!g[X!
_bb^bhg!(f[bja!ba!A\ZheX!1)*!VThf\aZ!`biX`Xag!bY!g[X!eXYhfX!TaW!WXUe\f!XkgXaW\aZ!`hV[!YTeg[Xe!
hc!g[X!f_bcX,!!
N[X!jXfg!_TaWf_\WX!bVVheeXW!Xag\eX_l!j\g[\a!g[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!TaW!\f!`XeX_l!T!eXTVg\iTg\ba!
bY!Ta!b_W!_TaWf_\WX,!N[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!W\W!abg!j\WXa!be!Xa_TeZX*!abe!jXeX!Tal!f\Zaf!bY!
WXXcXe!`biX`Xag!YbhaW,!!@iXa!g[X![XTWfVTec!\f!_bVTgXW!j\g[\a!ceXi\bhf!f_\WX!WXUe\f!WXcbf\gXW!
Yeb`!g[X!f_bcX!TUbiX,!!

/',

7L\] >LXO\VTOP
N[X!`biX`Xag!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!TaW!g[X!`Tff!bY!ebV^!UXaXTg[!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!eX`bU\_\mXW!cTeg!bY!
g[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!gb!g[X!XTfg!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!(A\ZheX!3),!N[X!eX`bU\_\mXW!_TaWf_\WX!\f!
]hfg!T!f`T__!cbeg\ba!bY!g[X!TZZ_b`XeTg\ba!bY!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WXf!Uhg!VbiXef!Ta!TeXT!`beX!g[Ta!
0..!`!Ul!1..!`*!Yeb`!g[X!gbX!bY!g[X!fgXXc!iT__Xl!f_bcX!gb!g[X!abeg[!TaW!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!gb!g[X!jXfg,!
=TfXW!ba!cb\ag!geTV^\aZ!TaT_lf\f*!g[X!`\WW_X!bY!g[\f!_TaWf_\WX!`biXW!/0!gb!/1!`!j[\_X!g[X!gbX![Tf!
`biXW!]hfg!2!`!TaW!\f!UX\aZ!f[biXW!biXegbc!bY!g[X!ZebhaW!UX_bj!(=B>*!0./6),!!N[X!`biX`Xag!\f!
u!gb!/43u!
\a! g[X! `\WW_X! bY! g[\f! _TaWf_\WX! Uhg! `biX`Xag! T_baZ! g[X! XWZXf! \f! `beX! iTe\TU_X,! Gbfg! bY! g[X!
WXgXVgTU_X!`biX`Xag!VXTfXW!Ul!IVgbUXe!4,!!
N[X!TeXT!\f!YT\e_l!jXg*!j\g[!Tg!_XTfg!baX!cbaW!TaW!fXiXeT_!f`T__Xe!TeXTf!bY![lWebc[\_\V!iXZXgTg\ba,!
Mb`X!TeXTf!TeX!gXaf\ba+VeTV^XW!TaW!g[X!geXXf!TeX!]TV^+fgeTjXW*!j[\_X!g[X!geXXf!aXTe!g[X!gbX!bY!XTV[!
_bUX![TiX!UXXa!Vb`c_XgX_l!chf[XW!biXe,!!N[X!gbX!bY!`bfg!bY!g[XfX!_bUXf!\f!UXgjXXa!30.!TaW!31.!`!
X_XiTg\ba!TaW!W\fgT_!XaW!bY!Tal!ZebhaW!WXYbe`Tg\ba!\f!Tg!Tccebk\`TgX_l!3/.!`!X_XiTg\ba,!!Gbfg!
bY!g[X!f_\c!fheYTVX!\f!Tffh`XW!gb!Yb__bj!T!fhU[be\mbagT_!UXWW\aZ!c_TaX!\a!g[X!f[T_X*!_\^X_l!UXgjXXa!
30.!TaW!33.!`!X_XiTg\ba,!!?XcXaW\aZ!ba!g[X!TVghT_!f_\c!fheYTVX!X_XiTg\ba*!g[X!Xfg\`TgXW!ib_h`X!
bY!g[X!XTfg!_TaWf_\WX!\f!UXgjXXa!0!TaW!1!`\__\ba!`1,!!!!
N[X!gbX!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\f!fg\__!`beX!g[Ta!0..!`!abeg[!bY!I_W!Abeg!LbTW,!!Hb!f\Zaf!bY!`biX`Xag!
jXeX!YbhaW!\a!g[X!ebTW!cTiX`Xag*!abe!\a!g[X!fheebhaW\aZ!gXeeT\a,!!!

0

5L^\P\ YQ ]SP *()0 >LXO\VTOP\
N[X!bU]XVg\iXf!bY!g[\f!X`XeZXaVl!_TaWf_\WX!TffXff`Xag!WbXf!abg!fcXV\Y\VT__l!\aV_hWX!TffXff\aZ!g[X!
VThfXf!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WXf9![bjXiXe*!fb`X!haWXefgTaW\aZ!bY!g[X!VThfXf!\f!eXdh\eXW!\a!beWXe!gb!TffXff!
g[X! Xk\fg\aZ! TaW! YhgheX! _TaWf_\WX! [TmTeWf! TaW! e\f^f,! ! N[X! Yb__bj\aZ! W\fVhff\ba! Vbaf\WXef! g[X!
ZXaXeT_! be! `bfg! TccTeXag! VThfXf! bY! g[X! _TaWf_\WX,! ! Aheg[Xe! TaT_lf\f! bY! g[X! VThfXf! j\__! eXdh\eX!
WXgT\_XW!\aiXfg\ZTg\ba*!\aV_hW\aZ!We\__\aZ*!\afgeh`XagTg\ba*!TaW!f_bcX!fgTU\_\gl!`bWX__\aZ,!!!
Abe! g[X! _TaWf_\WX! gb! bVVhe*! fgTU\_\gl! VbaW\g\baf! `hfg! [TiX! V[TaZXW! haYTibheTU_l9! g[XeXYbeX*!
cbff\U_X!VThfXf!jbh_W!UX!YTVgbef!g[Tg!`Tl![TiX!V[TaZXW!eXVXag_l,!!N[X!`bfg!Vb``ba!YTVgbef!g[Tg!
W\eXVg_l!TYYXVg!f_bcX!fgTU\_\gl!TeX8!
'
'
'

<WW\g\baT_!_bTW!\a!g[X!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX!(\,X,!TWWXW!Y\__)9!
LXWhVg\ba!bY!eXf\fg\aZ!YbeVXf!aXTe!g[X!gbX!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!(\,X,!XkVTiTg\ba*!Xebf\ba*!XgV,)9!
>[TaZXf!gb!ZebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf,!
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DOUS *2 ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

N[X!_TaWf_\WX!\a\g\TgXW!j\g[!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!UXaXTg[!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g9!g[XeXYbeX*!ZeTiX_!c\g!bcXeTg\baf!
TeX! aTgheT__l! Tffh`XW! gb! UX! eX_TgXW,! ! <! `beX! g[bebhZ[! eXi\Xj! bY! TVg\i\g\Xf! \a! g[X! TeXT! bY! g[X!
_TaWf_\WX!\f!aXXWXW!gb!Yh__l!TffXff!g[X!\`cTVgf!bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!bcXeTg\baf*!j[\V[!UXZTa!`beX!
g[Ta!5.!lXTef!TZb,!!N[X!\a\g\T_!bcXeTg\baf!\aV_hWXW!`\a\aZ!bY!g[X!fTaW!TaW!ZeTiX_!W\eXVg_l!Yeb`!
g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX,!!IcXeTg\baf!\agXaf\Y\XW!biXe!g[X!cTfg!1!lXTef*!\aV_hW\aZ!c_TVX`Xag!
bY!Y\__!j\g[\a!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX!TaW!fgbeTZX!bY!fgbV^c\_Xf,!!CbjXiXe*!g[X!jX\Z[g!bY!g[X!
Y\__!TaW!fgbV^c\_Xf!f[bh_W!UX!`hV[!_Xff!g[Ta!g[X!jX\Z[g!bY!g[X!fTaW!TaW!ZeTiX_!`\aXW!biXe!g[X!
ceXVXW\aZ!WXVTWXf*!eXfh_g\aZ!\a!T!aXg!ha_bTW\aZ!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT,!!!
<!eXi\Xj!bY!g[X!WXiX_bc`Xag![\fgbel!WbXf!abg!\aW\VTgX!Tal!TVg\i\g\Xf!aXTe!g[X!gbX!bY!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!
g[Tg! Vbh_W! [TiX! ge\ZZXeXW! g[X! _TaWf_\WX,! ! BeTiX_! c\g! bcXeTg\baf! Wb! abg! TccXTe! gb! [TiX! `\aXW!
`TgXe\T_!UX_bj!g[X!f_bcX!be!eX`biXW!Tal!gbX!fhccbeg,!!@ebf\ba!Tg!g[X!UTfX!bY!g[X!Zh__l!jTf!`T\a_l!
j\g[\a!Y\__!`TgXe\T_f!c_TVXW!\a!g[X!Zh__l,!!N[X!\`cTVg!ba!aTgheT_!ebV^!f_bcX!fgTU\_\gl!jbh_W![TiX!
UXXa!`\abe,!!!
BebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf!TeX!T!f\Za\Y\VTag!Vbage\Uhg\aZ!YTVgbe!gb!`bfg!_TeZX!_TaWf_\WXf9!g[XeXYbeX*!
g[X! VThfXf! bY! g[X! _TaWf_\WX! jbh_W! `bfg! _\^X_l! UX! YTVgbef! g[Tg! \aVeXTfX! ZebhaWjTgXe! _XiX_f! be!
c\Xmb`Xge\V!ceXffheXf,!!!N[X!eX`biT_!bY!biXeUheWXa!fb\_f!Tf!cTeg!bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!bcXeTg\ba!Vbh_W!
[TiX!\`cTVgXW!g[X!ZebhaWjTgXe!_XiX_!Ul!ZeXTg_l!eXWhV\aZ!g[X!ib_h`X!bY!fb\_!VTcTU_X!bY!TUfbeU\aZ!
ZebhaWjTgXe! j\g[\a!g[X!iTWbfX! mbaX! (g[X! hafTgheTgXW!mbaX! TUbiX! g[X! fTgheTgXW!ZebhaWjTgXe!
gTU_X),!!LXWhV\aZ!g[X!g[\V^aXff!bY!g[X!iTWbfX!mbaX!VThfXf!g[X!fheYTVX!jTgXe!\aY\_geTg\ba!(\,X,!fabj!
`X_g! TaW! eT\aYT__)! gb! eXTV[! g[X! ZebhaWjTgXe! gTU_X! `beX! dh\V^_l,! ! <f! T! eXfh_g*! ZebhaWjTgXe!
ceXffheXf!\a!g[X!f[T_X!Vbh_W![TiX!\aVeXTfXW!_bVT__l!WhX!gb!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!bcXeTg\baf,!!!
BebhaWjTgXe!\a!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT!\f!eXV[TeZXW!Ul!g[X!eXZ\baT_!Tdh\YXe9!g[XeXYbeX*!ceXffheXf!VTa!
T_fb!UX!\aY_hXaVXW!Ul!WXiX_bc`Xag!biXe!T!UebTW!TeXT!TaW!abg!`XeX_l!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g,!!>[TaZXf!gb!
fheYTVX!jTgXe!\aY\_geTg\ba!WhX!gb!_TaW!V_XTe\aZ!g[ebhZ[bhg!g[X!TeXT!gb!g[X!abeg[!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!
TaW!g[X!fXjTZX!_TZbbaf!Vbh_W![TiX!TYYXVgXW!eXZ\baT_!ZebhaWjTgXe!_XiX_f,!!<aT_lf\f!TaW!`bWX_\aZ!
jbh_W!UX!aXXWXW!gb!TffXff!g[X!\`cTVgf!Ubg[!eXZ\baT__l!TaW!_bVT__l,!!!
BebhaWjTgXe! ceXffheXf! TeX! T_fb! \aY_hXaVXW! Ul! V[TaZXf! gb! V_\`Tg\V! VbaW\g\baf*! cTeg\Vh_Te_l!
fabj`X_g! TaW! eT\aYT__,! ! Q[\_X! fheYTVX! jTgXe! _XiX_f! bYgXa! eXfcbaW! eX_Tg\iX_l! dh\V^_l! TaW! TeX!
\`cTVgXW!Ul!f[beg+gXe`!ceXV\c\gTg\ba*!g[XeX!\f!T!_TZ!\a!g[X!ZebhaWjTgXe!eXfcbafX!gb!ceXV\c\gTg\ba,!!
N[X!_TZ!\a!eXfcbafX!WXcXaWf!ba!g[X!WXcg[!gb!g[X!ZebhaWjTgXe!gTU_X!TaW!g[X!cXe`XTU\_\gl!bY!g[X!
iTWbfX! mbaX*! j[\V[! WXcXaWf! ba! g[X! fb\_! TaW! UXWebV^! VbaW\g\baf,! ! Q\g[! T! g[\V^! WXcbf\g! bY!
Z_TV\b_TVhfge\aX! f\_g! TaW! V_Tl! U_Ta^Xg\aZ! `bfg! bY! g[X! fbhg[! f\WX! bY! Abeg! Mg,! Eb[a*! ZebhaWjTgXe!
ceXffheXf!j\g[\a!g[X!f[T_X!Vbh_W!cXT^!fXiXeT_!`bag[f!TYgXe!fce\aZ!YeXf[Xg,!!!
MXTfbaT_! be! XiXa! TaahT_! ceXV\c\gTg\ba! bYgXa! [Tf! T! ZeXTgXe! \`cTVg! ba! eXZ\baT_! ZebhaWjTgXe!
Tdh\YXef!g[Ta!WT\_l!eT\aYT__*!Tf!Xi\WXag!Yeb`!Ta!TaT_lf\f!bY!g[X!ceXV\c\gTg\ba!eXVbeWf!`XTfheXW!Tg!
g[X! Abeg! Mg,! Eb[a! T\ecbeg,! ! Ia_l! .,2! ``! bY! eT\aYT__! jTf! eXVbeWXW!biXe! g[X! /0! WTlf! ce\be! gb! g[X!
_TaWf_\WX!ba!MXcgX`UXe!1.,!!CbjXiXe*!`bag[_l!eT\aYT__!\a!MXcgX`UXe!0./6!jTf!4.,5!``*!j[\V[!\f!
14%!TUbiX!TiXeTZX*!TaW!biXe![T_Y!bY!g[Tg!`bag[_l!gbgT_!YX__!ba!MXcgX`UXe!6,!!?T\_l!eT\aYT__!WbXf!
abg!TccXTe!gb!UX!T!VThfT_!YTVgbe!\a!g[X!_TaWf_\WX,!!
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DOUS +) ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

IiXe!g[X!/0!`bag[f!ceXVXW\aZ!g[X!_TaWf_\WX*!gbgT_!ceXV\c\gTg\ba!jTf!416,3!``*!be!Tccebk\`TgX_l!
22%!TUbiX!TiXeTZX!(gbgT_!TaahT_!ceXV\c\gTg\ba!\f!eXVbeWXW!cXe!VT_XaWTe!lXTe!TaW!\f*!g[XeXYbeX*!abg!
T!W\eXVg!Vb`cTe\fba),!!N[XeXYbeX*!TaahT_!eT\aYT__!VXegT\a_l!_bb^f!gb![TiX!UXXa!T!YTVgbe!\a!VThf\aZ!
g[X!_TaWf_\WX,!!CbjXiXe*!eXVbeWf!Yeb`!g[X!cTfg!3.!lXTef!f[bj!Ybhe!lXTef!j[XeX!g[X!gbgT_!TaahT_!
ceXV\c\gTg\ba!XkVXXWXW!4..!``*!\aV_hW\aZ!0.//!j[XeX!416,6!``!jTf!eXVbeWXW*!ebhZ[_l!XdhT_!gb!
g[X!/0!`bag[f!ceXVXW\aZ!g[X!_TaWf_\WX,!!N[X![\Z[Xfg!TaahT_!ceXV\c\gTg\ba!biXe!g[X!cTfg!3.!lXTef!\f!
445,/!``*!eXVbeWXW!\a!/775,!!DY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!jTf!fb_X_l!VThfXW!Ul!eT\aYT__!biXe!g[X!ceXVXW\aZ!/0!
`bag[f*!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!f[bh_W![TiX!bVVheeXW!\a!/775!be!XiXa!\a!0.//,!!!
GhV[! [\Z[Xe! g[Ta! abe`T_! ceXV\c\gTg\ba! jTf! T_fb! eXVbeWXW! \a! 0./5! (367,.! ``)! TaW! 0./4!
(325,1!``),!!N[eXX!VbafXVhg\iX!lXTef!j\g[!`hV[![\Z[Xe!g[Ta!abe`T_!ceXV\c\gTg\ba! jbh_W![TiX!
[TW!T!Vh`h_Tg\iX!XYYXVg!ba!ZebhaWjTgXe!_XiX_f*!cbff\U_l!VThf\aZ!g[X!0./6!_TaWf_\WX,!!N[X!gbgT_!
ceXV\c\gTg\ba!bY!g[X!14!`bag[f!ceXVXW\aZ!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\f!/*444!``*!j[\V[![Tf!UXXa!XkVXXWXW!
g[eXX!g\`Xf!biXe!g[X!cTfg!3.!lXTef*!\aV_hW\aZ!0.//!gb!0./1,!!N[X![\Z[Xfg!g[eXX!lXTe!ehaa\aZ!gbgT_!
Ybe!ceXV\c\gTg\ba!biXe!g[X!cTfg!3.!lXTef!\f!/*613!``!eXVbeWXW!\a!/773!gb!/775,!!!
IiXeT__*!g[X!gbgT_!ceXV\c\gTg\ba!biXe!g[X!cTfg!/0!gb!14!`bag[f![Tf!UXXa!`hV[![\Z[Xe!g[Ta!abe`T_*!
Uhg! jTf! abg! T! eXVbeW,! ! M\`\_Te! VbaW\g\baf! bVVheeXW! Yeb`! 0.//! gb! 0./1! TaW! [\Z[Xe! _XiX_f! jXeX!
eXVbeWXW!Yeb`!/773!gb!/775,!!Q[\_X!g[X!`hV[![\Z[Xe!g[Ta!abe`T_!ceXV\c\gTg\ba!\f!haWbhUgXW_l!T!
YTVgbe*!bg[Xe!V[TaZXf!\a!ZebhaW!VbaW\g\baf!`hfg!T_fb![TiX!Vbage\UhgXW!gb!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\a\g\Tg\ba,!!!!
=bg[!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!TaW!XTfg!_TaWf_\WX!jXeX!_\^X_l!ge\ZZXeXW!Ul!g[X!XkgXeaT_!YbeVX!TaW!W\fc_TVX`Xag!
XkXegXW!hcba!g[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!`Tff!Ul!g[X!ebV^f_\WX*!Vbhc_XW!j\g[![\Z[!ZebhaWjTgXe!
ceXffheXf!j\g[\a!g[X!V_TlXl!Vb__hi\h`!TaW!haWXe_l\aZ!f[T_X,!!
N[X!jXfg!_TaWf_\WX!W\W!abg!eXfcbaW!\``XW\TgX_l!j\g[!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!TaW!XTeg[Y_bj!Uhg!WXiX_bcXW!
biXe!g[X!Yb__bj\aZ!YXj!WTlf,!!Dg!\f!abg!\a!W\eXVg!VbagTVg!j\g[!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!`Tff!TaW*!g[XeXYbeX*!jTf!
abg!W\eXVg_l!ge\ZZXeXW!Ul!g[X!ebV^f_\WX,!N[X!XTeg[Y_bj!jbh_W![TiX!XkXegXW!fb`X!f\WX+Ye\Vg\ba!ba!
g[\f!`Tff*!Uhg!ha_\^X_l!XabhZ[!gb!VThfX!`biX`Xag!2..!`!YTeg[Xe!jXfg,!!DafgXTW*!g[X!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!
_TaWf_\WX! `Tff! jTf! _\^X_l! ]hfg! `TeZ\aT__l! fgTU_X! ce\be! gb! `biX`Xag! WhX! gb! [\Z[! ZebhaWjTgXe!
ceXffheXf,!!N[X!XTeg[Y_bj!gb!g[X!XTfg!`Tl![TiX!\aY_hXaVXW!ZebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf!XiXa!Yheg[Xe*!
ge\ZZXe\aZ!`biX`Xag,!!!
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1

DOUS +* ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

6P_PVYZTXR >LXO\VTOP\
Q\g[! `h_g\c_X! glcXf! bY! _TaWf_\WX! `biX`Xag! bVVhee\aZ! \a! T__! g[eXX! TeXTf*! YhgheX! _TaWf_\WX!
`biX`Xag! Vbh_W! UX! Vb`c_Xk! TaW! W\YY\Vh_g! gb! ceXW\Vg,! N[\f! fXVg\ba! TWWeXffXf! g[X! `bfg! _\^X_l!
_TaWf_\WX! fVXaTe\bf! UTfXW! ba! eXVXag! `biX`Xag*! \aV_hW\aZ! cbgXag\T_! ehabhgf! UTfXW! ba! Y\X_W!
bUfXeiTg\baf!TaW!F\?<L!\`TZXel,!GbWX__\aZ![Tf!abg!UXXa!VbaWhVgXW!Tg!g[\f!cb\ag*!T_g[bhZ[!\g!
Vbh_W!Ybe`!cTeg!bY!T!_TeZXe!fghWl!gb!TWWeXff!g[X!_baZ+gXe`!e\f^!gb!chU_\V!fTYXgl!\a!g[\f!TeXT,!!

1')

<XT]TL]TYX KYXP d CYNU\VTOP
N[X!WT\_l!F\?<L!WTgT!\aW\VTgXf!g[Tg!Ubg[!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!TeXT!TaW!f[T_X!e\WZX!VXTfXW! WXgXVgTU_X!
`biX`Xag! TebhaW! IVgbUXe! 7*! T_g[bhZ[! fb`X! `\abe! `biX`Xag! bY! g[X! f[T_X! e\WZX! `Tl! [TiX!
bVVheeXW!UXgjXXa!IVgbUXe!/1!TaW!/3,!Mg\__*!g[X!T`bhag!bY!W\fc_TVX`Xag!\aW\VTgXf!g[Tg!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!
`Tff![Tf!Yh__l!WXgTV[XW!Yeb`!g[X!cTeXag!UXWebV^,!!
BebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf!TeX!T!f\Za\Y\VTag!Vbage\Uhg\aZ!YTVgbe!gb!_TeZX!ebV^f_\WXf!j\g[\a!f[T_X,!!N[X!
bcXa!gXaf\ba!VeTV^f![TiX!T__bjXW!XkVXff!ZebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf!gb!W\ff\cTgX*![T_g\aZ!`biX`Xag!
\a!g[X!ebV^,!CbjXiXe*!g[XfX!bcXa!gXaf\ba!VeTV^f!abj!T_fb!VeXTgX!T!`beX!W\eXVg!VbaWh\g!Ybe!fheYTVX!
jTgXe! gb! \aY\_geTgX! Wbja! gb! g[X! f_\c! fheYTVX*! T__bj\aZ! _bVT_\mXW! ZebhaWjTgXe! _XiX_f! gb! eXfcbaW!
eX_Tg\iX_l! dh\V^_l! gb! ceXV\c\gTg\ba! TaW! fabj! `X_g,! ! <f! T! eXfh_g*! ZebhaWjTgXe! ceXffheXf! TeX!
XkcXVgXW!gb!\aVeXTfX!\a!g[X!fce\aZ!bY!0./7*!cbff\U_l!eX\a\g\Tg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!`biX`Xag,!
AhgheX! `biX`Xag! bY! g[X! hafgTU_X! ebV^! `Tff! j\__! `bfg! _\^X_l! Yb__bj! T! f\`\_Te! cTggXea,!!
BebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf!e\fX!gb!T!g[eXf[b_W!_XiX_*!VThf\aZ!`biX`Xag!j\g[\a!g[X!f[T_X,!!<f!g[X!ebV^!
`biXf*! gXaf\ba! VeTV^f! bcXa*! T__bj\aZ! XkVXff! ZebhaWjTgXe! ceXffheXf! gb! WeT\a*! VThf\aZ! g[X!
`biX`Xag!gb!f_bj!be!VXTfX,!!JTfg!fghW\Xf!Ybe!=>!ClWeb!Ybe!g[X!M\gX!>!?T`!ceb]XVg!eXfXTeV[XW!g[X!
cbgXag\T_! Ybe! fhV[! f_bj+`bi\aZ! ebV^f_\WXf! j\g[\a! g[X! [be\mbagT__l! be! fhU+[be\mbagT__l! UXWWXW!
f[T_X!gb!YT\_!eTc\W_l,!!N[X!`T\a!bU]XVg\iX!bY!g[XfX!cTfg!fghW\Xf!jTf!gb!TffXff!g[X!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!iXel!
_TeZX*!iXel!eTc\W!ebV^f_\WXf!VTcTU_X!bY!ZXaXeTg\aZ!T!_TeZX!jTiX!j\g[\a!g[X!M\gX!>!eXfXeib\e,!N[X!
fghW\Xf!VbaV_hWXW!g[Tg!iXel!_TeZX!eTc\W!ebV^f_\WXf!j\g[\a!jXT^!f[T_X!ha\gf!VTa!bVVhe!Uhg!TeX!eTeX!
(N[heUXe*!/76/)!(ChaZe*!0./0),!N[XfX!fghW\Xf!fhZZXfg!g[Tg!fhV[!_TaWf_\WXf!TeX!cbff\U_X!ba_l!haWXe!
gjb!VbaW\g\baf8!
\,
\\,

Q[XeX! g[X! f[T_X! \f! VTccXW!Ul! T! fgebaZXe! ebV^! glcX*! glc\VT__l! g[X! ?haiXZTa! MTaWfgbaX!
Abe`Tg\ba9!be!
Q[XeX!g[X!f[T_X!W\cf!`bWXeTgX_l!gb!fgXXc_l!bhg!bY!g[X!f_bcX*!VeXTg\aZ!g[X!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!T!
W\c!f_bcX!YT\_heX,!!

<g!g[X!I_W!Abeg!_TaWf_\WX*!g[X!f[T_X!\f!VTccXW!Ul!Z_TV\T_!WXcbf\gf!TaW!jTfgX!Y\__!Yeb`!g[X!ZeTiX_!
c\g!bcXeTg\ba,!N[X!?haiXZTa!MTaWfgbaX!\f!abg!Xi\WXag!Tg!g[\f!f\gX*!abe!\f!g[X!f[T_X!W\cc\aZ!bhg!bY!
g[X!f_bcX,!N[X!_\`\gXW!XkcbfheXf!UXaXTg[!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!TaW!\a!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!eXiXT_![be\mbagT_!gb!
fhU+[be\mbagT_!UXWW\aZ!(J[bgb!6),!N[XeXYbeX*!g[X!VbafXafhf!eXfXTeV[!fhZZXfgf!g[Tg!g[X!_\^X_\[bbW!
bY!T!eTc\W!ebV^f_\WX!bY!g[X!Xk\fg\aZ!f_\WX!`Tff!\f!_bj,!!
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DOUS ++ ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

!
04686!,-!BYH'NTVO]TSXGQ!HKJJOSM!OS!XNK!WNGQK!VOJMK(!

Q[\_X!g[X!`Tff\iX!ebV^f_\WX!TaW!XiXa!]hfg!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!TeX!XkcXVgXW!gb!`biX!f_bj_l!T_baZ!g[X!
UXWW\aZ!]b\agf!\a!g[X!f[T_X*!f`T__Xe!fXZ`Xagf!bY!g[X!ebV^!`Tff!VTa!fg\__!YT\_!eTc\W_l,!!N[X!XTfg!f\WX!
bY!g[\f!f[T_X!e\WZX!XkcXe\XaVXW!T!eTc\W!ebV^f_\WX!\a!0./4+0./5*!Uhg!j\g[!_\gg_X!ehabhg!bagb!ZXag_X!
gXeeT\a,!!OaWXe!ceXfXag!VbaW\g\baf*!g[X!ZeXTgXfg!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!T!eTc\W!ebV^f_\WX!\f!VeXTgXW!Ul!g[X!
WXgTV[XW!fXZ`Xagf!ba!g[X!fbhg[XTfg!TaW!fbhg[jXfg!Y_Ta^f*!Vb`ce\fXW!bY![\Z[_l!jXTg[XeXW!TaW!
YeTVgheXW!f[T_X!TaW!gT_hf!(f[bja!ba!A\ZheX!3!TaW!J[bgb!3),!!=bg[!f_bcXf!TeX!biXe+fgXXcXaXW!TaW!
T_eXTWl!YT\_\aZ*!Uhg!g[X!Wbjaf_bcX!e\f^f!j\__!WXcXaW!ba!g[X\e!ehabhg,!!N[X!`bfg!_\^X_l!fVXaTe\b!\f!
g[Tg!Ubg[!f_\WXf!Vbag\ahX!gb!YT\_!\a!f`T__!fXZ`Xagf!j\g[!_\gg_X!ehabhg*!Uhg!T!_TeZXe!eTc\W!_TaWf_\WX!
\f!cbff\U_X!TaW!`hfg!UX!Vbaf\WXeXW!T![TmTeW,!!!
<a! Tccebk\`TgX! `XTaf! bY! Xfg\`Tg\aZ! ebV^f_\WX! ehabhg! \f! g[X! AT[eUbfV[haZ! TaZ_X*! j[\V[! \f!
`XTfheXW!Yeb`!g[X!gbc!bY!g[X![XTWfVTec!gb!g[X!gbX!bY!g[X!ehabhg,!MghW\Xf!bY!cTfg!ebV^f_\WXf!\a!g[X!
JXTVX! L\iXe! TeXT! [TiX! `XTfheXW! AT[eUbfV[haZ! TaZ_Xf! eTaZ\aZ! Yeb`! /0u! gb! /4u! XiXa! Ybe! f_bj!
`bi\aZ!ebV^f_\WXf!(UTfXW!ba!WTgT!\a!PTa!@fV[*!0./0),!!<_g[bhZ[!YTVgbef!fhV[!Tf!ebV^f_\WX!ib_h`X!
TaW!iX_bV\gl!TeX!abg!Vbaf\WXeXW*!g[\f!eTaZX!bY!AT[eUbfV[haZ!TaZ_Xf!VTa!cebi\WX!T!Zh\WX!Tf!gb!g[X!
cbgXag\T_!ebV^f_\WX!ehabhg,!!
N[X! cbgXag\T_! ebV^f_\WX! ib_h`X! ba! g[X! fbhg[jXfg! YTVX! bY! g[X! f[T_X! e\WZX! \f! UXgjXXa! 3.*...! gb!
/..*...!`1,!N[X!ebV^f_\WX!j\__!_\^X_l!YT\_!bagb!g[X!TW]TVXag!V[TaaX_\mXW!XTeg[Y_bj,!N[X!TW]TVXag!
ZeTWX!\f!]hfg!//u9!g[XeXYbeX*!g[X!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!T!_baZ!ehabhg! \f!_bj,!Mb`X!bY!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!Vbh_W!
geTiX_!T_baZ!T!`beX!W\eXVg!fbhg[+fbhg[jXfgXe_l!ebhgX!j[XeX!T!AT[eUbfV[haZ!TaZ_X!bY!/4u!XkgXaWf!
jX__!UXlbaW!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW,!N[XeXYbeX*!T!_TeZX!ebV^f_\WX!Yeb`!g[X!fbhg[jXfg!XaW!bY!
g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!Vbh_W!W\eXVg_l!\`cTVg!ba!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW,!!
N[X! fbhg[XTfg! Y_Ta^! \f! YT\_\aZ! gbjTeWf! Ta! Tm\`hg[! bY! /5.u9! [bjXiXe*! g[X! gbcbZeTc[l! W\eXVg_l!
Wbjaf_bcX!j\__!_\^X_l!WXY_XVg!g[X!cbgXag\T_!ebV^f_\WX!`beX!gb!g[X!fbhg[!be!XiXa!fbhg[+fbhg[jXfg,!!
N[X!Xfg\`TgXW!ib_h`X!bY!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!`Tff!\f!_Xff!g[Ta!3.*...!`1,!!N[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!\f!
j\g[\a!g[X!cbgXag\T_!ehabhg!\Y!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!WXY_XVgf!gb!g[X!fbhg[jXfg,!
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DOUS +, ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

N[X!cXe`TaXag!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!\f!10.!gb!15.!`!Wbjaf_bcX*!WXcXaW\aZ!ba!g[X!W\eXVg\ba!`XTfheXW!
TaW!jbh_W!UX! W\eXVg_l! \`cTVgXW!Ul! T! ebV^f_\WX!j\g[! T! AT[eUbfV[haZ! TaZ_X! bY! /3u! gb! /4u,! !N[X!
aXTeXfg![bhfX!\f!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
!3..!`!Yeb`!g[X!ebV^f_\WX*!Tg!Ta!Tm\`hg[!bY!/42u,!!N[X!
WITNESS
ebV^f_\WX!jbh_W![TiX!gb!WXY_XVg!gb!g[X!fbhg[XTfg!TaW![TiX!T!AT[eUbfV[haZ!TaZ_X!bY!_Xff!g[Ta!/1u!
INFORMATION
gb!eXTV[!g[X![bhfX,!!=TfXW!ba!AT[eUbfV[haZ!TaZ_Xf!TaW!g[X!Xfg\`TgXW!cTg[!bY!geTiX_*!g[X!W\fgT_!
XaW! bY! T!eTc\W!ebV^f_\WX! Vbh_W!eXTV[! I_W! Abeg! LbTW! Uhg! g[X! _\^X_\[bbW! bY! eXTV[\aZ! g[X!aXTeXfg!
[bhfX!\f!_bj,!

1'*

5SLXXPVTcPO 7L[]SQVY`
N[X! `T\a! XTeg[Y_bj! hcf_bcX! bY! I_W! Abeg! LbTW! f_bjXW! f\Za\Y\VTag_l! TYgXe! IVgbUXe! /1*! j[\_X!
`biX`Xag!Wbjaf_bcX!bY!g[X!ebTW!Vbag\ahXW!T!YXj!WTlf!_baZXe,!M_bj\aZ!bY!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!\f!_\^X_l!
WhX!gb!T!eXWhVg\ba!\a!ZebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf!j\g[\a!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!TaW!T_baZ!g[X!UTfX!bY!g[X!f_\c!
fheYTVX,!BebhaWjTgXe!_XiX_f!ZXaXeT__l!eXWhVX!biXe!g[X!j\agXe!\a!g[X!JXTVX!TeXT9!g[XeXYbeX*!g[\f!
geXaW! f[bh_W! Vbag\ahX,! CbjXiXe*! g[X! XTeg[Y_bj! [Tf! T! [\Z[! _\^X_\[bbW! bY! Yheg[Xe! f\Za\Y\VTag!
`biX`Xag!Whe\aZ!fce\aZ!YeXf[Xg!j[Xa!g[X!f[T__bjXe!ZebhaWjTgXe!gTU_Xf!TeX!eXV[TeZXW!TaW!cbeX!
ceXffheXf!e\fX!TZT\a,!MgeXT`Y_bj!TaW!fgbe`jTgXe!W\fV[TeZX!j\__!ba_l!XkTVXeUTgX!g[\f!cebU_X`,!
GbiX`Xag!bY!g[X!V[TaaX_\mXW!XTeg[Y_bj!Vbh_W!T_fb!UX!ge\ZZXeXW!Ul!Tabg[Xe!f[\Yg!\a!g[X!hafgTU_X!
ebV^!`Tff!UXaXTg[!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!be!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX,!N[X!eX`bU\_\mXW*!V[TaaX_\mXW!XTeg[Y_bj!j\__!
_\^X_l!`biX!\a!T!f\`\_Te!`TaaXe!gb!g[X!eXVXag!XiXag*!f[bi\aZ!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!gb!I_W!
Abeg!Wbjaf_bcX!TaW!WXcbf\g\aZ!`beX!`TgXe\T_!\agb!g[X!UTV^!V[TaaX_!bY!g[X!e\iXe,!!N[X!XTeg[Y_bj!
\f!V[TaaX_\mXW!TaW!abg!XkcXVgXW!gb!j\WXa!TcceXV\TU_l,!!Hb![bhfXf!TeX!_bVTgXW!j\g[\a!/3.!`!bY!g[X!
XTeg[Y_bj!be!XkcXVgXW!gb!UX!\`cTVgXW,!!!

1'+

HP\] >LXO\VTOP
LXTVg\iTg\ba!bY!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!T_baZ!g[X!`T\a!VeXX^!j\__! _\^X_l!eX`bU\_\mX!g[X!jXfg!_TaWf_\WX!Tf!
jX__,! MhV[! T! YT\_heX! jbh_W! TYYXVg! g[X! fT`X! TeXT! Tf! g[X! eXVXag! XiXag*! fcXV\Y\VT__l! g[X! fT`X! ceX+
Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\g,!Q\g[!g[X!_bff!bY!V1-PERSONAL
!T_eXTWl!TVVbhagXW!Ybe*!ab!Yheg[Xe!
WITNESS
[bhfXf!f[bh_W!UX!W\eXVg_l!\`cTVgXW,!N[X!_TaWf_\WX!`Tff!j\__!VeXXc!V_bfXe!gb!g[X![bhfX!Tg!V1PERSON
*! Uhg! \f! abg! XkcXVgXW! gb! W\eXVg_l!INFORMATION
\`cTVg! ba! g[\f! fgehVgheX,! LTc\W! TVVX_XeTg\ba!
bY! g[X!
AL
_TaWf_\WX!`Tff!\f![\Z[_l!ha_\^X_l!TaW!f[bh_W!abg!eXTV[!g[\f![bhfX*!eXZTeW_Xff,!!N[X!Tag\V\cTgXW!
WITNESS
fVXaTe\b!\f!Xc\fbW\V!`biX`Xag!bY!g[X!Xk\fg\aZ!_TaWf_\WX!T_baZ!T!f\`\_Te!cTg[!Tf!g[X!eXVXag!XiXag*!
INFORM
j\g[bhg!WT`TZX!gb!Tal!TWW\g\baT_![bhfXf,!
ATION
N[X!=>!ClWeb!geTaf`\ff\ba!_\aX!jTf!WT`TZXW!Ul!g[X!0./6!XiXag!Uhg![Tf!UXXa!eXVbafgehVgXW!gb!
fcTa!g[X!eXTVg\iTgXW!_TaWf_\WX!TaW!g[X!`bWXeTgX_l!fgXXc!gb!fgXXc!f_bcXf!ba!g[X!abeg[!f\WX!bY!g[X!
iT__Xl,!N[X!eXVbafgehVgXW!gbjXef!TeX!abg!XkcXVgXW!gb!UX!\`cTVgXW!Ul!Yheg[Xe!_TaWf_\WX!`biX`Xag,!!
<WW\g\baT_!f`T__+fVT_X!WXUe\f!f_\WXf!be!WXUe\f!Y_bjf!TeX!XkcXVgXW!Yeb`!g[X!f\_g!U_hYYf!UX_bj!g[X!
JXTVX!L\iXe!Fbb^bhg*!Uhg!fhV[!YT\_heXf!bVVhe!YeXdhXag_l!TaW![TiX!abg!eXTV[XW!g[X!ebTW,!!
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1',

DOUS +- ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

7L\] >LXO\VTOP
GbiX`Xag!bY!g[X!hafgTU_X!ebV^!`Tff!\a!g[X!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX!j\__!_\^X_l!T_fb!ge\ZZXe!`beX!`biX`Xag!
bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!XTfg!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX,!Nb!WTgX*!`biX`Xag![Tf!UXXa!ZXaXeT__l!fbhg[jTeW!T_baZ!
fhU[be\mbagT_!UXWW\aZ!c_TaXf*!_\^X_l!UXgjXXa!30.!TaW!33.!`!X_XiTg\ba,!!GbiX`Xag!T_baZ!g[\f!f_\c!
fheYTVX!\f!abg!XkcXVgXW!gb!eXTV[!fbhg[!bY!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TaW![Tf!T!iXel!_bj!_\^X_\[bbW!bY!eXTV[\aZ!
Tal!bY!g[X!Xk\fg\aZ![bhfXf,!!!
<f!W\fVhffXW!\a!MXVg\ba!4,/*!T!_TeZX!TZZ_b`XeTg\ba!bY!ceX+Xk\fg\aZ!be!TaV\Xag!_TaWf_\WXf!VbiXe!`bfg!
bY! g[X! XTfgXea! cTeg! bY! g[\f! [\__f\WX! \aV_hW\aZ! `Tal! bY! g[X! eXf\WXag\T_! cebcXeg\Xf,! ! N[X! eXVXag!
`biX`Xag! [Tf! UXXa! _\`\gXW! gb! ]hfg! T! f`T__! cTeg! bY! g[X! gbgT_! ceX+Xk\fg\aZ! _TaWf_\WX! `Tff*! j\g[!
`biX`Xag!T_baZ!]hfg!baX!bY!fXiXeT_!f_\c!fheYTVXf,!!GhV[!Yheg[Xe!\aiXfg\ZTg\ba!\f!aXXWXW!gb!TffXff!
g[X!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!`biX`Xag!T_baZ!g[X!bg[Xe!f_\c!fheYTVXf*!j[\V[!jbh_W!eXTVg\iTgX!T!UebTWXe!TeXT!
bY!g[X!TaV\Xag!_TaWf_\WX,!!!!!
<f!j\g[!g[X!\a\g\Tg\aZ!ebV^f_\WX!TaW!g[X!jXfg!_TaWf_\WX*!g[X!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!T!eTc\W!YT\_heX!bY!g[X!XTfg!
_TaWf_\WX!\f!dh\gX!_bj,!!@iXa!\Y!T!UebTWXe!TeXT!bY!g[X!TaV\Xag!_TaWf_\WX!\f!XiXaghT__l!eXTVg\iTgXW*!
`biX`Xag!\f!abg!XkcXVgXW!gb!UX!eTc\W,!!N[X!eXVXag!_TaWf_\WX!`biXW!fXiXeT_!`XgeXf!cXe!WTl9!j[\V[!
\f!g[X!`bfg!_\^X_l!fVXaTe\b!Ybe!YhgheX!_TaWf_\WXf!\a!g[\f!TeXT,!!!

)(

<WWTXPX] >LXO\VTOP CT\U 3XLVb\T\

)(')

6PQTXT]TYX\
Q[Xa! TffXff\aZ! e\f^! Yeb`! aTgheT_! [TmTeWf*! fhV[! Tf! _TaWf_\WXf*! g[X! Yb__bj\aZ! Ybe`h_T! VTa!
ZXaXeT__l!UX!hfXW8!
L\f^!;!JC!k!JM8C!k!JN8M!k!P!R!@!
j[XeX8!
JC!;!g[X!cebUTU\_\gl!bY!T![TmTeWbhf!XiXag!bVVhee\aZ9!
JM8C!;!g[X!cebUTU\_\gl!bY!T!fcTg\T_!\`cTVg!Z\iXa!T![TmTeWbhf!XiXag9!
JN8M!;!g[X!cebUTU\_\gl!bY!T!gX`cbeT_!\`cTVg!Z\iXa!T!fcTg\T_!\`cTVg9!!
P!;!g[X!ih_aXeTU\_\gl!bY!g[X!X_X`Xag!Tg!e\f^9!!
@!;!g[X!X_X`Xag!Tg!e\f^*!XkceXffXW!Tf!g[X!ah`UXe!bY!cXbc_X!Tg!e\f^!be!g[X!e\f^!X_X`Xag!iT_hX,!
CTmTeW! TaW! e\f^! TeX! abg! flabal`bhf,! <! _TaWf_\WX! [TmTeW! VeXTgXf! T! e\f^! ba_l! \Y! TaW! j[Xa! Ta!
X_X`Xag*!fhV[!Tf!Ta!bVVhc\XW!fgehVgheX*!\f!j\g[\a!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!TeXT!be!cbgXag\T_!ehabhg!mbaX,!!!
N[X! \``\aXag! _TaWf_\WX! e\f^! TaT_lf\f! \f! abg! T! Yh__! e\f^! TaT_lf\f! \a! g[Tg! ih_aXeTU\_\gl! jTf! abg!
TffXffXW*!abe!jXeX!g[X!ah`UXe!bY!bVVhcTagf!TaW!WheTg\ba!bY!bVVhcTg\ba!Vbaf\WXeXW,!!N[\f!Vbh_W!
Ybe`!cTeg!bY!T!dhTag\gTg\iX!e\f^!TaT_lf\f!(KL<)!gb!eXY\aX!g[X!e\f^!Xfg\`TgX!TaW!Vbh_W!UX!haWXegT^Xa!
\a!T!YhgheX!fghWl,!
Da!=>*!cebcbfXW!eXf\WXag\T_!WXiX_bc`Xag!g[Tg!Vbh_W!UX!TYYXVgXW!Ul!_TaWf_\WXf!ZXaXeT__l!eXdh\eXf!
Ta!TffXff`Xag!bY!g[\f!e\f^,!N[X!e\f^!\f!g[Xa!Vb`cTeXW!TZT\afg!_XiX_f!bY!gb_XeTU_X!e\f^*!XfgTU_\f[XW!
Ul! _bVT_! ZbiXea`Xagf! TaW-be! bg[Xe! Tccebi\aZ! TZXaV\Xf*! fhV[! Tf! g[X! GbND*! gb! XafheX! g[Tg! g[X!
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DOUS +. ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

cebcbfXW!WXiX_bc`Xag!\f!WGLK!LTV!XNK!YWK!OSXKSJKJ,!DY!\g!\f!abg*!g[X!WXiX_bc`Xag!VTa!UX!WXa\XW*!be!
`\g\ZTg\ba!`XTfheXf!`Tl!UX!eXdh\eXW!gb!_bjXe!g[X!e\f^!gb!gb_XeTU_X!_XiX_f,!
Da! X`XeZXaVl! f\ghTg\baf*! fhV[! Tf! _TaWf_\WXf*! g[X! \``\aXag! e\f^! gb! chU_\V! fTYXgl!\f! g[X! ce\`Tel!
YbVhf,!GXTfheXf!TiT\_TU_X!gb!_bVT_!ZbiXea`Xagf!be!bg[Xe!TZXaV\Xf!gb!`\g\ZTgX!g[\f!e\f^!ZXaXeT__l!
\aib_iX!\`c_X`Xag\aZ!Ta!@I!be!@<!Ybe!cebcXeg\Xf!g[Tg!Vbh_W!UX!TYYXVgXW,!
FXiX_f! bY! gb_XeTU_X! e\f^! TeX! abg! WXY\aXW! Ybe! Xk\fg\aZ! eXf\WXag\T_! WXiX_bc`Xag! XkcbfXW! gb! Ta!
\``\aXag!_TaWf_\WX![TmTeW,!!CbjXiXe*!g[X!ZXaXeT_!haWXefgTaW\aZ!\f!g[Tg!g[X!gb_XeTU_X!e\f^f!Ybe!
cXbc_X!TaW!fgehVgheXf!XkcbfXW!gb!\``\aXag![TmTeWf!\f!`hV[![\Z[Xe!g[Ta!g[X!gb_XeTU_X!e\f^f!Ybe!
cebcbfXW!eXf\WXag\T_!WXiX_bc`Xag,!!!

)('*

<WWTXPX] DVYZP ;LcL[O\ " CT\U\
B\iXa!g[X!hafgTU_X!aTgheX!bY!g[X!f_bcXf!\a!TaW!TebhaW!g[X!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX*!Tf!\aW\VTgXW!Ul!g[X!_TeZX!
f_h`cXW-WXgTV[XW!fb\_!TaW!UXWebV^!U_bV^f!TaW!_TeZX!TaW!XkgXaf\iX!gXaf\ba!VeTV^f*!g[X!cebUTU\_\gl!
bY! Yheg[Xe! _TaWf_\WXf! bVVhee\aZ! ba! g[XfX! f_bcXf! \f! Vbaf\WXeXW! [\Z[! be! \``\aXag,! N[X! glcX! bY!
_TaWf_\WX*!`TZa\ghWX*!TaW!cbgXag\T_!ehabhg!TeX!W\fVhffXW!\a!WXgT\_!\a!MXVg\ba!7,!!
N[X!_\^X_\[bbW!bY!_TaWf_\WX!\a\g\Tg\aZ!\a!Tal!bY!g[X!\WXag\Y\XW!TeXTf!j\__!V[TaZX!g[ebhZ[bhg!g[X!
lXTe,!N[X!e\f^!gb!g[X!\WXag\Y\XW!X_X`Xagf!\a!g[X!ehabhg!mbaXf!VTa!\aVeXTfX!Whe\aZ!cXe\bWf!j[Xa8!!
'
'
'

ZebhaWjTgXe!_XiX_f!TeX!X_XiTgXW*!!
`bWXeTgX!gb![\Z[!fabj`X_g!TaW!ehabYY!bVVhef*!TaW!!
gX`cXeTgheXf!V[TaZX*!VThf\aZ!YeXXmX-g[Tj!jXTg[Xe\aZ,!

N[XfX!VbaW\g\baf!TeX!XkcXVgXW!Whe\aZ!TaW!TYgXe!g[X!fce\aZ!YeXf[Xg*!Uhg!VTa!T_fb!bVVhe!g[ebhZ[bhg!
g[X!lXTe*!WXcXaW\aZ!ba!V_\`Tg\V!\aY_hXaVXf,!!

)('*') CYNU\VTOP <XT]TL]TYX 3[PL
N[X!ebV^f_\WX!\a!g[X!\a\g\Tg\ba!mbaX!`hfg!UX!Vbaf\WXeXW!Ta!\``\aXag![TmTeW!hag\_!\afgeh`XagTg\ba!
\f! XfgTU_\f[XW! gb! `ba\gbe! f_bcX! `biX`Xag! TaW! ZebhaWjTgXe! ceXffheXf*! TaW! g[X! ZebhaWjTgXe!
ceXffheXf!XkcXVgXW!gb!ge\ZZXe!`biX`Xag!TeX!haWXefgbbW,!!N[X!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!T!eTc\W!ebV^f_\WX!\f!
_bj9!g[XeXYbeX*!g[X!\``\aXag!_TaWf_\WX!e\f^f!TeX!_\`\gXW!gb!g[X!VXageT_!TaW!fbhg[Xea!f_bcXf!j\g[\a!
g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
,!!!
WITNESS

MXiXeT_! bY! g[X! gXaf\ba!
VeTV^f! j\g[\a! g[X! \a\g\Tg\ba! mbaX! XkgXaW! jXfg! TVebff! g[X! VeXX^! V[TaaX_!
INFORMATION
_bVTgXW!ba!JD?8!./2+453+764,!<_g[bhZ[!g[X!cebcXegl!\f!j\g[\a!g[X!\``\aXag![TmTeW!TeXT*!g[XeX!TeX!
abg!fgehVgheXf!_bVTgXW!ba!g[X!cebcXegl,!!
N[X!jXfg!f\WX!bY!g[X!Zh__l![Tf![\fgbe\V!UTa^!YT\_heXf!T_baZ!g[X!UTV^!(be!XTfg!f\WX)!bY!g[X!cebcXeg\Xf!
Tg!V1-PERSONAL
*!TaW!g[X!haWXiX_bcXW!cebcXegl!gb!g[X!fbhg[!(V1-PERSONAL ),!!N[X!
WITNESS
INFORMATION
WITNESS
eXVXag!
_TaWf_\WX!
TVg\i\gl! [Tf! abg! XkgXaf\iX_l! \`cTVgXW! g[\f! f\WX! bY! g[X!
Zh__l9! g[XeXYbeX*! g[X!
INFORMATION
_TaWf_\WX!e\f^!\f!abg!Vbaf\WXeXW!\``\aXag,!!CbjXiXe*!Yheg[Xe!`biX`Xag!bY!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!Vbh_W!
VThfX!\g!gb!XkcTaW!jXfgjTeW!gb!\aV_hWX!g[XfX!cebcXeg\Xf,!
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DOUS +/ ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

)('*'* CLZTO CYNU\VTOP\
<a!\``\aXag![TmTeW!\f!VeXTgXW!Ul!g[X!WXgTV[XW!YTVXf!bY!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX*!j\g[!g[X!cbgXag\T_!Ybe!
eTc\W!ebV^f_\WXf!g[Tg!Vbh_W!eXTV[!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!TaW!cbff\U_l!g[X!cXe`TaXag!I_W!Abeg!
LbTW,! ! Hb! [bhfXf! TeX! _bVTgXW! j\g[\a! g[X! cbgXag\T_! ehabhg! mbaX! be! TYYXVgXW! Ul! g[X! \``\aXag!
_TaWf_\WX!e\f^,!

)('*'+ CPWYMTVTcL]TYX YQ ]SP 7L[]SQVY`
N[X!\``\aXag!_TaWf_\WX!TVg\i\gl!\aV_hWXf!eX`bU\_\mTg\ba!bY!g[X!V[TaaX_\mXW!XTeg[Y_bj,!!M\aVX!g[X!
V[TaaX_\mXW!XTeg[Y_bj!\f!abg!XkcXVgXW!gb!XkcTaW!TcceXV\TU_l*!g[X!TeXTf!Tg!e\f^!TeX!g[bfX!VheeXag_l!
ba!be!\``XW\TgX_l!TW]TVXag!gb!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj,!!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TaW!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!TeX!
XkcbfXW!TaW!Vbh_W!UX!Vb`c_XgX_l!U_bV^XW!TZT\a9![bjXiXe*!ab![bhfXf!TeX!Tg!e\f^,!

)('*', HP\] >LXO\VTOP
N[X!jXfg!_TaWf_\WX!\f!XkcXVgXW!gb!`biX!TZT\a*!cebUTU_l!Whe\aZ!fce\aZ!YeXf[Xg!Uhg!cbff\U_l!fbbaXe9!
g[XeXYbeX*!g[X![TmTeW!\f!Vbaf\WXeXW!\``\aXag,!!N[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!_XTW\aZ!gb!I_W!Abeg!j\__!
UX!W\eXVg_l!\`cTVgXW!T_baZ!j\g[!g[X![bhfX!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
*!j[\V[!\f!ha_\^X_l!gb!XiXe!UX!
WITNESS
fTYX_l!bVVhc\XW,!!!
INFORMATION

N[X![bhfX!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
!\f!abg!XkcXVgXW!gb!UX!W\eXVg_l!\`cTVgXW!UXVThfX!\g!\f!abg!_bVTgXW!
WITNESS
ba!g[X!TaV\Xag!_TaWf_\WX!WXcbf\g*!Uhg!g[X!We\iXjTl!TVVXff!bYY!bY!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TaW!g[X!XTfgXea!
INFORMATION
cbeg\ba!bY!g[\f!cebcXegl!j\__!Vbag\ahX!gb!UX!\`cTVgXW,!!!
eX_bVTgXW!geTaf`\ff\ba!_\aX!f[bh_W!abg!UX!TYYXVgXW!TZT\a,!
N[X!\``\aXag!e\f^!eX`T\af!Ybe8!
'
'
'

g[X!WT`TZXW!fXVg\ba!bY!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TaW!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW*
g[X![bhfX!TaW!cebcXegl!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
*
WITNESS
g[X!We\iXjTl!TVVXff!gb!V1-PERSONAL
!TaW!g[X!XTfgXea!cbeg\ba!bY!g[\f!cebcXegl,

)('*'- 7L\] >LXO\VTOP

INFORMATION
WITNESS
INFORMATION

N[X!XTfg!_TaWf_\WX!j\__!T_fb!_\^X_l!`biX!TZT\a!Whe\aZ!YeXf[Xg!be!fbbaXe*!VeXXc\aZ!YTeg[Xe!Wbja!g[X!
f_bcX,!!CbjXiXe*!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!\f!fg\__!0..!`!Yeb`!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TaW!WbXf!abg!TccXTe!gb!cbfX!Ta!
\``\aXag!e\f^!gb!g[X!ebTW!be!Tal![bhfXf,!
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))

DOUS +0 ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

CPNYWWPXOL]TYX\
N[X!Yb__bj\aZ!eXVb``XaWTg\baf!cXegT\a!W\eXVg_l!gb!g[X!\``\aXag![TmTeWf!TaW!e\f^f!WXfVe\UXW!\a!
MXVg\ba! /.,0,! ! N[X! eXVb``XaWTg\baf! jXeX! cebi\WXW! \a! T! fh``Tel! _XggXe! gb! g[X! JLL?! WTgXW!
HbiX`UXe!1*!0./6,!!<!fh``Tel!bY!g[X!eXVb``XaWXW!@<f!TaW!@If!\f!T_fb!cebi\WXW!ba!NTU_X!/!
(j[\V[!jTf!\aV_hWXW!\a!g[X!HbiX`UXe!1*!0./6!_XggXe)!TaW!ba!?eTj\aZ!.1,!!

))')

CYNU\VTOP <XT]TL]TYX 3[PL
Q\g[bhg!Tal!cXe`TaXag_l!bVVhc\XW!fgehVgheXf!ba!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g!cebcXeg\Xf*!fXiXeT_!bcg\baf!TeX!
TiT\_TU_X! gb! `\g\ZTgX! be! `TaTZX! g[X! e\f^f! gb! jbe^Xef,! ! N[X! bcXeTg\ba! \f! fhU]XVg! gb! eXZh_Tgbel!
eXdh\eX`Xagf!bY!g[X!9KGQXN&!BGLKX\!GSJ!AKIQGRGXOTS!4TJK!LTV!>OSKW!OS!34*!TaW!gb!TccebiT_f!Ul!g[X!
=>!G\a\fgel!bY!@aXeZl*!G\aXf!&!JXgeb_Xh`!LXfbheVXf!(G@GJL),!!<f!fhV[*!g[X!bcXeTgbef!bY!
!
J\g! f[bh_W! eXgT\a! T! dhT_\Y\XW! cebYXff\baT_! gb! WX_\aXTgX! T! fTYX! jbe^\aZ! TeXT! ba!
! TaW!
!
,!IaVX!T!fTYX!jbe^\aZ!c_Ta![Tf!UXXa!TccebiXW!Ul!G@GJL*!g[X!f_bcXf!j\g[\a!g[X!fTYX!
jbe^\aZ!TeXT!VTa!UX!eX`biXW!Yeb`!g[X!@I9!g[X!eX`T\a\aZ!f_bcXf!f[bh_W!fgTl!haWXe!g[X!@I,!Oag\_!
g[X!XkgXag!bY!g[\f!TeXT![Tf!UXXa!WXgXe`\aXW*!Ubg[!cebcXeg\Xf!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!haWXe!g[X!@I,!!
N[X!cebcXegl!Tg!V1-PERSONAL !f[bh_W!UX!\aV_hWXW!\a!g[X!fTYX!jbe^\aZ!c_Ta!Ybe!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g,!!
WITNESS
Oag\_!g[Xa*!g[X!@<!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!\a!XYYXVg,!
INFORMATION

N[X!@I!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!\a!XYYXVg!Ybe!g[X!Zh__\XW!cebcXegl!TgV1-PERSONAL

,!

WITNESS
M\aVX!g[X!e\f^!gb!V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION INFORMATION
!\f!abg!Vbaf\WXeXW!\``\aXag*!g[X!

@I!VTa!UX!eX`biXW!Uhg!g[X!@<!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!hag\_!g[X!fgTU\_\gl!bY!g[\f!f_bcX![Tf!UXXa!`ba\gbeXW!
Whe\aZ!g[X!0./7!YeXf[Xg!gb!XafheX!g[X!ebV^f_\WX!WbXf!abg!XkcTaW!TVebff!g[X!Zh__l,!!

))'*

CLZTO CYNU\VTOP " CPWYMTVTcL]TYX YQ ]SP 7L[]SQVY`
N[X!@I!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!\a!XYYXVg!Ybe!g[X!Yb__bj\aZ!cebcXeg\Xf8!
V
1
)!XkVXcg!Yeb`!g[X!XTfg!cebcXegl
P
E _\aX!gb!0..!`!jXfg*
' V1-PERSONAL
!XkVXcg!Yeb`!g[X!jXfg!cebcXegl!_\aX!gb!/3.!`!XTfg,
R
S WITNESS
N[X!@I!VTa!UX!eX`biXW!Uhg!g[X!@<!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!\a!XYYXVg!Ybe!g[X!Yb__bj\aZ!cebcXeg\Xf8!
O INFORMATION
N
' V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION
)!Yeb`!g[X!XTfg!cebcXegl!_\aX!gb
A
0..!`!jXfg*
L
'
*!Yeb`!g[X!jXfg!cebcXegl!_\aX!gb!/3.!`!XTfg,
W V1-PERSONAL
I' WITNESS
N[X!abeg[Xea!cTeg!bY!V1-PERSONAL WITNESS
!(g[X!\f_TaW!\a!g[X!e\iXe)*!Tf!f[bja!ba
T INFORMATION
INFORMATION
?eTj\aZ!.1,
N
' <!3.!`!j\WX!UhYYXe!T_baZ!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!TaW!g[X!Xk\fg\aZ!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!(Tf
E
S f[bja!ba!?eTj\aZ!.1)*!\a!beWXe!gb!T__bj!Ybe!TVVXff,
S
I
N
F
) * 1O
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))'+

DOUS +1 ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

HP\] >LXO\VTOP
N[X!@I!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!\a!XYYXVg!Ybe!V1-PERSONAL

,!

WITNESS
!\f!abg!_bVTgXW!ba!g[X!XTeg[Y_bj!TaW!j\__!T_eXTWl!eX`T\a!haWXe!
INFORMATION

N[X![bhfX!Tg!V1-PERSONAL
WITNESS
@<*!Tf!eXVb``XaWXW!TUbiX!\a!MXVg\ba!//,0,0,!
INFORMATION

<!3.!`!j\WX!UhYYXe!f[bh_W!UX!VeXTgXW!T_baZ!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!TaW!g[X!f[beg!fXVg\ba!bY!
g[X!Xk\fg\aZ!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!(Tf!f[bja!ba!?eTj\aZ!.1),!!N[X!@I!VTa!UX!eXc_TVXW!j\g[!Ta!@<!T_baZ!
g[\f!UhYYXe!f\`c_l!gb!T__bj!Ybe!TVVXff!gb!I_W!Abeg,!!!

))',

7L\] >LXO\VTOP
N[X!@I!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!\a!XYYXVg!Ybe!g[X!Yb__bj\aZ!cebcXeg\Xf8!
'

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

,
N[X!Yb__bj\aZ!cebcXegl!VTa!UX!eX`biXW!Yeb`!g[X!@I!Uhg!f[bh_W!eX`T\a!haWXe!@<8!
V1-PERSONAL ,
WITNESS
INFORMATION
AXRYTXR
3\\P\\WPX]

'

)*

N[X!cebUTU\_\gl!bY!`biX`Xag!\f!XkcXVgXW!gb!\aVeXTfX!Whe\aZ!fce\aZ!YeXf[Xg!\a!0./7,!! N[X!`T\a!
X_X`Xagf!Tg!e\f^!Yeb`!eXTVg\iTg\ba!bY!g[X!0./6!_TaWf_\WX!Vb`c_Xk!TeX!g[X!fbhg[Xea!cbeg\ba!bY!g[X!
ZeTiX_!c\g*!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW*!TaW!fXZ`Xagf!bY!g[X!Xk\fg\aZ!I_W!Abeg!LbTW,!!!
N[X! ZeTiX_! c\g! bcXeTg\ba! VTa! UX! TffXffXW! g[ebhZ[! g[X! cXe`\gg\aZ! cebVXff! j\g[! G@GJL,! ! N[X!
gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW!TaW!I_W!Abeg!LbTW!TeX!g[X!fb_X!TVVXff!gb!g[X!Vb``ha\gl!Tg!I_W!Abeg!TaW!
eXdh\eX!baZb\aZ!`ba\gbe\aZ!TaW!TaT_lf\f!\a!g[X!f[beg!gXe`,!N[X!GbND![Tf!XfgTU_\f[XW!`ba\gbe\aZ!
cb\agf!TVebff!g[X!_TaWf_\WX*!Ubg[!hcf_bcX!TaW!Wbjaf_bcX!bY!g[X!gX`cbeTel!TVVXff!ebTW*!TaW!TeX!
fheiXl\aZ! g[X`! eXZh_Te_l! gb! `ba\gbe! _TaWf_\WX! `biX`Xag,! ! N[Xl! [TiX! T_fb! fXg! hc! eX`bgX!
`ba\gbe\aZ!fgTg\baf!\a!_Xff!TVVXff\U_X!_bVTg\baf!ba!g[X!f[T_X!e\WZX!TaW!g[X!XWZX!bY!g[X!ZeTiX_!c\g,!!
JLL?! f[bh_W! eXi\Xj! g[X! `ba\gbe\aZ! cebVXWheXf! TaW! cebgbVb_f! j\g[! g[X! GbND*! \aV_hW\aZ! g[X!
`biX`Xag!g[eXf[b_Wf!g[Tg!jbh_W!eXfh_g!\a!jTea\aZf!be!V_bfheX!bY!g[X!ebTW,!!JLL?!f[bh_W!eXVX\iX!
eXZh_Te! hcWTgXf! ba! g[X! `ba\gbe\aZ! eXfh_gf! TaW! Ubg[! g[X! GbND! TaW! JLL?! f[bh_W! ceXcTeX!
XiTVhTg\ba!c_Taf!\a!VTfX!g[X!ebTW!`hfg!UX!V_bfXW!TZT\a!j\g[!_\gg_X!jTea\aZ,!
N[bfX! cebcXeg\Xf! fg\__! haWXe! @If! f[bh_W! UX!eXTffXffXW! TYgXe! g[X! fce\aZ!bY! 0./7! gb! WXgXe`\aX! \Y!
Yheg[Xe! _TaWf_\WX! `biX`Xag! [Tf! bVVheeXW! TaW! j[Xg[Xe! g[X! @If! VTa! UX! eXc_TVXW! Ul! @<f,! ! <__!
cebcXeg\Xf! VheeXag_l! haWXe! @<! f[bh_W! UX! eXTffXffXW! Whe\aZ! be! TYgXe! fce\aZ! YeXf[Xg! \a! 0./7! gb!
WXgXe`\aX!\Y!g[X!_TaWf_\WXf![TiX!XkcTaWXW*!TaW!\Y!g[X!@<f!VTa!UX!eX`biXW,!!!
Aheg[Xe!\aiXfg\ZTg\ba!bY!g[X!_baZ+gXe`![TmTeWf!TaW!e\f^!gb!g[X!Vb``ha\gl!\f!T_fb!eXVb``XaWXW,!
N[\f!TffXff`Xag!TWWeXffXf!g[X!\``\aXag![TmTeWf!TaW!e\f^f9!_baZ+gXe`!VbaW\g\baf!jTeeTag!T!`beX!
g[bebhZ[!haWXefgTaW\aZ!bY!g[X!_TaWf_\WX!`XV[Ta\f`f!TaW!g[X\e!VThfXf,!!N[X!WXcg[!bY!XTV[!bY!g[X!
_TaWf_\WX!f_\c! fheYTVXf! \f! Ve\g\VT_!gb! haWXefgTaW\aZ! TaW! `bWX_\aZ! g[X! _TaWf_\WXf!TaW! VTaabg!UX!
)*1&+,)
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DOUS +2 ]T +2
B]cS[PS_ +*% +)*1

WXgXe`\aXW!Yeb`!fheYTVX!`ba\gbe\aZ,!BebhaWjTgXe!ceXffheXf!Tg!iTe\bhf!WXcg[f!j\g[\a!TaW!UX_bj!
g[X! _TaWf_\WX! TeX! g[X! bg[Xe! Ve\g\VT_! YTVgbe,! ! <! WXgT\_XW! \aiXfg\ZTg\ba! eXdh\eXf! We\__\aZ! TaW!
\afgT__Tg\ba! bY! \afgeh`XagTg\ba! gb! `ba\gbe! c\Xmb`Xge\V! ceXffheXf! TaW! `biX`Xag,! ! ?e\__! [b_Xf!
f[bh_W! UX! _bVTgXW! Ubg[! ba! g[X! 0./6! _TaWf_\WX! TaW! UXgjXXa! g[X! _TaWf_\WX! TaW! g[X! eXf\WXag\T_!
aX\Z[Ubhe[bbW,!!
N[X!_TaWf_\WX!`XV[Ta\Vf!TaW!fgTU\_\gl!VbaW\g\baf!f[bh_W!UX!TaT_lmXW!Ybe!T__!Ybhe!`T\a!TeXTf!bY!
g[X! _TaWf_\WX! Vb`c_Xk*! fcXV\Y\VT__l8! g[X! \a\g\Tg\aZ! ebV^f_\WX! TaW! f[T_X! e\WZX*! g[X! V[TaaX_\mXW!
XTeg[Y_bj*!g[X!jXfg!_TaWf_\WX*!TaW!g[X!XTfg!_TaWf_\WX,!OaWXefgTaW\aZ!g[X!cbgXag\T_!be!_\^X_\[bbW!
bY!g[X!XTfg!_TaWf_\WX!XkcTaW\aZ!Wbjaf_bcX!\f!Ve\g\VT_!gb!g[X!fTYXgl!bY!g[X!eXf\WXagf!UX_bj,!!!!
O_g\`TgX_l*!g[X!_XiX_f!bY!_TaWf_\WX!fTYXgl!(FFM)!f[bh_W!UX!WXgXe`\aXW!Ybe!g[X!Xag\eX!Vb``ha\gl!bY!
I_W! Abeg,! ! N[\f! jbe^! jbh_W! T__bj! g[X! JLL?! gb! Vb`cTeX! g[X! FFM! Ybe! Tal! Z\iXa! cebcXegl! gb!
XfgTU_\f[XW!_XiX_f!bY!gb_XeTU_X!_TaWf_\WX!e\f^!Ybe!cebcbfXW!eXf\WXag\T_!WXiX_bc`Xag,!!<_g[bhZ[!g[X!
JLL?![Tf!abg!XfgTU_\f[XW!_XiX_f!bY!gb_XeTU_X!_TaWf_\WX!e\f^*!g[X!_XiX_f!XfgTU_\f[XW!Ul!g[X!GbND!TeX!
hfXW!Tf!T!fheebZTgX,!!N[XfX!fgTgX!g[Tg8!
'

Q[Xa! Vbaf\WXe\aZ! WT`TZ\aZ! XiXagf! ba_l*! ha_Xff! bg[Xej\fX! fcXV\Y\XW*! T! cebUTU\_\gl! bY!
bVVheeXaVX!bY!/!\a!253!lXTef!(/.%!cebUTU\_\gl!\a!3.!lXTef)!Ybe!\aW\i\WhT_!aTgheT_![TmTeWf!
f[bh_W!UX!hfXW!Tf!T!`\a\`h`!fgTaWTeW,!!

'

DY!_\YX+g[eXTgXa\aZ!XiXagf!be!VTgTfgebc[\V!XiXagf!TeX!\WXag\Y\XW!Tf!T!cbgXag\T_!aTgheT_![TmTeW!
gb!T!Uh\_W\aZ!_bg*!g[X!KhT_\Y\XW!JebYXff\baT_!\f!gb!Vbaf\WXe!XiXagf![Ti\aZ!T!cebUTU\_\gl!bY!
bVVheeXaVX! bY! /! \a! /.*...! lXTef! (.,3%! cebUTU\_\gl! \a! 3.! lXTef)! TaW! \f! gb! \WXag\Yl! TeXTf!
UXlbaW!g[X!\aY_hXaVX!bY!g[XfX!XkgeX`X!XiXagf,!

N[X! eXfh_gf! bY! fhV[! T! fghWl! VTa! UX! hfXW! Ybe! YhgheX! c_Taa\aZ! TaW! WXiX_bc`Xag*! Tf! jX__! Tf! Ybe!
ce\be\g\m\aZ!TeXTf!bY!Xk\fg\aZ!WXiX_bc`Xag!Ybe!e\f^!`\g\ZTg\ba,!!
QXfgeX^!VTa!ceXcTeX!T!WXgT\_XW!\aiXfg\ZTg\ba!c_Ta*!T_baZ!j\g[!T!fVbcX!bY!jbe^!TaW!UhWZXg*!gb!
TaT_lmX!TaW!TffXff!g[X!FFM!Ybe!g[X!Vb``ha\gl!bY!I_W!Abeg*!fXcTeTgX!Yeb`!g[\f!eXcbeg,!!!

)+

5VY\^[P
N[X! fXei\VXf! cebi\WXW! Ul! QXfgeX^! TeX! fhU]XVg! gb! g[X! gXe`f! TaW! VbaW\g\baf! fXg! bhg! \a! g[X!
;SXKVUVKXGXOTS! GSJ! DWK! TL! BXYJ\! GSJ! AKUTVX! GSJ! =OROXGXOTSW! TL! =OGHOQOX\*! j[\V[! \f! TggTV[XW! \a!
<ccXaW\k!<!TaW!\aVbecbeTgXW![XeX\a!Ul!eXYXeXaVX,!
!
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B ] cS [ P S _ + * % + ) * 1

Vcdng!2!
Uwooct{!qh!Tgeqoogpfgf!Gxcewcvkqp!Qtfgtu!cpf!Cngtvu!)tghgt!vq!Ftcykpi!14*!
Kfgpvkhkgt!

Pqpg!

P203!qh!UY205!UGE!2;!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!

P203!qh!U203!qh!UY205!UGE!2;!VR!94!T!29!
Y7O!

Gxcewcvkqp!Cngtv!

Gxcewcvkqp!Qtfgt!

[gu!)vjg!61!o!ykfg!uvtkr!
ctqwpf!vjg!vgorqtct{!ceeguu!
tqcf*!
[gu!)vjg!61!o!ykfg!uvtkr!
ctqwpf!vjg!vgorqtct{!ceeguu!
tqcf!'!vjg!tkijv.qh.yc{!hqt!
Qnf!Hqtv!Tqcf*!

[gu!)gzegrv!hqt!vjg!61!o!ykfg!
uvtkr!ctqwpf!vjg!vgorqtct{!
ceeguu!tqcf*!
[gu!)gzegrv!hqt!vjg!61!o!ykfg!
uvtkr!ctqwpf!vjg!vgorqtct{!
ceeguu!tqcf!'!vjg!tkijv.qh.
yc{!hqt!Qnf!Hqtv!Tqcf*!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!.!wpvkn!Uchg!Yqtm!Rncp!
crrtqxgf!d{!DEOGORT!

P203!qh!UG205!UGE!2;!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RKF<!125.786.;97!

RKF<!125.786.;89!!

[gu!)htqo!gcuv!rtqrgtv{!nkpg!
vq!311!o!yguv*!

!

[gu!)htqo!yguv!rtqrgtv{!nkpg!
vq!261!o!gcuv*!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!

RKF<!118.498.64;!

RKF<!117.884.4;8!
Vjg!Qnf!Hqtv!Tqcf!tkijv.qh.yc{!vq!vjg!
uqwvj!qh!!RKF<!118.498.64;!
TGO!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RKF<!119.575.354!
!

[gu!)uqwvj!'!
uqwvjgcuv!rqtvkqp*!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!

[gu!
[gu!)tgockpfgt!qh!rtqrgtv{!vq!
vjg!yguv*!

[gu!)tgockpfgt!qh!rtqrgtv{!vq!
vjg!gcuv*!

[gu!)pqtvjgtp!rqtvkqp*!
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!

!

!

RKF<!135.;81.332!
UG205!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
UY205!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
TVE!RN!GRR5928;!
N!5!DM!2!FN!529!ECTKDQQ!UKVWCVGF!
KP!VJG!RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!29333!
N!7!DM!4!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!3!DM!7!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!8!DM!5!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!2!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!RGCEG!
TKXGT!FKUVTKEV!CPF!QH!FN!529!
ECTKDQQ!FKUVTKEV!UKVWCVGF!
YKVJKP!VJG!RGCEG!TKXGT!FKUVTKEV!
RNN!GRR5928;!

B ] cS [ P S _ + * % + ) * 1

[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
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TVE!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!RGCEG!
TXT!FKUVTKEV!RN!GRR25;93!
N!5!FN!529!ECTKDQQ!FKUVTKEV!
UKVWCVG!KP!RGCEG!TXT!FKUVTKEV!RN!
GRR6367!
N!3!FN!529!ECTKDQQ!FKUVTKEV!
UKVWCVG!KP!RGCEG!TXT!FKUVTKEV!RN!
GRR6367!
HTCE!PG!205!QH!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!
Y7O!RGCEG!TKXGT!GZE!RN!252;5!
N!4!FN!529!ECTKDQQ!FKUVTKEV!
UKVWCVG!KP!RGCEG!TXT!FKUVTKEV!RN!
GRR6367!
N!4!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!RGCEG!
TKXGT!FKUVTKEV!RN!GRR6587;!
N!5!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!RGCEG!
TKXGT!FKUVTKEV!RN!GRR6587;!
N!5!DM!5!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!3!DM!2!UGEU!29!'!2;!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!;!DM!2!UGE!2;!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!25!DM!5!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!6!FN!529!ECTKDQQ!FKUVTKEV!
UKVWCVG!KP!RGCEG!TXT!FKUVTKEV!RN!
GRR6367!
N!5!DM!6!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
N!2!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!RGCEG!
TKXGT!FKUVTKEV!RN!GRR6587;!
N!D!DM!4!FN!529!ECTKDQQ!FKUVTKEV!
UKVWCVGF!Y0K!RGCEG!TXT!RN!
GRR8;;36!
N!2!DM!5!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!Y7O!
RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!
REN!D!)RN8656*!DM!5!UGE!29!VR!94!T!29!
Y7O!RGCEG!TKXGT!RN!252;5!

B ] cS [ P S _ + * % + ) * 1

[gu!
[gu!

[gu!

[gu!
[gu!

[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!
[gu!

[gu!
[gu!
[gu!

[gu!
[gu!
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Nkuv!qh!Tghgtgpegu!
!
Cswcvgttg!Eqpuwnvu!Kpe/!2;97/!Jc|ctf!Cuuguuogpv!Tgrqtv-!Qnf!Hqtv!Uwdfkxkukqp-!Uqwvj!qh!Hqtv!Uv/!Lqjp-!
Dtkvkuj!Eqnwodkc/!Tgrqtv!vq!Rgceg!Tkxgt.Nkctf!Tgikqpcn!Fkuvtkev/!!
DE!Iqxgtpogpv/!Itqwpfycvgt!Ygnnu!cpf!Cswkhgtu/!jvvru<00crru/ptu/iqx/de/ec0iygnnu0!
DIE/!3123c/!Ukvg!E!Engcp!Gpgti{!Rtqlgev!Rtgnkokpct{!Tgugtxqkt!Korcev!Nkpgu/!Tgrqtv!vq!DE!J{ftq/!Rtqlgev!
Pq/!1632.122/!
DIE/!3123d/!Igqnqikecn!Hgpeg!Fkcitco!mo!;6!.!217/!Ftcykpi!Pq/!21/!Rtqlgev!1632122!!
DIE/!3129/!Rggt!Tgxkgy!qh!Yguvtgm!Igqvgejpkecn!Ugtxkegu!Gogtigpe{!Cuuguuogpv!qh!Qnf!Hqtv!Ncpfunkfg!
!FTCHV/!!Tgrqtv!vq!Rgceg!Tkxgt!Tgikqpcn!Fkuvtkev/!!!
Ecvvq-!P/!2;;2/!Uwthkekcn!Igqnqi{!qh!vjg!Rgceg!Tkxgt!Ctgc/!!Dtkvkuj!Eqnwodkc!Igqnqikecn!Uwtxg{!Dtcpej-!
Qrgp!Hkng!2;;2.22/!
Gpxktqpogpv!Ecpcfc/!Jkuvqtkecn!fcvc!htqo!Hqtv!Uv/!Lqjp!Cktrqtv/!
jvvr<00enkocvg/ygcvjgt/ie/ec0enkocvgafcvc0fckn{afcvcag/jvon/!!
Gpxktqpogpv!Ecpcfc/!Enkocvg!pqtocn!hqt!2;92!vq!3121/!
jvvr<00enkocvg/ygcvjgt/ie/ec0enkocvgapqtocnu0tguwnvua2;92a3121ag/jvon/!
Iggtvugoc-! O/-! Enciwg-! L/L/-! Uejycd-! L/Y/! cpf! Gxcpu-! U/I/! 3117/! Cp! Qxgtxkgy! q h! Tgegpv! Nctig!
Ecvcuvtqrjke! Ncpfunkfgu! kp! Pqtvjgtp! Dtkvkuj! Eqnwodkc-! Ecpcfc/! Gpikpggtkpi! Igqnqi{-! Xqn/!94-!rr/!
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Appendix A
Interpretation and Use of Study and Report and Limitations

should be aware of this possibility and understand that the Report
only presents the conditions at the sampled points at the time of
sampling. Where special concerns exist, or the Client has special
considerations or requirements, the Client should disclose them so
that additional or special investigations may be undertaken which
would not otherwise be within the scope of investigations made for
the purposes of the Report.

1. STANDARD OF CARE.
This study and Report have been prepared in accordance with generally
accepted engineering and geoscience practices. No other warranty,
expressed or implied, is made. Geological and geotechnical studies and
reports do not include environmental consulting unless specifically stated
in the report.
2. COMPLETE REPORT.
All documents, records, data and files, whether electronic or otherwise,
generated as part of this assignment are a part of the Report which is of a
summary nature and is not intended to stand alone without reference to the
instructions given to us by the Client, communications between us and the
Client, and to any other reports, writings, proposals or documents
prepared by us for the Client relative to the specific site described herein,
all of which constitute the Report.
IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE SUGGESTIONS,
RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPINIONS EXPRESSED HEREIN,
REFERENCE MUST BE MADE TO THE WHOLE OF THE REPORT.
WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR USE BY ANY PARTY OF
PORTIONS OF THE REPORT WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THE
WHOLE REPORT.

(ii)

Reliance on Provided information: The evaluation and conclusions
contained in the Report have been prepared on the basis of
conditions in evidence at the time of site inspections and on the
basis of information provided to us. We have relied in good faith
upon representations, information and instructions provided by the
Client and others concerning the site. Accordingly, we cannot
accept responsibility for any deficiency, misstatement or inaccuracy
contained in the report as a result of misstatements, omissions,
misrepresentations or fraudulent acts of persons provided
information.

(iii)

To avoid misunderstandings, Westrek should be retained to work
with the other design professionals to explain relevant geotechnical
findings and to review the adequacy of their plans and
specifications relative to engineering issues. Further, Westrek
should be retained to provide field reviews during the construction,
consistent with generally accepted practices.

3. BASIS OF THE REPORT.
The Report has been prepared for the specific site, development, design
objectives and purpose that were described to us by the Client. The
applicability and reliability of any of the findings, recommendations,
suggestions, or opinions expressed in the document are only valid to the
extent that there has been no material alteration to or variation from any of
the said descriptions provided to us unless we are specifically requested
by the Client to review and revise the Report in light of such alteration or
variation.

6. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY.
(i)

In recognition of the relative risks and benefits of the study and
report to be provided to the Client by Westrek, the risks have been
allocated such that the Client agrees, to the fullest extent permitted
by law, to limit the liability of Westrek, its officers, directors,
partners, employees, shareholders, owners, sub-consultants and
principals for any and all claims, losses, costs, damages of any
nature whatsoever or claims expenses from any cause or causes,
whether arising in contract or tort, including legal fees and costs and
disbursements, so that the total aggregate liability of Westrek, its
officers, directors, partners, employees, shareholders, owners, subconsultants and principals shall not exceed the limits of Westrek’s
insurance for services rendered for this matter. It is intended that
this limitation will apply to any and all liability or cause of action
however alleged or arising, unless otherwise prohibited by law.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is expressly agreed that there shall
be no claim whatsoever against Westrek, its officers, directors,
partners, employees, shareholders, owners, sub-consultants and
principals for loss of income, profit or other consequential damages
howsoever arising.

(ii)

Westrek is not responsible for any errors, omissions, mistakes or
inaccuracies contained in information provided by the Client,
including but not limited to the location of underground or buried
services, and with respect to such information, Westrek may rely on
it without having to verify or test that information. Further, Westrek
is not responsible for any errors or omissions committed by persons,
consultants or specialists retained directly by the Client and with
respect to any information, documents or opinions provided by such
persons, consultants or specialists, Westrek may rely on such
information, documents or opinions without having to verify or test
the same.

(iii)

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Limitations Act, R.S.B.C.
1996 c. 266, Westrek’s liability for any and all claims of the
Client shall absolutely cease to exist after a period of two (2) years
following the date of:
(a) Substantial performance of the services,
(b) suspension or abandonment of the agreement to provide
the services to be provided under this agreement, or
(c) termination of Westrek’s services under the agreement,

4. USE OF THE REPORT.
The information and opinions expressed in the Report, or any document
forming the Report, are for the sole benefit of the Client. NO OTHER
PARTY MAY USE OR RELY UPON THE REPORT OR ANY
PORTION THEREOF WITHOUT OUR WRITTEN CONSENT. WE
WILL CONSENT TO ANY REASONABLE REQUEST BY THE
CLIENT TO APPROVE THE USE OF THIS REPORT BY OTHER
PARTIES AS “APPROVED USERS”. The contents of the Report remain
our copyright property and we authorise only the Client and Approved
Users to make copies of the Report only in such quantities as are
reasonably necessary for the use of the Report by those parties. The Client
and Approved Users may not give, lend, sell or otherwise make the Report
or any portion thereof, available to any party without our written
permission. Any uses, which a third party makes of the Report, or any
portion of the Report, are the sole responsibility of such third parties.
Westrek accepts no responsibility for damages suffered by any third party
resulting from unauthorised use of the Report.
5. INTERPRETATION OF THE REPORT.
(i)

Nature and Exactness of Soil and Contaminant Description:
Classification and identification of soils, rocks, geological units, and
engineering estimates have been based on investigations performed
in accordance with the standards set out in Paragraph 1.
Classification and identification of these factors are judgmental in
nature and even comprehensive sampling and testing programs,
implemented with the appropriate equipment by experienced
personnel, may fail to locate some conditions. All investigations
utilising the standards of Paragraph 1 will involve an inherent risk
that some conditions will not be detected and all documents or
records summarising such investigations will be based on
assumptions of what exists between the actual points sampled.
Actual conditions may vary significantly between the points
investigated and all persons making use of such documents or
records should be aware of, and accept, this risk. Some conditions
are subject to change over time and those making use of the Report
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whichever shall occur first, and following such period, the Client
shall have no claim whatsoever against Westrek.
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BGC ENGINEERING INC.
AN APPLIED EARTH SCIENCES COMPANY
Suite 500 - 980 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC Canada V6Z 0C8
Telephone (604) 684-5900
Fax (604) 684-5909

November 29, 2018
Project No.: 1880001
Tyra Henderson
Peace River Regional District
Box 810, 1981 Alaska Highway
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4H8
Dear Tyra,
Re:

Peer Review of Westrek Geotechnical Services’ Emergency Assessment of Old
Fort Landslide

The discovery of a landslide on Old Fort Road near Fort St John, BC was reported in the media
on September 30, 2018. Damage to the road as a result of the landslide lead to the closure of Old
Fort Road that day by BC Ministry of Transportation (MoTI). In response to loss of road access
and concerns over public safety from ongoing landslide movement, Peace River Regional District
(PRRD) issued evacuation alerts and evacuation orders for the Old Fort community.
Several organizations have been supporting the geotechnical response to the Old Fort Landslide
event, including:
• PRRD, who retained Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd. (Westrek) to provide
geotechnical services in support of the Old Fort Landslide emergency and to provide
recommendations on the evacuation orders as well as medium and long-term
recommendations;
• MoTI and their geotechnical consultant Tetra Tech Inc. (Tetra Tech) who have been
acquiring and processing airborne LiDAR survey (ALS) data to track landslide movements,
and who have been working to reconstruct Old Fort Road;
• BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources (MEMPR), whose health and
safety inspectors have required that operators of a gravel quarry (Blair Pit) located at the
top of the landslide prepare a geotechnical incident report and safe work plan prior to
recommencing quarry operations; and
• BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
(FLNRORD), who has been advising Emergency Management BC (EMBC) and providing
specialist in-house landslide assessment support to the other parties listed above.
PRRD retained BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) to conduct a peer review of the emergency landslide
assessment that was completed by Westrek (2018) and supported by several of the other parties
listed above. This letter documents the results of BGC’s peer review as well as our independent
analysis of LiDAR data.
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SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work for BGC’s peer review was determined based on email and telephone
discussions with PRRD. The following scope was anticipated, as documented in an email to
Tyra Henderson, Corporate Officer, of PRRD on October 25, 2018:
• Engagement with other stakeholders including MoTI, FLNRORD, MEMPR, and their
contractors or consultants
• Independent review and assessment of LiDAR topography
• Review Westrek’s draft geotechnical report
• Half-day site visit by two BGC staff to understand site conditions
• Teleconference with Westrek staff to discuss questions and observations
• Teleconference with PRRD staff to discuss preliminary findings of BGC’s review
• Draft report to document conclusions of BGC’s review
• Final report following receipt of review comments from PRRD
PRRD and BGC also discussed the possibility of BGC conducting independent slope stability
analysis, landslide runout analysis and/or risk assessment following review of the work completed
to date by Westrek and others. After review of the report and site conditions, these additional
analyses were not required for the specific purpose of BGC completing its peer review of the draft
Westrek report.
BGC has prepared a separate document outlining a preliminary assessment of hazards for the
Old Fort area, including areas not directly affected by the 2018 landslide event, and potential
monitoring and mitigation strategies for the Old Fort area.
Work is being carried out under a contract between BGC and PRRD based on BGC’s standard
terms and conditions. For PRRD tracking purposes, the assignment is identified as Task no.
193467, Request no. 58.
1.1.

Work Undertaken

As of the date of issue of this draft report, BGC has undertaken the following tasks:
• Conducted brief telephone conversations with Dr. Marten Geertsema, P.Geo.
(FLNRORD), Adrian Pooley, P.Eng. (MEMPR) and Brent Case, P.Eng. (MoTI) to better
understand the specific issues of concern to each of these stakeholders, and their plans
to review, comment and act upon the findings of the Westrek (2018) report;
• Reviewed site photographs, LiDAR imagery and change detection analyses prepared by
or on behalf of FLNRORD and MoTI;
• Circulated reports on the mobility of shale bedrock landslides, referenced in a technical
data report prepared by BGC for BC Hydro for the Site C Clean Energy Project
(BGC 2012) that was submitted as part of the environmental assessment for that project,
and that summarizes literature relevant to expected behaviour of the Old Fort Landslide;
• Participated in a teleconference with Westrek staff to provide feedback following initial
review of their draft report;
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Circulated additional BGC (2012) report excerpts and commentary on Peace River valley
evolution and engineering geology;
Conducted independent analyses of LiDAR change detection and point tracking, landslide
mechanisms, and landslide volume estimates, as discussed in Section 2.0 of this letter;
Conducted a visual site inspection of the Old Fort Landslide and surrounding slopes over
approximately a 5-hour period on Wednesday October 31, 2018, accompanied by
Dr. Marten Geertsema (FLNRORD) and Brent Case (MoTI);
Participated in a teleconference with PRRD staff immediately upon completion of the site
inspection to share preliminary observations and opinions;
Participated in a teleconference with Westrek staff to provide additional feedback following
completion of the site inspection;
Prepared a brief letter for PRRD summarizing BGC’s preliminary opinions that were
provided during the October 31 teleconference (BGC 2018);
Participated in a teleconference with FLNRORD and MoTI to compile review comments
for Westrek’s draft report;
Prepared a draft peer review letter report, dated November 9, 2018;
Participated in a teleconference with PRRD on November 28, 2018; and
Finalized our peer review letter report.

2.0

INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS OF LIDAR

2.1.

Purpose

An independent analysis of LiDAR and photogrammetry data was undertaken to quantify the
magnitude and direction of landslide movements, and to assist in estimating volumes of the
various landslide zones documented by Westrek.
2.2.

Available Data

BGC has reviewed all LiDAR data outlined in Section 2.1, Background Review, of Westrek’s draft
report. This includes:
• 2015 LiDAR data acquired by Airborne Imaging and purchased by BGC on behalf of
BC Hydro
• October 4, 5, and 6 LiDAR data collected by Caltech Surveys and provided to BGC by
PRRD
• LiDAR data from October 8, 2018 onward acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and
provided to BGC with permission from MoTI.
All LiDAR data was provided in an industry standard format. Photogrammetry data collected by
ProDelta Projects Inc. (ProDelta) on September 30, 2018 was provided by FLNRORD and was
also examined. For conciseness and clarity, LiDAR data from selected dates was analyzed to
capture the main phases of movement of the landslides and to avoid lower-quality data, as
summarized in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1. Summary of topographic data used in change detection analyses.
Date

3D Point Cloud
Data

Comments

2015

Bare-earth LiDAR

Pre-failure conditions

September 30, 2018

Photogrammetry

First day the earthflow was discovered, not bare-earth

October 8, 2018

Bare-earth LiDAR

First high quality, post-failure LiDAR dataset

October 16, 2018

Bare-earth LiDAR

Intermediate dataset between October 8 and 25

October 25, 2018

Bare-earth LiDAR

Dataset collected after significant movements stopped

2.3.
2.3.1.

Methodology
Data Processing Methodology

The process of assessing three-dimensional (3D) surface change with LiDAR and
photogrammetry point cloud data involves four main steps:
1. Align the ‘active’ (more recent) point cloud dataset to the baseline (earlier) dataset. This
is conducted by adjusting the spatial position of the active dataset to minimize the
difference relative to the baseline dataset. During the alignment, areas of known or
suspected changes are ignored to improve the accuracy of the alignment and improve the
limit of detectable change. The initial step of re-aligning the point cloud data reduces
georeferencing errors resulting from poor GPS or ground control at the time of data
collection. This process maximizes the ability to detect real change between datasets.
2. Calculate the limit of detectable change (LoD95%). The LoD95% is defined as the 2.5% and
97.5% cumulative alignment interval of the model differences between the non-changing
regions of the active and baseline point cloud models. The alignment error between
datasets is a function of the alignment, data precision, resolution, and the presence of
non-changing sections of the datasets to control the alignment. Model differences within
the LoD95% may represent noise, error, or real change, if changes are too small to identify.
3. Conduct a 3D shortest distance change analysis using the complete active and baseline
datasets.
4. Interpret the results of the change detection as real change, spurious change, or error.
2.3.2.

Interpretation and Limitations

The results of the change detection analysis are presented as colour-contoured images illustrating
the shortest distance change calculated between the baseline and active datasets. Positive model
differences can be interpreted as material accumulation or bulging, and negative model
differences can be interpreted as a loss of material (material removal, erosion or slumping). Zones
of positive model difference are coloured yellow to red; zones of negative model difference are
coloured light to dark blue. Figure 2-1 illustrates the relative loss and accumulation of material
through a simplified active landslide mass.
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There are several limitations with point cloud change detection. One limitation of point cloud
change detection analysis is the inability to detect translational movement where the ground and
slip surfaces are parallel; in this instance, the ground surface appears unchanged between the
two datasets (Figure 2-1). Because the point cloud data represent the surface topography at each
date, the analysis reflects surface changes only and cannot necessarily be extrapolated to
interpret slide movements at depth.
Positive or negative changes reflected in point cloud change detection analysis represent the
amount of change that occurred along the shortest distance vector between the two datasets, and
not necessarily the maximum magnitude of the deformation (Figure 2-1 inset). This limits our
ability to accurately measure landslide displacement where the movements are parallel to the
slope using point cloud change detection analysis.
Where bare-earth point cloud data is compared to photogrammetry data, such as the
September 30, 2018 data, erroneous results will be present in areas of vegetation. Only ground
changes outside of these areas can be confidently identified.

Figure 2-1. Simplified schematic diagram of translational landslide showing positive change in the
direction of movement. The amount of change along the shortest distance vector can
be used to calculate the true horizontal change.

Change detection results are limited by the temporal and spatial resolution of the 3D datasets and
the relative accuracy of the points between each dataset (also referred to as data precision, or
local accuracy). Slope deformations that occurred outside these time windows used for the
change detection analysis are not detected in this analysis.
2.3.3.

Point Tracking Analysis

The displacement of discrete points can be tracked using 3D point cloud data by visually
identifying features that are recognizable in different datasets (Lato et al., 2017). Positions
extracted for a set of points are used to obtain displacement magnitudes and directions, and the
time between data collections can be used to calculate average velocities.
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Change Detection Analysis Results

2.4.1.

Limit of Detectable Change

The limit of detectable change for each comparison is summarized in Table 2-2. The values
reported in Table 2-2 are calculated using areas of the slopes that are interpreted to be stable
(no landslide movement between the baseline and active datasets). The detailed alignment
statistics for each comparison are provided in Appendix A. The change detection results are
overlain on triangulated models of the active point cloud dataset for each comparison. The figures
are included in Appendix B, with references given in Table 2-2.
For the comparison between the 2015 LiDAR and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data,
positive model differences are present throughout the area due to the presence of vegetation in
the photogrammetry dataset (and absence of vegetation in the bare-earth LiDAR data). It is
possible that ground changes occurred in these areas between 2015 and September 30, 2018
but the any changes would be obscured by the vegetation. Only topographic changes in the
rockslide area can be confidently identified.
Table 2-2. Summary of LiDAR change detection results.
Baseline
Dataset

Active Dataset

2015

September 30, 2018

-0.30 to +0.90

A-1

B-1

2015

October 8, 2018

-0.35 to +0.25

A-2

B-2

2015

October 16, 2018

-0.35 to +0.25

A-2

B-3

2015

October 25, 2018

-0.35 to +0.25

A-2

B-4

October 8, 2018

October 16, 2018

-0.20 to +0.10

A-3

B-5

October 16, 2018

October 25, 2018

-0.10 to +0.15

A-3

B-6

2.5.

LoD95% (m)

Appendix A
Figure

Appendix B
Figure

Point Tracking Analysis Results

Twenty-one points were identified that could be tracked from the 2015 baseline data through to
October 25, 2018. Three points were tracked from 2015 tracked to September 30, 2018 due to
large slope deformations limiting the ability to track coherent features following September 30. An
additional four points were tracked near upslope extents of the earthflow from October 8, 2018 to
October 25, 2018. The tracking point locations are shown in Figure B-7.
The total displacement, azimuth and plunge of the tracked points are summarized in Table 2-3.
Movement vectors are plotted overlain on topography and change detection results for the
rockslide and earthflow areas in Figures B-8 through B-11 The toe of the earthflow was tracked
using the datasets outlined in Table 2-1 and several intermediate datasets between October 8
and October 25, 2018. Displacements and velocities plotted against time for the earthflow toe are
shown in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3, respectively. The location of the datum point at the original
location of Old Fort Road is shown on Figure B-7.
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Table 2-3. Summary of LiDAR change detection results.
Tracking
Point

Tracking Start

Tracking End

Total
Displacement (m)

Azimuth
(degrees)

Plunge
(degrees)

P1

2015

October 8, 2018

10.4

177

-13

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P2

2015

October 25, 2018

10.8

184

-4

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P3

2015

October 25, 2018

17.6

161

0

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P4

2015

October 25, 2018

17.9

156

-5

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P5

2015

October 25, 2018

12.8

168

-4

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P6

2015

October 25, 2018

15.0

171

-17

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P7

2015

October 25, 2018

16.4

172

-3

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P8

2015

October 25, 2018

14.3

178

-10

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P9

2015

October 25, 2018

12.5

193

12

Rockslide

P10

2015

October 25, 2018

10.1

197

10

Rockslide

P11

2015

October 25, 2018

3.2

180

30

Rockslide

P12

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

4.3

175

-1

Rockslide

P13

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

3.9

158

-28

Rockslide

P14

2015

October 25, 2018

11.4

178

-32

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P15

2015

October 25, 2018

13.0

162

-7

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P16

2015

October 25, 2018

12.9

173

2

Rockslide

P17

2015

October 25, 2018

2.7

182

0

Old Fort Landslide Complex
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Tracking Start

Tracking End

Total
Displacement (m)

Azimuth
(degrees)

Plunge
(degrees)

Area

P18

2015

October 25, 2018

4.3

180

-28

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P19

2015

October 25, 2018

41.9

175

-18

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P20

2015

October 25, 2018

16.4

164

-6

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P21

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

8.4

194

-3

Earthflow

P22

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

9.7

203

-24

Earthflow

P23

2015

October 25, 2018

12.2

164

-11

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P24

2015

October 25, 2018

0.9

217

-11

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P25

2015

October 25, 2018

4.1

238

-35

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P26

2015

September 30,
2018

6.8

181

-35

Rockslide

P27

2015

September 30,
2018

4.5

175

-33

Rockslide

P28

2015

September 30,
2018

27.9

197

1

Rockslide

September 30,
2018

October 25, 2018

591.0

173

-7

Earthflow

Earthflow Toe
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Figure 2-2. Total displacement of the earthflow toe since September 30, 2018 relative to the original
position of Old Fort Road versus time.
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Figure 2-3. Average velocity of the earthflow toe calculated using the displacements shown in
Figure 2-2.
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Interpretation of Change Detection and Point Tracking
Rockslide

The rockslide area encompasses the gravel pit, shale ridge, and shale cone, indicated on
Drawing 01. The change detection results show a graben through the slide head (down-dropped
area indicated by negative change), and positive displacements of the shale ridge. The shale
cone shows positive displacements prior to data collection on September 30, 2018, which then
changed to negative displacements as the shale cone collapsed (comparing Figure B-1 and
Figure B-2). Tracking results at points P14, P26, and P27 indicate the head displaced with a
plunge angle of between 32 and 35 degrees below horizontal. Tracking points on the shale ridge
(points P9 and P10) and shale cone (point P28, 2015 to September 30, 2018 only) had a nearhorizontal displacement. All points within the rockslide area indicate a southerly movement
direction. This pattern of displacement is consistent with a translational landslide moving on a
near-horizontal surface. Persistent sub-horizontal bedding planes that have been previously
sheared, and thus are at residual strength, are known to be present within the Shaftsbury Shale
bedrock (BGC, 2012). The approximately 30-degree plunge in the head suggests the backscarp
formed with a plunge of approximately 30 degrees. This is consistent with less persistent rock
structure observed in the shale ridge, shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4. Rock joints with an approximate 30-degree plunge (examples indicated by black
arrows). Photo courtesy M. Geertsema (FLNRORD).

The calculated velocities for the points suggest the movement detectable through LiDAR change
detection occurred between the time of initiation of the rockslide and when the initial
photogrammetry data collection was completed on September 30, 2018.
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Earthflow

On September 30, 2018 the earthflow started to impact Old Fort Road. The earthflow continued
to move to the south, and by October 8, 2018, the toe of the earthflow was impacting a side
channel of the Peace River. The earthflow currently extends from the toe of the rockslide area
down to the Peace River, indicated on Drawing 02.
The movement of the earthflow was primarily slope-parallel, so as outlined in Section 2.3.2, the
LiDAR change detection results provide limited information. There was significant internal
deformation within the earthflow, and as a result point tracking analyses could not be carried out.
The displacement of the toe of the earthflow was used to estimate the overall displacement, and
velocities were calculated from the displacement data over the data collection period. This
analysis indicates the movements were smaller than the LoD95% after October 16, 2018.
2.6.3.

Translational earth/bedrock landslide

A relict earth/bedrock landslide, indicated on Drawing 01, was reactivated as a result of nearby
slope movements to form the translational earth/bedrock landslide. As with the rockslide area, the
change detection results indicate down-dropping at the head of slide and bulging at the toe. Point
tracking results indicate near-horizontal displacement in a southerly direction on the areas of the
slide mass near Old Fort Road and downslope (points P3, P4, P5 and P7), with movements with
a vertical component confined to the slide head (P6 and P8). The patterns of movement are
consistent with a translational movement on a near-horizontal failure surface.
The reactivation of the translational earth/bedrock landslide was noted by MoTI personnel on
October 2, 2018 when tension cracks were observed on Old Fort Road and in the slide head area.
LiDAR change detection results indicate the main displacement occurred before October 16,
2018. This does not preclude the possibility of slower movements with displacements that
remained below the limit of detection over the post-failure monitoring period.
2.6.4.

Old Fort Landslide Complex

A landslide complex of uncertain age and activity, referred to as the Old Fort Landslide Complex,
is present to the east of the rockslide and earthflow, shown on Drawing 01. Movements shown on
the LiDAR change detection results are confined to the margins of the rockslide area. This does
not preclude the possibility of slower movements with displacements that remained below the limit
of detection over the post-failure monitoring period.
2.7.
2.7.1.

Estimates of Landslide Volumes and Mechanisms
Rockslide

The volume of the rockslide was estimated by calculating the volume between the LiDAR derived
ground surface and an inferred failure surface. The failure surface for the rock slide was inferred
using visual analysis of the LiDAR topography and change detection and point tracking results. A
basal failure surface elevation of 540 m was selected, shown in Figure 2-5. The horizontal section
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extended to approximately the mid-point of the graben, where it was projected to the ground
surface. The angle of the inferred backscarp was 30 degrees, which is consistent with the point
tracking.
b)

a)

W

Figure 2-5. Oblique view facing north showing a comparison of ground surfaces obtained from
LiDAR data in a) 2015, and b) October 25, 2018. Elevation 540 m is indicated by the
dashed blue line.

The volume of the in-place pre-failed material was found by subtracting the 2015 LiDAR ground
surface from the inferred failure surface. The total volume estimated is 4.6 million m3 (Mm3). The
volume remaining at the end of the current monitoring period was determined by subtracting the
October 25, 2018 ground surface from the inferred failure surface, which yielded a volume
estimate of 4.3 Mm3.
2.7.2.

Earthflow

Comparing the 2015 LiDAR ground surface to the October 25, 2018 LiDAR surface results in a
net volume of 0.82 Mm3 above the 2015 ground surface (deposition) and 0.10 Mm3 below the
2015 ground surface (material loss). These volumes indicate changes in the surface topography,
but the total volume of material involved in the earthflow depends on the depth of the basal failure
surface. The depth of the earthflow base is highly uncertain, which leads to uncertainty with
respect to its total volume. Assuming a representative depth is 10 m (approximately the depth of
incision of the creek channel), the estimated volume is 1.6 Mm3.
2.7.3.

Translational earth/bedrock landslide

The volume of the translational earth/bedrock landslide was estimated using the same
methodology that was applied to the rockslide area. A basal failure surface elevation of 440 m
was selected and the backscarp angle was selected to approximately match the steep slopes
above the colluvial deposits. The volume of the in-place material pre-failed material was found by
subtracting the 2015 ground surface from the inferred failure surface. The total volume estimated
is 3.0 Mm3.
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Old Fort Landslide Complex

The volume of the colluvium in the Old Fort Landslide complex was estimated in a manner similar
to the translational earth/bedrock landslide. The basal surface at elevation 440 m was also
assumed to be representative for the lower slide, which yielded a total volume of 18 Mm3. It is
possible the Old Fort Landslide Complex is a multi-level slide with some parts failing on a basal
surface near elevation 440 m and others on a higher surface near elevation 540 m. If so, total
volume would be less than 18 Mm3.

3.0

WESTREK DRAFT REPORT REVIEW COMMENTS

3.1.

General Observations

Westrek’s emergency landslide assessment was, by necessity, conducted without the benefit of
subsurface investigations, detailed slope stability or landslide runout analysis, under considerable
time pressure, and with a requirement to support PRRD in protecting public safety despite the
considerable uncertainty that was present as the landslide event unfolded. In our opinion, Westrek
should be commended for the work completed and guidance provided under these challenging
circumstances.
In general, Westrek’s draft report would benefit from additional figures, drawings, and definitions
to help clarify and communicate site observations and technical terms. Many statements and
opinions in the draft report are supported by other technical reports and publications, and these
require appropriate citation. A complete list of references should be included at the end of the
final report.
In several instances references is made to ‘the City’ which we understand to mean ‘the City of
Fort St John’ and this requires clarification.
We understand Westrek’s scope of work did not involve an assessment of landslide causation.
While it makes sense to minimize or avoid speculation about causation as part of the emergency
landslide assessment, an understanding of causation will be required for long-term hazard and
risk management. At minimum, Westrek should consider including a review of potential landslide
triggering mechanisms relevant to this site and a preliminary assessment of precipitation data
leading up to the landslide event in comparison with long-term averages.
3.2.

Geological Model

The geological model, including the surficial and bedrock geology units present and elevations of
typical stratigraphic contacts, are influenced by evolution of the modern and pre-glacial Peace
River valleys. The geological model provides the framework for the landslide mechanisms that
have developed since the formation of the modern Peace River valley, and will help guide future
geotechnical investigation and landslide management activities.
Westrek’s description of the site geology included thick sand, silt and clay deposits. These
deposits infilled pre-glacial valleys along some nearby portions of modern Peace River, however,
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in BGC’s opinion, the modern Peace River valley at Old Fort below approximately elevation 580 m
was eroded through Shaftesbury Shale. This interpretation of the geological model and
supplemental reference materials were provided to Westrek by email on October 30, 2018.
In the draft Westrek report, the valley-bottom landform, where it is not obscured by colluvial
deposits, is a glaciofluvial terrace. BGC’s interpretation of valley-bottom landforms and sediments
is that, where not occupied by shale colluvium from large bedrock landslides, these are
predominantly low-gradient alluvial or colluvial fans. The fans appear to comprise sand, silt and
clay derived from shale colluvium present up slope of the fans. This terrain analysis interpretation
is supported by water well drilling logs which indicate the upper 20 to 30 metres of the area around
Old Fort is comprised of fine grained sediments, not sand and gravel as would be expected in a
fluvial terrace (e.g. Well Tag Numbers 39966, 46054, 55955, 59676).
3.3.
3.3.1.

Landslide Characterization
General Recommendations

Landslide characterization will benefit from review of the LiDAR analyses and interpretations
presented in Section 2.0 of this report. Communication of the interpretation will benefit from
adherence to Cruden and Varnes (1996) or other industry standard landslide classification
systems and reference to a table of standard landslide velocity classes. Schematic illustrations of
representative landslide mechanisms would also be helpful.
3.3.2.

Landslides Prior to the 2018 Old Fort Landslide Event

The ages of most landslides prior to the 2018 Old Fort Landslide event are unknown except for
those that occurred within the recent historical airphoto record. These older landslides are referred
to as ‘ancient’ and postulated to have formed shortly after deglaciation in the draft Westrek report.
The landslides clearly formed during or following valley downcutting by the modern Peace River
following the last ice age, but the lack of well-developed gullies through many of the old landslide
deposits suggests some of them may have occurred much more recently. We caution against
referring to these landslides as ‘ancient’ until further data are available to help constrain their
ages. Reference as “ancient” may create the impression of readers that they are inactive. Recent
events have shown that, under the right conditions, these landslide deposits can reactivate.
Several properties and homes are situated on colluvial deposits from pre-existing landslides,
including landslides that were reactivated during the 2018 Old Fort Landslide event. We
recommend these be more clearly identified on a drawing that uses a post-landslide LiDAR
shaded relief image as a base layer for more effective communication (e.g., Drawing 02).
Section 6.4 of the draft Westrek report refers to debris slides that occurred prior to 1990. We
found the discussion in this section difficult to follow and suggest that it be re-worded for more
clarity.
Slope deformation on the shale ridge that occurred between 2015 and 2018, evident in satellite
imagery accessible through Google Earth, provides important insight to landslide mechanisms
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and possible causes. Figures showing the sequence of historical satellite imagery would be
helpful.
3.3.3.

The 2018 Old Fort Landslide Event

It should be possible to assign and update approximate volume ranges to the landslides mobilized
during the 2018 event using information presented in Section 2.0 of this report.
BGC’s interpretation of landslide mechanisms for the 2018 event was communicated to Westrek
by teleconference on November 1, 2018. For consistency with standard landslide classification
systems we recommend referring to the low-gradient landslide west of the channelized earth flow
as a translational earth/bedrock landslide. Our interpretation is that this landslide involved
reactivation of a pre-existing translational landslide that originated in shale bedrock and that likely
moved along a sub-horizontal weak bedding plane near elevation 440 m, outlined in Section 2.6.3.
Subsurface investigation would be required to confirm this interpretation.
Our interpretation is that most landslide movement that occurred east of the channelized earth
flow and north of Old Fort Road was the result of a compound rock and earth slide seated along
a sub-horizontal weak bedding plane near elevation 540 m. The western and northern portion of
this landslide, including the graben that formed in
Pit, may have been a first-time failure in
relatively intact shale. The eastern portion of this landslide appears to have re-mobilized bedrock
colluvium. Shallower rock falls, earth slides and earth flows developed near the surface of the
colluvium mobilized by the deep-seated compound slide.
On page 10 of the draft Westrek report statements are made about debris from a debris slide
failing onto a bench below where it “tenuously remains.” The purpose and basis for this statement
are not clear to us and should be clarified.
Directions of movement for different parts of the landslide should be reviewed in light of the LiDAR
point tracking analysis presented in Section 2.5 of this report.
On page 13 of the draft report there is reference to glaciolacustrine clayey silt being exposed in
landslide headscarps. Based on BGC’s interpretation of the site geology, these clayey silt
materials represent highly-weathered shale bedrock colluvium.
3.4.

Assessment of Future Landslide Hazard

On page 14 of the draft report, a reference is required to support the statement that groundwater
pressures in deep bedrock aquifers tend to peak from September to November.
Volume estimates and movement vectors for the shale ridge should be reviewed in light of the
information presented in Section 2.0 of this report. BGC believes the shale ridge is likely to
deteriorate in-situ through a combination of weathering, shallow toppling failures and rock falls,
similar to what happened with the shale cone to the west of the ridge, because:
• The rock mass comprising the shale ridge appears to be sitting on a flat-lying bedding
plane;
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The active wedge that formed the graben behind the shale ridge has failed its ability to
apply large forces has been reduced, reducing its ability to cause the shale ridge to
accelerate along a flat-lying rupture surface; and
Bedding planes within the rock mass are still oriented close to horizontal and the shale
ridge does not appear to contain through-going inclined joints or faults that would facilitate
rapid movement of a large portion of the shale ridge.

Our opinion is also based on an appreciation that there is no precedent for large, extremely rapid
(greater than 5 m/s, Cruden and Varnes, 1996) landslides to develop in flat-lying shales with
geologic and topographic conditions similar to those present above Old Fort (e.g., Hungr 2010;
BGC, 2012). References supporting this opinion were forwarded to Westrek and other project
stakeholders on October 26, 2018.
On page 16 of the draft report, a reference is required to support statements about Fahrböschung
angles in rock slides in the Peace River area, and further discussion is required to describe how
those rock slides compare to conditions present within the shale ridge at Old Fort.
In Section 8.2 of the draft report, it is postulated that slowing of the channelized earthflow is mainly
due to a reduction of groundwater pressures. An alternative explanation, which in BGC’s opinion
is more likely, is that slowing of the earthflow over the month of October was due to a reduction
of driving forces as the earthflow conveyed landslide debris from the head, and an increase in
resisting forces as the earthflow material accumulated in the valley bottom. BGC agrees that the
channelized earthflow is likely to accelerate in the spring freshet as porewater pressures rise.
3.5.

Landslide Risk Analysis and Safety Evaluation Criteria

Section 9 of the draft report presents a formula for calculating safety risk from landslides. This
formula is often used to estimate risk from impact by rapid landslides, but may require modification
to assess risks from other scenarios involving slow-moving landslides such as:
• Structural damage to occupied structures;
• Safety risk associated with damage to roads, bridges and culverts;
• Safety risk associated with ruptured gas service lines and other utilities;
• Safety risk associated with falling into deep ground cracks.
Westrek’s draft report indicates PRRD uses landslide safety criteria defined by MoTI for hazard
and risk evaluation for residential development. It is not clear to BGC if PRRD currently uses
these criteria. Furthermore, it is acknowledged in the draft report that these criteria are not
appropriate for use in emergency situations, and Westrek does not rely on them for their
emergency landslide assessment and recommendations. We recommend consideration be given
to moving the discussion about landslide safety evaluation criteria for residential development to
Section 11 of the draft report (Ongoing Assessment).
3.6.

Imminent Risk

BGC recommends that Westrek provide greater clarity about what is meant by “imminent risk”.
For example, for the specific purpose of communicating hazard associated with the 2018 Old Fort
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Landslide event BGC considers “imminent risk” to mean that there is a greater than 10% chance
of damaging landslide impacts to occur prior to significant snow melt and/or rainfall in spring 2019.
By necessity, probability estimates are currently based on professional experience and judgment.
As we are not aware of a commonly-accepted definition of “imminent” Westrek is free to define it
differently so long as the intended meaning is clearly stated.
BGC recommends Westrek re-work Sections 9.2 and 10 of the draft report in light of information
presented in earlier sections of this report. In particular, Westrek has identified three homes that
in their opinion may still be at imminent risk of damaging landslide impact:
• V1-PERSONAL
, which has been displaced and damaged by the translational
WITNESS
earth/bedrock landslide west of the channelized earth flow;
INFORMATION
V1-PERSONAL
•
, which in Westrek’s opinion may be at imminent risk of impact from a
WITNESS
rapid rock slide; and
INFORMATION
• V1-PERSONAL , which in Westrek’s opinion may be at imminent risk of impact from a
WITNESS
rapid rock slide.
INFORMATION
BGC agrees that V1-PERSONAL
remains at “imminent” risk of ongoing damaging landslide
WITNESS
impacts using the proposed definition above. Furthermore, the home requires assessment by a
INFORMATION

structural engineer to determine if, and how, it could be safely re-entered under its current
condition.

BGC disagrees that the homes at V1-PERSONAL
and at V1-PERSONAL
may be at
WITNESS
WITNESS
“imminent” risk of impact from a rapid rock slide originating from the displaced shale ridge. As
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
discussed previously, our opinion is based on the fact that there is no precedent for large,
extremely rapid landslides to develop in flat-lying shales with geologic and topographic conditions
similar to those present above Old Fort (e.g., Hungr, 2010). Furthermore, in the very unlikely
(i.e., less than 10% probability) event of a large, extremely rapid rock slide, BGC expects that the
natural topography would deflect the slide to the south and away from the homes.
The Old Fort Landslide event has resulted in several deep ground cracks within and around the
margins of the landslide. Many of these cracks are difficult to see and could pose a safety hazard
to persons and pets walking near them. Westrek may wish to recommend in their final report that
residents be advised of this hazard.
Westrek has concluded that the central and southern slopes in
Pit are within the rockslide
initiation area and pose a safety risk to workers. BGC agrees that rock slide hazard could pose a
safety risk to workers in
Pit. We believe the pit operators and their geotechnical consultants
could likely develop safe work procedures that would allow for extraction of gravel stockpiles
within these parts of the pit. Extraction of the gravel stockpiles is likely to have a neutral or positive
impact on short and long-term stability of the rock slide, and BGC recommends this be completed
if safe work procedures can be developed that meet the requirements of MEMPR and the pit
operators.
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Ongoing Assessment

Many homes and other infrastructure in the Old Fort community are situated on landslide deposits
which could potentially remobilize, including homes at V1-PERSONAL
and V1-PERSONAL ,
WITNESS
WITNESS
and/or are on areas potentially susceptible to impact from future landslides. BGC agrees with
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
Westrek’s assessment that further investigation, ongoing monitoring and analysis is required in
the short term. The details of this additional assessment need to be worked out with PRRD. BGC
recommends that Westrek outline in their final report the minimum investigation requirements to
support assessment of landslides that occurred as part of the Old Fort Landslide event.
If a decision is made to leave some evacuation alerts in place between now and spring 2019,
BGC recommends that Westrek provide more details about investigation and monitoring
requirements, including monitoring methods, frequencies, thresholds, and response plans to
support those evacuation alerts. PRRD and other stakeholders will need to determine the roles
and responsibilities for carrying out these activities.
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4.0 CLOSURE
BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) prepared this document for the account of Peace River Regional
District. The material in it reflects the judgment of BGC staff in light of the information available to
BGC at the time of document preparation. Any use which a third party makes of this document or

any reliance on decisions to be based on it is the responsibility of such third parties. BGC accepts
no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or
actions based on this document.
As a mutual protection to our client, the public, and ourselves all documents and drawings are

submitted for the confidential information of our client for a specific project. Authorization for any
use and/or publication of this document or any data, statements, conclusions or abstracts from or
regarding our documents and drawings, through any form of print or electronic media, including
without limitation, posting or reproduction of same on any website, is reserved pending BGC's
written approval. A record copy of this document is on file at BGC. That copy takes precedence
over any other copy or reproduction of this document.
Yours sincerely,

BGC ENGINEERING INC.
per:

^^e.SK/;.^

,(V f^'^ b_^.^''^ ^l'/:?^

.W^vT^y?^
^/Y^'^A^

Michael Porter, M.Eng., P.Eng., LEG Andrew Mitchell, M.A.Sc., P.Eng.

Director, Principal Geological Engineer Geotechnical Engineer
Reviewed by:
Pete Barlow, M.Sc., P.Eng.

Director, Principal Geotechnical Engineer

MJP/PB/mj/st
Attachments): Appendix A - Change Detection Alignment Statistics
Appendix B - Change Detection and Point Tracking Images
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1. Alignment error calculated using non-changing areas of the reference (2015) and active (September 30, 2018) datasets.

Figure A-1. Histogram of alignment error distributions between 2015 LiDAR data and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data.
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1. Alignment error calculated using non-changing areas of the reference (2015) and active (October 8, 16 and 25, 2018) datasets.

Figure A-2. Histogram of alignment error distributions between 2015 and October 2018 LiDAR data.
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1. Alignment error calculated using non-changing areas of the reference (October 8 and October 16, 2018) and active (October 16 and October 25, 2018) datasets.

Figure A-3. Histogram of alignment error distributions between October 2018 LiDAR datasets.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data (23.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. September 30 photogrammetry data were acquired by ProDelta and provided to BGC by
FLNRORD. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.30 to +0.90 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Checked:
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Approved:

AM

Figure B-1. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 LiDAR data and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes
greater than LoD95%.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 8, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 8, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by
MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 8, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-2. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 and October 8, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than LoD95%.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data (5.2 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 16, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC
by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 16, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-3. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than LoD95%.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 25, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC
by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-4. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than LoD95%.
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Change detection completed between October 8, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2) and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data (5.2 pts/m2).
LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 16, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.20 to +0.10 m.
This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-5. Shortest distance change detection between October 8, 2018 and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than
LoD95%.
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Change detection completed between October 16, 2018 LiDAR data (5.2 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.10 to +0.15 m.
This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-6. Shortest distance change detection between October 16, 2018 and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than
LoD95%.
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1. Point locations overlain on triangulated model of 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.

Figure B-7. Overview of point tracking locations. Original point locations are shown overlain on the 2015 LiDAR data.
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1. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.

Figure B-8. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors in the rockslide and upper earthflow areas overlain on 2015 LiDAR data.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 25, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection
is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-9. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors with topographic change contours from 2015 to October 25, 2018 in the rockslide and upper earthflow areas overlain
on October 25, 2018 LiDAR data.
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1. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.

Figure B-10. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors in the translational earth/bedrock landslide area overlain on 2015 LiDAR data.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 25, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection
is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-11. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors with topographic change contours from 2015 to October 25, 2018 in the translational earth/bedrock landslide
overlain on October 25, 2018 LiDAR data.
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DOC ID 0109
EMPR Geotechnical Inspection Report
103793

Province of British Columbia
MINISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES AND
PETROLEUM RESOURCES

Report of Inspector of Mines
Geotechnical

Inspection No.:

103793

Mine No.:

0900011

Permit No.:

G-9-357

Total Orders:

5

(Issued pursuant to Section 15 of the Mines
Act)
Mine Name:

Deasan Gravel Pit

Location:

Fort St. John, BC

Owner, Manager:

Sandy Beech

Company:

Deasan Holdings Ltd.

Address:

PO Box 6958
Fort St John, BC, V1J 4J3

Workers Contacted:

Sandy Beech, V1-PERSONAL

Type of Mining:

Sand and Gravel

Date of Inspection:

2018-10-02

Inspector:

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng., Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Accompanying
Inspectors:

Adrian Pooley, Health and Safety Inspector

In Attendance:

Brent Case, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI); Patrick Korner (Tetra Tech for
MOTI)
Al Hoffman, Diane Howe, Lowell Constable, Jennifer McConnachie, Tania Demchuk, Adrian
Pooley, Heather Cullen, Brent Case, George Warnock

Copies to:

WITNESS
INFORMATION

The Mine Manager is required to provide a written response within 15 days of receiving the inspection report. The Manager's
response must outline the remedial steps taken by a specified date and the work still outstanding. A copy must be provided to
the inspector, and in the case of health and safety matters, the occupational health and safety committee and the local union. In
this document, Code means Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia.

Introduction
Jennifer Brash, Senior Geotechnical Inspector with the Ministry of Energy, Mines, and Petroleum Resources
(EMPR) and Adrian Pooley, Health and Safety Inspector with EMPR attended the Deasan Gravel Pit (also
known as the
Gravel Pit) on October 2, 2018. This inspection was focused on the area of the mine
currently being impacted by active landsliding. The Mine Manager, Sandy Beech, as well as other Deasan
Holdings Ltd (Deasan) and MOTI representatives were in attendance during the inspection.
Preamble
On August 7, 2018, Deasan received permit G-9-657 authorizing works to renew operations at the Deasan
Gravel Pit (formerly
Gravel Pit). Deasan reported that the operation restarted in July 2018 with preparatory
works and that crushing started in September. On September 30, 2018, EMPR was notified of a geotechnical
incident at the site. Deasan reported that the southern stockpile area had dropped approximately 40 feet, with
1
movements probably occurring during at 10:30 pm on September 29, 2018 and that Deasan had removed their
equipment from the dropped ground. The site was shortly thereafter placed under evacuation order by the
2
Peace River Regional District and a Stop Work order by EMPR .

1

Deasan Holdings Ltd., Advice of Geotechnical Incident, Sept 30, 2018
EMPR, 2018. Email entitled 0900011 Deasan Holdings Ltd. Stop Work Order, from Adrian Pooley to Sandy Beech, dated
October 1, 2018.
2

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Report of Inspector of Mines – Geotechnical
Deasan Gravel Pit
During the inspection on October 2, 2018, EMPR viewed the southern stockpile area and adjacent ground
slopes. The rest of the mine site was not inspected. Weather at the time of inspection was cold and clear.
The purpose of this inspection was to:





assess whether the Mine is meeting the intent of the geotechnical requirements of the Code;
assess whether the Mine is meeting the intent of the geotechnical conditions in its Mine Permit;
assess whether geotechnical engineering practices at the Mine are generally consistent with accepted
practices at mines in British Columbia; and,
provide general comment on geotechnical infrastructure at the mine

This report is governed by the conditions and limitations set forth in the Mines Act and Code. This report is
based on overview of select reports and work areas at the Mine, and cannot practically cover the entire mine
site. Professional reliance has been used throughout this inspection.
Please note EMPR expects that all written recommendations made by a Professional Engineer, relating to
geotechnical stability affecting health, safety, or environment, are followed by the Mine unless a suitable
alternative written recommendation is provided by a Professional Engineer.
This report summarizes EMPR’s observations, comments, and findings based on the Mine site tour and
technical discussions with Mine staff. If required, inspection orders or other action items have been issued. For
ease of reference the Mine Manager is asked to respond in red text in the space provided below each inspection
order, warning, advisory, or information request.
Location: Southern Stockpile Area and Landslide
At the time of inspection, the site was secured with locked gates, however, Deasan reported that there had been
recent evidence of public access. EMPR inspectors viewed the stockpile area, landslide scarp in the stockpiled
area, and cracked ground at the Mine site and also viewed the overall landslide mass from a nearby public
viewpoint. Due to the impact of the landslide on a local access road, MOTI staff and consultant engineers had
been closely monitoring the slide progression and were also present during the inspection.
The southern portion of the Mine site was being used to store four stockpiles of crushed and screened granular
products (Photo 1). Mr. Beech explained that these piles had been generated within the past 3-4 weeks and
that the stockpiles were intended to be temporary. Mr. Beech told EMPR that the stockpiles had been
constructed without an engineered design. Mr. Beech explained that cracking was first noticed in the stockpile
area on September 29, 2018 at approximately 5:30 pm, at which point he set up a laser level to monitor the
crack. At approximate 10:30 pm that same evening, Mr. Beech received a call from the crusher contractor
advising him of ground movements. Deasan built a ramp (over the scarp that had developed) that evening to
remove their equipment from the dropped ground. On Sunday September 30, 2018 Mr. Beech reported the
incident to EMPR and began trying to retain a geotechnical engineer. As of October 2, 2018, Deasan has not
yet been able to engage the services of a geotechnical engineer.
On the mine site, EMPR observed that a scarp over 10 m high had developed through one of the site stockpiles
(Photo 2); the stockpile platform to the south of this scarp contained a graben feature and large cracks while the
ground to the north of the scarp showed no evidence of cracking. Sedimentary units and wet ground were
visible in the scarp face (Photo 2). Within the dropped platform, the pattern of cracking within varied. On the
western side of the platform a graben feature was present, parallel to the scarp (Photo 1) while on the eastern
side cracking was oriented perpendicular to the scarp. Cracking parallel to the outer slope was also present
along the edges of the lower platform. Cracking varied in size, but was commonly several metres deep and over
0.5 m wide; both cracks and the scarp intersected stockpiles (Photo 3).

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Report of Inspector of Mines – Geotechnical
Deasan Gravel Pit
When viewed from the nearby public viewpoint, the greater slidemass is visible. A large (50 m or greater) scarp
was visible to the south of the mine site, upslope of two topographic high points (Photo 4). The slide toe had
displaced a local road (Photo 4) and, according to MOTI personnel, was continuing to move.
Deasan and EMPR discussed requirements for potential future site actions including a) removal of equipment
located to the north of the stockpiled area, b) removal of the stockpiled granular materials from the area on or
adjacent to the landslide, and c) eventual resumption of mining. Short-duration work comprising removal of
equipment located on uncracked ground was authorized by EMPR upon Deasan submitting a plan of works on
3
October 2, 2018 . EMPR requirements for further activities are described in the orders and advisories below.
Order 1 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
There has been public access to the Mine site.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, the Mine shall prevent unauthorized persons from entering the
mine site and shall post signage to this effect at all road entrances.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-05
Manager Response:

Order 2 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety. No monitoring is yet in place.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.1.2, the Mine shall immediately develop and implement a landslide
monitoring program that includes both the September 29 landslide area and the historical East Slope
area. The Mine shall submit the landslide monitoring plan to the Chief Inspector.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-05
Manager Response:

3

EMPR, 2018. Email entitled Re: DEASAN HOLDINGS LTD CRUSHER MOVE PLAN, from Adrian Pooley to Sandy Beech,
dated October 2, 2018.
Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Report of Inspector of Mines – Geotechnical
Deasan Gravel Pit
Order 3 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.1.2, an exclusion zone shall be immediately established that encompasses
the mine property. This exclusion zone shall be clearly marked in the field using materials or techniques
that will remain visible during winter conditions and snow accumulations. No access of personnel and
equipment to the exclusion zone shall be permitted except for short-duration monitoring needs, without
the written authorization of the Chief Inspector.
For the purposes of monitoring, the Mine shall prepare a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for
safely accessing the exclusion zone and submit this SOP to the Chief Inspector.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-05
Manager Response:

Order 4 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.7.1.(4) and 1.7.2, the Mine shall complete an investigation and prepare a
report on the landslide and submit this to the Chief Inspector. This report and investigation shall include
a geotechnical assessment of the landslide mechanism and root cause, prepared by a geotechnical
Professional Engineer.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-19
Manager Response:

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Order 5 (Inspection of Mines)
Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(4)
Observation of Contravention:
A portion of the mine site is now located on unstable ground, which presents a hazard to worker and
equipment safety. No monitoring is yet in place.
Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Pursuant to Code clause 1.1.2, the necessary extent of the exclusion zone shall be assessed by a
geotechnical Professional Engineer such that it encompasses any areas of known or potential slope
instability. The exclusion zone shall be:
(i) Clearly marked in the field using materials or techniques that will remain visible during winter
conditions and snow accumulations;
(ii) Documented, delineated on a plan drawing, and justified in a letter signed and sealed by a
geotechnical Professional Engineer and submitted to the Chief Inspector;
(iii) Monitored according to a plan prepared by the geotechnical Professional Engineer; and,
(iv) Reviewed regularly by the Mine Manager in consultation with the geotechnical engineer based
on landslide monitoring program results and observations.
Based on the results of the above works and in consultation with their geotechnical engineer, the Mine
shall update their monitoring plan and Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for safely accessing the
exclusion zone, and submit these updated documents to the Chief Inspector.
No access of personnel and equipment to the exclusion zone shall be permitted except for shortduration monitoring needs, without the written authorization of the Chief Inspector.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-10-19
Manager Response:

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector
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Advisory 1:
Removal of stockpiled granular materials from the area on or near the unstable ground has been
proposed by Deasan. This activity will require multi-day access of personnel and equipment to the
exclusion zone and area of unstable ground.
The Mine shall not remove any stockpiled materials until a plan of works is submitted and approved in
writing by the Chief Inspector. The plan shall comply with all HSRC requirements, shall be developed
by a geotechnical Professional Engineer, and shall include:
(i) A detailed description of the work plan including number and types of equipment, duration of
works, access/travel locations, and sequence of stockpile removal;
(ii) A geotechnical assessment of the planned works;
(iii) A monitoring plan including locations and types of measurements, instrumentation, and
observations, with observation/reading frequencies;
(iv) Quantifiable Performance Objectives (QPOs) and associated trigger action response plans
(TARPs), which clearly indicate conditions under which works shall be suspended and shall
include consideration of antecedent rainfall;
(v) A dedicated spotter who will not perform any other work;
(vi) Evacuation procedures;
(vii) The following restrictions on these works:
a. Stockpiled materials shall be shipped off site and shall not be relocated on the mine
site.
b. Work shall not be completed outside daylight hours.
c. Work shall be completed only under the supervision of a geotechnical Professional
Engineer.
d. Work shall not be completed if cracks are obscured (e.g. due to snow).
e. Any other restrictions recommended by the Engineer developing the plan of works.
Manager Response:

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Advisory 2:
The long-term stability of the Deasan Gravel Pit site is not well understood and a significant portion of
the mine footprint is now unable to be utilized as planned and permitted.
As such, the Mine shall not restart mining, crushing, screening, or stockpiling without submittal of a
revised mine plan and written authorization from the Chief Inspector. The revised mine plan shall be
developed by a Professional Engineer and shall be based on a geotechnical assessment of the site
stability.
The geotechnical assessment shall be signed and sealed by a geotechnical Professional Engineer and
shall consider a) both short and long-term slope stability issues b) at site and in the surrounding area
(i.e. shall consider both the east slope area and potential for larger scale instability) c) over both the
operational and ultimate configurations of the mining operation.
The revised mine plan shall include design for stockpiles completed by a Professional Engineer.
All components of the revised mine plan shall be completed in accordance with good engineering
practice and the Code.
Manager Response:

Closure
Please address the response to Jennifer Brash, Senior Geotechnical Inspector, at jennifer.brash@gov.bc.ca.
You are reminded that, as per Section 15(6) of the Mines Act, your response is required within 15 days of the
days of receiving this report. In addition, Section 30 (1) of the Mines Act requires this Inspection Report to be
posted in a conspicuous location at the mine site for 30 days.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions or comments.

Received by

[Mine Manager Name, Title]

on

[Date]

Signature:

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Photo 1: Stockpiles of granular material, note graben feature adjacent to scarp

Photo 2: Scarp through stockpile area. Note wet (dark) areas in scarp and roughly perpendicular cracks
in foreground.

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Photo 3: Cracks on stockpile platform

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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Stockpiles

Toe

Scarp
Scarp

Photo 4: View of gravel pit and landslide mass from viewpoint

Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector

Dated: October 4, 2018
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DOC ID 0119
Original Work Plan for Removal of
Stockpiled Materials

October 4, 2018
Project No. NG2552
Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Box 6958
Fort St. John, BC V1J 4J3
Attention:

Sandy Beech, President

Re:

Workplan for Removal of Gravel Stockpiles from the Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Northern Geo Testing & Engineering (Northern Geo) presents this workplan for removal of the gravel
stockpiles from the landslide area at the above‐referenced location. This letter provides our proposed
workplan to remove the existing material stockpiles on and along the impacted landslide areas. The intent
of the letter is to ensure safety of the personnel involved in the operation is not compromised. The
proposed plan in this letter is based on the discussions we had with the client during our site meeting on
October 3, 2018.
2.0

PROPOSED PHASES TO REMOVE THE STOCKPILES

Based on our field observations and information provided by the client, Northern Geo proposes the
following phases for removal of the existing gravel stockpiles:
2.1

Phase 1: Establishing a Ground Movement Monitoring Plan and an Evacuation Protocol








Set up a benchmark at the upper bench. The location of the benchmark should be on an
undisturbed area where no movement or settlement is expected.
Set up multiple monitoring locations at the upper bench along the failed area, lower bench along
the perimeter, 5 m below the lower bench along the perimeter, and 10 m below the lower bench
along the perimeter. Northern Geo will be on site and provide instruction to the surveyors.
Establish reference coordinate readings for all monitoring locations with respect the benchmark
by a licensed surveyor.
Survey each monitoring location in 4‐hour intervals during working periods by a licensed surveyor.
Report the survey results to Northern Geo at the end of each working day shift.
Consider a 50 mm vertical and/or horizontal ground movement over a 4‐hour monitoring period
as stop work set parameter. As soon as the ground moves greater than 50 mm, all activities should

2018 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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2.2

October 4, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

immediately be stopped and the personnel should immediately evacuate the site and meet at a
designated muster point.
Dedicate one person as an observation officer (with hand‐held radio) to carefully monitor the side
slopes and platform movement, review and track new cracks and openings every morning before
the personnel could start work at the lower bench. The observation officer should keep
monitoring the slopes throughout the working day.
All the personnel working at the site should have a radio, be on an appropriate channel and sign
in with the observation officer.
Northern Geo will perform periodic site visits and monitoring during the stockpile removal
process.
Phase 2: Removal of Stockpile 1 from the Upper Bench and Building Temporary Access Ramps
to the Lower Bench



Level and prepare access to the stockpiles 1 & 2 on the upper bench, as shown in photograph 1.
Photograph 1

Ramp 1

Ramp 2




Load and remove stockpile 1 from the upper bench.
The material should preferably be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate.

2018 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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October 4, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

Build ramp 1 and ramp 2 at the east and west sides of the pit area using clay fill without cutting
into the upper bench, as shown in the photograph, to provide access to the lower bench.
If there is a movement greater than the set parameter, work must be stopped immediately, and
all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be responsible for
headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
Photograph 2

Ramp 1

Ramp 2

2.3

Phase 3: Resurfacing the Lower Bench and Removal of all Stockpiles







Resurface the lower bench to level and fill the cracks.
No traffic should be allowed to the south edge of the lower bench once the resurfacing is
complete.
Load and remove all the stockpiles from the lower bench.
The material should preferably be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate.
Parking and idling should not be allowed at the lower bench once the truck is loaded.
Observation officer should monitor all the traffic on the lower bench and continually monitor the
surface for any evidence of cracking, settlement, and visual indication of slope failure.

2018 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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2.4

If there is a movement greater than the set parameters, work must be stopped immediately, and
all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be responsible for
headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
Phase 4: Removal of Stockpile 2



2.5

October 4, 2018
Project No.: NG2552

Load and remove stockpile 2 from the upper bench.
The material should preferably be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper
bench. The material may temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate.
Phase 5: Reclamation Plan

Reclamation plan including surface water management, removal of the temporary ramps and sloping will
be submitted following completion of the stockpiles are removed.
3.0

CLOSURE

The workplan presented herein is merely based on the information provided by the client and our limited
observations during the October 3, 2018 site visit. Northern Geo has neither carried out any detailed
geotechnical assessment nor conducted a comprehensive slope stability evaluation. This document is just
a workplan to help the client remove the stockpiled material to unload the landslide area without
compromising safety of the working personnel and is essentially based on close monitoring of the slope
movement and effective communication with the working personnel and following a strict evacuation
protocol based on ground movement. Northern Geo should be contacted immediately if any movement
greater than 50 mm is observed. The material in this report does not include any engineering
recommendations. If conditions other than those discussed herein are noted or encountered during
subsequent phases, Northern Geo should be given the opportunity to review and revise the workplan
included in this letter, as necessary.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. If you have any questions regarding the contents
of this report, or if we can be of further assistance to you on this project, please call our office.
Sincerely,
Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
A division of CCMET Inc.
Prepared By

Reviewed By

Mohammed Hossain, EIT
Project Engineer

October 4, 2018
Masoud Mohajeri, Ph.D., P. Eng., PMP
Specialist Geotechnical Engineer
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DOC ID 0151
Stop Work Order Follow Up Email

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Monday, October 1, 2018 10:10 AM
sandy@drsenergy.ca
Meade, Laurie EMPR:EX; Bailey, Kristopher W EMPR:EX; Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX;
Cullen, Heather J EMPR:EX; Hoffman, Al EMPR:EX; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX; Beattie,
Brent C EMPR:EX
0900011 Deasan Holdings Ltd. Stop Work Order

Hi Sandy,
As per our conversation a Stop Work Order is in place for the Deasan Holdings site. No work is to take place until written
authorization has been received from the EMPR.
Thanks,
Adrian Pooley, P. Eng.
Inspector of Mines – Health & Safety
BC Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources
Phone: 250‐565‐6046
Cell: 250‐640‐6190
email: adrian.pooley@gov.bc.ca
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DOC ID 0152
PRRD Email to POOLEY Re: Evacuation
for Gravel Pit Recommended

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Tuesday, October 9, 2018 9:11 AM
sandy@drsenergy.ca
Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX; Cullen, Heather J EMPR:EX; Chace,
Julie EMPR:EX; Hoffman, Al EMPR:EX; Meade, Laurie EMPR:EX; Koyanagi, Victor
EMPR:EX
Fwd: Evacuation Order for Gravel Pit - Recommended

Hi Sandy,
As per our conversation the regional district is recommending a full evacuation of your site. EMPR is going to follow
their guidance and reinstate a full stop work order for your site. I would recommend that the geotech engineer acting
on your behalf be in contact with the geotech working for the regional district. Her contact info is below. Thanks,
Adrian Pooley, P. Eng.
Inspector of Mines – Health & Safety
BC Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources
Phone: 250‐565‐6046
Cell: 250‐640‐6190
email: adrian.pooley@gov.bc.ca
Begin forwarded message:
From: EOC Dir <EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca>
Date: October 9, 2018 at 8:39:25 AM PDT
To: "Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX" <Adrian.Pooley@gov.bc.ca>
Cc: "Alexander, Debbie A EMBC:EX" <Debbie.Alexander@gov.bc.ca>
Subject: FW: Evacuation Order for Gravel Pit ‐ Recommended
Hi Adrian,
Please see below.
From: Rhonda Mellafont <rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 9, 2018 7:53 AM
To: EOC Dir <EOC.Dir@prrd.bc.ca>; Trish Morgan <Trish.Morgan@prrd.bc.ca>
Cc: Tim Smith
Subject: Evacuation Order for Gravel Pit ‐ Recommended
Good morning,
We understand that the work plan within the gravel pit above the slide has been modified based on
recent movement around the pit. Based on our observations of the significant cracking throughout the
south end of the pit and the recent movement to both the southeast and southwest of the pit, we
recommend that the pit area also be put under evacuation order with no entry permits. There is a
significant risk to worker safety even with the modified work plan and it would be negligent on our part
to not express these concerns. Please let us know how we can be of assistance in moving this forward.
Sincerely,
Rhonda
1

Rhonda Mellafont, PGeo
Engineering Geologist
Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd.
Box 1191, 2914 Eby Street
Terrace, BC V8G 2X5
Cell: (250) 922‐4349
Email: rmellafont@westrekgeotech.com
www.westrekgeotech.com

All designs, plans, specifications and other contract documents (including all electronic files) prepared by Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd. shall
remain the property of Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd. and Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd. retains all rights thereto, including but not limited
to copyright, statutory and common‐law rights thereto unless otherwise specified by contract. No design changes or decisions made by e‐mail shall
be considered part of the contract documents unless otherwise specified, and all design changes and/or decisions made by e‐mail must be submitted
as a Request For Information or a submittal unless otherwise specified.
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DOC ID 0153
Authorization for Removal
of Crusher Equipment

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Tuesday, October 2, 2018 8:39 PM
Sandy Beech
Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX; Cullen, Heather J EMPR:EX; Meade, Laurie EMPR:EX; Koyanagi,
Victor EMPR:EX
Re: DEASAN HOLDINGS LTD CRUSHER MOVE PLAN

Hi Sandy,
I will authorize the removal of equipment from your site as you have outlined below under the following
conditions:
- as a spotter you will not perform any other work and will ensure to move around the site
- if any cracking is observed in the floor you will stop work immediately and remove all workers
- none of the stockpiled material will be removed from site without a safe work plan developed by a
professional geotechnical engineer
- work shall take place in daylight only
- work shall not take place in wet/rainy conditions
- authorization is also received from the Peace River Regional District responsible for the evacuation alert
Adrian Pooley, P. Eng.
Inspector of Mines – Health & Safety
BC Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources
Phone: 250-565-6046
Cell: 250-640-6190
email: adrian.pooley@gov.bc.ca
On Oct 2, 2018, at 4:48 PM, Sandy Beech <sandy@drsenergy.ca> wrote:
To move the rest of the crushing equipment out of the pit we will need 5 guys, 1 truck and it will take
approximately 5 hours, I will be in the pit monitoring for any cracks, we will keep the equipment as far
from the slip as possible. If we see any problems we will evacuate the pit immediately. If there is any
thing else you need please let me know. Thanks

Sandy Beech
President
<Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) 1.jpg>
Box 6958
Fort St John, B.C. V1J 4J3
Phone:250‐785‐8003
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DOC ID 0212
Geotechnical Incident Report

DOC ID 0223
Fort St. John Sand and Gravel Ltd.
Inspection Report

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

DOC ID 0224
Permit G‐9‐9 issued to Fort St. John Sand
and Gravel Ltd. (1981‐01‐05)

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
MINISTRY OF ENERGY AND MINES

SAND AND GRAVEL PERMIT
APPROVING WORK SYSTEM AND RECLAMATION PROGRAM
(Issued pursuant to Section 10 of the Mines Act R.S.B.C. 1996, C.293)

Permit No.:

Mine No.: 0900011
Approval No.:

G-9-9

Issued to: V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

Gravel Pit

This approval and permit is subject to the appended conditions.

Issued this 15th day of January in the year 1981.

__________________________________
Allan Ludwig, P.Eng.
Inspector of Mines
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Sand & Gravel (1980) Ltd

Permit No.G-9-9

Thursday, January 15, 1981

PREAMBLE
Notice of intention to commence work on a sand and gravel pit, including a plan of the
proposed work system and a program for the protection and reclamation of the surface
of the land and watercourses affected by the Notice of Work dated Friday, November 14,
1980 was filed with the Inspector of Mines on Friday, November 14, 1980. Notice of such
filing was published in on and in the Gazette on FILL IN GAZETTE DATE.

This permit contains the requirements of the Ministry of Energy and Mines for
reclamation. It is also compatible, to the extent possible, with the requirements of other
provincial ministries for reclamation issues. The amount of security required by this
permit, and the manner in which this security may be applied, will also reflect the
requirements of those ministries. Nothing in this permit, however, limits the authority of
other provincial ministries to set other conditions, or to act independently, under their
respective permits and legislation.
Decisions made by staff of the Ministry of Energy and Mines will be made in consultation
with other ministries.
CONDITIONS
The Chief Inspector of Mines (Chief Inspector) hereby approves the work plan and the
program for protection and reclamation of the land surface and watercourses subject to
compliance with the following conditions:
1.

Reclamation Security
(a)

The owner, agent or manager (herein called the Permittee) shall maintain
with the Minister of Finance securities in the amount of six thousand two
hundred and fifty dollars ($6,250). The security will be held by the
Minister of Finance for the proper performance of the approved program
and all the conditions of this permit in a manner satisfactory to the Chief
Inspector.

(b)

The Permittee shall conform to all forest tenure requirements of the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. Should the
Permittee not conform to these requirements then all or part of the
security may be used to cover the costs of these requirements.
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(c)

2.

Sand & Gravel (1980) Ltd

Permit No.G-9-9

Thursday, January 15, 1981

The Permittee shall conform to all Ministry of Environment approval,
licence and permit conditions, as well as requirements under the Wildlife
Act. Should the Permittee not conform to these conditions, then all or
part of the security may be used to fulfill these requirements.

Land Use
The surface of the land and watercourses shall be reclaimed to the following land
use: FILL IN LAND USE.

3.

Productivity
The level of land productivity to be achieved on reclaimed areas shall not be less
than existed prior to mining on an average property basis unless the Permittee
can provide evidence which demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the Chief
Inspector, the impracticality of doing so.

4.

Revegetation
Land shall be re-vegetated to a self-sustaining state using appropriate plant
species.

5.

6.

Use of Suitable Growth Medium
(a)

On all lands to be revegetated, the growth medium shall satisfy land use,
productivity, and water quality objectives. Topsoil and overburden (to
rooting depth) shall be removed from operational areas prior to any
disturbance of the land and stockpiled separately on the property for use
in reclamation programs, unless the Permittee can provide evidence
which demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the Chief Inspector, that
reclamation objectives can otherwise be achieved.

(b)

No topsoil shall be removed from the property without the specific written
permission of the Inspector of Mines.

Buffer Zones and Berms
Buffer zones and/or berms shall be established between the mine and the
property boundary unless exempted in writing by the Inspector of Mines.
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7.

Sand & Gravel (1980) Ltd

Permit No.G-9-9

Thursday, January 15, 1981

Treatment of Structures and Equipment
Prior to abandonment, and unless the Chief Inspector has made a ruling
otherwise, such as heritage project consideration or industrial use,

8.

all machinery, equipment and building superstructures shall be
removed,

(b)

concrete foundations shall be covered and revegetated unless,
because of demonstrated impracticality, they have been exempted
by the Inspector, and

(c)

all scrap material shall be disposed of in a manner acceptable to
the Inspector.

Watercourses
(a)

(b)

9.

(a)

Watercourses shall be reclaimed to a condition that ensures
(1)

long-term water quality is maintained to a standard acceptable to
the Chief Inspector,

(2)

drainage is restored either to original watercourses or to new
watercourses which will sustain themselves without maintenance,
and

(3)

use and productivity objectives are achieved and the level of
productivity shall not be less than existed prior to mining unless
the Permittee can provide evidence which demonstrates, to the
satisfaction of the Chief Inspector, the impracticality of doing so.

Water which flows from disturbed areas shall be collected and diverted
into settling ponds.

Roads
(a)

All roads shall be reclaimed in accordance with land use objectives
unless permanent access is required to be maintained.
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(b)

10.

Sand & Gravel (1980) Ltd

Permit No.G-9-9

Thursday, January 15, 1981

Individual roads will be exempted from the requirement for total
reclamation under condition 9(a) if either:
(1)

the Permittee can demonstrate that an agency of the Crown has
explicitly accepted responsibility for the operation, maintenance
and ultimate deactivation and abandonment of the road, or

(2)

the Permittee can demonstrate that another private party has
explicitly agreed to accept responsibility for the operation,
maintenance and ultimate deactivation and abandonment of the
road and has, in this regard, agreed to comply with all the terms
and conditions, including bonding provisions, of this reclamation
permit, and to comply with all other relevant provincial government
(and federal government) regulatory requirements.

Disposal of Fuels and Toxic Chemicals
Fuels, chemicals or reagents which cannot be returned to the
manufacturer/supplier are to be disposed of as directed by the Chief Inspector in
compliance with municipal, regional, provincial and federal statutes.

11.

Temporary Shutdown
If this sand and gravel pit ceases operation for a period longer than one year the
Permittee shall either continue to carry out the conditions of the permit or apply
for an amendment setting out a revised program for approval by the Chief
Inspector.

12.

Safety Provisions
All safety and other provisions of the Mines Act shall be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Chief Inspector.

13.

Monitoring
The Permittee shall undertake monitoring programs, as required by the Inspector
of Mines, to demonstrate that reclamation objectives are being achieved.
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14.

Sand & Gravel (1980) Ltd

Permit No.G-9-9

Thursday, January 15, 1981

Alterations to the Program
Substantial changes to the program must be submitted to the Inspector of Mines
for approval.

15.

Notice of Closure
Pursuant to Part 10.6.1 of the Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in
British Columbia, a Notice of Completion of Work shall be filed with the Inspector
of Mines not less than seven days prior to cessation of work.

16.

Annual Report
Annual reports shall be submitted in a form and containing the information as and
if required by the Inspector of Mines.

17.

Site Stability
a)

The inspector shall be advised in writing at the earliest opportunity of any
unforeseen conditions that could adversely affect the extraction of
materials, site stability, erosion control or the reclamation of the site.

b)

The stability of the slopes shall be maintained at all times and erosion
shall be controlled at all times.

c)

The discovery of any significant subsurface flows of water, seeps,
substantial amounts of fine textured, soils, silts and clays, shall be
reported to the inspector as soon as possible and work shall cease until
the inspector advises otherwise.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS:

DOC ID 0225
Permit G‐9‐186 issued to
Sand & Gravel Ltd. (1981‐01‐05)

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
MINISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES AND PETROLEUM RESOURCES

SAND AND GRAVEL PERMIT
APPROVING WORK SYSTEM AND RECLAMATION PROGRAM
(Issued pursuant to Section 10 of the Mines Act R.S.B.C. 1996, C.293)

Permit:

Mine No.:0900011

G-9-186

Issued to: V1-PERSONAL WITNESS
INFORMATION

for work located at the following property:
Gravel Pit
L 1 S 19 TP 83 R 18 West of the 6th Meridian Peace River DP 23762

This approval and permit is subject to the appended conditions.

Issued this 7th day of June in the year 2010.

___
Chief Inspector of Mines

Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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Permit No.G-9-186

June 7, 2010

PREAMBLE
Notice of intention to commence work on a sand and gravel pit, including a plan of the
proposed work system and a program for the protection and reclamation of the surface
of the land and watercourses affected by the Notice of Work dated March 26, 2010 was
filed with Front Counter BC April 30, 2010 and was filed with regional the Inspector of
Mines on May 3, 2010.
This permit contains the requirements of the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources for reclamation. It is also compatible, to the extent possible, with the
requirements of other provincial ministries for reclamation issues. The amount of
security required by this permit, and the manner in which this security may be applied,
will also reflect the requirements of those ministries. Nothing in this permit, however,
limits the authority of other provincial ministries to set other conditions, or to act
independently, under their respective permits and legislation.
Decisions made by staff of the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources will
be made in consultation with other ministries.
CONDITIONS
The Chief Inspector of Mines (Chief Inspector) hereby approves the work plan and the
program for protection and reclamation of the land surface and watercourses subject to
compliance with the following conditions:
1.

Reclamation Security
(a)

The owner, agent or manager (herein called the Permittee) shall maintain
with the Minister of Finance securities in the amount of twenty thousand
dollars ($20,000). The security will be held by the Minister of Finance for
the proper performance of the approved program and all the conditions of
this permit in a manner satisfactory to the Chief Inspector.

(b)

The Permittee shall conform to all forest tenure requirements of the
Ministry of Forests.
Should the Permittee not conform to these
requirements then all or part of the security may be used to cover the
costs of these requirements.

(c)

The Permittee shall conform to all Ministry of Environment approval,
licence and permit conditions, as well as requirements under the Wildlife
Act. Should the Permittee not conform to these conditions, then all or
part of the security may be used to fulfill these requirements.

Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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2.

Permit No.G-9-186

June 7, 2010

Land Use
The surface of the land and watercourses shall be reclaimed to the following land
use: Wildlife.

3.

Productivity
The level of land productivity to be achieved on reclaimed areas shall not be less
than existed prior to mining on an average property basis unless the Permittee
can provide evidence which demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the Chief
Inspector, the impracticality of doing so.

4.

Revegetation
Land shall be re-vegetated to a self-sustaining state using appropriate plant
species.

5.

6.

Use of Suitable Growth Medium
(a)

On all lands to be revegetated, the growth medium shall satisfy land use,
productivity, and water quality objectives. Topsoil and overburden (to
rooting depth) shall be removed from operational areas prior to any
disturbance of the land and stockpiled separately on the property for use
in reclamation programs, unless the Permittee can provide evidence
which demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the Chief Inspector, that
reclamation objectives can otherwise be achieved.

(b)

No topsoil shall be removed from the property without the specific written
permission of the District Inspector.

Buffer Zones and Berms
Buffer zones and/or berms shall be established between the mine and the
property boundary unless exempted in writing by the District Inspector.

7.

Treatment of Structures and Equipment
Prior to abandonment, and unless the Chief Inspector has made a ruling
otherwise, such as heritage project consideration or industrial use,
(a)

all machinery, equipment and building superstructures shall be
removed,

Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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8.

June 7, 2010

(b)

concrete foundations shall be covered and revegetated unless,
because of demonstrated impracticality, they have been exempted
by the Inspector, and

(c)

all scrap material shall be disposed of in a manner acceptable to
the Inspector.

Watercourses
(a)

(b)

9.

Permit No.G-9-186

Watercourses shall be reclaimed to a condition that ensures
(1)

long-term water quality is maintained to a standard acceptable to
the Chief Inspector,

(2)

drainage is restored either to original watercourses or to new
watercourses which will sustain themselves without maintenance,
and

(3)

use and productivity objectives are achieved and the level of
productivity shall not be less than existed prior to mining unless
the Permittee can provide evidence which demonstrates, to the
satisfaction of the Chief Inspector, the impracticality of doing so.

Water which flows from disturbed areas shall be collected and diverted
into settling ponds.

Roads
(a)

All roads shall be reclaimed in accordance with land use objectives unless
permanent access is required to be maintained.

(b)

Individual roads will be exempted from the requirement for total
reclamation under condition 9(a) if either:
(1)

the Permittee can demonstrate that an agency of the Crown has
explicitly accepted responsibility for the operation, maintenance
and ultimate deactivation and abandonment of the road, or

(2)

the Permittee can demonstrate that another private party has
explicitly agreed to accept responsibility for the operation,
maintenance and ultimate deactivation and abandonment of the
road and has, in this regard, agreed to comply with all the terms
and conditions, including bonding provisions, of this reclamation
permit, and to comply with all other relevant provincial government
(and federal government) regulatory requirements.

Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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10.

Permit No.G-9-186

June 7, 2010

Disposal of Fuels and Toxic Chemicals
Fuels, chemicals or reagents which cannot be returned to the
manufacturer/supplier are to be disposed of as directed by the Chief Inspector in
compliance with municipal, regional, provincial and federal statutes.

11.

Temporary Shutdown
If this sand and gravel pit ceases operation for a period longer than one year the
Permittee shall either continue to carry out the conditions of the permit or apply
for an amendment setting out a revised program for approval by the Chief
Inspector.

12.

Safety Provisions
All safety and other provisions of the Mines Act shall be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Chief Inspector.

13.

Monitoring
The Permittee shall undertake monitoring programs, as required by the District
Inspector, to demonstrate that reclamation objectives are being achieved.

14.

Alterations to the Program
Substantial changes to the program must be submitted to the District Inspector
for approval.

15.

Notice of Closure
Pursuant to Part 10.6.1 of the Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in
British Columbia, a Notice of Completion of Work shall be filed with the District
Inspector not less than seven days prior to cessation of work.

16.

Annual Report
Annual reports shall be submitted in a form and containing the information as and
if required by the District Inspector.

17.

Site Stability
a)

The inspector shall be advised in writing at the earliest opportunity of any
unforeseen conditions that could adversely affect the extraction of
materials, site stability, erosion control or the reclamation of the site.

Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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18.

Permit No.G-9-186

June 7, 2010

b)

The stability of the slopes shall be maintained at all times and erosion
shall be controlled at all times.

c)

The discovery of any significant subsurface flows of water, seeps,
substantial amounts of fine textured, soils, silts and clays, shall be
reported to the inspector as soon as possible and work shall cease until
the inspector advises otherwise.

Training and Orientation
The manager shall ensure that all workers are adequately trained to do their job or
are working under the guidance of someone who has competency both in the job
and in giving instruction, and ensure that all employees receive thorough
orientation and basic instruction in safe work practices.
The manager shall maintain a record of all training workers and supervisors have
received, and make this record available to an inspector upon request.

19.

Hazards and Confined Spaces
The Manager shall ensure hazardous areas and confined spaces on the mine site
are identified and documented in a formal report. Confined spaces shall be clearly
marked near the entrances to the confined space. Upon completion of the report,
the report shall be provided to all emergency responders (police, fire, ambulance,
etc.) that may potentially enter the mine site.

20.

Guarding of Equipment:
Unless situated so as to prevent a person coming into accidental contact with it,
every drive belt, chain, rope or pulley, sprocket, flywheel, geared wheel and every
opening through which any belt, pulley or wheel operates, and every bolt, key, set
screw and every part of any wheel or other revolving part that projects unevenly
from the surface shall be effectively enclosed, covered, or guarded

21.

Haulage Roads:
The Manager shall ensure that haulage roads are designed, constructed and
maintained to provide:
(a)
a travel width where dual lane traffic exists, of not less than 3 times the
width of the widest haulage vehicle used on the road, or where single lane
traffic exists, of not less than 2 times the width of the widest haulage
vehicle used on the road, and

Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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(b)

22.

Permit No.G-9-186

June 7, 2010

a shoulder berm at least 3/4 of the height of the largest tire on any vehicle
hauling on the road, located and maintained along the edge of the
haulage road wherever a drop-off greater than 3 m exists.

Emergency Response Plan:
An emergency response plan shall be developed and implemented prior to
commencement of exploration activities.
In addition to addressing daily
operational issues, the plan shall specifically address emergency evacuation of
personnel due to injury and forest fire hazard. All persons on the mine site shall be
familiar with the ERP. The plan shall be available on site for review.

23.

Access Control
The Manager shall ensure, pursuant to section 1.3 of the Health, Safety and
Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia, other than an inspector, only
persons authorized by the manager shall enter or be permitted to enter the mine
site. This shall be accomplished through the use of locked gates or other suitable
means. In addition, notice to this effect shall be posted at all road entrances to the
mine.

24.

Environmental Protection:
Silt laden water shall be suitably contained on site and not be allowed free access
to any watercourse or stream.
Erosion shall be suitably managed and controlled eliminating or minimizing
environmental impacts.
Dust originating from the mine site shall be controlled at the source. Dust shall not
be allowed to impact adjacent private properties.
All roads shall be appropriately constructed and top dressed such that dust is
controlled. A sprinkler system or water truck shall be utilized to ensure dust
control.
Excessive noise shall be controlled at the source. Adequate mufflers shall be
utilized on equipment to eliminate excessive noise.

25.

Authorizations from Other Agencies:
a)

26.

The Permittee is responsible for obtaining all permits and authorizations
as required from other government agencies and complying with terms
and conditions as set out by those agencies.

Compliance:
All activities on the mine site shall comply with terms and conditions listed in:

Sand & Gravel Ltd.
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Permit No.G-9-186

June 7, 2010

a)

the Mines Act,

b)

the Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British
Columbia,

c)

the Metal Leaching and Acid Rock Drainage Guidelines for Mines
in British Columbia, and

d)

the Handbook For Mineral and Coal Exploration in British
Columbia

Fuels and Lubricants
Fuels and Lubricants, if stored on the mine site, shall conform to the requirements
of the Field Guide to Fuel Handling, Transportation, and Storage .
The permittee shall develop and implement a hydrocarbon management plan that
deals with fueling, operational servicing, spill prevention and clean-up for fuels and
lubricants stored on or off the mine site. The plan shall account for the following:
i)

Fuel and lubricants shall be delivered to site as needed to resupply and oil tanks on mobile and fixed equipment.

ii)

Impermeable, oil absorbent matting shall be used when refueling
and servicing equipment.

iii)

While refueling the operator shall be in control of the refueling
nozzle at all times.

iv)

If any Petroleum, hydrocarbon or other product (no matter how
small) is spilled the contaminated soil/gravels shall be forthwith
collected and removed for appropriate disposal.

v)

Fuel or oil leaks on equipment shall be effectively repaired as
soon as they are discovered or the equipment shall be removed
from the site and not operated until repairs have been made.

An emergency spill containment and clean up kit shall be maintained at the site while it is
in operation. The kit shall have the capacity to contain and clean up 100% of a spill from
a failure of the largest volume of a fuel or lubricant tank or system plus 10%.

DOC ID 0226
Permit G‐118 issued to
Sand and Gravel Ltd. (1974‐05‐31)

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

DOC ID 0243
BGC Engineering Inc.
Site C Downstream Fish Habitat
Mitigation, Slope Hazard Assessment
dated January 27, 2017

Suite 500 - 980 Howe Street, Vancouver, BC Canada V6Z 0C8
Telephone (604) 684-5900 Fax (604) 684-5909

Project Memorandum
To:

BC Hydro

Doc. No.:

SC17-05

Attention:

Wim Van Gassen, Dave Hunter

cc:

Andrew Watson

From:

Andrew Mitchell

Date:

January 27,
2017

Subject:

Site C Downstream Fish Habitat Mitigation, Slope Hazard Assessment

Project No.:

0521016-08

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Site C Clean Energy Project was granted a provincial Environmental Assessment Certificate
and a Federal Decision Statement in November 2014. These approvals were contingent on a
number of conditions, including mitigation of potential adverse effects to fish habitat associated
with changes in the Peace River downstream of the project area. BC Hydro retained Northwest
Hydraulic Consultants (NHC), and their geotechnical sub-consultant AMEC Foster Wheeler
(AMEC), to undertake a detailed design for fish habitat mitigation downstream of the proposed
dam site.
BC Hydro retained BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) to undertake an independent desktop review of
the existing slope hazards on the north bank of the Peace River adjacent to the proposed fish
habitat mitigation works. This study has examined the baseline stability and erosion conditions
where private property could be impacted by erosion or landslides in the absence of any of the
proposed changes to the downstream conditions associated with the Site C dam or proposed fish
habitat mitigation. The area considered for this study is shown in Drawing 01.
This work was authorized by Wim Van Gassen of BC Hydro and was carried out under the terms
of the existing Consulting Services Agreement BCO 63795 between BGC and BC Hydro.

2.0

BACKGROUND

This desktop assessment has made use of information gathered by NHC to support the fish
habitat mitigation design, as well as previous assessments undertaken by BGC and publically
available information.
2.1.

NHC Downstream Fish Habitat Mitigation Design

NHC submitted a draft detailed design memorandum for fish habitat mitigation for both the left
and right banks of the Peace River from approximately River Kilometre 108 to 111 (NHC 2016).
The design packages have been separated into the left and right bank areas, referred to as
Site 109L and Site 108R, respectively. The design work focused on four objectives:
1. Reduce potential fish stranding sites.
2. Maintain wetted channel areas and side-channel connectivity.

BC Hydro
Site C Downstream Fish Habitat Mitigation, Slope Hazard Assessment

January 27, 2017
Project No.: 0521016-08

3. Provide refuge areas for fish.
4. Provide cover and substrates to support various life stages for the fish species present.
The general approach of the habitat mitigation design is to use cut and fill excavation. Shallow
water areas that could be dewatered at low operational flows will be filled using material excavated
from areas further from shore where channels will be deepened to provide constant flow, even at
low water levels.
Side Channels A, C and E in Site 109L are adjacent to private property on the north bank of the
Peace River, shown in Drawing 01. A geotechnical assessment was undertaken by AMEC Foster
Wheeler as part of the NHC design work, which included visual observations and photographs of
the river banks in the Site 109L area.
2.2.

Previous BGC Assessments

A shoreline classification system was previously developed by BGC and BC Hydro to describe
current conditions and the degree of potential change to slope stability caused by reservoir
operations, and to illustrate the distribution of shoreline segments where limited to significant
change would be anticipated (BGC 2012). This work was done for the reservoir operating area,
and did not extend to the downstream area considered in the current assessment. Shoreline
segments were assigned to one or more shoreline erodibility classes based on the material type
at the current river level, summarized in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1. Shoreline Erodibility Classes.
Shoreline
Erodibility Class

Applicable to

Additional Notes

1

Bedrock

Shaftsbury shale in the current study area

2

Sand and gravel [SG]

Modern fluvuial deposits in the current study
area

3

Bedrock colluvium [BC]

n/a

4

Overburden colluvium [OC]

n/a

5

Interbedded sand, silt and clay [ISC]

Shoreline segments were also assigned to one or more landslide hazard classes, as shown in the
following table. The original shoreline classification had additional landslide hazard classes for
high bank slopes (those over 75 m in height), however, there are none present in the current study
area immediately adjacent to the river shoreline, so they are not summarized in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2. Landslide Hazard Classes for Low Bank Slopes (10 - 75 m high).
Landslide
Hazard Class

A

B

Definition

Additional Notes

Potential for landslides in
bedrock with volumes
3
>10,000 m and generally
limited velocities.

Total landslide volume may include overlying
overburden.
Peak landslide velocities would typically be less
than13 m/month and are unlikely to exceed 1.8
m/hr, but could exceed 5 m/s where rock falls.
initiate on near-vertical slopes

Potential for landslides in
overburden with volumes
3
>10,000 m and possible
extremely rapid velocities.

Peak landslide velocities would typically be less than
13 m/month but could exceed 5 m/s where flow
slides are generated.

Bedrock landslides from low bank slopes associated with Landslide Hazard Class A are rare and
typically comprise rock falls, toppling, and shallow slumping along steep valley relaxation joints.
Overburden landslides from low bank slopes associated with Landslide Hazard Class B typically
comprise shallow translational and rotational landslides and earth flows.
One of three landslide likelihood classes was assigned to each landslide hazard class for each
shoreline segment, as defined in the following table.
Table 2-3. Landslide Likelihood Classes.
Landslide
Likelihood
Class

Annual Probability

Two star (**)

>1:100

One star (*)

1:100 to 1:1,000

No star

3.0

Additional Notes
Likely to occur over 100 years of reservoir operation

<1:1,000

Possible over 100 years of reservoir operation
Unlikely to occur over 100 years of reservoir operation

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

This desktop assessment consisted of:
•
•
•
•

Review of available literature and documentation relating to the geologic materials and
processes in the study area.
Review of previous work in the area undertaken by BGC and NHC.
Analysis of Airborne LiDAR Scanning (ALS) change detection to locate areas that have
been actively moving or eroding in the period from 2006 to 2015.
Segmentation of the river bank along Site 109L where it is on private property and assign
landslide hazard and likelihood classes along with a shoreline erodibility class for each
segment consistent with the classes shown in Table 2-1.
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There have been a number of investigations into the regional geology of the Peace River near
Fort St John which were reviewed by BGC as part of developing the preliminary reservoir impact
lines (BGC 2012). The area has Cretaceous age sedimentary bedrock overlain by Quaternary
glacial, interglacial and fluvial deposits consisting of primarily interbedded sands, silts and clays,
till, and sand and gravel. The present day Peace River has incised over 200 m through the
Quaternary deposits, and into the underlying bedrock in places. Land use in the Old Fort area is
primarily residential, with detached houses sited on cleared lots, and undeveloped land, primarily
vegetated with deciduous trees.
The Old Fort area examined in this study is characterized by an overburden terrace overlain in
places by colluvium. Shaftsbury shale is exposed on the river bank at the upstream end of the
study area for approximately 300 m along the bank (NHC 2016). The terrace consists of
Quaternary glaciolacustrine sediments, primarily silts and clays (NHC 2016). A large deposit of
a landslide, likely originating in the Shaftsbury shale, overlies part of the terrace at the river bank,
labelled as the “Old Fort Landslide” in Drawing 01.
Limited information on the geology of the area was obtained from aquifer mapping and water well
records obtained from the BC Water Resources Atlas (BC Ministry of Environment), included as
Appendix A. There is a mapped unconsolidated sand and gravel aquifer overlain by till and
glaciolacustrine deposits in the study area (aquifer reference number 0444). This is supported
by six water well drilling logs found in the study area. Four of the six logs indicated a water bearing
gravel layer encountered 20.1 m to 30.5 m below ground surface extending to a depth between
33.5 m to 36.6 m below ground surface, overlain by primarily fine grained sediment. The other
two wells in the study area were completed at 5.2 m and 12.2 m below ground surface, which
would imply the wells were completed in sand or gravel layers within the glacial deposits.
A large landslide deposit is present in the study area, referred to as the Old Fort Landslide in this
report. The landslide scarp is on the slope below the Fort St John sewage lagoons, approximately
250 m above the river level and 1,200 m away, and the deposit extends to the edge of the Peace
River, along the area defined as Side Channel C in the NHC design report. The landslide deposit
has been identified as “moving slowly” in a previous assessment of the area (AGRA 1999). The
colluvial material in the Old Fort Landslide deposit was identified as weathered shale during
observations of a property located on the toe of the deposit (BGC 2016a).
4.2.

Change Detection Analysis

Change detection analysis of 3D point cloud datasets to detect topographic changes involves
three main steps: aligning the datasets to one another, analyzing the difference between the
datasets, and filtering the results. BGC has carried out a topographic change detection analysis
on ALS datasets obtained in 2006 and 2015 of an approximately 750 km2 area encompassing the
proposed Site C reservoir and, coincidentally, a small segment of the Peace River Valley
Downstream Fish Habitat Mitigation Slope Hazards Memo.docx
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extending downstream of the dam site to just east of Old Fort. Greater detail on this process is
given in the Airborne LiDAR Scanning Change Detection Analysis memo (BGC 2016b).
This analysis was carried out to help identify areas of slope movement and erosion in the general
reservoir area over the nine-year interval between data collection. The ALS change detection
shows both natural and anthropogenic changes. Positive change is indicative of deposition or
bulging material, or placement of fill. Negative change indicates erosion or slumping, or removal
of material from cut slopes. The results for the Old Fort area are shown in Drawing 02.
4.3.

Downstream Shoreline Classification

The shoreline materials, defined in Table 2-1, along the study section were estimated from review
of the available data. Along Side Channel C two materials are indicated to show that the bank at
river level could comprise either in-place glaciolacustrine sediments or the overlying bedrock
colluvium of the OId Fort Landslide. Shoreline segments were assigned to one or more landslide
hazard classes and assigned a likelihood class as defined in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3,
respectively. The landslide likelihood was estimated based on the ALS change detection, with
areas showing active movement or toe erosion being rated higher, and based on the channel
morphology, with areas where the channel is directly against steep, erodible slopes being rated
higher than areas where there is a depositional feature on the edge of the channel.

5.0

DISCUSSION

5.1.

Landslide and Erosion Hazards Under Current Conditions

The area with the highest potential for landslide activity is along Side Channel C. Side Channel
C is at the toe of the Old Fort Landslide deposit, and the change detection analysis indicates there
is active movement of small failures along the toe of the landslide deposit. These small failures
along the banks of the river are likely to persist if the slopes are left in their current condition.
There is also a hazard of the Old Fort Landslide having a period of reactivation which could result
in a surge of movement. A reactivation could be damaging to the infrastructure and residences
present on the landslide deposit. Such a surge of movement could be triggered by an upslope
failure loading the head of the landslide area, increased pore water pressures along the basal
surface of the slide, or ongoing failures at the toe reducing the toe support. The limited information
on this landslide makes assessing the probability of reactivation difficult.
There is evidence of significant erosion and associated slumping along the river bank at the
western end of Side Channel E in both the ALS change detection and the aerial imagery of the
site. The area is on an outer bend of the side channel, which results in greater river flow velocities,
and the exposed glaciolacustrine material is prone to erosion. In this area the magnitude of
failures is expected to be limited by the height of the river bank (approximately 15 m), as the
terrace above has very little slope.
Landslides with limited volume could also be triggered in other locations in the study area where
similar steep banks are adjacent to the river channel. The ALS change detection is not indicating
Downstream Fish Habitat Mitigation Slope Hazards Memo.docx
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significant change in other areas within the current study boundaries, but an increase in erosion
along the bank, changes in ground water conditions, or ongoing weathering of the banks could
result in increased landslide activity in these locations.
5.2.

Potential Effects of Channel Works

The NHC habitat mitigation plan includes deepening some channels while infilling others.
Deepening channels could remove toe support, potentially destabilizing marginally stable areas
upslope. Alternatively, infilling channels could buttress slopes above, and inhibit fluvial erosion
from affecting the banks. There is the potential for rapid drawdown conditions on the banks during
reservoir operation for channels that are deepened. This stability condition should be considered
in the assessment of future works. A detailed assessment of the likely stability conditions
following the proposed fish habitat mitigation is beyond the scope of the current assessment.

6.0

CONCLUSIONS

There is a background level of landslide hazard in the Old Fort Area resulting from active and
historic erosion by the Peace River, and geologic materials that are prone to landslides. The
habitat mitigation design prepared by NHC should be reviewed at the areas identified as higher
hazard for instabilities under current conditions.
A potential reactivation and surge of the Old Fort Landslide is the highest consequence event in
the area that was identified in BGC’s review. Any site alteration that would have a potential
adverse effect on the stability conditions at this location should be avoided if possible. Even if the
proposed habitat mitigation has a net neutral or even net positive effect on the stability at the river
level, a residual hazard of reactivation of the Old Fort Landslide will exist due to the possibility of
upslope failures or hydrologic changes destabilizing areas higher on the slide deposit. Better
understanding the current stability conditions of the Old Fort Landslide deposit through
geotechnical drilling and instrumentation and ongoing LiDAR change detection monitoring would
allow for a more informed estimate of the hazard and risk that the site poses.
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7.0 CLOSURE
BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) prepared this document for the account of BC Hydro. The material

in it reflects the judgment of BGC staff in light of the information available to BGC at the time of
document preparation. Any use which a third party makes of this document or any reliance on
decisions to be based on it is the responsibility of such third parties. BGC accepts no responsibility
for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on
this document.
As a mutual protection to our client, the public, and ourselves, all documents and drawings are
submitted for the confidential information of our client for a specific project. Authorization for any
use and/or publication of this document or any data, statements, conclusions or abstracts from or
regarding our documents and drawings, through any form of print or electronic media, including
without limitation, posting or reproduction of same on any website, is reserved pending BGC's
written approval. A record copy of this document is on file at BGC. That copy takes precedence
over any other copy or reproduction of this document.
Yours sincerely,

BGC ENGINEERING INC.
per:

Andrew Mitchell, M.A.Sc., P.Eng.

Geotechnical Engineer

Reviewed by:
Michael Porter, M.Eng., P.Eng.

Principal Geological Engineer

AM/MJP/pb/mm
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AQUIFER CLASSIFICATION WORKSHEET

DATE: May 19, 2011
AQUIFER REFERENCE NUMBER: 0444
AQUIFER LOCATION: Vicinity of Fort St John and Charlie Lake – Peace River Land
District.
NTS MAP SHEET: 93 A 02
BCGS MAP SHEET: 094 A.25 / 26 / 27

CLASSIFICATION:

II B

RANKING VALUE:

12

Aquifer Size:
The area is approximately 75.5 km2.
Aquifer Boundaries:
This unconsolidated aquifer has been delineated on the basis of well development only. It
overlies the bedrock aquifer 451 and the boundaries are difficult to establish because some wells
receive water from both aquifers. It extends from the south-western side of Charlie Lake until a
little creek named Crawford Coulee, its eastern boundary. The aquifer 444 is more an aquifer
system and is not present in the whole area, forming a series of smaller aquifers, communicating
through channels of hundreds meters wide.
Geologic Formation (overlying):
The area is largely covered by glacial deposits. The extreme north part as well as the southern
part are covered by glacio-lacustrine deposits and a small area in the centre of the area is covered
by fluvioglacial materials. These deposits are extensively overlaid by glacial fill. The southern
part contains glacial fill dating from the penultimate interglaciation and the northern part
contains glacial fill dating from the last interglaciation.
Glacial deposits consist of till and stony silty clay, locally including some lacustrine material.
Glacio-lacustrine deposits consist of clay, silt, minor sand and shoreline gravel. Fluvioglacial
deposits consist of gravel and sand. Valley fill is composed of gravel, sand, silt and clay (Yeager
and Brown, 1978, Map 1460A).

Geologic Formation (aquifer):
The well log records report soils composed of sand, gravel, boulders and till. The elaboration of
a cross-section from the well log records has highlighted the extensive presence of lenses of clay
at every depth. This explains such a wide range of static water levels in the well log records.
Several levels of aquifer occur in this area, but they all communicate.
Confined/Unconfined:
The aquifer is confined by clay, till and locally silt. The confining layer has two windows of
vulnerability reported.
Vulnerability:
Moderate. The geometric mean depth to static water level is 11.9 m (39 feet). The range of
thickness of the confining layer in the well records ranges from 0 to 161.5 m (0 to 530 feet). The
geometric mean thickness of the confining layer is 8.8 m (29 ft) and the median thickness of the
confining layer is 17.7 m (58 ft). The permeability of the overlying formation is low (clay and
till). Two windows of vulnerability have been identified in the extent of the aquifer.

Productivity:
The productivity is moderate with yields ranging from 0.06 L/s (1 USgpm) to 5 L/s (80 USgpm).
The median and geometric mean of yields are repectively 0.38 and 0.3 L/s (6 and 5 USgpm). In
our opinion most wells could produce more water with a properly designed screen intake. Well
WTN # 42283 is reported to produce 0.6 L/s (9 USgpm) with no drawdown which indicates the
well may produce more water.
Depth to Water Table:
The geometric mean static water level is 11.9 m (39 ft). The median static water level is 12.8 m
(42 ft) and the range of static water level is 3 to 36.6 m (10 to 120 ft).

Direction of Groundwater Flow:
There is not enough data to determine with certainly the flow direction. The topography shows
the area sloping down 0.5% to the east.
Recharge:
The aquifer could be recharged by direct infiltration from Charlie Lake and by the precipitation.

Domestic Well Density:
The domestic well density is low, with 1 well for every 2.3 km2.
Type of Water Use:
Most of the wells are reported as domestic, however, some of them show a commercial use.
Reliance on Source:
This aquifer overlay the bedrock aquifer 451. It is present underneath the northern part of the
aquifer. The southern part of the aquifer 444 is close to the Peace River, that could be used for
other purposes than drinking water.
Conflicts Between Users:
None documented.
Quantity Concerns (type, source, level of concern):
No quantity concerns are noted in the well records.
Quality Concerns (type, source, level of concern):
One well (064A.026.3.3.1 #18) reported a hard water as well as a high rate of iron.
Comments:
The geometric mean depth of water wells in the aquifer is 32.6 m (107 ft). The median depth of
wells is 31.7 m (104 ft) and the range of well depths is from 15.2 to 167.6 m (17 to 550 ft).
The statistics quoted for this aquifer are based on a total of 32 water well records.
References:
Bernardinucci J. and K. Ronneseth, 2002. Guide to Using the BC Aquifer Classification Maps
for the Protection and Management of Groundwater. BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air
Protection, Water Air and Climate Change Branch, Water Protection Section.
Yeager F.S. and Brown D.G. 1978. Map 1460A. Surficial Geology of Charlie Lake, BC.
Geological Survey of Canada. NTS File 93 B.
Massey, N.W.D et Al., 2005. Digital Geology Map of British Columbia: Whole Province.
Geoscience BC, Map 2009-4-1, scale 1:500,000.

AQUIFER CLASSIFICATION AND RANKING
AQUIFER LOCATION: Vicinity of Fort St John and Charlie Lake – Peace River Land
District.
AQUIFER REFERENCE NUMBER: 0444
AQUIFER TYPE: Unconsolidated

CLASSIFICATION:

II B

RANKING VALUE:

12

Classification Component:
Level of Development: Moderate (moderate productivity and low demand).
Level of Vulnerability: Moderate (few windows of vulnerability reported in confining layer).

Ranking Component

Ranking value

Productivity
Vulnerability
Area
Demand
Type of Use
Quantity
Quality

2
2
3
1
3
0
1

Total

12

Statistical Analysis of Well Data for Aquifer 0444

Total number of wells available for statistical analysis: 32

Well
Depth
(ft.)

Depth to
Water
(ft.)

Depth to
Bedrock
(ft.)

Reported
Est. Well
Yield
(USgpm)

Number of Wells

32

16

0

21

Est.
Thickness of
Confining
Materials
(ft.)
27

Maximum

550

120

N/A

80

530

Minimum

17

10

N/A

1

0

Average

137

52

N/A

11

84

Median

104

42

N/A

5

58

Geometric Mean

107

39

N/A

6

29

* The bedrock aquifer 451 is located underneath the aquifer 444. To find information about the
bedrock depth in the extent of the aquifer 444 please refer to the worksheet Aquifer 451.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 39966

Construction Date: 1978-06-29 00:00:00

Owner: V1-PERSONAL
WITNESS
INFORMATION

Driller: I . & M.

Address: OLD FORT

Plate Attached By:

Drilling

Well Identification Plate Number:

Where Plate Attached:
Area: FORT ST JOHN
PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
WELL LOCATION:

Well Yield:

PEACE RIVER Land District

Development Method:

District Lot:

Pump Test Info Flag:

Plan: 14194 Lot: 1

Township: 83 Section: 18 Range:
Indian Reserve:

Meridian:

18

Block: 1

Quarter:

0 (Driller's Estimate)

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level:

Island:
BCGS Number (NAD 83): 094A026221 Well: 2 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well:

Colour:

Subclass of Well:

Odour:

Orientation of Well:

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID:

Licence General Status: UNLICENSED

Water Chemistry Info Flag:

Well Use: Unknown Well Use

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Site Info (SEAM):

Observation Well Status:
Construction Method: Drilled

Water Utility:

Diameter: 4.5 inches

Water Supply System Name:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Well Name:

https://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/wells/wellsreport1.do

10/11/2016
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Well Depth: 120 feet
Elevation:

0

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

SURFACE SEAL:

inches

Flag:

Well Cap Type:
Bedrock Depth:

Material:
feet

Method:

Lithology Info Flag:

Depth (ft):

File Info Flag:

Thickness (in):

Sieve Info Flag:
Screen Info Flag:

WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Reason For Closure:

Site Info Details:

Method of Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Closure Sealant Material:

Other Info Details:

Closure Backfill Material:
Details of Closure:

Screen from

to feet

Type

Slot Size

Casing from

to feet

Diameter

Material

Drive Shoe

GENERAL REMARKS:
LOW IN IRON, MUD CLOGGED

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

26 Ft.

brown clay and rock mix

From

26 to

29 Ft.

hard stringer

From

29 to

70 Ft.

rock

From

70 to

78 Ft.

very hard stringer

From

78 to

120 Ft.

gravel and rock

• Return to Main
• Return to Search Options
• Return to Search Criteria
Information Disclaimer
The Province disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy of information provided.
Information provided should not be used as a basis for making financial or any other
commitments.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 46054

Construction Date: 1980-09-09 00:00:00

Owner:

Driller: B. & W. Drilling

V1-PERSONAL
WITNESS
INFORMATION
Address: OLD FORT

Well Identification Plate Number:
Plate Attached By:
Where Plate Attached:

Area: FORT ST JOHN
PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
WELL LOCATION:

Well Yield:

PEACE RIVER Land District

Development Method:

District Lot:

Pump Test Info Flag:

Plan: 14194 Lot: 1

Township: 83 Section: 18 Range:
Indian Reserve:

Meridian:

18

Block: 2

8 (Driller's Estimate) Gallons per Minute (U.S./Imperial)

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level: 60 feet

Quarter:
Island:

BCGS Number (NAD 83): 094A026221 Well: 1 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well:

Colour:

Subclass of Well:

Odour:

Orientation of Well:

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID:

Licence General Status: UNLICENSED

Water Chemistry Info Flag:

Well Use: Unknown Well Use

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Site Info (SEAM):

Observation Well Status:
Construction Method: Unknown Constru

Water Utility:

Diameter: 6.0 inches

Water Supply System Name:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Well Name:

Well Depth: 110 feet
Elevation:

0

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

inches

SURFACE SEAL:
Flag:

Well Cap Type:

Material:

Bedrock Depth: 110 feet

Method:

Lithology Info Flag:

Depth (ft):

File Info Flag:

Thickness (in):

Sieve Info Flag:
Screen Info Flag:

WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Reason For Closure:

Site Info Details:

Method of Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Closure Sealant Material:

https://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/wells/wellsreport1.do
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Other Info Details:

Closure Backfill Material:
Details of Closure:

Screen from

to feet

Type

Slot Size

Casing from

to feet

Diameter

Material

Drive Shoe

GENERAL REMARKS:

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

60 Ft.

From

60 to

100 Ft.

clay
clay and gravel, tight

From

100 to

110 Ft.

gravel

From

110 to

0 Ft.

bedrock

From

0 to

0 Ft.

source of water: 12 GPM at 110'

• Return to Main
• Return to Search Options
• Return to Search Criteria
Information Disclaimer
The Province disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy of information provided.
Information provided should not be used as a basis for making financial or any other
commitments.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 55955

Construction Date: 1986-05-21 00:00:00

Owner:

V1PERSON
AL
Address: OLD FORT
WITNES
S
Area: INFORM
ATION

Driller: Anderson Water Wells

WELL LOCATION:

Well Yield:

PEACE RIVER Land District

Development Method:

District Lot:

Pump Test Info Flag: N

Well Identification Plate Number:
Plate Attached By:
Where Plate Attached:

PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:

Plan: 14194 Lot: 3

Township: 83 Section: 18 Range:
Indian Reserve:

Meridian:

18

Block: 5

.5 (Driller's Estimate) Gallons per Minute (U.S./Imperial)

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level: 52 feet

Quarter:
Island:

BCGS Number (NAD 83): 094A026222 Well: 1 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well: Water supply

Colour:

Subclass of Well: Domestic

Odour:

Orientation of Well:

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID:

Licence General Status: UNLICENSED

Water Chemistry Info Flag:

Well Use: Private Domestic

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Site Info (SEAM):

Observation Well Status:
Construction Method: Drilled

Water Utility:

Diameter: 4.0 inches

Water Supply System Name:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Well Name:

Well Depth: 78 feet
Elevation:

0

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

SURFACE SEAL:
Flag: N
Material:

Well Cap Type:
Bedrock Depth:

inches

feet

Method:

Lithology Info Flag: N

Depth (ft):

File Info Flag: N

Thickness (in):

Sieve Info Flag: N
Screen Info Flag: N

WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Reason For Closure:

Site Info Details:

Method of Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Closure Sealant Material:
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Other Info Details:

Closure Backfill Material:
Details of Closure:

Screen from

to feet

Type

Slot Size

Casing from

to feet

Diameter

Material

Drive Shoe

GENERAL REMARKS:
MOD HARDNESS - LOW IN IRON

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

7 Ft.

From

7 to

52 Ft.

topsoil - till - silt
gravel and clay mix

From

52 to

66 Ft.

silty clay and sand gravel

From

66 to

78 Ft.

gravel

From

0 to

0 Ft.

- yield .5 GPM
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Information Disclaimer
The Province disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy of information provided.
Information provided should not be used as a basis for making financial or any other
commitments.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 59676

Construction Date: 1991-05-24 00:00:00

Owner:

Driller: Anderson Air Drilling

V1PERSONAL
WITNESS
Address:
INFORMATI
ON

Well Identification Plate Number:
Plate Attached By:
Where Plate Attached:

Area: FORT ST. JOHN
PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
WELL LOCATION:

Well Yield:

PEACE RIVER Land District

Development Method:

District Lot:

Pump Test Info Flag: Y

Township:

Plan: 14194 Lot: 3

Section:

Indian Reserve:

Artesian Flow:

Range:

Meridian:

15 (Driller's Estimate) Gallons per Minute (U.S./Imperial)

Block: 1

Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level:

Quarter:
Island:

BCGS Number (NAD 83): 094A026221 Well: 3 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well: Water supply

Colour:

Subclass of Well: Domestic

Odour:

Orientation of Well:

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID:

Licence General Status: UNLICENSED

Water Chemistry Info Flag:

Well Use: Private Domestic

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Site Info (SEAM):

Observation Well Status:
Construction Method: Drilled

Water Utility:

Diameter: 6.0 inches

Water Supply System Name:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Well Name:

Well Depth: 98 feet
Elevation:

0

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

SURFACE SEAL:
Flag: N
Material:

Well Cap Type:
Bedrock Depth:

inches

feet

Method:

Lithology Info Flag: N

Depth (ft):

File Info Flag: N

Thickness (in):

Sieve Info Flag: N
Screen Info Flag: N

WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Reason For Closure:

Site Info Details:

Method of Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Closure Sealant Material:
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Other Info Details:

Closure Backfill Material:
Details of Closure:

Screen from

to feet

Type

Slot Size

Casing from

to feet

Diameter

Material

Drive Shoe

GENERAL REMARKS:

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

92 Ft.

MED GREY CLAY-SOME ROCK

From

92 to

94 Ft.

SANDY GRAVEL

From

94 to

98 Ft.

GRAVEL
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Information Disclaimer
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Information provided should not be used as a basis for making financial or any other
commitments.
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Well Tag Number: 83243

Construction Date: 2004-10-04 00:00:00

Owner:

Driller: Jacob's Water Wells

V1PE
RS
Address:
ON
AL
WIT
Area:
NE
SS
INF
WELL LOCATION:
OR
PEACE RIVER
MA Land District
TIO
District
Lot: Plan: 14194
N

Well Identification Plate Number:
Plate Attached By:
Where Plate Attached:

PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
Well Yield:

Development Method:
Pump Test Info Flag: N

Lot: 3

Township: 83 Section: 18 Range:
Indian Reserve:

80 (Driller's Estimate) U.S. Gallons per Minute

Meridian:

18

Block: 6

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):
Static Level:

Quarter:
Island:

BCGS Number (NAD 83): 094A026222 Well: 2 WATER QUALITY:
Character:
Class of Well: Water supply

Colour:

Subclass of Well: Domestic

Odour:

Orientation of Well:

Well Disinfected: N

Status of Well: New

EMS ID:

Licence General Status: UNLICENSED

Water Chemistry Info Flag: N

Well Use: Private Domestic

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Observation Well Number:

Site Info (SEAM):

Observation Well Status:
Construction Method: Drilled

Water Utility:

Diameter: 6.00 inches

Water Supply System Name:

Casing drive shoe:

Water Supply System Well Name:

Well Depth: 17 feet
Elevation:

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up:

Flag: N
Material:

Well Cap Type:
Bedrock Depth:

inches

SURFACE SEAL:

feet

Method:

Lithology Info Flag: Y

Depth (ft):

File Info Flag: N

Thickness (in):

Sieve Info Flag: N
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Screen Info Flag: Y

WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Reason For Closure:

Site Info Details:

Method of Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Closure Sealant Material:

Other Info Details:

Closure Backfill Material:
Details of Closure:

Screen from
11

to feet
17

Type

Slot Size
20

Casing from
null

to feet
null

Diameter
null

Material
null

Drive Shoe
null

GENERAL REMARKS:
There was an issue with the Well OWNER please manually update

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

11 Ft.

SAND

From

11 to

17 Ft.

GRAVEL (WATER)
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Report 1 - Detailed Well Record
Construction Date: 1993-07-15 00:00:00
Well Tag Number: 102681
Driller:
Well Identification Plate Number:

Owner:

V1PERS
Address:
ONAL
WITN
Area: ESS
INFO
RMAT
WELL LOCATION:
ION Land
PEACE RIVER
District Lot:
Township:

Plate Attached By:
Where Plate Attached:

PRODUCTION DATA AT TIME OF DRILLING:
Well Yield:

Pump Test Info Flag: N

District

Plan: 14194 Lot: 2 & 3

Section:

Indian Reserve:

30 (Driller's Estimate) U.S. Gallons per Minute

Development Method: Air lifting

Range:

Meridian:

Artesian Flow:
Artesian Pressure (ft):

Block: 4

Static Level: 11 feet

Quarter:
Island:

WATER QUALITY:

BCGS Number (NAD 83): 094A026221 Well:

Character:
Colour:

Class of Well: Water supply

Odour:

Subclass of Well: Domestic

Well Disinfected: N

Orientation of Well: Vertical

EMS ID:

Status of Well: New

Water Chemistry Info Flag: Y

Licence General Status: UNLICENSED

Field Chemistry Info Flag:

Well Use: Private Domestic

Site Info (SEAM):

Observation Well Number:
Observation Well Status:

Water Utility:

Construction Method:

Water Supply System Name:

Diameter:

Water Supply System Well Name:

inches

Casing drive shoe: Y
Well Depth: 40 feet

SURFACE SEAL:

Elevation:

Flag: N

feet (ASL)

Final Casing Stick Up: 84 inches

Material: Bentonite clay and steel casing

Well Cap Type:

Method:

Bedrock Depth:

Depth (ft):

feet

Lithology Info Flag: Y

Thickness (in):

File Info Flag: N

Liner from

To:

feet

Sieve Info Flag: N
Screen Info Flag: N

WELL CLOSURE INFORMATION:
Reason For Closure:

Site Info Details:

Method of Closure:

Other Info Flag:

Closure Sealant Material:

Other Info Details:

Closure Backfill Material:
Details of Closure:

Screen from

to feet

Type

Slot Size

Casing from
0

to feet
40

Diameter
6

Material
Steel

Drive Shoe
Y

GENERAL REMARKS:
MEASUREMENTS FROM GROUND LEVEL. PERFORATIONS: 18'-26' MILLS KNIFE BENTONITE PLUG ON BOTTOM OF SEAL. WATER ANALYSIS: IRON 7 MG/L CHLORIDE 1

LITHOLOGY INFORMATION:
From

0 to

8 Ft.
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From

8 to

15 Ft.

COARSE GRAVEL W/ CLAY

From

15 to

17 Ft.

COARSE GRAVEL W/ CLAY

From

17 to

40 Ft.

COARSE-EXTRA COARSE GRAVEL 30 Gallons per Minute (U.S./Imperial)

WET

• Return to Main
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Information Disclaimer
The Province disclaims all responsibility for the accuracy of information provided.
Information provided should not be used as a basis for making financial or any other
commitments.
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Peer Review of Westrek Geotechnical
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of Old Fort Landslide,
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BGC ENGINEERING INC.
AN APPLIED EARTH SCIENCES COMPANY
Suite 500 - 980 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC Canada V6Z 0C8
Telephone (604) 684-5900
Fax (604) 684-5909

November 29, 2018
Project No.: 1880001
Peace River Regional District
Box 810, 1981 Alaska Highway
Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4H8
Dear
Re:

Peer Review of Westrek Geotechnical Services’ Emergency Assessment of Old
Fort Landslide

The discovery of a landslide on Old Fort Road near Fort St John, BC was reported in the media
on September 30, 2018. Damage to the road as a result of the landslide lead to the closure of Old
Fort Road that day by BC Ministry of Transportation (MoTI). In response to loss of road access
and concerns over public safety from ongoing landslide movement, Peace River Regional District
(PRRD) issued evacuation alerts and evacuation orders for the Old Fort community.
Several organizations have been supporting the geotechnical response to the Old Fort Landslide
event, including:
• PRRD, who retained Westrek Geotechnical Services Ltd. (Westrek) to provide
geotechnical services in support of the Old Fort Landslide emergency and to provide
recommendations on the evacuation orders as well as medium and long-term
recommendations;
• MoTI and their geotechnical consultant Tetra Tech Inc. (Tetra Tech) who have been
acquiring and processing airborne LiDAR survey (ALS) data to track landslide movements,
and who have been working to reconstruct Old Fort Road;
• BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources (MEMPR), whose health and
safety inspectors have required that operators of a gravel quarry (Blair Pit) located at the
top of the landslide prepare a geotechnical incident report and safe work plan prior to
recommencing quarry operations; and
• BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development
(FLNRORD), who has been advising Emergency Management BC (EMBC) and providing
specialist in-house landslide assessment support to the other parties listed above.
PRRD retained BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) to conduct a peer review of the emergency landslide
assessment that was completed by Westrek (2018) and supported by several of the other parties
listed above. This letter documents the results of BGC’s peer review as well as our independent
analysis of LiDAR data.

Peace River Regional District
Peer Review of Westrek Geotechnical Services’ Emergency Assessment of Old Fort Landslide

1.0
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SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work for BGC’s peer review was determined based on email and telephone
discussions with PRRD. The following scope was anticipated, as documented in an email to
Corporate Officer, of PRRD on October 25, 2018:
• Engagement with other stakeholders including MoTI, FLNRORD, MEMPR, and their
contractors or consultants
• Independent review and assessment of LiDAR topography
• Review Westrek’s draft geotechnical report
• Half-day site visit by two BGC staff to understand site conditions
• Teleconference with Westrek staff to discuss questions and observations
• Teleconference with PRRD staff to discuss preliminary findings of BGC’s review
• Draft report to document conclusions of BGC’s review
• Final report following receipt of review comments from PRRD
PRRD and BGC also discussed the possibility of BGC conducting independent slope stability
analysis, landslide runout analysis and/or risk assessment following review of the work completed
to date by Westrek and others. After review of the report and site conditions, these additional
analyses were not required for the specific purpose of BGC completing its peer review of the draft
Westrek report.
BGC has prepared a separate document outlining a preliminary assessment of hazards for the
Old Fort area, including areas not directly affected by the 2018 landslide event, and potential
monitoring and mitigation strategies for the Old Fort area.
Work is being carried out under a contract between BGC and PRRD based on BGC’s standard
terms and conditions. For PRRD tracking purposes, the assignment is identified as Task no.
193467, Request no. 58.
1.1.

Work Undertaken

As of the date of issue of this draft report, BGC has undertaken the following tasks:
• Conducted brief telephone conversations with Dr. Marten Geertsema, P.Geo.
(FLNRORD), Adrian Pooley, P.Eng. (MEMPR) and Brent Case, P.Eng. (MoTI) to better
understand the specific issues of concern to each of these stakeholders, and their plans
to review, comment and act upon the findings of the Westrek (2018) report;
• Reviewed site photographs, LiDAR imagery and change detection analyses prepared by
or on behalf of FLNRORD and MoTI;
• Circulated reports on the mobility of shale bedrock landslides, referenced in a technical
data report prepared by BGC for BC Hydro for the Site C Clean Energy Project
(BGC 2012) that was submitted as part of the environmental assessment for that project,
and that summarizes literature relevant to expected behaviour of the Old Fort Landslide;
• Participated in a teleconference with Westrek staff to provide feedback following initial
review of their draft report;
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Circulated additional BGC (2012) report excerpts and commentary on Peace River valley
evolution and engineering geology;
Conducted independent analyses of LiDAR change detection and point tracking, landslide
mechanisms, and landslide volume estimates, as discussed in Section 2.0 of this letter;
Conducted a visual site inspection of the Old Fort Landslide and surrounding slopes over
approximately a 5-hour period on Wednesday October 31, 2018, accompanied by
Dr. Marten Geertsema (FLNRORD) and Brent Case (MoTI);
Participated in a teleconference with PRRD staff immediately upon completion of the site
inspection to share preliminary observations and opinions;
Participated in a teleconference with Westrek staff to provide additional feedback following
completion of the site inspection;
Prepared a brief letter for PRRD summarizing BGC’s preliminary opinions that were
provided during the October 31 teleconference (BGC 2018);
Participated in a teleconference with FLNRORD and MoTI to compile review comments
for Westrek’s draft report;
Prepared a draft peer review letter report, dated November 9, 2018;
Participated in a teleconference with PRRD on November 28, 2018; and
Finalized our peer review letter report.

2.0

INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS OF LIDAR

2.1.

Purpose

An independent analysis of LiDAR and photogrammetry data was undertaken to quantify the
magnitude and direction of landslide movements, and to assist in estimating volumes of the
various landslide zones documented by Westrek.
2.2.

Available Data

BGC has reviewed all LiDAR data outlined in Section 2.1, Background Review, of Westrek’s draft
report. This includes:
• 2015 LiDAR data acquired by Airborne Imaging and purchased by BGC on behalf of
BC Hydro
• October 4, 5, and 6 LiDAR data collected by Caltech Surveys and provided to BGC by
PRRD
• LiDAR data from October 8, 2018 onward acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and
provided to BGC with permission from MoTI.
All LiDAR data was provided in an industry standard format. Photogrammetry data collected by
ProDelta Projects Inc. (ProDelta) on September 30, 2018 was provided by FLNRORD and was
also examined. For conciseness and clarity, LiDAR data from selected dates was analyzed to
capture the main phases of movement of the landslides and to avoid lower-quality data, as
summarized in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1. Summary of topographic data used in change detection analyses.
Date

3D Point Cloud
Data

Comments

2015

Bare-earth LiDAR

Pre-failure conditions

September 30, 2018

Photogrammetry

First day the earthflow was discovered, not bare-earth

October 8, 2018

Bare-earth LiDAR

First high quality, post-failure LiDAR dataset

October 16, 2018

Bare-earth LiDAR

Intermediate dataset between October 8 and 25

October 25, 2018

Bare-earth LiDAR

Dataset collected after significant movements stopped

2.3.
2.3.1.

Methodology
Data Processing Methodology

The process of assessing three-dimensional (3D) surface change with LiDAR and
photogrammetry point cloud data involves four main steps:
1. Align the ‘active’ (more recent) point cloud dataset to the baseline (earlier) dataset. This
is conducted by adjusting the spatial position of the active dataset to minimize the
difference relative to the baseline dataset. During the alignment, areas of known or
suspected changes are ignored to improve the accuracy of the alignment and improve the
limit of detectable change. The initial step of re-aligning the point cloud data reduces
georeferencing errors resulting from poor GPS or ground control at the time of data
collection. This process maximizes the ability to detect real change between datasets.
2. Calculate the limit of detectable change (LoD95%). The LoD95% is defined as the 2.5% and
97.5% cumulative alignment interval of the model differences between the non-changing
regions of the active and baseline point cloud models. The alignment error between
datasets is a function of the alignment, data precision, resolution, and the presence of
non-changing sections of the datasets to control the alignment. Model differences within
the LoD95% may represent noise, error, or real change, if changes are too small to identify.
3. Conduct a 3D shortest distance change analysis using the complete active and baseline
datasets.
4. Interpret the results of the change detection as real change, spurious change, or error.
2.3.2.

Interpretation and Limitations

The results of the change detection analysis are presented as colour-contoured images illustrating
the shortest distance change calculated between the baseline and active datasets. Positive model
differences can be interpreted as material accumulation or bulging, and negative model
differences can be interpreted as a loss of material (material removal, erosion or slumping). Zones
of positive model difference are coloured yellow to red; zones of negative model difference are
coloured light to dark blue. Figure 2-1 illustrates the relative loss and accumulation of material
through a simplified active landslide mass.
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There are several limitations with point cloud change detection. One limitation of point cloud
change detection analysis is the inability to detect translational movement where the ground and
slip surfaces are parallel; in this instance, the ground surface appears unchanged between the
two datasets (Figure 2-1). Because the point cloud data represent the surface topography at each
date, the analysis reflects surface changes only and cannot necessarily be extrapolated to
interpret slide movements at depth.
Positive or negative changes reflected in point cloud change detection analysis represent the
amount of change that occurred along the shortest distance vector between the two datasets, and
not necessarily the maximum magnitude of the deformation (Figure 2-1 inset). This limits our
ability to accurately measure landslide displacement where the movements are parallel to the
slope using point cloud change detection analysis.
Where bare-earth point cloud data is compared to photogrammetry data, such as the
September 30, 2018 data, erroneous results will be present in areas of vegetation. Only ground
changes outside of these areas can be confidently identified.

Figure 2-1. Simplified schematic diagram of translational landslide showing positive change in the
direction of movement. The amount of change along the shortest distance vector can
be used to calculate the true horizontal change.

Change detection results are limited by the temporal and spatial resolution of the 3D datasets and
the relative accuracy of the points between each dataset (also referred to as data precision, or
local accuracy). Slope deformations that occurred outside these time windows used for the
change detection analysis are not detected in this analysis.
2.3.3.

Point Tracking Analysis

The displacement of discrete points can be tracked using 3D point cloud data by visually
identifying features that are recognizable in different datasets (Lato et al., 2017). Positions
extracted for a set of points are used to obtain displacement magnitudes and directions, and the
time between data collections can be used to calculate average velocities.
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Change Detection Analysis Results

2.4.1.

Limit of Detectable Change

The limit of detectable change for each comparison is summarized in Table 2-2. The values
reported in Table 2-2 are calculated using areas of the slopes that are interpreted to be stable
(no landslide movement between the baseline and active datasets). The detailed alignment
statistics for each comparison are provided in Appendix A. The change detection results are
overlain on triangulated models of the active point cloud dataset for each comparison. The figures
are included in Appendix B, with references given in Table 2-2.
For the comparison between the 2015 LiDAR and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data,
positive model differences are present throughout the area due to the presence of vegetation in
the photogrammetry dataset (and absence of vegetation in the bare-earth LiDAR data). It is
possible that ground changes occurred in these areas between 2015 and September 30, 2018
but the any changes would be obscured by the vegetation. Only topographic changes in the
rockslide area can be confidently identified.
Table 2-2. Summary of LiDAR change detection results.
Baseline
Dataset

Active Dataset

2015

September 30, 2018

-0.30 to +0.90

A-1

B-1

2015

October 8, 2018

-0.35 to +0.25

A-2

B-2

2015

October 16, 2018

-0.35 to +0.25

A-2

B-3

2015

October 25, 2018

-0.35 to +0.25

A-2

B-4

October 8, 2018

October 16, 2018

-0.20 to +0.10

A-3

B-5

October 16, 2018

October 25, 2018

-0.10 to +0.15

A-3

B-6

2.5.

LoD95% (m)

Appendix A
Figure

Appendix B
Figure

Point Tracking Analysis Results

Twenty-one points were identified that could be tracked from the 2015 baseline data through to
October 25, 2018. Three points were tracked from 2015 tracked to September 30, 2018 due to
large slope deformations limiting the ability to track coherent features following September 30. An
additional four points were tracked near upslope extents of the earthflow from October 8, 2018 to
October 25, 2018. The tracking point locations are shown in Figure B-7.
The total displacement, azimuth and plunge of the tracked points are summarized in Table 2-3.
Movement vectors are plotted overlain on topography and change detection results for the
rockslide and earthflow areas in Figures B-8 through B-11 The toe of the earthflow was tracked
using the datasets outlined in Table 2-1 and several intermediate datasets between October 8
and October 25, 2018. Displacements and velocities plotted against time for the earthflow toe are
shown in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3, respectively. The location of the datum point at the original
location of Old Fort Road is shown on Figure B-7.
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Table 2-3. Summary of LiDAR change detection results.
Tracking
Point

Tracking Start

Tracking End

Total
Displacement (m)

Azimuth
(degrees)

Plunge
(degrees)

P1

2015

October 8, 2018

10.4

177

-13

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P2

2015

October 25, 2018

10.8

184

-4

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P3

2015

October 25, 2018

17.6

161

0

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P4

2015

October 25, 2018

17.9

156

-5

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P5

2015

October 25, 2018

12.8

168

-4

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P6

2015

October 25, 2018

15.0

171

-17

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P7

2015

October 25, 2018

16.4

172

-3

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P8

2015

October 25, 2018

14.3

178

-10

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P9

2015

October 25, 2018

12.5

193

12

Rockslide

P10

2015

October 25, 2018

10.1

197

10

Rockslide

P11

2015

October 25, 2018

3.2

180

30

Rockslide

P12

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

4.3

175

-1

Rockslide

P13

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

3.9

158

-28

Rockslide

P14

2015

October 25, 2018

11.4

178

-32

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P15

2015

October 25, 2018

13.0

162

-7

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P16

2015

October 25, 2018

12.9

173

2

Rockslide

P17

2015

October 25, 2018

2.7

182

0

Old Fort Landslide Complex
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Tracking Start

Tracking End

Total
Displacement (m)

Azimuth
(degrees)

Plunge
(degrees)

Area

P18

2015

October 25, 2018

4.3

180

-28

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P19

2015

October 25, 2018

41.9

175

-18

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P20

2015

October 25, 2018

16.4

164

-6

Translational earth/bedrock
landslide

P21

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

8.4

194

-3

Earthflow

P22

October 8, 2018

October 25, 2018

9.7

203

-24

Earthflow

P23

2015

October 25, 2018

12.2

164

-11

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P24

2015

October 25, 2018

0.9

217

-11

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P25

2015

October 25, 2018

4.1

238

-35

Old Fort Landslide Complex

P26

2015

September 30,
2018

6.8

181

-35

Rockslide

P27

2015

September 30,
2018

4.5

175

-33

Rockslide

P28

2015

September 30,
2018

27.9

197

1

Rockslide

September 30,
2018

October 25, 2018

591.0

173

-7

Earthflow

Earthflow Toe
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Figure 2-2. Total displacement of the earthflow toe since September 30, 2018 relative to the original
position of Old Fort Road versus time.
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Figure 2-3. Average velocity of the earthflow toe calculated using the displacements shown in
Figure 2-2.
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Interpretation of Change Detection and Point Tracking
Rockslide

The rockslide area encompasses the gravel pit, shale ridge, and shale cone, indicated on
Drawing 01. The change detection results show a graben through the slide head (down-dropped
area indicated by negative change), and positive displacements of the shale ridge. The shale
cone shows positive displacements prior to data collection on September 30, 2018, which then
changed to negative displacements as the shale cone collapsed (comparing Figure B-1 and
Figure B-2). Tracking results at points P14, P26, and P27 indicate the head displaced with a
plunge angle of between 32 and 35 degrees below horizontal. Tracking points on the shale ridge
(points P9 and P10) and shale cone (point P28, 2015 to September 30, 2018 only) had a nearhorizontal displacement. All points within the rockslide area indicate a southerly movement
direction. This pattern of displacement is consistent with a translational landslide moving on a
near-horizontal surface. Persistent sub-horizontal bedding planes that have been previously
sheared, and thus are at residual strength, are known to be present within the Shaftsbury Shale
bedrock (BGC, 2012). The approximately 30-degree plunge in the head suggests the backscarp
formed with a plunge of approximately 30 degrees. This is consistent with less persistent rock
structure observed in the shale ridge, shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4. Rock joints with an approximate 30-degree plunge (examples indicated by black
arrows). Photo courtesy M. Geertsema (FLNRORD).

The calculated velocities for the points suggest the movement detectable through LiDAR change
detection occurred between the time of initiation of the rockslide and when the initial
photogrammetry data collection was completed on September 30, 2018.
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Earthflow

On September 30, 2018 the earthflow started to impact Old Fort Road. The earthflow continued
to move to the south, and by October 8, 2018, the toe of the earthflow was impacting a side
channel of the Peace River. The earthflow currently extends from the toe of the rockslide area
down to the Peace River, indicated on Drawing 02.
The movement of the earthflow was primarily slope-parallel, so as outlined in Section 2.3.2, the
LiDAR change detection results provide limited information. There was significant internal
deformation within the earthflow, and as a result point tracking analyses could not be carried out.
The displacement of the toe of the earthflow was used to estimate the overall displacement, and
velocities were calculated from the displacement data over the data collection period. This
analysis indicates the movements were smaller than the LoD95% after October 16, 2018.
2.6.3.

Translational earth/bedrock landslide

A relict earth/bedrock landslide, indicated on Drawing 01, was reactivated as a result of nearby
slope movements to form the translational earth/bedrock landslide. As with the rockslide area, the
change detection results indicate down-dropping at the head of slide and bulging at the toe. Point
tracking results indicate near-horizontal displacement in a southerly direction on the areas of the
slide mass near Old Fort Road and downslope (points P3, P4, P5 and P7), with movements with
a vertical component confined to the slide head (P6 and P8). The patterns of movement are
consistent with a translational movement on a near-horizontal failure surface.
The reactivation of the translational earth/bedrock landslide was noted by MoTI personnel on
October 2, 2018 when tension cracks were observed on Old Fort Road and in the slide head area.
LiDAR change detection results indicate the main displacement occurred before October 16,
2018. This does not preclude the possibility of slower movements with displacements that
remained below the limit of detection over the post-failure monitoring period.
2.6.4.

Old Fort Landslide Complex

A landslide complex of uncertain age and activity, referred to as the Old Fort Landslide Complex,
is present to the east of the rockslide and earthflow, shown on Drawing 01. Movements shown on
the LiDAR change detection results are confined to the margins of the rockslide area. This does
not preclude the possibility of slower movements with displacements that remained below the limit
of detection over the post-failure monitoring period.
2.7.
2.7.1.

Estimates of Landslide Volumes and Mechanisms
Rockslide

The volume of the rockslide was estimated by calculating the volume between the LiDAR derived
ground surface and an inferred failure surface. The failure surface for the rock slide was inferred
using visual analysis of the LiDAR topography and change detection and point tracking results. A
basal failure surface elevation of 540 m was selected, shown in Figure 2-5. The horizontal section
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extended to approximately the mid-point of the graben, where it was projected to the ground
surface. The angle of the inferred backscarp was 30 degrees, which is consistent with the point
tracking.
b)

a)

W

Figure 2-5. Oblique view facing north showing a comparison of ground surfaces obtained from
LiDAR data in a) 2015, and b) October 25, 2018. Elevation 540 m is indicated by the
dashed blue line.

The volume of the in-place pre-failed material was found by subtracting the 2015 LiDAR ground
surface from the inferred failure surface. The total volume estimated is 4.6 million m3 (Mm3). The
volume remaining at the end of the current monitoring period was determined by subtracting the
October 25, 2018 ground surface from the inferred failure surface, which yielded a volume
estimate of 4.3 Mm3.
2.7.2.

Earthflow

Comparing the 2015 LiDAR ground surface to the October 25, 2018 LiDAR surface results in a
net volume of 0.82 Mm3 above the 2015 ground surface (deposition) and 0.10 Mm3 below the
2015 ground surface (material loss). These volumes indicate changes in the surface topography,
but the total volume of material involved in the earthflow depends on the depth of the basal failure
surface. The depth of the earthflow base is highly uncertain, which leads to uncertainty with
respect to its total volume. Assuming a representative depth is 10 m (approximately the depth of
incision of the creek channel), the estimated volume is 1.6 Mm3.
2.7.3.

Translational earth/bedrock landslide

The volume of the translational earth/bedrock landslide was estimated using the same
methodology that was applied to the rockslide area. A basal failure surface elevation of 440 m
was selected and the backscarp angle was selected to approximately match the steep slopes
above the colluvial deposits. The volume of the in-place material pre-failed material was found by
subtracting the 2015 ground surface from the inferred failure surface. The total volume estimated
is 3.0 Mm3.
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Old Fort Landslide Complex

The volume of the colluvium in the Old Fort Landslide complex was estimated in a manner similar
to the translational earth/bedrock landslide. The basal surface at elevation 440 m was also
assumed to be representative for the lower slide, which yielded a total volume of 18 Mm3. It is
possible the Old Fort Landslide Complex is a multi-level slide with some parts failing on a basal
surface near elevation 440 m and others on a higher surface near elevation 540 m. If so, total
volume would be less than 18 Mm3.

3.0

WESTREK DRAFT REPORT REVIEW COMMENTS

3.1.

General Observations

Westrek’s emergency landslide assessment was, by necessity, conducted without the benefit of
subsurface investigations, detailed slope stability or landslide runout analysis, under considerable
time pressure, and with a requirement to support PRRD in protecting public safety despite the
considerable uncertainty that was present as the landslide event unfolded. In our opinion, Westrek
should be commended for the work completed and guidance provided under these challenging
circumstances.
In general, Westrek’s draft report would benefit from additional figures, drawings, and definitions
to help clarify and communicate site observations and technical terms. Many statements and
opinions in the draft report are supported by other technical reports and publications, and these
require appropriate citation. A complete list of references should be included at the end of the
final report.
In several instances references is made to ‘the City’ which we understand to mean ‘the City of
Fort St John’ and this requires clarification.
We understand Westrek’s scope of work did not involve an assessment of landslide causation.
While it makes sense to minimize or avoid speculation about causation as part of the emergency
landslide assessment, an understanding of causation will be required for long-term hazard and
risk management. At minimum, Westrek should consider including a review of potential landslide
triggering mechanisms relevant to this site and a preliminary assessment of precipitation data
leading up to the landslide event in comparison with long-term averages.
3.2.

Geological Model

The geological model, including the surficial and bedrock geology units present and elevations of
typical stratigraphic contacts, are influenced by evolution of the modern and pre-glacial Peace
River valleys. The geological model provides the framework for the landslide mechanisms that
have developed since the formation of the modern Peace River valley, and will help guide future
geotechnical investigation and landslide management activities.
Westrek’s description of the site geology included thick sand, silt and clay deposits. These
deposits infilled pre-glacial valleys along some nearby portions of modern Peace River, however,
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in BGC’s opinion, the modern Peace River valley at Old Fort below approximately elevation 580 m
was eroded through Shaftesbury Shale. This interpretation of the geological model and
supplemental reference materials were provided to Westrek by email on October 30, 2018.
In the draft Westrek report, the valley-bottom landform, where it is not obscured by colluvial
deposits, is a glaciofluvial terrace. BGC’s interpretation of valley-bottom landforms and sediments
is that, where not occupied by shale colluvium from large bedrock landslides, these are
predominantly low-gradient alluvial or colluvial fans. The fans appear to comprise sand, silt and
clay derived from shale colluvium present up slope of the fans. This terrain analysis interpretation
is supported by water well drilling logs which indicate the upper 20 to 30 metres of the area around
Old Fort is comprised of fine grained sediments, not sand and gravel as would be expected in a
fluvial terrace (e.g. Well Tag Numbers 39966, 46054, 55955, 59676).
3.3.
3.3.1.

Landslide Characterization
General Recommendations

Landslide characterization will benefit from review of the LiDAR analyses and interpretations
presented in Section 2.0 of this report. Communication of the interpretation will benefit from
adherence to Cruden and Varnes (1996) or other industry standard landslide classification
systems and reference to a table of standard landslide velocity classes. Schematic illustrations of
representative landslide mechanisms would also be helpful.
3.3.2.

Landslides Prior to the 2018 Old Fort Landslide Event

The ages of most landslides prior to the 2018 Old Fort Landslide event are unknown except for
those that occurred within the recent historical airphoto record. These older landslides are referred
to as ‘ancient’ and postulated to have formed shortly after deglaciation in the draft Westrek report.
The landslides clearly formed during or following valley downcutting by the modern Peace River
following the last ice age, but the lack of well-developed gullies through many of the old landslide
deposits suggests some of them may have occurred much more recently. We caution against
referring to these landslides as ‘ancient’ until further data are available to help constrain their
ages. Reference as “ancient” may create the impression of readers that they are inactive. Recent
events have shown that, under the right conditions, these landslide deposits can reactivate.
Several properties and homes are situated on colluvial deposits from pre-existing landslides,
including landslides that were reactivated during the 2018 Old Fort Landslide event. We
recommend these be more clearly identified on a drawing that uses a post-landslide LiDAR
shaded relief image as a base layer for more effective communication (e.g., Drawing 02).
Section 6.4 of the draft Westrek report refers to debris slides that occurred prior to 1990. We
found the discussion in this section difficult to follow and suggest that it be re-worded for more
clarity.
Slope deformation on the shale ridge that occurred between 2015 and 2018, evident in satellite
imagery accessible through Google Earth, provides important insight to landslide mechanisms
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and possible causes. Figures showing the sequence of historical satellite imagery would be
helpful.
3.3.3.

The 2018 Old Fort Landslide Event

It should be possible to assign and update approximate volume ranges to the landslides mobilized
during the 2018 event using information presented in Section 2.0 of this report.
BGC’s interpretation of landslide mechanisms for the 2018 event was communicated to Westrek
by teleconference on November 1, 2018. For consistency with standard landslide classification
systems we recommend referring to the low-gradient landslide west of the channelized earth flow
as a translational earth/bedrock landslide. Our interpretation is that this landslide involved
reactivation of a pre-existing translational landslide that originated in shale bedrock and that likely
moved along a sub-horizontal weak bedding plane near elevation 440 m, outlined in Section 2.6.3.
Subsurface investigation would be required to confirm this interpretation.
Our interpretation is that most landslide movement that occurred east of the channelized earth
flow and north of Old Fort Road was the result of a compound rock and earth slide seated along
a sub-horizontal weak bedding plane near elevation 540 m. The western and northern portion of
this landslide, including the graben that formed in
Pit, may have been a first-time failure in
relatively intact shale. The eastern portion of this landslide appears to have re-mobilized bedrock
colluvium. Shallower rock falls, earth slides and earth flows developed near the surface of the
colluvium mobilized by the deep-seated compound slide.
On page 10 of the draft Westrek report statements are made about debris from a debris slide
failing onto a bench below where it “tenuously remains.” The purpose and basis for this statement
are not clear to us and should be clarified.
Directions of movement for different parts of the landslide should be reviewed in light of the LiDAR
point tracking analysis presented in Section 2.5 of this report.
On page 13 of the draft report there is reference to glaciolacustrine clayey silt being exposed in
landslide headscarps. Based on BGC’s interpretation of the site geology, these clayey silt
materials represent highly-weathered shale bedrock colluvium.
3.4.

Assessment of Future Landslide Hazard

On page 14 of the draft report, a reference is required to support the statement that groundwater
pressures in deep bedrock aquifers tend to peak from September to November.
Volume estimates and movement vectors for the shale ridge should be reviewed in light of the
information presented in Section 2.0 of this report. BGC believes the shale ridge is likely to
deteriorate in-situ through a combination of weathering, shallow toppling failures and rock falls,
similar to what happened with the shale cone to the west of the ridge, because:
• The rock mass comprising the shale ridge appears to be sitting on a flat-lying bedding
plane;
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The active wedge that formed the graben behind the shale ridge has failed its ability to
apply large forces has been reduced, reducing its ability to cause the shale ridge to
accelerate along a flat-lying rupture surface; and
Bedding planes within the rock mass are still oriented close to horizontal and the shale
ridge does not appear to contain through-going inclined joints or faults that would facilitate
rapid movement of a large portion of the shale ridge.

Our opinion is also based on an appreciation that there is no precedent for large, extremely rapid
(greater than 5 m/s, Cruden and Varnes, 1996) landslides to develop in flat-lying shales with
geologic and topographic conditions similar to those present above Old Fort (e.g., Hungr 2010;
BGC, 2012). References supporting this opinion were forwarded to Westrek and other project
stakeholders on October 26, 2018.
On page 16 of the draft report, a reference is required to support statements about Fahrböschung
angles in rock slides in the Peace River area, and further discussion is required to describe how
those rock slides compare to conditions present within the shale ridge at Old Fort.
In Section 8.2 of the draft report, it is postulated that slowing of the channelized earthflow is mainly
due to a reduction of groundwater pressures. An alternative explanation, which in BGC’s opinion
is more likely, is that slowing of the earthflow over the month of October was due to a reduction
of driving forces as the earthflow conveyed landslide debris from the head, and an increase in
resisting forces as the earthflow material accumulated in the valley bottom. BGC agrees that the
channelized earthflow is likely to accelerate in the spring freshet as porewater pressures rise.
3.5.

Landslide Risk Analysis and Safety Evaluation Criteria

Section 9 of the draft report presents a formula for calculating safety risk from landslides. This
formula is often used to estimate risk from impact by rapid landslides, but may require modification
to assess risks from other scenarios involving slow-moving landslides such as:
• Structural damage to occupied structures;
• Safety risk associated with damage to roads, bridges and culverts;
• Safety risk associated with ruptured gas service lines and other utilities;
• Safety risk associated with falling into deep ground cracks.
Westrek’s draft report indicates PRRD uses landslide safety criteria defined by MoTI for hazard
and risk evaluation for residential development. It is not clear to BGC if PRRD currently uses
these criteria. Furthermore, it is acknowledged in the draft report that these criteria are not
appropriate for use in emergency situations, and Westrek does not rely on them for their
emergency landslide assessment and recommendations. We recommend consideration be given
to moving the discussion about landslide safety evaluation criteria for residential development to
Section 11 of the draft report (Ongoing Assessment).
3.6.

Imminent Risk

BGC recommends that Westrek provide greater clarity about what is meant by “imminent risk”.
For example, for the specific purpose of communicating hazard associated with the 2018 Old Fort
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Landslide event BGC considers “imminent risk” to mean that there is a greater than 10% chance
of damaging landslide impacts to occur prior to significant snow melt and/or rainfall in spring 2019.
By necessity, probability estimates are currently based on professional experience and judgment.
As we are not aware of a commonly-accepted definition of “imminent” Westrek is free to define it
differently so long as the intended meaning is clearly stated.
BGC recommends Westrek re-work Sections 9.2 and 10 of the draft report in light of information
presented in earlier sections of this report. In particular, Westrek has identified three homes that
in their opinion may still be at imminent risk of damaging landslide impact:
• V1-PERSONAL
, which has been displaced and damaged by the translational
WITNESS
earth/bedrock landslide west of the channelized earth flow;
INFORMATION
V1-PERSONAL
•
, which in Westrek’s opinion may be at imminent risk of impact from a
WITNESS
rapid rock slide; and
INFORMATION
• V1-PERSONAL , which in Westrek’s opinion may be at imminent risk of impact from a
WITNESS
rapid rock slide.
INFORMATION
BGC agrees that V1-PERSONAL
remains at “imminent” risk of ongoing damaging landslide
WITNESS
impacts using the proposed definition above. Furthermore, the home requires assessment by a
INFORMATION

structural engineer to determine if, and how, it could be safely re-entered under its current
condition.

BGC disagrees that the homes at V1-PERSONAL
and at V1-PERSONAL
may be at
WITNESS
WITNESS
“imminent” risk of impact from a rapid rock slide originating from the displaced shale ridge. As
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
discussed previously, our opinion is based on the fact that there is no precedent for large,
extremely rapid landslides to develop in flat-lying shales with geologic and topographic conditions
similar to those present above Old Fort (e.g., Hungr, 2010). Furthermore, in the very unlikely
(i.e., less than 10% probability) event of a large, extremely rapid rock slide, BGC expects that the
natural topography would deflect the slide to the south and away from the homes.
The Old Fort Landslide event has resulted in several deep ground cracks within and around the
margins of the landslide. Many of these cracks are difficult to see and could pose a safety hazard
to persons and pets walking near them. Westrek may wish to recommend in their final report that
residents be advised of this hazard.
Westrek has concluded that the central and southern slopes in
Pit are within the rockslide
initiation area and pose a safety risk to workers. BGC agrees that rock slide hazard could pose a
safety risk to workers in
Pit. We believe the pit operators and their geotechnical consultants
could likely develop safe work procedures that would allow for extraction of gravel stockpiles
within these parts of the pit. Extraction of the gravel stockpiles is likely to have a neutral or positive
impact on short and long-term stability of the rock slide, and BGC recommends this be completed
if safe work procedures can be developed that meet the requirements of MEMPR and the pit
operators.
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Ongoing Assessment

Many homes and other infrastructure in the Old Fort community are situated on landslide deposits
which could potentially remobilize, including homes at V1-PERSONAL
and V1-PERSONAL ,
WITNESS
WITNESS
and/or are on areas potentially susceptible to impact from future landslides. BGC agrees with
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
Westrek’s assessment that further investigation, ongoing monitoring and analysis is required in
the short term. The details of this additional assessment need to be worked out with PRRD. BGC
recommends that Westrek outline in their final report the minimum investigation requirements to
support assessment of landslides that occurred as part of the Old Fort Landslide event.
If a decision is made to leave some evacuation alerts in place between now and spring 2019,
BGC recommends that Westrek provide more details about investigation and monitoring
requirements, including monitoring methods, frequencies, thresholds, and response plans to
support those evacuation alerts. PRRD and other stakeholders will need to determine the roles
and responsibilities for carrying out these activities.
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4.0 CLOSURE
BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) prepared this document for the account of Peace River Regional
District. The material in it reflects the judgment of BGC staff in light of the information available to
BGC at the time of document preparation. Any use which a third party makes of this document or

any reliance on decisions to be based on it is the responsibility of such third parties. BGC accepts
no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or
actions based on this document.
As a mutual protection to our client, the public, and ourselves all documents and drawings are

submitted for the confidential information of our client for a specific project. Authorization for any
use and/or publication of this document or any data, statements, conclusions or abstracts from or
regarding our documents and drawings, through any form of print or electronic media, including
without limitation, posting or reproduction of same on any website, is reserved pending BGC's
written approval. A record copy of this document is on file at BGC. That copy takes precedence
over any other copy or reproduction of this document.
Yours sincerely,

BGC ENGINEERING INC.
per:

^^e.SK/;.^

,(V f^'^ b_^.^''^ ^l'/:?^

.W^vT^y?^

Michael Porter, M.Eng., P.Eng., LEG Andrew Mitchell, M.A.Sc., P.Eng.

Director, Principal Geological Engineer Geotechnical Engineer
Reviewed by:
Pete Barlow, M.Sc., P.Eng.

Director, Principal Geotechnical Engineer

MJP/PB/mj/st
Attachments): Appendix A - Change Detection Alignment Statistics
Appendix B - Change Detection and Point Tracking Images
Drawings
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1. Alignment error calculated using non-changing areas of the reference (2015) and active (September 30, 2018) datasets.

Figure A-1. Histogram of alignment error distributions between 2015 LiDAR data and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data.
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1. Alignment error calculated using non-changing areas of the reference (2015) and active (October 8, 16 and 25, 2018) datasets.

Figure A-2. Histogram of alignment error distributions between 2015 and October 2018 LiDAR data.
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1. Alignment error calculated using non-changing areas of the reference (October 8 and October 16, 2018) and active (October 16 and October 25, 2018) datasets.

Figure A-3. Histogram of alignment error distributions between October 2018 LiDAR datasets.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data (23.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. September 30 photogrammetry data were acquired by ProDelta and provided to BGC by
FLNRORD. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.30 to +0.90 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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MvV

Checked:

MJL

Approved:

AM

Figure B-1. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 LiDAR data and September 30, 2018 photogrammetry data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes
greater than LoD95%.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 8, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 8, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by
MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 8, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Checked:
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Approved:
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Figure B-2. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 and October 8, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than LoD95%.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data (5.2 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 16, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC
by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 16, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Checked:
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Approved:
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Figure B-3. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than LoD95%.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 25, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC
by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-4. Shortest distance change detection between 2015 and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than LoD95%.
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Change detection completed between October 8, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2) and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data (5.2 pts/m2).
LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 16, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.20 to +0.10 m.
This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-5. Shortest distance change detection between October 8, 2018 and October 16, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than
LoD95%.
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Change detection completed between October 16, 2018 LiDAR data (5.2 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
Change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.10 to +0.15 m.
This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Approved:
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Figure B-6. Shortest distance change detection between October 16, 2018 and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data for the 2018 Old Fort Landslide area showing all changes greater than
LoD95%.
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1. Point locations overlain on triangulated model of 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.

Figure B-7. Overview of point tracking locations. Original point locations are shown overlain on the 2015 LiDAR data.
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1. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.

Figure B-8. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors in the rockslide and upper earthflow areas overlain on 2015 LiDAR data.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 25, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection
is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-9. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors with topographic change contours from 2015 to October 25, 2018 in the rockslide and upper earthflow areas overlain
on October 25, 2018 LiDAR data.
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1. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. Projection is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.

Figure B-10. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors in the translational earth/bedrock landslide area overlain on 2015 LiDAR data.
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1. Change detection completed between 2015 LiDAR data (2.9 pts/m2) and October 25, 2018 LiDAR data (5.1 pts/m2).
2. 2015 LiDAR data were acquired from Airborne Imaging by BGC on behalf of BC Hydro. October 25, 2018 LiDAR data were acquired by Terra Remote Sensing Inc. and provided to BGC by MoTI. Projection
is UTM NAD83 Zone 10.
3. Point displacements and change detection results are overlain on triangulated model of October 25, 2018 LiDAR data. Results are shown with a limit of detection from -0.35 to +0.25 m.
4. This figure is intended as a visual representation and is not provided to match a standard engineering scale.
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Figure B-11. LiDAR point tracking locations and movement vectors with topographic change contours from 2015 to October 25, 2018 in the translational earth/bedrock landslide
overlain on October 25, 2018 LiDAR data.
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Lot1, Block 2, Plan 14194, Section 18,
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Located in the Old Fort Subdivision,
dated August 19, 1999
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DOC ID 0255
EMPR Health & Safety Inspection Report
107320

Inspection Number:
File Number:
Permit Number:
Total Orders:

107320
G-9-9
1

Report of Inspector of Mines - Health and Safety
Issued pursuant to Section 15 of the Mines Act

Mine Name/Number Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011

Visit Date 2018-10-02

Type of Mining SG. SAND/GRAVEL PIT

Location

Latitude/Longitude 56.21444, -120.83944

Northing/Easting/Zone 633990, 6232047, 10V

Manager

Permittee Deasan Holdings Ltd

Phone Numbers (250) 785 8003

Address PO BOX
Fort St John, BC
V1J 4J3

Email sandy@drsenergy.ca

Inspector Adrian Pooley, INSPECTOR

Accompanying Inspector Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.,
Inspector;

Address 350-1011 4th Avenue
Prince George, B.C. V2L 3H9
In Attendance Sandy Beech, Deasan Holdings Ltd;
Deasan Holdings Ltd;
Holdings Ltd; Brent Case, Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure
Copies to

Deasan

The Mine Manager is required to provide a written response within 15 days of receiving the inspection report. The
Manager's response must outline the remedial steps taken by a specified date and the work still outstanding. A copy must
be provided to the inspector, and in the case of health and safety matters, the occupational health and safety committee
and the local union. In this document, Code means Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia.

Preamble
On September 30th, 2018, Sandy Beech, Mine Manager for Deasan Holdings Ltd notified Laurie Meade, Senior Health and
Safety Inspector with the Ministry of Energy, Mines, & Petroleum Resources that a geotechnical incident occurred on the
property during the previous night. A scarp had formed, dropping the southern portion of their working platform
approximately 10m. The platform had 3 stockpiles of gravel that had been recently placed in the preceding 3-4 weeks. The
failure was part of a landslide that occurred in the valley below the pit, resulting in Old Fort Road being destroyed and
access to the Old Fort Neighborhood being cut off.

Work at the site was suspended immediately. Adrian Pooley, Health and Safety Inspector and Jennifer Brash, Senior
Geotechnical Inspector visited the site on October 2nd, 2018.

Area Inspected 1: Gravel pit
Latitude/Longitude:

Inspector

Northing/Easting/Zone:

Manager Initials

Report Date: 2018-11-08

Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011

Adrian Pooley
Page 1 of 4

Report of Inspector of Mines - Health and Safety
Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011
Order 1 (Immediate Danger to Person or Property):

Status: Open

Issued Pursuant To: Mines Act Section 15(5)
Section 1.9.1, Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in BC (MA), General
Observation of Contravention:
The Health, Safety, and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia Section 1.9.1 states the manager shall
(1) Take all reasonable and practicable measures to ensure that the workplace is free of potentially hazardous agents and
conditions which could adversely affect the health, safety, or well-being of the workers.
Based on the observations of the significant cracking throughout the south end of the pit and the movement to both the
southeast and southwest of valley below the pit, there is a significant risk to the safety of workers and equipment on the
mine site. I hereby order that no workers are to enter the mine site and that work at the mine site is suspended unless
written permission is received by the Chief Inspector of Mines or his designate.
This order must be complied with effective October 2nd at 2:00 pm.

Remedial Action/Results To Be Obtained:
Work was suspended on September 30th, 2018 following a verbal order by Laurie Meade over the phone. A written stop
work order was issued by email on October 1st.
The manager was given written authorization on October 2nd to remove equipment from the area adjacent to the slide under
a series of conditions.
Further work activities on the site must be carried out in accordance with the orders from Jennifer Brash in EMPR Inspection
103793.
A safe work plan for removal of stockpiled material was submitted and approved on October 4th. Work resumed from
October 4th to 9th on removal of stockpiled material, but was suspended again by email on October 9th at 9:00 am based
on instability concerns of the land surrounding the site.
Rectify By/Completion Date: 2018-11-09
Manager Response:

Order Attachments:
Inspector

Manager Initials

Report Date: 2018-11-08

Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011

Adrian Pooley
Page 2 of 4

Report of Inspector of Mines - Health and Safety
Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011

View of scarp facing down in-pit ramp.

View of scarp from portion of land that dropped.

Inspector

Manager Initials

Report Date: 2018-11-08

Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011

Adrian Pooley
Page 3 of 4

Report of Inspector of Mines - Health and Safety
Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011

View of gravel pit, landslide, and Old Fort Road.

on

Received by
[Mine Manager Name, Title]

[Date]

Signature:

Inspector

Manager Initials

Report Date: 2018-11-08

Deasan Gravel Pit 0900011

Adrian Pooley
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DOC ID 0261
Revised Work Plan for Removal of
Stockpiled Materials

February 27, 2019

Project No. NG2552

Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Fort St. John, BC V1J 4J3
Attention: Sandy Beech, President

Re: Updated Workplan for Removal of Remaining Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Deasan General Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

Northern Geo had submitted a workplan on October 5, 2018 to assist Deasan Holdings Ltd. (Deasan) with
removal of the gravel stockpiles following a major landslide event which was triggered on September 29,
2018. Deasan managed to remove some of the stockpile material in a safe manner following the proposed
workplan; however, the work was stopped following development of large displacements along the slope
and slopwork and evacuation orders were issued on September 9, 2019. Since then, Deasan was not able
to mobilize their equipment back to the area to resume removal of the remaining material.
Subsequent to the October 5, 2018 workplan, Northern Geo submitted a letter in response to Order No.
4 – EMPR Inspection No. 10 3793, on October 31, 2018.
This letter provides an updated workplan to remove the remaining material stockpiles on and along the
impacted landslide areas. The intent of the letter is to ensure safety of the personnel involved in the
operation is not compromised. The proposed plan in this letter is based on the current site conditions and
the discussions we had with the client on January 25, 2019.
2.0

CURRENT SITE CONDTIONS

Based on the information posted on Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure Portal
(https://geomosnow.leica‐geosystems.com/GeoMoSNow/Dashboard.aspx), displacements at 10
monitoring points have been recorded and compiled. Based on the results posted on the
dashboard, the landslide area has not exhibited any meaningful displacements in 2019. The
following figure shows the general layout of the MOTI monitoring points.

2019 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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Updated Workplan for Removal of Remaining Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Old
Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.

February 27, 2019
Project No.: NG2552

Figure 1 – General layout of the MOTI monitoring points
GPS coordinate readings are added to the MOTI data base on daily basis for each monitoring
point. Relative northing and easting coordinates could be filtered and plotted for different time
intervals for each point. The arrangement of the monitoring points covers the general landslide
area and any meaningful ground movement along the general landslide area can be detected.
MOTI monitoring point No. Pit_REF_PP is immediately on the south side of the lower bench as
shown on Figure 1. Ground displacements for this monitoring point are plotted for the past
month which indicates movements in the range of less than 20 mm within the past month period.
Ground displacements in the past 2 weeks is almost zero. Figure 2 shows the relative
displacement of the Pit_REF_PP monitoring point for 1 month as reference. Similar graphs can
be plotted for 1 day, 2 days, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, etc.
Currently the ground surface is frozen as shown on the photographs. We have also reviewed
Emergency Landslide Assessment report prepared by Westrek, dated November 21, 2018. The
report concluded that it’s possible that movements may increase during spring freshet in 2019.
Based on the slope conditions in the past month and probability of increased ground movement
in spring, it is recommended that Deasan should use the limited time window and resume
removal of the remaining material stockpiles as soon as possible before the weather warms up.
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Figure 2 – Ground Displacement at Pit_REF_PP monitoring point since January 19, 2019
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Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.
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Stockpiles on the Upper Bench
Stockpiles on the Lower Bench
Face of Slide
Ramp 1

Lower Bench

Upper Bench

General Site Conditions (January 25, 2019)

Proposed New Site for Stockpiles (January 25, 2019)
3.0

PROPOSED PHASES TO REMOVE THE STOCKPILES

Based on the available information, Northern Geo proposes the following phases for removal of the
remaining stockpiles:
3.1

Phase 1: Re‐Establishing a Ground Movement Monitoring Plan and an Evacuation Protocol








Review the MOTI data base for the above‐noted 10 monitoring points on daily basis.
Report any abnormal displacements to Northern Geo.
Assign one person as an observation officer (with hand‐held radio) to visually monitor the side
slopes and platform movement, review and track new cracks and openings on daily basis.
The observation officer will be responsible for executing stop work order.
The snow should be removed with the loader before the observation officer could walk the area.
The officer should then walk the area to look for any evidence of ground deformation or cracking
before commencing any work.
All the personnel working at the site should have a radio, be on an appropriate channel and sign
in with the observation officer.
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Northern Geo will perform periodic site visits and monitoring during the stockpile removal
process.
Stop Work Set Parameter

The following should be considered as a stop work set parameters during all phases of the work:









3.1.2

Consider a 50 mm ground movement at the MOTI monitoring points during a 12‐hour period as
stop work set parameter. As soon as the ground moves greater than 50 mm, all activities should
immediately be stopped and the personnel should immediately evacuate the site and meet at a
designated muster point.
Ground movement reference is going to be based on the MOTI on‐line data base. If the system
goes down for longer than 24 hours, all work should be stopped until the service is resumed or an
alternative surveying plan is adopted.
Consider any open crack, settlement, movement or a meaningful evidence for ground movement
as stop work set condition. Stop work immediately and evacuate the site as explained above.
Consider any precipitation in the form of rain as stop work set parameter.
Temperatures of 7 degrees or higher which lasts longer than 4 hours should be considered as stop
work set parameter. Deasan should set up a temperature gauge on site and review the weather
forecast frequently.
If snow is accumulated more than 100 mm, snow should be removed by a loader and stockpiled
away from the slope area.
Trigger Action Response Plan

If there is a movement greater than the set parameters, the following must be implemented immediately:





3.2

Work must be stopped immediately by observation officer.
All the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point.
The observation officer should perform headcount.
Observation officer should contact Northern Geo for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
If Northern Geo deems the site is unsafe for personnel to work, EMPR should be notified in
writing.
Phase 2: Removal of all the Stockpiles from the Lower Bench and Resurfacing the Lower Bench







The lower bench was resurfaced and levelled and the cracks were filled in October. The site should
be reviewed and resurfacing should be done as/if required.
No traffic should be allowed to the south edge of the lower bench.
Load and remove all the stockpiles from the lower bench using the access ramps constructed in
October 2018.
The material can be stockpiled near the entrance gate about 300 m from the landslide area.
Observation officer should monitor all the traffic on the lower bench and frequently monitor the
surface for any evidence of cracking, settlement, and visual indication of slope failure.
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If there is a movement greater than the set parameters, work must be stopped immediately, and
all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be responsible for
headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
EMPR should be notified if the site is deemed to be unsafe for the personnel to continue to work.
Work should be carried out and conform to all relevant sections of the Health, Safety, and
Reclamation Code.
Adequate lighting should be provided during hours of darkness or when required.
Phase 3: Removal of Stockpiles from the Upper Bench



3.5

Load and remove all stockpiles from the upper bench.
The material can be stockpiled near the entrance gate about 300 m from the landslide area.
Phase 4: Reclamation Plan

Reclamation plan including surface water management, removal of the temporary ramps and sloping will
be submitted following completion of the stockpiles are removed.
4.0

EQUIPMENT

Based on the information provided by the Client, the following equipment are expected to be used during
removal of the stockpiles:



One 980 loader, one 988 loader, one 600 Komatsu
Three 40 ton rock trucks, 25 ton and 30 ton rock trucks

At any given time, during the operation at lower bench, no more than 5 trucks and 2 loaders are allowed
at the lower bench.
5.0

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION

The following additional steps must be followed during the stockpile removal process:








Parking and idling should not be allowed at the lower bench or at the crest of the upper bench
once the truck is loaded.
All the equipment and fuel storage should be placed approximately 300 m north from the upper
bench near the entrance gate when not in use.
A minimum of two wheel chocks shall be used for all rubber tired equipment or be parked against
a berm so machines will not role away.
The 1.2 m high berms on each side of the ramps should be inspected and repaired as required.
The material should be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper bench. The
material may, temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate approximately 300 m away from
the upper bench and stockpile size should not exceed more than 50,000 ton.
The south side of the upper bench should be restricted using berms constructed out appropriate
material.
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The perimeter of the lower bench should be restricted using berms constructed out of appropriate
material.
Work should be completed between 7am to 5pm or if daylight permits 7 am to 7 pm. Employees
should not be working more than five 10‐hour shifts per week, in accordance with part 1.5.1 of
the Code.
Work shall be completed only under the supervision of Northern Geo as mentioned in previous
sections.
ESTIMATED TIMELINE

As per the information provided by the client, the proposed timeline for each phase is as follows:




7.0

Phase 1 will be established in a day;
Phase 2 will be completed in 10 to 15 days;
Phase 3 will be completed in 10 to 15 days following completion of phase 2; and,
The timeline for phase 4 will be submitted once reclamation plan is completed.
CLOSURE

The workplan presented herein is merely based on the available information. Northern Geo has neither
carried out any detailed geotechnical assessment nor conducted a comprehensive slope stability
evaluation. This document is just a workplan to help the client remove the remaining stockpiled material
to unload the landslide area without compromising safety of the working personnel and is essentially
based on close monitoring of the slope movement and effective communication with the working
personnel and following a strict evacuation protocol based on ground movement. Northern Geo should
be contacted immediately if any movement greater than 50 mm is observed. The material in this report
does not include any engineering recommendations. If conditions other than those discussed herein are
noted or encountered during subsequent phases, Northern Geo should be given the opportunity to review
and revise the workplan included in this letter, as necessary.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. If you have any questions regarding the contents
of this report, or if we can be of further assistance to you on this project, please call our office.
Sincerely,
Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
A division of CCMET Inc.
Prepared By

Masoud Mohajeri, Ph.D., P. Eng., PMP
Specialist Geotechnical Engineer
2019 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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DOC ID 0262
EMPR Authorization for Removal of
Stockpiled Materials

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
March 4, 2019 4:12 PM
sandy@drsenergy.ca
Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX; Narynski, Heather M EMPR:EX; Davenport, Hali N TRAN:EX; Constable,
Lowell EMPR:EX; Rollo, Andrew EMPR:EX; Hoffman, Al EMPR:EX; Van Spengen, Gary EMPR:EX
Deasan stockpile removal authorization

Sandy,
EMPR authorizes entry into the Deasan Gravel Pit exclusion zone only as needed for the purpose of relocating gravel
stockpiles away from the landslide-impacted portion of the site. These works shall be completed in accordance with the
Code, the work plan dated February 27, 2019, 2018 (attached for ease of reference), and in accordance with the following
conditions:
 Deasan must obtain entry permits from the Peace River Regional District prior to starting works
 Deasan shall notify EMPR (Jennifer Brash and Adrian Pooley) and MOTI (Hali Davenport,
Hali.Davenport@gov.bc.ca, P:250 787-3310, C 250 261-3077) when:
o Works commence,
o Cracks or ground movements are observed,
o Any stop-work set parameter is reached,
o If the site is deemed unsafe for access for any reason, or
o Works are complete.
 Should stockpile heights greater than 6 m be required, the Mine shall submit to EMPR a geotechnical
assessment of the proposed stockpile design and locations, signed and sealed by the Mines geotechnical
engineers.
 The Mine shall train all equipment operators and on-site personnel on the workplan, stop-work set parameters,
and observations or conditions that would trigger stopping of works.
Please let me know if you have any questions about these conditions.
Regards,
Jennifer
Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
1810 Blanshard St., Victoria, BC V8T 4J1
W: 778-698-5454
C: 250-812-0353
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DOC ID 0263
Northern Geo Historical Slope Review
(2016)
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Historical Slope Failure Review
, PRRD, BC

December 15, 2016
Project No.: NG2032

INTRODUCTION

Northern Geo Testing and Engineering (Northern Geo) presents the results of the historical slope failure
review of the east property line of the

south of Fort St. John, BC. The review was requested by

and included a review of the available documentation for the

and adjacent property

to the east, with a focus on the cause of the slope failure on the shared property line. This report includes
a summary of the desktop study and site reconnaissance of an existing slope failure, a geotechnical
chronological history of the site, based on the available infonnation, and our comments on the potential
cause of the failure and the current and potential future impacts to the slope. Attachments to this report
include a site location plan, selected site photograph records, historical aerial photographs, and resumes
of technical personnel involved in the review.

2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Based on the information provided by

there is an on-going legal claim from

regarding the impact of a historic slope failure on has on the development of their properties. The slope
failure may have been a result of mining activity in the gravel pit on the

property by various

companies/agencies over the history of the site. It is located along the east side of the
side of the

property/west

property. A preliminary review of existing documentation for the site indicates that

the slope failure occurred between 1987 and 1990, prior to either party purchasing their respective
properties.

is now moving to have the claim dismissed based on his efforts to come to a mutual

agreement on repair and because there has been no evidence presented to substantiat e the claim that
Pit cause the slope failure.
mining in the
The suit was filed by
in 2008 and no court date has been set and agreed to by the plaintiff in the
8 years previous to the writing of this report.
This report presents a chronology of the site history, based on available information, and discusses the
potential source of the slope failure that occurred between 1987 and 1990.

3.0

SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work for this historical slope review was outlined in the proposal submitted by Northern Geo
on August 29, 2016 (Northern Geo Proposal No. FSJ1011) to
scope of work for this review included the following:

•
•

Northern Geo's

A detailed review of all available, relevant documentation regarding the history of the site
ownership, development, and historical and current geotechnical conditions;
A site reconnaissance to document the existing slope conditions for reference to historical
activities, including a traverse of the site, visual assessment and collection of photograph record
of the existing slope conditions;

•
•

Preliminary modelling of the slope based on available information; topography, surficial geology,
observations during the site reconnaissance, etc.; and,
Preparation of a summary report outlining the previous history of the site, the existing conditions,
and identifying any obvious potential hazards. If sufficient information was available, the report

0 Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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Historical Slope Failure Review

, PRRD, BC

would include comment on the potential cause of the slope instability and recommendation for
further investigation, as necessary.
Testing or assessment of soils with respect to geotechnical and environmental considerations is beyond
the scope of this review; however, such services can be provided upon request. This review does not
include a physical investigation of the slope and the site reconnaissance was limited to the

property.

The results of the review will be based on the information available at the time of the assessment; shou Id
any additional information be made available after submission of this report; Northem Geo should be
provided the opportunity to review the infonnation and revise our report as necessary.
Preliminary modelling of the slope based on available information; topography, surficial geology,
observations during the site reconnaissance, etc. was not completed due to the level of inference that
would be required to model the slope.
Written authorization to proceed with the scope of work outlined above was received from

on

August 29, 2016.

4.0

4.1

LEGAL SITE DESCRIPTION

Property

For the purpose of this report, the 2 properties comprising the
property'. The location of the

Pit will be referred to as the '

is shown in Figure 1 of Appendix A. Pertinent site information is

summarized as follows:

legal Description: PIO: 008-464-243, Lot 1, Section 19, Township 83, Range 18, Plan 23762 and Plan
20464, W6M, PRD
Registered Owner:

Sand & Gravel Ltd., Inc. No. 564584

Latitude and Longitude: 56°12'55.75"N, 120°50'16.79"W

Zoning: A-2 (Large Agricultural Holdings Zone) within the PRRD Zoning Bylaw No. 1343, 2001. Designated
Heavy Industrial.

4.2

Property

For the purpose of this report, this property will be referred to as the

property'. Pertinent site

information is summarized as follows:
legal Description: PIO: 010-308-521, Parcel A (46726M) of the NW¼ of Section 19, Township 83, Range
18, except Plan 20464, W6M, PRO

Registered Owner:
Latitude and Longitude: 56°12' 58. 7i "N, 120°50'8.26"W
Zoning: A-2 (Large Agricultural Holdings Zone) within the PRRD Zoning Bylaw No. 1343, 2001. Designated
Light/Service Industrial.
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5.0

METHODOLOGY

5.1

Desktop Study

Northern Geo performed a desktop study of available slope-related information for the site in conjunction
with verbal information on the history of the site provided by

Due t o the age of the original

development, some of the development documentation was not available for consideration during the
review. If any additional documents become available, Northern Geo should be provided the opportunity
to review said documents and revise our report, as necessary.
A discussion of the findings of the desktop study is presented in the Section 7.0.

S.l.1 Documentation Review
The following documents were provided to Northern Geo by

for desktop review:

1. Report of District Inspector of Mines, prepared by Ministry of Energy, Mines, and Petroleum
Resources (MoEMPR) for the Province of British Columbia (August 11, 1982) and regarding 2 open
Sand & Gravel Ltd. (now

pit quarries operated under

property);

2. Report of Reclamation Inspector prepared by the Inspection and Engineering Branch of the
Mineral Resources Division, MoEMPR for the Province of British Columbia (Reclamation Permit
No. G-9-9, April 25, 1985);

3. Preliminary Contaminated Site Investigation - Stage 2:
Pit - Fort St. John, North Peace
District prepared by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Engineering Branch (File No.
33300-27/ 31.07.04, April 1998};
4. Correspondence between
and the British Columbia Assets & Land Corporation
property, between June 9, 2000 and
regarding the sale conditions of the (now}
October 4, 2001, with particular reference to the surface water runoff from the
property
onto the
5.

property;

Property Assessment -

Pit Road, Fort St. John prepared by Scouten & Associates

Engineering ltd. for B.C. Assets and Lands Corporation to assess the cause of the erosion along
the west boundary of the {now}
6. Offer to Purchase from

property (Job No. 280-03, September 21, 2001);
to the Minister of Sustainable Resource Management on

behalf of Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British Columbia signed
October 25, 2001;
7. Offer to Purchase from Mighty Peace Oil (owned by

to the Minister of Sustainable

Resource Management on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British
Columbia signed October 18, 2001;

8. Temporal Tracking of Soil Slump on Parcel A (46726M) of NW¼ Sec 19 Twp83 Rge18 W6M (PIO
010 308 521) Using Aerial Photographs- DRAFT, prepared by Timberline Natural Resource Group

ltd. (April 9, 2009);
9.

Worksafe BC Inspection Report, prepared by the Worker and Employer Services Division of the

Workers Compensation Board (June 12, 2009) for the

Ci:) Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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Gravel Pit - DRAFT Proposed Pit Reclamation, and associated e-mail correspondence

prepared by Harder Associates Engineering Consulting Inc. for Allnorth Consultants Ltd. (File No.
H717, February 25, 2010);
11. Notice of Work, Mine Plan, Aggregate Management Plan, Emergency Response Plan:
Gravel
Pit- Fort St. John prepared by Allnorth Consultants Ltd. (File No. 09-PC-0536, March 31, 2010);
12. Series of written correspondence between the legal representative of
and the
Barristers & Solicitors and the legal representative
of

This correspondence took place between April 19, 2008 and

May 13, 2014 and comprised discussion of which party was responsible for repair of the existing
slope

failure

between

the

subject

properties

and

subsequent

discussion

of

compensation/purchase of the subject properties;

13. Written correspondence between the Ministry of Energy and Mines (MoEM) and the legal
representative of
•

including:

Pit, Stability Update from MoEM to

•

V.

on January 20, 2014;

Deceased and the

from MoEM to

on September 25, 2016;
14. Report of Geotechnical Inspector, prepared by the Mines and Mineral Resources Division of the
Ministry of Energy and Mines (Permit No. G-9-186, July 3, 2014);
15. Mine Closure Letter: Mines Act Permit G-9-186 prepared by the Ministry of Energy Mines and
16.

Petroleum Resources (File No. 18080-02-09, July 2015); and,
r V.
, Deceased and the Estate of
of the MoEM PR of the Province of British Columbia to

from the Minerals Division
on September 25, 2015.

A number of laser-printed colour photos were submitted for the review; however, the photos were not

date stamped and therefore could not be verified. While they were considered as supplemental evidence,
they were not included in the overall discussion.
The following documents were provided to Northern Geo by other parties:
•

Letter from the Peace River Regional District regarding the historic records for the following
properties (September 22, 2016):
•

PIO: 008-464-243, Lot 1, Section 19, Township 83, Range 18, Plan 23762, W6M, PRO;

•

PIO: 009-937-072, Lot 1, Section 19, Township 83, Range 18, Plan 20464, W6M, PRO; and,

•

PIO: 010-308-521, Parcel A (46726M) of the NW¼ ofSection 19, Township 83, Range 18,
except Plan 20464, W6M, PRO.

Additional literature reviewed for surficial and bedrock conditions in the area are referenced in the
corresponding sections of the report.

5.1.2

Historic Aerial Photograph Review

Historical information based on the interpretation of historic aerial photography is summarized in Table
1. The reviewed aerial photographs are presented in Appendix C.

CJ Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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Table 1: Historic Aerial Photograph Review

Year

Obse 011dt ion, and Com•rn:>n'.s

1956

There appears to be a road along the north side of the (now)
along the north and east side of the (now)

property and

property. The (now)

property had been cleared of trees, with the exception of the northeast corner
and southern property line. The southern haH of the (now)

property was

cleared of trees, and an access road running northwest/southeast was observed
entering the property at the southwest corner. There was no evidence of slope
failure at the boundary between the properties.
1962

There does not appear to be any significant changes since 1956.

1970

The northwest quarter of the (now)

property has been cleared of trees, with

cleared access to the southern half of the property. A swath of trees appears to
have been removed from the property boundary between the (now)
(now)

and

properties, near the site of the future slope failure.

There

appeared to be mining activating in the southwest quarter of the (now)
property, as well as the majority of the (now)

property. There appeared

to be a line of trees and a drainage ditch running north-south along the crest of
the boundary between the properties. There was no evidence of slope failure at
the boundary between the properties.
1982

The drainage ditch along the crest of slope between the properties is more clearly
defined, extending along the majority of the east (now)

property

boundary. The ditch appears to terminate near the southwest corner of that
property, with 2 drainage pathways extending downslope from the ditch.to the
(now)

pit. These drainage pathways are within the treed area to the south

of the future failure location.
There appears to be a depression or standing water (shadow) in the southeast
comer of the (now

property. The depression appears to be connected

to a drainage ditch that discharges to one of the 2 drainage pathways referenced
above.
There does not appear to be any other significant changes. There was no
evidence of slope failure at the boundary between the properties.
1988

The northwest quarter of the (now)

property appears to be including

included in the mining activity site development, with some tree clearing
observed in the northeast corner. The mining activity on the (now)
property appears to have extended further south to the southern property line.
There appears to be a small pond directly east of the slope failure location and
no evidence of the drainage ditch that had previously run along the boundary
between the properties. The tree line that had run parallel to the drainage ditch

© Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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appears to have moved down the slope. This is further supported by a scar
observed upslope of the tree line, indicating that a slope failur~ has taken place.

1990

A deep drainage ditch appears to have developed along the northern edge of the
slope failure, extending up ·past the crest of the slope and toward the southern
end of the (now)

property. The slope failure appears larger than in 1988.

The slope spoils extended into the (now)

property, with multiple parallel

drainage pathways or disturbed soil along each side of the failure.
1997

The head scarp of the failure is evident and there appears to have been some
rounding of the toe of the slope spoils. Although less distinct than in 1997, there
is a drainage pathway along the northern edge of the failure; however, the
pathway no long extends to the south end of the (now)
There were 2 small ponds located at the south end of the ( now)

2006

property.
property

and what appeared to be either a road or drainage ditch extending from the
ponds to the southwest comer of the property. There does not appear to have
been any further movement at the location of the slope failure.

5.1..3

Climate Data

Based on previous experience in the Fort St. John area, the soils along the Peace River valley are known
to be susceptible to failure with changes in moisture condition. Sudden saturation of the cohesive soils
can result in a loss of cohesion, or shear strength, which destabilizes previously stable, undisturbed slopes.
These changes can be produced through modification to drainage and through variation in climatic
conditions. Rainfall and snowmelt, in addition to freeze thaw effects, have the potential to influence the
slope stability.
The Government of Canada maintains records of annual precipitation for weather stations across the
country. The main weather station in the Fort St. John area, designated Fort St John A, is located at the
North Peace Regional Airport, located roughly 6.7 km northeast of the

property. Although there may

be some minor variation between the microclimate of the Peace Rivet Valley and the bench land above,
the annual precipitation trends are considered representative of the

property as both the property

and the weather station are located on the same plateau.
Chart 1 presents the total annual precipitation, total annual rainfall, and total annual snow for the Fort St
John A weather station.

C> Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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Chart 1: Total Annual Precipitation (mm)

Fort St. John A: Total Annual Percipitation (mm)
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Year
A review and analysis of the per annum environmental climate data between 1956 and 2012 for the .
Fort St John A was performed to identify any correlations between precipitation and key events that
occurred on the

5.1..3

and

properties. The results of the analysis are presented in Section 6.0.

Site Development History

Based on a review of the documentation and verbal background information provided, the summarized
chronology in Table 2 was determined. It should be noted that this summary is limited to the east slope
of the

property and any factors that would have potentially influenced the existing slope failure for

relevance to this assessment.
Table 2: Summary of Site Development History

Year

Event

1956
(Doc 4)

purchased the NW¼ of Section 19, Township 83, Range 18, W6M.
The (now)
of the

property was expropriated from this¼ section for development
Pit under the ownership and operation of MoTH.

1956-1970

Development of the

(Doc4)

drainage conditions for surface water runoff. Original drainage was toward the east

e Northem Geo Testing & Engineering
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property. After removal of >175,000 m 3 of material,

and north, away from the

the surface runoff then ran to the west and south onto the

property.

1981
(Doc 1)

Penn it issued by MoEMPR to
and gravel pit on the (now)

1982

MoEMPR performed an inspection of the sand and gravel pits located on the (now)

(Doc 2)

Sand & Gravel Ltd. for operation of a sand
property.

property while under the operation of

Sand & Gravel ltd. The

quarries were not active at the time of the inspection. It was noted that the working
faces of the quarries were satisfactory but that sloping of the east face would be
required before any material could be removed. Benching had been carried out to
stabilize the face and provide suitable working height for loading equipment.
Additional remarks included recommendations that negotiations be undertaken
with the Highways Branch to determine the method of operation of their existing
quarry (now
face of the
{Hearsay)

property) to assist in controlling the water make on the east
property.

There was no evidence of negotiations between the Highways Branch and the
previous owner of the {now)
suspended until

property.

purchased the (now)

Mining activity on the site was
property in 1995.

{Doc 3)

Re-sloping of many of the pit banks and overburden dumps was performed in
1981/1982.

1985

MoEMPR performed an inspection of the sand and gravel pit located on the (now)
Sand & Gravel Ltd. The
property while under the operation of

(Doc 3)

quarry was not active at the time of inspection and no evidence of recent activity
was noted.

Slumping on the east pit bank was observed and attributed to

groundwater seepage. The remaining pit faces were noted as adequately sloped and
appeared t o be stable. Previously re-sloped pit banks and overburden dumps were
observed to be naturally revegetating.
1987-1990

According to the results of the temporal tracking of the slump failure on the

(Doc 8)

property using aerial photographs, the slump failure occurred between June of 1987
and April of 1990.

1994-1997

There were 4 consecutive years of above average precipitation resulting in an

(Hearsay,

increase of surface water runoff being discharged into the (now)
property. The
surface water runoff was channeled through the slump area and flooded the floor of
the pit with silt and gravel debris from the slope.

precipitation
supported
by
climate data)

1995

Sand & Gravel, owned and operated by
property.

purchased the

1998

Permission was granted to

(Doc4)

ditch and berm around the top of the existing slope failure. The ditch and berm were

!Cl Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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constructed to redirect the surface water away from the existing slope failure and
the remainder of the
(Hearsay)

property.

A water berm was also built at the toe of the slump on the {now)

property) to

contain the water and prevent further erosion. These actions appeared to stabilize
the slump area until 2010 when further modifications to the slope were made.

2000

was informed by the BCALC after applying to purchase the (now)

(Doc4)

property from the BCALC that the land was owned by MoTH and that the
land must be purchased directly from them.
submitted a request to the BCALC that mitigation of the drainage

2001
(Doc 4)

conditions on the (now)

property be a condition of the property sale.

(Doc 4, Doc S)

BCALC retained the services of Scouten & Associates Engineering Ltd. to perform a
property assessment of the (now)

property. The report summarized the

site conditions observed and attributed the large slope failure on the east side of the
(now)

property to gravel mining activities on the

property.

Any

relation between the slope failure and the drainage ditch discharging to the west
and/or the placement of less than 5 cubic yards of concrete rubble placed on the
west side of the property were dismissed. The report·stated that the slope failure
affected >10% of the area on the (now)

property, attributing the slope

failure to mining at the toe of the slope, and commenting that the failure would
continue to impact the (now)

property.

(Doc 7)

Mighty Peace Oilfield made an offer to purchase the (now)

(Hearsay)

Mighty Peace Oilfield, owned by

property in 2001.

purchased the (now)

property in 2001.
2009

Timberline Natural Resource Group Ltd. was retained by the

legal

LLP, to perfmm a temporal tracking of the

representative,

subject slope failure using aerial photographs. The results of the review indicated
that the failure had taken place between 1987 and 1990, and that prior to the failure,
drainage ditches from the (now)

property had previously drained toward

the slope failure location. The report also noted that there was a small slump west
of the slump failure location before the main slope failure occurred, and there was
no active mining taking place near the slump failure location by 1987.
A Woricsafe BC inspection of the

property was performed on June 9, 2009.

The results of the inspection indicated that several of the slopes between the
and

properties were steeper than they should be, and that with the

saturation of the soils near the crest (borrow pit) of the slope, there was concern
that further slope failure would occur. A recommendation to bring the properties
© Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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up to Occupational Health and Safety standards was issued to protect the employees
on both the

and

properties.

2010

Harder Associates was retained by AIINorth Consultants to provide geotechnical

(Doc 10}

recommendations for slope stability and erosion control for the proposed
Gravel Pit.
reclamation of the

(Doc 11)

AIINorth Consultants was retained by
Reclamation Plan for the
property.

to prepare a Notice of Work and

Fill material was added to the (

property at the headscarp of the

2013
{Hearsay,
supported

existing faiiure.
by

observations

There was no evidence of engineering recommendations

implemented during the placement of the fill, which appeared to have been placed
without compaction. Final estimated thickness of the fill was approximately 3 m to

during the site 4.5 m and extended more than 15 m beyond the property line near the slope failure.
reconnaissance) This fill material covered the water berms constructed in 1998.
2014
A visual geotechnical assessment was performed for the eastern slope of the
(Doc 14}

property on behalf of the Ministry of Energy and Mines. The inspection report
identifies heavy seepage, steep angle, recent placement of fill loading the slope, ~nd
(possibly) weak layers in the slope (lacustrine clays?) as factors contributing to the
slope instability.

(Hearsay}

Additional slumping was observed at the site of the previous failure.

2015
(Doc 15)

property was received from the
Notification of the mine closure of the
Inspector of Mines Permitting. The letter referenced that pit was 'reclaimed' to
accommodate commercial development purposes and/or sale of the property. It
was noted that any future mining would require a mine plan to address past
geotechnical and slope stability issues. There was no mention of further reclamation
required to complete the mine closure.

{Hearsay,
supported
by
observations
during the site

The area where the fill had been placed had slumped, resulting in a slump profile
that appeared similar that of the previous failure.

reconnaissance)

5.1.4 Geology
The Compilation of Geological Survey of Canada surficial geology maps for NTS 94A and 93P (Geoscience
BC Map 2011-08-1) describes the surficial geology of the site area (Fort St. John and Taylor, BC}
glaciolacustrine, glaciofluvial deposits and colluvial deposits. Glaciolacustrine deposits were deposited in
standing water associated with a former glacial lake and consists mainly of laminated to massive clay, silt
and sand or waterlain diamict, with minor beach sand and gravel. Glaciofluvial sediments were deposited

e Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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by glacial meltwater and consist of silt, sand, gravel and coarse gravel. Colluvial deposits were transported
mainly by gravity and consist of dlamlct silt, sand, and gravel. These descriptions are consistent w ith the
surficial soil conditions observed during the site reconnaissance.

5.1.5 Slope Stability Hazards in the Peace River Valley
The slopes of the Peace River, particularly with the soil conditions in the Fort St. John area are susceptible
to slope failure through 3 natural processes: fluvial undermining, overloading of slopes, and loss of
cohesion with sudden saturation of soils1 •

Anthropogenic Impacts on the local slopes range from

disturbance and loading of slopes through site development: road, building or other construction;
modification to existing drainage pathways; clearing of vegetation; and, undermining of slopes by
mechanical process.
Undisturbed cohesive soils of the area can typically maintain slopes ranging from gentle to moderately
steep; however; these soils are susceptible to slope failure and deformation with changes in conditions.
The soils are particularly sensitive to changes in moisture conditions introduced by variance in climatic
conditions and drainage.

5.2

Site Reconnaissance

5.2.1

General

A site reconnaissance of the

property by a representative of Northern Geo on August 29, 2016. The

site reconnaissance was conducted in the presence of
and included a visual assessment and
property.
provided
record of the existing slope conditions along the east property line ofthe
verbal information regarding the past history of the site and the existing slope failure; this information
has been presented in Section 4.1.2.
At the time of the site reconnaissance, the

property showed evidence of previous development as a

gravel resource pit but no current signs of excavation were observed. The majority of the slopes on the
property, with the exception of those leading down to the Peace River, appeared to be at approximately
2 Horizontal:! Vertical. Minor rills from surface run-off were observed on un-vegetated slopes and small
slumps were noted in various locations. Under the conditions at the time of the site reconnaissance, the
site appeared to be stable from a global perspective; however, it should be noted that a slope stability
assessment of the Peace River Valley was beyond the scope of this assessment.

5.2.2

Existing Slope Failure

During the site reconnaissance, the existing slope fa ilure appeared to be limiti!d to a 25 m wide section
near the center of the east property line of the

property. The mode of failure was unclear due to

modification of the land at the toe and crest of the slope. A physical investigation would be required to
determine whether it was a translational slide, deformation or deep rotational failure. There was
evidence of small scale slumping events near the crest of the slope. The spoils from the main slope failure
were observed to extend into the excavation at the toe of the slope. The slope extended up from the toe

1

Quaternary Geology and Landforms of the Eastern Peace River Region, British Columbia NTS 94A/1,2,7, 8 (1991)
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at an angle of less than 20° for roughly 180 m, then becomes more gradual (<10") within the upper section
of a slump feature before reaching a head scarp with a height of up to 3 m at the crest of the slope. There
was no remaining evidence of the water diversion berm constructed by

in 1998, which would

have been located in the fill area. The main section of the slope was observed to be vegetated with
grasses, shrubs, and the occasional tree.
The head scarp appears to be situated within fill material comprising clay, gravel, and various road
reinforcement materials (i.e. geotextile). Seepage from the fill material was noted in several locations

f
f
f
f
f
41!
41!

f
I!
41!

and standing water was observed on the slump feature. The surficial soil was observed to be saturated

I!

and easily manipulated under pressure. Observations of the soil conditions were limited to surficial

41!

conditions; determining the state of subsurface conditions was beyond the scope of the site

I!
I!
I!
I!

reconnaissance. Vegetation typically associated with standing water (i.e. cattails) was noted on t he slump
feature, suggesting the water has been in place for much of the growing season.
Evidence of erosion (i.e. exposed soil, scouring, lack of vegetation) to either side of the existing slope
failure was observed, indicative of channeling of surface runoff from the plateau above. Continued
erosion has further emphasized the elevation difference between the slope spoils from the side scarps of
the failure. According to

there were several surface runoff events between 1995 and 1998 that

resulted in accumulation of sediment at the toe of the slope. This sediment was removed at the time,
without minimal disturbance to the slope failure spoil; this is consistent with the observations made
during the site reconnaissance which included a distinct rounded debris outline near the toe of the slope
failure.

~

Ill!
I!
~
~

Ill!

6.0

ENGINEERING ANALVSIS

Ill!

6.1

Climate Data - Precipitation

~

Northern Geo performed a statistical analysis of the per annum environmental climate data between 1956
and 2012 for the Fort St John A was performed to identify any correlations between precipitation and key
events that occurred on the

and

properties.

To highlight the upper range of the precipitation annum, our analysis uses the 75tti percentile to define a
'peak' precipitation year. For reference, the precipitation median from 1956 to 2012 and the 75th
percentile are presented in Table 3.
Tabla 3: Annual Precipitation of Fort St. John A (1956 to 2012)
Median

75 1 ' Pen .Pntilc

(rrnn )

(111111,1

Total precipitation

474.8

528.6

Total rainfall

288.8

353.7

Total snow

210.9

242.1

Precipitat ion
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These values were used to identify peak precipitation years and consecutive years of higher precipitation
during the historical development of the

~

properties, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4: Results of Precipitation Analysis

Prec1p1tJt ion ''i'PE'

Total precipitation
Total rainfall

· "eak Precipitati011

• · coriseruti,:e Years

1957, 1964, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1987, 1990,

1971-1974

1994,1995,1996,1997,2004,2007,2011

1994-1997

1957, 1964, 1971, 1976, 1979, 1980, 1984, 1987,

1979-1980

1993,1994,1996,1997,2005,2007, 2011

1993-1994
1996,1997

Total snow

1957, 1958, 1963, 1966, 1972, 1974, 1990, 1995,

1957-1958

1996,1997,2003,2004,2011,2012

1995-1997
2003-2004
2011-2012

•Precipitation within the 75"' percentile.
..Duration of 2 or more yea~ of precipitation within the 75th percentile.

The following items were noted during a review of the results:
•

The top 3 values for total precipitation due to rainfall were recorded in 1957, 1987, and 1997;

•

The top 3 values to total precipitation due to total precipitation due to snow accumulation (and
snowmelt) were recorded in 1963, 1966 and 1990;

•

There were two periods between 1956 and 2012 that presented consecutive years of total
precipitation in the 75111 percentile: 1971 to 1974, and 1994 to 1997. The latter (1994 to 1997) is
consistent with consecutive years of increased precipitation due to rainfall (1993-1994, 19961997} and snow accumulation (1995-1997).

7 .0

DISCUSSION

Based on the findings of the desktop study, including review of available documentation, historic aerial
photographs, and climate data throughout the relevant history of the (now)

property (1956 to 2016),

the main slope failure appears to have occurred between 1987 and 1989. Evidence supports that the
main failure occurred due to sudden saturation of the materials (common in the Peace River Valley) within
the slope during after a year of above average precipitation (1987}. Mining activities had ceased between
1982 and 1995, suggesting that the change in condition and timing of the failure is not likely to associated
with undermining at the toe of the slope. While mining at the toe of slope cannot be completely ruled
out as a contributing factor, the continued stability of the slopes adjacent to the main slope failure location
and the ~7 year stable period of the location itself suggest It was not a primary factor.
The continued stability of the slopes adjacent to the main slope failure location further indicates that
there was specific influence to the failure location. Variation in drainage patterns and mitigation methods
used over the history of the site further support this. The drainage ditch between the properties (aerial
photograph evidence 1982) was not visible in 1998; however, there was evidence of pot,ling water directly
east of the slope failure suggesting potential for (further) saturation of the soils. In the aerial photograph
from 1990, the slope failure appeared to have increased in size, which is likely attributed to the modified
drainage. There was also evidence of further incising (erosion) from drainage along the edges of the
failure at that point in time. Previous significant precipitation years, including 1957, 1963, and 1966 and
C Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
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the absence of slope failure evidence at those points in time indicate that the failure was not attributed
solely to the increase in precipitation, but rather in addition to the modification to the drainage of the
property.
Increased precipitation due to both rainfall and snowmelt appear to have contributed to further erosion
of the main slope failure between 1994 and 1997, which likely would have resulted in debris flow into the
Pit. Further to this, the rounding of the toe of the slope noted in the 1997 aerial photogr:aph and
subsequent acknowledgement and agreement by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways that
drainage mitigation along the crest of the slope failure would be required, supports the verbal comment
from

regarding their clean-up of the spoils at the toe of the slope.

The subsequent stability of the slope failure location after construction of the benn and ditch at the crest
of the slope (1998) supports that drainage was likely a key factor in the previous instability.
The slope failure area appears to have remained stable up until 2014, following the placement of fill
material in 2013 along the western edge of the

property at the slope failure location. It is our

understanding that the fill was placed in an attempt to increase the developable area of the property.
This fill appears to have covered the water diversion berms constructed in 1998, as there was no evidence
of these during the site reconnaissance. According to

there was further slumping observed

in 2014 at the site of the previous failure, where the fill had been place. This remobilization of the slope
failure may have been a product of the heavy seepage, steep angle, weak layers in the slope and recent
placement of fill loading the slope noted in the visual geot echnical assessment performed by the Ministry

----.....-

.-..,
..,..,
..,

..
....
..
...
~

of Energy and Mines in 2014.

~

It should be noted that there was no evidence of engineering input into the placement of additional fill

~

available at the time of writing this report. The typical sequence of events for the placement of additional

~

fill on or near the crest a slope would include: a desktop study, site reconnaissance and physical

~

geotechnical investigation of the slope to determine the existing conditions, including but not limited to
slope geometry, soil stratigraphy parameters for strength, plasticity, and moisture profile, and
groundwater or perched water table conditions; slope stability analysis; engineering design to mitigate
potential slope hazards during and after placement of fill material (including material and compaction
specifications). Without this information, placement of fill on or near the crest of a slope would increase
the potential of slope failure as a result of overloading the slope and/or change in drainage conditions.
In 2015,

received a Mine Closure Letter from the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum

Resources that a permit closure and reclamation security release request for the

Pit was to be

processed by their reclamation securities department in Victoria. The letter stated that "currently the pit
is reclaimed to accommodate commercial development purposes and or sale of the property". The letter
went on to say that if any further mining activities were to take place with the

property, a mine plan

prepared by qualified personnel would be required to address the past geotechnical and slope stability
issues present at the site and surrounding areas.

~

~

.
~

-•
~
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•
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CONCLUSION

Based on the findings of the desktop study, including review of available documentation, historic aerial
photographs, and climate data throughout the relevant history of the (now)"

property (1956 to 2016),

it is our expert opinion that main slope failure along the eastern boundary of the

property was

attributed to saturation of slope sediments through increased precipitation and inadequate drainage to
minimized potential for slope failure. While undermining of the toe of the slope cannot be completely
ruled out as a contributing factor, it is considered unlikely to be the primary cause of the failure.
The slope failure occurred before the property came into ownership of Mr.
would not have been influenced by the mining activities of

and therefore

Sand and Gravel.

According to the Mine Closure letter (2015), the pit was considered reclaimed by the Ministry of Energy,
Mines, and Petroieum Resources, thus relieving

of any further responsibilities regarding the

reclamation of the slopes along the eastern edge of the

property.

~
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CLOSURE

The findings presented herein are based on the geotechnlcal review of the findings of the desktop review,

~

site reconnaissance, and slope failure modelling scenarios of the existing slope failure on the east property

.~

line of the

Pit property. The materials in this report reflect Northern Geo's best Judgement based on

~

the information that was available to Northern Geo at the time of preparation of this report. If conditions

~

other than those noted or additional information becomes available after submission of this report,

~
~

Northern Geo should be given the opportunity to review and revise our report, as necessary.
This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of

and his legal representatives for

reference. This report does not constitute a guarantee of dismissal of the claim. Any use of this report
by third parties, or any reliance on or decisions made based on it area the responsibility of such third
parties. Northern Geo accepts no responsibility, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions
made or actions taken based on this report.
We appreciate the opportunity to be service to you. tf you have any questions regarding the contents of

'

~
~

'.-

this report, or if we can be of further assistance to you on this project, please contact our office.

Sincerely,

,...

Northern Geo Testing & Engineering

:_,

A division of CCMET Inc.

Prepared By

--.,
~

!

Reviewed By

~
~

~
!

,.,

~

..

Masoud Mohajeri, Ph.D., P.Eng., PMP
Engineering Geologist

Specialist Geotechnical Engineer
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Site Photographs: August 29. 2016
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Photograph 1: East slope of

•
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Photograph 2: East slope of
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property.

.

property with slope failure outlined.
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Historical Aerial Photographs

The following aerial photographs were sourced from the University of British Columbia Geography
Department database. High resolution scans were taken for reference ·in the report; the original
photographs are available for reference in the above-referenced database.
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Photograph 1: Overview Scan (1956).
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Photograph 2: Overview scan of BC5042:138 (1962)
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Photograph 3: Overview scan of BC7279 No. 42 (1970)
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Photograph 4: Overview scan of BC7836 No. 299 {1982}
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Photograph 5: Overview scan of 15BC8203 No. 088 (1988)
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Photograph 6: Overview scan of15BCB 90002 No. 94 (1990)
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Photograph 7: Overview scan of 30BCC97159 No. 207 (1997}
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Photograph 8: Overview scan of 15BCC06023 (2006)
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Rhonda Mellafont, P.Geo.
Engineering Geologist I Project Manager

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS:
M.s Mellafont has been performing engineering geology, environmental consulting and materials testing services throughout Alberta, British
Columbia, Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories for 13 years. She has provided engineering geology, geoscience, and project
management for materials testing services for the energy industry, oil and gas developers, mining developers, government agencies,
transportation departments for provincial and municipal projects, architects and engineers, contractors and developers. Project experience
includes terrain stability, hydrogeology, berm and reservoir design and rehabilitation, mining developments, oil and gas developments, and
commercial, industrial, and residential developments. Topics of analyses have Included terrain stability, erosion protection structures,
excavation and replacement, hydrogecilogy, day llners, shallow and deep foundations, and geotechnical forensic investigations of structures
and earthworks.

Rhonda's experience extends to multi-disciplinary project management, construction monitoring, and quality

control/assurance services.

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION:
Professional Geoscientist
Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of British Columbia

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE:
Engineering Geology Experience
• District of Taylor (2016). Designed scope for geotechnical assessment of slope
failure for the existing water reservoir tanks, performed slope stability analysis,

Professional Geosclentist
Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of Alberta

hydrology analysis, and prepared the report outlining the potential cause of the
failure and proposed mitigation/slope rehabilitation techniques.
• Encore Hotel (2016). Performed historical aerial photograph review and slope
stability analysis of key sections of the adjacent ravine to determine development

EDUCATION:

setbacks and provide recommendations for stormwater management and

Bachelors of Science (Earth Sciences)
2007 I University of Alberta

drainage.
• CNRL (2016). Performed a desktop study and site reconnaissance for a recurring
slump failure near Darby Creek on the cameron River Road.

MEMBERSHIP:
Canadian Geotechnical Society

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPEMENT:

Designed the

geotechnical assessment and performed a hydrology analysis to facilitate design
for the repair of the failure and mitigation of drainage.
• Leucrotta Exploration

inc. (2016).
Performed a desktop study, site
reconnaissance, and field investigation for a wellslte In the Mica Creek field.
Performed a slope stability assessment to determine feasibility and development

Risk Assessment in Geotechnical Engineering
(2016)
Water and Wastewater Treatment (2015)
Slope Stability, Erosion Control Design and Risk
Management (2015)
canadian safety Training System (20151
Bear Awareness: Working in Bear Country (2015)
H2S Alive Recertification (2015)
Fundamentals of Project Management (2014)
Pile Driving Analysis Training including CAPWAP
(2014)

Ground Disturbance (2014)
Geotechnlcal Aspects of Pavements (2013)
CCIL Concrete Inspector Certification (20U)
Negotiation Skills (2007)

setbacks for the wellslte.
• TNT Engineering (2016). Performed geotechnical assessments of 2 separate sites
within the Mica Creek field for proposed directional drilling creek crossings.
Designed the field investigations, performed slope stability analyses, provided
comments on the feasibility of the crossings, and recommendations for depth of
boring.
• Residential slope stability assessment of recurring failure in the Montney area
(2015). Performed a desktop study of the history of failures at the location,
designed the geotechnlcal assessment of the existing conditions, performed slope
stilbiHty analysis and prepared a report with recommendations to repair the slope
failure.
• Kitimat LNG Environmental Compensation (2015).

Project management,

geotedmical stability assessment of berms and hydrogeology/hydrology
assessment to facilitate the conversion of abandoned borrow pits into fish habitat.
• Progress Energy (2015). Performed a slope stability assessment and reclamation
plan for an open-cut pipeline crossing in the Gundy Field.
• Progress Energy Terrain Stability Assessment (2015). Terrain stability assessment
of proposed wellsite location In the Upper Halfway region.
• Subdivision development south ofTaytor (2015). Assessed land alongside a large
ravine for development setbacks to determine whether the proposed subdivision
was feasible.
• Residential slope stability assessments (2011-20141. Performed desktop studies,
site reconnaissance, field investigations and slope stability assessment to provide
development setbacks In the Red Deer and Leduc County areas.
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Masoud Mohajeri, Ph.D., P.Eng., PMP
Senior Geotechnical Engineer

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS:
Mr. Mohajerl Is a geotechnical engineer with 22 years of experience in research, design and management of engineering projects. His
experience includes geotechnical investigations, site characterization, undisturbed soil sampling, static and cyclic laboratory testing, large
scale shake table and centrifuge testing, slope stability analysis for static and dynamic loads, seepage analysis, seismic site specific ground
response analysts, liquefaction triggering assessment, deformation and settlement assessment, stress-strain FEM & FDM analysis,
geotechnical design of embankment dams and construction material, design of mechanically stabiltzed retaining walls, excavation and
shoring design, shallow and deep foundation design, geotechnlcal risk assessment and preparation of geotechnlcal design specifications and
baseline reports for design-build projects. Mr. Mohajeri Is a registered Project Management Professional and a qualified project manager.
His project management expertise includes scope, time, cost, quality, human resource, communications, risk and procurement management.
He has extensive experience In procuring, negotiating and managing contractor relationships and wor1cing witn consultants and contractors.
Mr. Mohajeri is familiar with Health and Safety and Environmental regulations and requirements.

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION:
Professional Engineer
Association of Professional Engineers and
Geoscientists of British Columbia

RECENT RELEVANT EXPERIENCE:
• White River Hydroelectric Project, Regional Power, ON, Canada (2011 - 2015)
Role: Principal Geotechnica1 Engineer and Project Manager
Scope of Work: Detailed design and owner's engineer during construction of two

Professional Engineer
Association of Professional Engineers and
Geosdentists of Saskatchewan

15 and 20 m high roclcflll dams, two powemouses, transmission lines and
substations.
• John Hart Redevelopment Project, BC Hydro, B.C., Canada {2008-2011)

EDUCATION:

Role: Geotechnical Engineer and Workpackage Manager

Ph.D. Geotec:hnical Engineering
The University ofTokyo

Scope of Work: Conceptual and preliminary design studies for replacement of an
existing hydroelectric powerhouse and swltchyard, a 2.0 km long tunnel and a new
intake structure on a high seismic area on Vancouver Island.

MEMBERSHIP
• South Terminal Vancouver Airport, London Aviation, B.C. Canada {2007)
Canadian Dam Association

Role: Geotechnical Project Engineer

Vancouver Geotechnical Society

Scope of Worlc: Field investigations and in-situ testing (CPT), site characterization,
site specific analysis In site class F (liquefiable soil) according to BC Building Code,
numerical modelling of the Hqueftable soil and soil improvement using FLAC,
design recommendations for foundations.

• Seismic Performance of piles, National Research Institute for Disaster Prevention, Japan (2003 - 2005)
Role: Senior Research Engineer
Scope of Work: Full-scale physical modelling and numerical simulation of piles in liquefiabie soil using the largest shake table in the world
to verify seismic performance design of the piles.
• Seismic Performance Design ofburied Gaslines in Tokyo Metropolitan Area, Tokyo Gas, Japan {2000)
Role: Senior Research Engineer
Scope of Work: Scaled physical modelling ofo buried gos line along a slope using shake table under 50 g centrifugal gravity to verify the
seismic performance design of buried infrastructures along the slopes.

• Karkheh Hydroelectric Project, Ministry of Energy, Iran {1994-1998)
Role: Geotechnical Project engineer
Scope of Work: Detailed design and construction supervision of a 127 m high eorthf/11 dam, a 78 m deep cut-off wall, and a 400 MW
underground powerhouse and substations In o high seismic area.

CURRICULUM VITAE
Contact:

9211100 Avenue Fort St. John, BC VlJ 1X6 I t . 604.842.7817

I www.northemgeo.ca

DOC ID 0265
EMPR Inspection Report 56796

Ministry of Energy and Mines
Report of Inspector of Mines
Reclamation and Permitting
(Issued pursuant to Section 15 of the Mines Act)

Inspection No.:

56796.00

File:

18080-02-09

Mine No.:

0900011

Emp/Cont:

0.00

/

Orders

0.00

RECL

H&S:

Stop Work:

Name of Property

Fort St. John Gravel Pit

Location

Fort St. John

Permit No.

0.00
0.00

0.00

G-9-186

Owner, Manager
Company

Sand & Gravel Ltd.

Address
Persons Contacted
Type of Mining

SAND/GRAVEL PIT

Date of Inspection

2015/06/22

Copies To
Manager response is not required.

Inspection Report Text
INSPECTION REPORT

An inspection was done on the
sand and gravel pit on June 22, 2015 by Kris Bailey (Inspector of Mines).
The intent of this inspection was to inspect reclamation of the works done under Mines Act permit G-9-186
(Approval Number 10-0900011-0607). The end land use of the site as described by
will be for industrial
purposes most likely a lay down/storage area for heavy equipment. The reclamation objective here is to reclaim the
works done under G-9-186 to a state which facilitates a lay down areas as well as reclaiming pit walls to a selfsustaining state.
It should also be noted that the site is currently subjected to a landslide on the east bank of the pit which originates
due to both an over steepened bank and water control issues originating from neighboring properties. The slide in
question existed prior to the issuance of permit G-9-186 and the mining activities which were done under G-9-186
were not located in this area.
Photo’s on next page.

Kris Bailey
Inspector of Mines Permitting

Dated:

2015/07/17
Page

1

10-0900011-0607: Phase 1 Acces road to bottom of pit, stable & non
errosive.

10-0900011-0607: Phase 1,Mine Plan X-Section A,B,C,I,J Re Sloped. Grass
seeding to start this year. Looking East.

10-0900011-0607: Phase 1, Mine Plan X-Section A,B,C,I,J Re Sloped
showing slope failure outside of mine area. Looking East.

10-0900011-0607: Phase 1, Mine Plan X-Section A,B,C,I,J Re Sloped,
water diversion ditches control water away from slide area. Looking north
from bottom of pit.

Continued on next page.

Kris Bailey
Inspector of Mines Permitting

Dated:

2015/07/17
Page

2

10-0900011-067: Phase 2&3, Mine Plan X-Section G,K,M,N, Leveled out for
future industrial area. Looking South.

10-0900011-0607: Phase 2&3, Mine Plan X-Section G,K,M,N, Leveled out
for future industrial area. Looking East. Bank to the left is from pre
mining and represnts the average natural contour in the Peace Valley
Reigon.

10-0900011-0607: Phase 2&3, Mine Plan X-Section G,K,M,N, Leveled out
for future industrial area.

The reclamation is acceptable for the end land use objective of a commercial storage area. Future mining activities
at this site will require a plan prepared by a qualified geotechnical and or mining engineer that addresses long term
slope stability.
End Report.

Kris Bailey
Inspector of Mines Permitting

Dated:

2015/07/17
Page

3

DOC ID 0269
EMPR Inspection Report 18024

Province of British Columbia
MINISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES AND
PETROLEUM RESOURCES
Mining & Mineral Division

Report of Inspector of Mines
(Issued pursuant to Section 15 of the Mines Act)

Inspection No.:

18024

File:

18080-02-02

Mine No.:

0900011

Permit No.:

G-9-182

Emp/Cont:

0

/

Orders

5

RECL:

H&S:

Stop Work:

0
0

0

Inspection Report
NAME OF MINE

Sand and Gravel Pit

LOCALITY

OWNER/OPERATOR

Sand & Gravel Ltd.

ADDRESS

MANAGER

AREAS INSPECTED

56.214, -120.840
Fort St. John

Pit

Persons Contacted
MANAGEMENT

None

OHS COMMITTEE
WORKERS
A copy has been forwarded to the Joint Occupational and Safety Committee and the union as applicable. The Mine manager shall complete the right hand column noting
specific corrective actions taken by a specified date, and return a copy to the Inspector within 15 days of receiving the report. Further the manager shall post a copy to the
bulletin board, to be replaced by a copy showing the manager’s response. In this document, Code means Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia.

INSPECTION ORDERS

MANAGERS RESPONSE OF ACTION TAKEN

On June 25th, 2010, Victor Koyanagi of the BC Ministry of
Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources conducted an
inspection of the
Sand and Gravel mine site.
At the time of the inspection, a 270 excavator was operating
loading highway trucks near the entrance to the mine site. The
gate was open and unmanned. Highway trucks would enter the
site, travel downhill to the bottom of the pit (along a one way
road), turn around and return up the hill to the loading area.
Trucks are radio controlled for travel along the one way road.
Truck drivers did not exit their vehicles.
The property adjacent to
Sand and Gravel is owned by
The
property was viewed during this
inspection. A small portion of the
property appears to
have been impacted (due to subsidence) by excavations that
have occurred on the
property in the past.

Victor Koyanagi, P.Geo.
Inspector of Mines

Signature – Inspector of Mines

Suite 350 - 1011 - 4th Avenue Prince George BC V2L 3H9
Address

Date of Inspection:
Copies To

Signature – Manager

6/25/2010

Dated:

, 20

Report of Inspector of Mines Page 2 of 3
INSPECTION ORDERS

MANAGERS RESPONSE OF ACTION TAKEN

The following orders are issued:
A portion of pit rim appears to have subsided indicating
potential instability of the pit wall. A health and safety risk
exists for anyone working below unstable pit walls including
the area of apparent subsidence. The Manager shall not allow
anyone to access the area below the pit walls until the
stability of all pit walls has been determined and the area
below the pit walls has been deemed safe to the satisfaction
of the Chief Inspector of Mines. The determination of pit wall
stability is to be completed by a qualified registered
professional with a detailed report submitted to the regional
inspector of mines.

SECTION :1.3.1
Authorization to Enter a Mine Site
At the time of the inspection, two unauthorized vehicles were
observed entering the mine site. The Manager shall ensure
compliance with section 1.3.1 of the Health, Safety and
Reclamation Code (HSR Code) and ensure that other than an
inspector, only persons authorized by the Manager shall be
permitted to enter the mine, to be completed immediately.

SECTION :1.3.2
Postings
Adequate signage at the entrance to the mine site has not been
posted. The Manager shall ensure compliance with section
1.3.2 of the HSR Code and ensure adequate signage is posted at
all road entrances to the mine, to be completed immediately.

SECTION :6.19.2
Logbook to be Maintained
The 270 excavator was not equipped with a log book. The
Manager shall ensure compliance with section 6.19.2 of the
HSR Code and provide and maintain an effective logbook for
each unit of mobile equipment over 7000 kg GVW, to be
completed immediately.

SECTION :6.8.3
Traffic Control
Traffic control signage including a stop sign at the exit of the
mine site onto the public road was not in place. The Manager
shall ensure compliance with section 6.8.3 of the HSR Code and
develop a traffic control plan (to be submitted to the regional
inspector of Mines by June 30, 2010) and install adequate
signage in conjunction with the traffic control plan. Adequate
signage, including a STOP sign at the exit from the mine site,
shall be installed immediately.

Date of Inspection

6/25/2010

Initials

__________

(Inspector)

Initials

_________

(Manager)

Report of Inspector of Mines Page 3 of 3
INSPECTION ORDERS

MANAGERS RESPONSE OF ACTION TAKEN

SECTION :3.6.1
First Aid Supplies
An adequate first aid kit was not maintained on the mine site.
The Manager shall ensure compliance with section 3.6.1 and
maintain adequate first aid supplies on the mine site, to be
completed immediately.

Date of Inspection

6/25/2010

Initials

__________

(Inspector)

Initials

_________

(Manager)

DOC ID 0273
EMPR Inspection Report 140703

MINISTRY OF ENERGY AND MINES
Mines and Mineral Resources Division

REPORT OF GEOTECHNICAL INSPECTOR
(Issued pursuant to Section 15 of the Mines Act)

Name of Property:
Mine Manager:
Company:
Address:
Persons Contacted:

Sand & Gravel

Permit No.: G-9-186

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION
V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

Copies To:

Al Hoffman, Chief Inspector of Mines, MEM
Diane Howe, Deputy Chief Inspector of Mines, MEM
Heather Narynski, Sr. Geotechnical Inspector, MEM
Kris Bailey, Mines Inspector, Permitting, MEM
Victor Koyanagi, Manager, Exploration and Mining, MEM

Date of Inspection:

July 3, 2014

In this document, “Code” means the Health, Safety and Reclamation Code for Mines in British Columbia

_______________________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION
A geotechnical inspection of the
Sand & Gravel Pit was conducted on July 3, 2014 in the company
of Kris Bailey of MEM.
was present for the latter part of the inspection. The site inspection
was conducted at the request of Kris Bailey to review slope failures on-site. This report summarizes
observations made during the inspection, and actions required to follow-up on this inspection report.
The purpose of this inspection was as follows:
• To determine if the mine is meeting the requirements of the Code.
• To determine if the mine is meeting the intent of the geotechnical conditions in Permit G-9-186.
• To determine if geotechnical practices at the pit are consistent with generally accepted
engineering practices at other pits in British Columbia.
• To identify potential ground stability hazards or concerns at the mine.
• To provide general comments on geotechnical conditions at the mine.
Prior to the site visit the following documents were reviewed in relation to the area in question:
•
•
•
•
•

WorkSafe BC Inspection Report, dated June 9, 2009.
Aggregate Management Plan by Allnorth Consultants Ltd., dated March 2010.
Report of Inspector of Mines, by Victor Koyanagi, dated June 25, 2010.
MEM letters to
dated April 8, 2013 and January 20, 2014.
Letter to
dated January 20, 2014.

OBSERVATIONS AND INSPECTION ORDERS
The following comments are based on a review of existing documents and on observations made during a
brief site inspection. No sub-surface data was available or reviewed. Opinions presented in this report are
based on engineering judgment and are offered for discussion purposes only – they are not to be relied
upon for the development of final mitigation measures. Where applicable, inspection orders have been

Report of Geotechnical Inspector – July 10, 2014
Sand & Gravel Ltd.

Page 2 of 8

included in italics. Unless otherwise noted, all geotechnical inspection orders are made under Section
18(a) of the Mines Act and/or under Part 1.1.2 of the Code. The Mine Manager is asked to provide a
written response to each of the two inspection orders shown below. A digital version of this inspection
report is available upon request and email responses may be sent to George.Warnock@gov.bc.ca. While
some inspection orders from a previous inspection have been restated, it should be noted that any
outstanding inspection orders from previous reports remain in effect.
East Slope of Sand & Gravel Pit
The primary focus of the site inspection was on the East slope of the sand & gravel pit (see Photo
#1), and in particular, on an unstable zone in the south-central portion of the slope (see Photo #2).
A review of cross-sections prepared by Allnorth, indicates that the pit slope was excavated as
steep as 40 degrees., but the north portion of the East slope has recently been resloped. Seepage
zones were evident in the upper portion of the slope (see Photo #3), and standing water was
observed in an adjoining property located immediately above the East slope (see Photo #4).
The failure zone is well defined at the crest by a headscarp displaying vertical displacement of up
to 2m (see Photo #5). The scarp and tension cracks occur through recent (vegetation free) fill that
was placed on and near the crest of the historic failure (see Photo #6). Numerous tension cracks
in the upper portion of the unstable zone exhibit both horizontal and vertical displacements of
approximately 0.1-0.3m. The lateral extents of the failure zone are defined by side scarps with
heights of between 0.2m and 1m. In the lower portion of the slope, the side scarps are obscured
by erosion channels. There is an apparent “bulge” at the toe of the slope (see Photo #2), but it is
possible that this is due to a non-uniform excavation angle utilized during mining and/or to
material placed at the toe of the slope. Consequently, the toe of the failure zone is not well
defined, though it does not appear to extend to the elevation of the pit floor.
Based on a discussion with
at the time of the site inspection, it is understood that:
• The slope failed sometime between 1983 and 1986.
indicates that this was
determined using historic airphotos.
• The
property located above the East slope of the
pit was formerly used as a
gravel pit.
contends that the old excavation forms a “bathtub” that stores water from
seasonal runoff, and that this water manifests as seepage in the East slope.
• The recent fill that was placed near the crest of the unstable zone was placed in the Fall of
2013.
This information has not been independently verified, but is consistent with observations made
during the recent inspection. In no particular order, it is considered that factors contributing to the
observed instability include (but may not be limited to):
• Heavy seepage. The upper portion of the slope is visibly wet, and it is clear that seepage is
contributing to the observed instability. Water in a slope acts to reduce the effective normal
stress on a shear surface, thereby reducing the frictional forces resisting failure.
• The East pit slope was excavated at a steep slope angle, inconsistent with long-term stability.
• Fill placed in the upper portion of the unstable zone has contributed to recent movement. The
addition of weight to the upper portion of a slope adds to the gravitational force driving the
failure.
• Weak layers in the slope (possibly lacustrine clays) may form part of the failure surface. It is
noted that a recent instability in the North pit slope occurred despite the fact that the slope
gradient in this area is only about 13 degrees (see Photo #7). The elevation, continuity, and
location of these weak layers is not well understood.
Potential mitigation strategies may include a combination of:
• Unloading weight from the upper portion of the instability.
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Ditching or other measures to reduce the ingress of water into the unstable zone. The
potential presence of a “bathtub” of water above the unstable zone should be investigated. If
present, the feasibility of lowering the water level in this zone should be considered.
The placement of a support buttress at the toe of the slide. Given the uncertainty in the
location of the toe of the failure, and the possibility that it may be at a significant height above
the pit floor, the feasibility of this mitigation option would need to be closely considered
before implementation.
Resloping to a more stable slope angle. This would require cooperation of the owner of the
adjoining property, as it is likely that the crest of the resloped pit would need to extend into
the adjoining property.

It is understood that the sand and gravel resource in the
Pit is nearly exhausted, and that
there are no plans to extract further resources without remediating the slope failure. MEM would
not contemplate lifting the existing “Stop Work Order” unless the planned works were tied to
slope mitigation efforts. It is understood that consideration is being given to using revenue from
extracted resources to remediate the area of concern. Given the unknowns surrounding the
mechanism of failure, and questions surrounding the suitability of potential remediation strategies,
a geotechnical assessment will be required prior to the resumption of mining. It may be that the
cost of a detailed geotechnical investigation (ie. possibly including drilling and slope inclinometer
installations, etc.) could be prohibitive. It is in the best interests of all parties to see this site
remediated. MEM would accept a trial remediation mining plan with a lower level of
geotechnical investigation, provided that:
1.) The mine plan does not subject workers to undue risk (A Safe Work Plan will be
required),
2.) The mine plan is supported by the adjoining land owner,
3.) Both landowners are aware of the risks associated with the interim measures (i.e. the
trial measures may not stabilize the slope).
4.) The plan is vetted by a qualified professional geotechnical engineer, who is able to
state that the planned works should not result in a reduction in the stability of the site
(i.e. the planned works will not worsen the situation), and
5.) The geotechnical engineer is permitted to conduct field reviews during the
remediation efforts to ensure that the works are completed in accordance with their
recommendations (or to recommend changes to the mine plan based on observations
made during their field review(s)).
Inspection Order (1): A slope stability assessment shall be conducted by a qualified professional
geotechnical engineer, who shall consider the potential for larger scale instabilities, and any
potential mitigation strategies. A safe setback distance from the crest of the remediated slope
shall be determined for any future development. Any recommendations arising from the
geotechnical assessment shall be incorporated into an updated mine plan. The geotechnical
assessment, and the updated mine plan shall be submitted to the Regional Inspector of Mines for
approval prior to the resumption of mining.
Mine Manager’s Response: If the Mine Manager is working from a digital version of this
inspection report, their response to the above inspection order may be entered here. The Mine
Manager’s response may be sent by email to George.Warnock@gov.bc.ca or by mail to Suite 350
- 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9.
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Inspection Order (2): In accordance with Sections 1.1.2 and 1.3.2 of the Code, signage shall be
posted to prohibit inadvertent access to the area of the slope failure (whether above or below it).
This is to be completed as soon as possible, but no later than July 31, 2014.
Mine Manager’s Response: If the Mine Manager is working from a digital version of this
inspection report, their response to the above inspection order may be entered here. The Mine
Manager’s response may be sent by email to George.Warnock@gov.bc.ca or by mail to Suite 350
- 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9.
CLOSURE
Under Section 15 (6) of the Mines Act, a written response is required from the Mine Manager within 15
days of the receipt of this Inspection Report. In addition, Section 30 (1) of the Mines Act requires this
Inspection Report to be posted in a conspicuous location at the mine site for 30 days.
Please feel free to contact the undersigned with any questions or comments.

George Warnock, P. Eng.
Manager, Geotechnical Engineering
Ministry of Energy & Mines
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Photo 1: Overall view of East pit slope viewed toward the SE.

Photo 2: East pit slope viewed from the bottom of the pit. Northern portion (LHS) of slope has
recently been resloped. Significant erosion and localized instability is present in the central portion
of slope. The main failure zone is shown on the RHS of photo.
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Photo 3: Upper portion of recently resloped section of the East pit viewed toward the NE.
Significant seepage was observed in the slope.

Photo 4: Standing water observed in a basin (reportedly left by historic sand and gravel extraction)
above the East pit slope.
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Photo 5. Failure scarp, tension cracks, and deformation observed near the top of the unstable zone.
Viewed toward the NE. Fill has been placed over the unstable zone to depth of ~3m.

Photo 6: Fill material placed near and over the unstable zone at the crest of the East pit slope.
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Photo 7: Small failure developing in a recently resloped portion of the north pit slope. Viewed
toward NE. Failure is developing in a portion of the slope that is inclined at ~13 degrees.

DOC ID 0275
Deasan Holdings Limited Sand and
Gravel Notice of Work

Notice of Work
0900011 - Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Tracking Number: 100247878

Applicant Information
If approved, will the authorization be issued to
an Individual or Company/Organization?
What is your relationship to the
company/organization?

Company/Organization
Board Member

APPLICANT COMPANY / ORGANIZATION CONTACT INFORMATION
Please enter the contact information of the Individual/Organization who is acting on behalf of the applicant.
Name:
DEASAN HOLDINGS LTD.
Doing Business As:
Phone:
250-785-8003
Fax:
Email:
sandy@drsenergy.ca
BC Incorporation Number:
BC1076058
Extra Provincial Inc. No:
Society Number:
GST Registration Number:
Contact Name:
Sandy Beech
Mailing Address:
PO BOX 6958
Fort St John BC V1J 4J3
CORRESPONDENCE E-MAIL ADDRESS
If you would like to receive correspondence at a different email address than shown above, please provide the correspondence email
address here. If left blank, all correspondence will be sent to the above given email address.
Email:
Contact Name:
Sandy Beech
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

APPLICATION INFORMATION
Type of Notice of Work:
Is this a New Permit or an Amendment to an
existing permit for this property?

Sand & Gravel
New Permit

MINE INFORMATION
Do you have an existing mine number?
Name of the property:
Tenure Numbers:
Crown Grant / District Lot Numbers:

Directions to site from nearest
municipality:
Geographic Coordinates of Mine:
Maximum Annual Tonnage Extracted:

Yes
Deasan Holdings Ltd.

Mine Number: 0900011

Lot 1 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 W6MPRD Plan PGP 46594 PID#024-970-221
Lot 2 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 W6M PRD Plan PGP 46594 PID#024-970-239
Lot 1 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 W6M PRD Plan 23762 PID#008-464-243
Lot 1 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 PRD Plan 20464 PID#009-937-072
From Hwy 97 head south on 100th Street for 5 Km, turn left onto the 240 Road for
0.5Km and right into property
Latitude: 56.2147240 Longitude: -120.8389180
50000 tonnes

INFORMATION ABOUT PROPOSED ACTIVITIES
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Activities to be undertaken:

Sand & Gravel / Quarry Operations

FIRST AID
Proposed First Aid equipment on site:
Level of First Aid Certificate held by attendant:

Level 2 First Aid Kit - within 6 km to nearest hospital or ambulance
Occupational First Aid Level 1

DESCRIPTION OF WORK PROGRAM
If you prefer to upload a document, please enter "see attached document" and attach the document in the "Document Upload" step
later in the application under "Other".
Sufficient details of your work program to enable a good understanding of the types and scope of the activities that will be
conducted:
Gravel Extraction: The gravel pit will operate as per customer demand. Pit run gravel will be extracted in phases using loaders
and excavator to dig out material. Then the material will be dumped into screening and crushing plant for processing. Once
processed the material will then be hauled in rock trucks to be stockpiled in area away from crushing equipment but still within
pit area to minimize congestion. Gravel will be hauled out of pit area in gravel trucks as per customer demand and weighed at
scale house before leaving property. The reclamation process will involve the use of excavator, cat, scraper and/or grader to
trim slopes and push overburden back to cover any open areas. Any new pit areas developed will be dug out with loader and
excavator and overburden stockpiled in centre of pit to be used later in reclamation process as required.

TIME OF PROPOSED ACTIVITIES
Proposed start and end date:

Jun 8, 2018 to Dec 24, 2023

Please remember that you need to give 10 days notice to the Inspector of Mines of your intention to start work, and 7 days notice of
your intention to stop work.

ACCESS
Access presently gated:

No

PRESENT STATE OF LAND
Please identify what the present state of the land is where you would like to undertake your activities. If some of the questions do not
apply to you please enter n/a in the space provided.
Present condition of the land:
Gravel pit- unlevel areas throughout
Type of vegetation:
N/A
Physiography:
Gravel pit- sand and gravel throughout
Current means of access:
Roadway into property
Old equipment:
Weigh scale and scale house
Recreational trails / use:
N/A

ACCESS TO TENURE
Do you need to build a road, create stream
crossings or other surface disturbance that
will not be on your tenure?

No

LAND OWNERSHIP
Application area in a community watershed:
No
Proposed activities on private land:
Yes
Please note that under Section 19 of the Mineral Tenure Act and Section 2.1 of the Mineral Tenure Act Regulation you must not begin
any mining activities until 8 days after giving notice to every owner of the surface area on which the recorded holder intends to carry
out that activity.
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Please attach a copy of the letter of authorization signed by the landowner The document can be uploaded at the "Document Upload"
step later in the application process.
Legal description of land:
Lot 2 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 W6M PRD Plan PGP 46594 PID#024-970-239
Lot 1 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 W6M PRD Plan PGP 46594 PID#024-970-221
Lot 1 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 W6M PRD Plan 23762 PID#008-464-243
Lot 1 Sec 19 TWP 83 RNG 18 W6M PRD Plan 20464 PID#009-937-072
Proposed activities on Crown land:

No

Activities in a park:

No

CULTURAL HERITAGE RESOURCES
Cultural Heritage applies to a large spectrum of heritage resources that is defined as "an object, a site or the location of a traditional
societal practice that is of historical, cultural or archaeological significance to British Columbia, a community or an aboriginal people."
The Archaeology Branch of the Ministry of Forests, Land and Natural Resource Operations is responsible for the administration of the
Heritage Conservation Act as it applies to archaeological sites. The Archaeology Branch has developed guidelines for companies engaged
in natural resource extraction to aid in planning for and avoiding or managing impacts to protected archaeological sites.
Are you aware of any protected archaeological sites
No
that may be affected by the proposed project?

FIRST NATIONS ENGAGEMENT
In making decisions on authorizations, the government will be fulfilling its responsibility to consult, and where appropriate,
accommodate First Nations. The government takes this responsibility seriously and encourages the applicant to engage First Nations
early and often as part of any planned development.
Establishing good relations with First Nations who might be affected by a proposed development is a key part of any successful mining
operation. The Ministry of Energy and Mines encourages applicants to engage and information share with First Nations that might be
affected by a proposed development prior to submitting an application. The earlier in the life of a proposed activity that the avenues of
communication are established the greater the likelihood that the relationships formed will be constructive and beneficial to all parties.
A lack of information sharing and engagement by the applicant may result in extended timeframes for decision.
Applicants should keep a detailed record of information sharing and engagement with First Nations on their project in the event the
government needs to review it. Information on First Nations information sharing and engagement should include the following: a list of
First Nations contacted, whether the activity was modified based on feedback from First Nations, and whether the applicant has
entered into any informal or formal agreements with First Nations in connection with the project.
The Consultative Areas Database Public Map Service is an online, interactive mapping tool that allows you to identify First Nations who
have treaty rights or asserted or proven rights or title on the land base. More information can be found at
http://maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/sv/cadb/.
Have you shared information and engaged with First
No
Nations in the area of the proposed activity?

SAND & GRAVEL / QUARRY OPERATIONS

MAPS
All plans and sections must indicate the scale and orientation of the drawing and must include:
1) Plan View of Proposed Development illustrating:
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- Property boundaries and set back of excavation from property boundary
- Watercourses and drainage (wet, dry or intermittent) on the property and within 150 metres of its boundaries
- All previous surface workings, the final boundaries of proposed excavation, and boundaries of excavation at the end of development
described in the Notice of Work
- Access roads, including development roads within the pit and access to the public roads
- All proposed and existing stockpiles (topsoil, overburden, product etc.)
- All settling ponds (for both surface run off and process water) and source of process water
- Buildings and other facilities (fuel/lubricant storage, sanitary facilities, weigh scale, etc.)
- Sediment control structures and the location of any point discharges from the property
- Fencing, berms and/or vegetative buffers.
2) Cross and longitudinal sections of Proposed Development illustrating:
- The orginial land surface and, if applicable, the groundwater table elevation
- Typical configuration during mining, indicating angle of slope and, where applicable, bench locations
- Proposed configuration on completion of reclamation
3) A copy of the land title/crown land tenure map must be provided.
SOIL CONSERVATION
Average depth of overburden:
Average depth of topsoil:
Measures to stabilize soil overburden
stockpiles and control noxious weeds:

20.00 m
0.30 m
Spray weeds as required, overburden will be stockpiled with appropriate
slopes so as to drain appropriately

LAND USE
Is the site within the Agricultural Land Reserve?
No
Does the local government have a Soil Removal Bylaw?
No
Official Community Plan for the site:
Current land use zoning for the site:
Light Industrial
Proposed end land use is:
Storage Site
Estimate total minable reserves over the life of the mine:
Estimate annual extraction from site:
Application must be made to the Environmental Assessment Office if estimated extraction for sand/gravel production is 500,000
tonnes/year or 1,000,000 tonnes over 4 years; or if estimated extraction is 250,000 tonnes/year for quarried product.
ACTIVITIES
Click on the "Add Activity" button to add one or more activities. Select your activity out of the list and enter the tonnes, the total
disturbed area and the total merchantable timber volume.
Please note that you must notify the Inspector at least two weeks before if you are planning to bring a crusher on site.
Total Disturbed Area
(ha)
0.50
2.00
0.50
3.00

Activity
Crushing
Excavation of Pit Run
Mechanical Screening
Total:
Is the work year round or only seasonal?
Brief description of operation, including
proposed work schedule:

Merchantable
timber volume (m³)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Seasonal
Gravel pit operation Monday to Friday 8:00AM - 6:00PM. There is proposed
crushing and screening of gravel. The gravel pit will be mined in phases with
ongoing reclamation. The anticipated area disturbed each year will be
approximately 2 acres. Process will involve digging gravel out with loader
bucket and dumping into crusher or screening plant. Once the material is
processed it will then be stockpiled by hauling to designated areas with rock
trucks. The various materials will be weighed at scale house before leaving
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property.
RECLAMATION PROGRAM

Describe the proposed reclamation and timing for
this specific activity:

If backfilling of pits or pit slopes is proposed in the
final configuration for reclamation, details of
materials to be used and placement procedures:
Estimated cost of reclamation activities described
above:
Will progressive reclamation be carried out?
Maximum unreclaimed disturbance at any given
time:

Reclamation will be done on a continual basis, removal of overburden
off gravel base will be used to fill in low lying areas with rock trucks and
loaders as suitable. Any areas will be leveled with cat, scraper or grader
as required maintain proper slopes and drainage.
Overburden will be used as able to fill I pits if material is appropriate,
clay will be used for compaction and sealing purposes
$500,000.00
Yes

GROUNDWATER PROTECTION

Average depth to the high groundwater table at the
proposed excavation:
Elevation of the groundwater table was determined from:

 Existing area wells
 Test pits
 Test wells drilled for this purpose
 Other: Gravel pit daylights to the banks of the peace river
below

Measures proposed to protect groundwater from
potential impacts of the proposed mining activity:
IMPACT MINIMIZATION

Shortest distance between proposed excavation
to nearest residence:
Shortest distance between proposed excavation
to nearest residential water source:
Measures proposed to prevent inadvertent
access of unauthorized persons to the mine
site:
Measures proposed to minimize noise impacts of
the operation:
Measures proposed to minimize the dust
impacts of the operation:
Measures proposed to minimize visual impacts
of the operation:

1,000 m
1,000 m
signs, gates on entrance, fencing and berms

berms, hours of operation as listed previously - Monday - Friday
8:00AM-6:00PM
dust control as required
berms

TIMBER CUTTING
Total merchantable timber volume:

0.00 m3

No TimberYou have indicated that there is no merchantable timber that will be cut. Therefore a Free Use Permit or a Licence to Cut is
not required. If this is not accurate, please correct your entries.

EQUIPMENT
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Click on the "Add Equipment" button to add one type of equipment at a time. All equipment must comply with the requirements of the
Health, Safety and Reclamation Code.
Quantity
Type
Size / Capacity
1
Bulldozer/Crawler Tractors
D7
1
Crusher
48" cone
1
Excavator
330
1
Loader
760
1
Other: Grader
16
3
Other: Rock trucks
25 tonne
4
Other: Scrapers
22 yard

SUMMARY OF RECLAMATION
Based on the information you have provided on the previous screens the Summary of Reclamation is:

Activity
Sand & Gravel / Quarry
Subtotal:
Unreclaimed disturbance from previous year:
Disturbance planned for reclamation this year:
Total:

Total Affected area
(ha)
3.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

Estimated cost of
reclamation ($)
500,000.00
500,000.00

500,000.00

OTHER CONTACTS
Please enter the contacts that are applicable to your application.
Contact Info
Name:
Phone:
Daytime Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Mailing Address:

Name:
Phone:
Daytime Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Mailing Address:

Contact Info
Name:
Doing Business As:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
BC Inc. Number:
GST Registration Number:
Contact Name:
Mailing Address:

Sandy Beech
250-785-8003

Type of Contact
Mine manager

sandy@drsenergy.ca
PO BOX
Fort St John BC V1J 4J3

Sandy Beech
250-785-8003

Site operator

sandy@drsenergy.ca
PO BOX
Fort St John BC V1J 4J3

Deasan Holdings Ltd

Type of Contact
Permittee

250-785-8003
sandy@drsenergy.ca

Sandy Beech
PO BOX
Fort St John BC V1J 4J3
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Name:
Doing Business As:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
BC Inc. Number:
GST Registration Number:
Contact Name:
Mailing Address:

Deasan Holdings Ltd

Tenure Holder

250-785-8003
sandy@drsenergy.ca

Sandy Beech
PO BOX
Fort St John BC V1J 4J3

LOCATION INFORMATION

LAND DETAILS
Do you have the legal description of the land or the civic address then click on 'Add Land Information'.
All applications must include the appropriate maps and applications received without maps will be returned. All maps must be in colour,
computer generated, with a scale, north arrow and a detailed legend.
For Mineral, Coal and Placer applications you must provide a minimum of 3 maps:
- A Location Map which must show the location of the property in relation to the nearest community with the access route from the
community to the work site clearly marked;
- A Tenure Map which must show the boundaries of the tenure(s) and tenure numbers, at a scale of 1:20,000 or less;
- A Map of Proposed Work which must show topography, water courses, existing access, existing disturbance, contour lines, known
cultural heritage resources and/or protected heritage property, at a scale of 1:10,000 or 1:5,000. For site specific applications the
location of all proposed exploration activities must be shown; for area-based applications the work area must be shown as a polygon,
with the location of all proposed exploration activities for year 1 shown, and shape files provided of the area.
For Sand & Gravel/Quarry applications you must provide a Plan View, Cross and Longitudinal Sections and a Land Title/Crown Land
Tenure Map. Details of these requirements are listed in the Sand & Gravel/Quarry Operations Activity sheet.
 I have one or more files (PDF, JPG, PNG etc.) with my maps

MAP FILES
Do you have a PDF or image file of a drawn map? You can upload it here.
Description
Arch Chance Find Procedure

Filename
Archaelolgical Chance find ...

Deasan Map 1

Deasan Map 1.pdf

Deasan Map 2

Deasan Map 2.pdf

Deasan Map 3

Deasan Map 3.pdf

Deasan Map 4

Deasan Map 4.pdf

Deasan Map 5

Deasan Map 5.pdf

Deasan Map 6

Deasan Map 6.pdf

Emergency Response Plan

Emergency Response Plan.xlsx

Overburden sketch map and north quarry backfill

Overburden sketch and north...

Robert Gardner Court File

Robert Gardner court file.pdf
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proposed work area june 8 18 #1

proposed working area june ...

proposed working area #2

proposed working area june ...

PRIVACY DECLARATION
PRIVACY NOTE FOR THE COLLECTION, USE AND DISCLOSURE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
Personal information is collected by FrontCounter BC under the legal authority of section 26 (c) and 27 (1)(a)(i) of the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (the Act).
The collection, use, and disclosure of personal information is subject to the provisions of the Act. The personal information collected by
FrontCounter BC will be used to process your inquiry or application(s). It may also be shared when strictly necessary with partner
agencies that are also subject to the provisions of the Act. The personal information supplied in the application package may be used for
referrals or notifications as required. Personal information may be used by FrontCounter BC for survey purposes.For more information
regarding the collection, use, and/or disclosure of your personal information by FrontCounter BC, please contact FrontCounter BC at
1-877-855-3222 or at:
FrontCounter BC Program Director
FrontCounter BC, Provincial Operation
441 Columbia Street
Kamloops, BC V2C 2T3
 Check here to indicate that you have read and agree to the privacy declaration stated above.
REFERRAL INFORMATION
Some applications may also be passed on to other agencies, ministries or other affected parties for referral or consultation purposes. A
referral or notification is necessary when the approval of your application might affect someone else's rights or resources or those of
the citizens of BC. An example of someone who could receive your application for referral purposes is a habitat officer who looks after
the fish and wildlife in the area of your application. This does not apply to all applications and is done only when required.
Please enter contact information below for the person who would best answer questions about your application that may arise from
anyone who received a referral or notification.

Company / Organization:
Contact Name:
Contact Address:

Contact Phone:
Contact Email:

Deasan Holdings Ltd
Sandy Beech
Box 6958
Fort St John, BC
V1J 4J3
250-785-8003
sandy@drsenergy.ca

 I hereby consent to the disclosure of the information contained in this application to other agencies, government ministries or
other affected parties for referral or First Nation consultation purposes.
IMPORTANT NOTICES
 Once you click 'Next' the application will be locked down and you will NOT be able to edit it any more.
DECLARATION
 By submitting this application form, I, declare that the information contained on this form is complete and accurate.
APPLICATION AND ASSOCIATED FEES
Item
Mines Notice of Work Application
Fee
OFFICE
Office to submit application to:

Amount
$0.00

Taxes

Total
$0.00

Outstanding Balance
$0.00

Fort St. John

PROJECT INFORMATION
Is this application for an activity or project which

No
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requires more than one natural resource
authorization from the Province of BC?

OFFICE USE ONLY
Office
Fort St. John

File Number

Project Number

Disposition ID

Client Number
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DOC ID 0276
EMPR 2002 Investigation Report

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION
V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION
V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

V1-PERSONAL WITNESS INFORMATION

DOC ID 0278
Geotechnical Review Response

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
August 7, 2018 4:06 PM
Beattie, Brent C EMPR:EX; McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX
Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX
RE: 0900011-201802 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech Notice of Work Geotechnical refarral response
timeline

Hello Brent and Alexis,
I just spoke with Sandy Beech of Deasan Holdings. Deasan will provide a commitment to maintain a 20 metre buffer
away from the base of the eastern unstable slope and will not excavate below or within the current pit floor. This will also
be a condition of the permit. Deasan will not be following through with placement of a buttress at the base of the eastern
slope. Deasan is currently in negotiations to purchase the Gardner property and intends to remediate the instability of the
eastern slope from the top down if the purchase agreement is finalized.
Regards,

Victor M. Koyanagi, P.Geo.
Senior Inspector of Mines, Permitting / Health and Safety
North Central / Northeast Mining Region
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
350-1011 4th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9
Tel: (250) 565-4323 (direct line)
Tel: (250) 565-4240 (main office line)
Cell: (250) 612-7232
Fax: (250) 565-4328

From: Beattie, Brent C EMPR:EX
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2018 10:37 AM
To: Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
Cc: McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX
Subject: RE: 0900011-201802 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech Notice of Work Geotechnical refarral response timeline

Hi Victor,
Based on the information provided in the Notice of Work, my understanding is that Deasan Holdings will not be
excavating any material from the East slope which contains the existing soil failure, nor will they be lowering the existing
pit floor. All excavation of material will be from the West slope and west side of the pit with any excavated overburden
scheduled to be placed against the East slope once a buttress design has been finalized. Based on that information, the
East slope should be unaffected by the gravel operations along the West side of the pit and should achieve acceptable
Factors of Safety once buttress construction is complete based on the engineered design. Other conditions that could
affect the East slope stability would be sustained rainfall, intense periods of rainfall or a change in the groundwater
regime within the East slope, as well as, placing fill along the top of the slope. The land owner along the top of the
unstable slope can reduce some risk by ditching water from his property away from the unstable slopes and if possible
drain any ponds along the top of the slopes to reduce ingress of surface water into the unstable slope.
Regards,
Brent
From: Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
Sent: Friday, August 3, 2018 9:38 AM
To: Beattie, Brent C EMPR:EX
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Cc: McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX
Subject: 0900011-201802 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech Notice of Work Geotechnical refarral response timeline

Hello Brent,
I received a call yesterday from
, the land owner at the top of the unstable slope above the proposed
Deasan Holdings gravel pit.
has concerns that the excavation and removal of aggregate materials will further destabilize the slope.
From you assessment of the Notice of Work, can you please provide any guidance as to whether the proposed mine
plan (excluding placement of the buttress) would potentially unload the slope causing it to move.
If you have any questions or require additional information please call me.
Regards,

Victor M. Koyanagi, P.Geo.
Senior Inspector of Mines, Permitting / Health and Safety
North Central / Northeast Mining Region
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
350-1011 4th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9
Tel: (250) 565-4323 (direct line)
Tel: (250) 565-4240 (main office line)
Cell: (250) 612-7232
Fax: (250) 565-4328

From: Beattie, Brent C EMPR:EX
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2018 3:10 PM
To: Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX
Cc: McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX
Subject: RE: 0900011-201802 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech Notice of Work Geotechnical refarral response timeline

Date: July 31, 2018
To: Victor Koyanagi
From: Alexis McPherson/Brent Beattie
Subject: Geotechnical Review – NoW: 0900011‐201802 – Sandy Beech, Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Review Documents:
 “Report of Geotechnical Inspector” dated July 3, 2014 by MEM (George Warnock)
 “Re:
Sand and Gravel Inspection Report, Thursday July 3, 2014” dated July 25, 2014 by
 “Report of Inspector of Mines – Reclamation and Permitting” dated July 17, 2015 by MEM (Kris Bailey)
 “Re: Mine Closure Letter – Mines Act Permit: G‐9‐186 – Property:
Gravel Pit” dated June 22, 2015 by
MEM (Kris Bailey)
 “NoW 0900011 – Deasan Holdings Ltd.” dated May 8, 2018 by Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Comments:
1. The application provides insufficient detail as to the proposed work. While the referral letter states the proponent
proposes to place overburden material along the base of the slope failure, this is not apparent from the application.
[Information Requirement]
2. Order 1 from the 2014 Warnock geotechnical inspection remains open. Order 1 is as follows:
 “A slope stability assessment shall be conducted by a qualified professional geotechnical engineer, who shall
consider the potential for larger scale instabilities, and any potential mitigation strategies. A safe setback distance
from the crest of the remediated slope shall be determined for any future development. Any recommendations
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arising from the geotechnical assessment shall be incorporated into an updated mine plan. The geotechnical
assessment, and the updated mine plan shall be submitted to the Regional Inspector of Mines for approval prior
to the resumption of mining.”
Further, the latest permitting and reclamation inspection, and mine closure letter, respectively, state:
 “Future mining activities at this site will require a plan prepared by a qualified geotechnical and or mining engineer
that addresses long term slope stability.”
 “Please be advised that based on the past geotechnical and slope stability issues present both at the site and
surrounding areas a mine plan will be required to be developed by a qualified geotechnical and or mining
engineer.”
3. The cross sections provided show:
i.
Overburden material to be placed on previously unstable, slumped slopes with slope angles of 2V:1H in the
placed and in‐situ material,
ii.
toe excavations of up to ~18 m (~9 m at the previously unstable section, B‐B’) with no supporting documentation.
iii.
Steep overburden buttress construction fill slopes above steep soil cuts with no stability analysis.
iv.
Steep soil cuts along the western end of section A‐A’.
All of these conditions do not follow accepted engineering design for development of fill slopes or soil cuts and would
result in unacceptable Factors of Safety for these slopes.
Upon review of the application, the above order and statements remain applicable to the site and proposed
development. Existing slope stability issues cannot be ignored and shall be appropriately addressed prior to resuming
mining activities and placement of overburden materials.
The application is missing key information that is required to be prepared by a suitably qualified professional engineer
including, but not limited to, the following:
 A design basis (fully referenced),
 Slope stability analysis with key cross sections through known failures ,
 Slope mitigation strategies that address the current application mine plan,
 Staged mine plan(s) showing current landform and final pit configuration, and
 Construction specifications.
In addition, a water management plan and reclamation plan shall be developed and included in the application.
[Information Requirement]
Following our discussion this morning I prepared draft permit conditions for you to review and possibly use for your
permit for the Deasan Holdings Pit application. I have reviewed Regional, as well as, Google Earth photos going back to
2007 to the present (see attached PowerPoint deck) and believe that the application can proceed as follows:
1. Approve their application mine plan allowing them to begin stripping and removing topsoil and overburden in
the Phase 1 or 2 areas.
2. No placement of overburden can occur in the buttress area until a detailed overburden buttress design report
has been completed qualified professional geotechnical engineer and sent into EMPR for review. The buttress
design report must address the issues noted above. (see permit conditions).
3. Any recommendations arising from the overburden buttress design report shall be incorporated into an updated
mine plan. The updated mine plan shall be submitted to the Regional Inspector of Mines for approval prior to
starting construction of the overburden buttress.(this can be relaxed if you think it can be sent in at a later date)
Please call me on my cell or email me if you have any questions.
______________________
Brent Beattie, P.Eng.
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Sr. Geotechnical Inspector

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
3rd Floor, 1810 Blanshard St., Victoria, BC V8T 4J1
W:778-698-7151
C: 778-677-6795

From: Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2018 3:09 PM
To: Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX
Cc: McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX; Beattie, Brent C EMPR:EX
Subject: RE: 0900011-201802 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech Notice of Work Geotechnical refarral response timeline

Thank you!!!

Victor M. Koyanagi, P.Geo.
Senior Inspector of Mines, Permitting / Health and Safety
North Central / Northeast Mining Region
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
350-1011 4th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9
Tel: (250) 565-4323 (direct line)
Tel: (250) 565-4240 (main office line)
Cell: (250) 612-7232
Fax: (250) 565-4328

From: Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2018 12:33 PM
To: Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
Cc: McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX; Beattie, Brent C EMPR:EX
Subject: RE: 0900011-201802 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech Notice of Work Geotechnical refarral response timeline

Hi Victor,
Alexis provided me her comments on Friday, and we’re hoping Brent can review those and send them your way today or
tomorrow. I’ll let you know if there will be any delay.
Cheers,
Lowell
From: Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2018 11:13 AM
To: Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX
Cc: McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX
Subject: 0900011-201802 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech Notice of Work Geotechnical refarral response timeline

Hello Lowell,
The advertising period for the Deasan Holdings Notice of work application has ended and Sandy Beech of Deasan
Holdings is inquiring about the timelines for a decision on issuance of the Mines Act permit.
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Can you please provide me with a timeline for your referral response such that I can relay this information to Deasan
Holdings.
Thank you!

Victor M. Koyanagi, P.Geo.
Senior Inspector of Mines, Permitting / Health and Safety
North Central / Northeast Mining Region
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
350-1011 4th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9
Tel: (250) 565-4323 (direct line)
Tel: (250) 565-4240 (main office line)
Cell: (250) 612-7232
Fax: (250) 565-4328

From: McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2018 4:39 PM
To: Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
Subject: Deasan and Eastway Referrals

Hi Victor,
Both referrals are with Lowell for review. I’m on holidays next week, returning Tuesday August 7th (for the morning only)
and I’ll check in with Lowell then. If Deasan hasn’t been sent, I’ll send it over that Tuesday morning. I hope that works
with your schedule.
Have a great weekend!
Alexis McPherson, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Geotechnical Engineer
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
1810 Blanshard Street | Victoria BC | V8W 9N3
778‐698‐4779 (office) | 250‐360‐7371 (cell)
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DOC ID 0279
Geotechnical Referral

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Koyanagi, Victor EMPR:EX
July 6, 2018 11:54 AM
McPherson, Alexis EMPR:EX
Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX; Beattie, Brent C EMPR:EX
0900011-201801 Deasan Holdings Sandy Beech - application for Sand and Gravel pit - Geotechnical
Referral
gravel pit inspection_140703. docx.docx; 56796_Inspection_Report.doc;
S&G . Letter to
George..docx; FW: Written Response to Mine inspection orders ; OVERBURDEN.SHP;
OVERBURDEN.SHX; 0900011-201802 Ortho-photo map.pdf; 0900011201802_ApplicationForm.pdf;
0900011201802_Deasan Map 1.pdf; 0900011201802_Deasan Map 2.pdf; 0900011201802_Deasan
Map 3.pdf; 0900011201802_Deasan Map 4.pdf; 0900011201802_Deasan Map 5.pdf; 0900011201802
_Deasan Map 6.pdf; 0900011201802_Overburden sketch and north quarry backfill.pdf;
0900011201802_proposed working area june 8 (1).pdf; 0900011201802_proposed working area june
8 (2).pdf; 0900011201802_
court file.pdf; OVERBURDEN.DBF; OVERBURDEN.PRJ

July 7, 2018 File: 0900011
Alexis McPherson
Senior Geotechnical Inspector
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
6th Floor - 1810 Blanshard Street
Victoria BC V8W 9N3
Via email:alexis.mcpherson@gov.bc.ca
Application for Mines Act Permit
Applicant: Sandy Beech, Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Notice of Work: 0900011-201802
Property: Deasan Holdings Pit (formerly
Sand and Gravel)
Response Required by: August 7, 2018
You are requested to comment on the attached Notice of Work and Reclamation Program prior to August
7, 2018. If no reply is received in my office prior to this date, be advised I will proceed to a decision based
upon available information.
Deasan Holdings has applied for a Mines Act permit to extract aggregate materials at the Deasan
Holdings pit. This property is located on private land in the Fort St John area along the flanks of the
Peace River. The property was formerly permitted under Mines Actpermit G-9-186 to
Sand and
Gravel and
Sand and Gravel. This permit is now closed. As a result of mining on this
property, the eastern slope of the pit has slumped affecting the adjacent private property. Litigation
between the two land oners (
and
prior to Deasan Holdings) occurred and a settlement
was reached. As part of the current Mines Act permit application Deasan Holdings proposes excavation
of overburden materials and placement of these materials along the base of the lope that has slumped.
While the Mines Act permit was in place for
Sand and Gravel (2014), George Warnock conducted
a geotechnical inspection. This inspection report is attached for your information.
Please provide your assessment of any geotechnical issues related to the proposed plan and any
geotechnical permit conditions that may be included if the application proceeds to a decision.
Unless you are informed by us to the contrary, the application will be adjudicated in a manner consistent
with your response. Also, be advised that we may forward your comments directly to the applicant for
action or implementation.
Your comments may be disclosed to the public to justify decisions made.
1

Regards,

Victor M. Koyanagi, P.Geo.
Senior Inspector of Mines, Permitting / Health and Safety
North Central / Northeast Mining Region
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
350-1011 4th Avenue
Prince George, BC V2L 3H9
Tel: (250) 565-4323 (direct line)
Tel: (250) 565-4240 (main office line)
Cell: (250) 612-7232
Fax: (250) 565-4328
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DOC ID 0280
Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
Hazard Assessment Report Old Fort
Subdivision South of Fort St. John, BC
Dated January 1986

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.

610 Richard Road
Prince George, B.C. V2K 4L3

Groundwater, Geological and Geotechnical Engineers
Materials Testing Services

(604) 5643243

HAZARD ASSESSMENT REPORT
OLD FORT SUBDIVISION
SOUTH OF FORT ST.

JOHN,

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Submitted to:
PEACE RIVER-LIARD REGIONAL DISTRICT

January 1986
85072

Prince George

Kamloops
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
Aquaterre Consultants Inc. was retained

to evaluate and report on the natural hazards which may affect the

Old. Fort Subdivision, located in the Peace River—Liard Regional
District.

The Old Fort Subdivision is located on the north bank

of the Peace River, immediately south of Fort St. John, British
Columbia.

The location of the subdivision is shown on Plate 1.

The purpose of this study is to provide an engineering opinion on the
various hazards which may affect this development in order that
the Regional District can determine if changes in the Development
By Laws and Restrictive Covenants can be considered at this time.

2.0

BACKGROUND ON SUBDIVISION
This site was the location of the ori

ginal Fort and trading post in the Peace River area.

About

1964 subdividing of the land into residential lots began
with the area presently consisting of approximately 70 lots
ranging from 24 to 0.28 acres.

Single family dwellings exist on

about 23 lots with the remaining lots being undeveloped.

A copy

of the lot layout drawing is shown on Plates 2 and 3.
Much of the subdivision is located on
the 1luvia1 fan of the Old Fort Coulee

(shown on Plate 2).

The

creek presently flows along the north and east side of the sub
division.

A portion of Fort St. John?s storm runoff water is

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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directed into the north end of this creek.
The City of Fort St. John constructed
sewage lagoons on the top of the valley slope north of the sub-division (locations shown on Plate 1)

in the 1970’s.

In 1980,

residents of the Old Fort Subdivision reported high concentra
tions of gases from the lagoon to the point where the
(Lot A, Plan 19259) vacated their house for a short
period of time.

In the past, treated lagoon effluent was dis

charged into the Old Fort Coulee at a location immediately east
of the lagoons and upstream of the subdivision.

By 1981 an

effluent discharge pipeline had been constructed from the la
goons to the river.

To reduce H
S gases from the lagoons and
2

its effluent, an aeration system was installed in the lagoons
in 1983.
Flooding in the area of the
property occurred in 1979 and in March, June and July of 1980,
due to blockage and meander of the creek.

Since that time the

City of Fort St. John has undertaken a yearly inspection of
the Coulee with clearing of log debris in the upper portion
and yearly cleaning of the creek channel along the north and
east side of the subdivision.

To reduce the potential meander

of the creek along the northeast side of the subdivision,
channel widening and dyking was done in November, 1983 under
the direction of the Ministry of Highways and Ministry of
Environment.
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The Peace River water levels have generally
been more constant and high water levels are generally lower
since construction of the British Columbia Hydro dams upstream.
High water levels since dam construction have occurred during
ice jams such as the one in February and March of 1979.

Water

levels were measured to be 413.8 m in this area during the
1979
event, which resulted in ice damage on the lower flood plain.
In 1982 the Regional District employed
Hardy Associates to carry out a hazard evaluation for the
sub
0
divisio
n

The conclusions and recommendations of their report

titl “Stability Assessment Old Fort Subdivision’s dated June 13,
1982 were used as a basis for changes in development proced
ures
and by laws for this subdivision.
Concern was expressed over the years
about the stability of the slopes adjacent to the Fort St. John
lagoons.

The results of a stability study were reported in

May 1982 and since then the northeast cell has been drained
.
in 1985, the City will begin to drain the southeast cell.

Later

Both

of these cells will be no longer used because of the potential
risk of slope instability.
In the fall of 1983, the Ministry of
Highways completed the installation of an 8 foot diameter culvert
along the Alaska Highway.

This replaces the open ditch which

handles the storm water runoff from that part of Fort St. John.
The potential runoff volumes discharged by the City of Fort
St.,
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John into the Old Fort Coulee was calculated in their
“Old Fort Coulee

-

Stormwater Study” prepared for the City of

Fort St. John in 1981.

3.0

SCOPE OF WORK
The scope of work requested consists

of a detailed field reconnaissance of the area, review of available
information and preparation of a summary report containing our
conclusions and recommendations.
writer between June 18th and 21st,

The field work was done by the
1985.

During this period of time

overall soil conditions were identified and observations were made
along the full length of the creek.

Numerous slope measurements were

made and the present river bank was examined.
Our office study included the review
of available contour maps, airphotos as well as previous reports
and letters pertaining to this subdivision.

Our study is to evaluate

the present risk to the subdivision due to natural hazards consider
ing the effect of changes to the area over the years.

Many of these

changes have been discussed previously and a list of man—made effects
to this area is given below.

-

growth of Fort St.

John and increased runoff

resulting in increased flows down the Old Fort
Coulee

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.

-

construction of City of Fort St. John sewage
lagoons

—

dam construction along the Peace River re
sulting in more controlled river levels

—

improvements by the City of Fort St. John since
1982
discharge pipeline from lagoons
to river
—

aeration in lagoon system

—

draining of eastern cells of the

-

lagoon
—

-

regular maintenance of creek

improvements by Ministry of Highways and Ministry
of Environment

•
—

widening creek north and east of
subdivision

—

constructing dyke along north and
northeast side of subdivision

Our summary report is to address the
various physical hazards and to present our comments on the
risk to existing and future residential developments.

4.0

POTENTIAL IIZARDS
Based on a review of the physical

features of this area and the background information, the
potential

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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hazards which must be addressed are as follows:
A.

Concerns Related to Being Located On An Alluvial
Fan:
1.

Possible flooding by the creek due to high runo
ff
volumes or meander of the creek channel.

2.

Possible large scale mud and water flow down the
coulee
caused by temporary damming of the creek by a land
slide.

3.

Possible flooding by the creek due to failure of
the
west wall of the coulee and sudden emptying of
the
lagoons into the coulee.

B.

Concerns Related To Being Located At The Toe Of The
Peace
River Valley Slope
1.

Potential instability of the valley slope above the
subdivision.

2.

Possible unstable soils within the subdivision
due to
past landslide activities.

C.

Concerns Related to Being Located Adjacent To The
Peace
River
1.

Possible flooding.

2.

River bank erosion resulting in bank instabilities
and
continued loss of property

D.

Concerns Related To Man’s Affect Up Slope Of The Subd
ivision
1.

The lagoons increasing the potential for large scale
instability.

2.

Increased flows down the Old Fort Coulee due to incre
ased
stormwater discharge from Fort St. John.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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As can be appreciated, to thoroughly
investigate and accurately determine the risk of each of the above
possibilities would be an expensive and lengthy study.

This study

is intended to be an overview study of each of the possible
hazards and to present our assessment of risk.

5.0

OBSERVATIONS

5.1

Topography
The general location of the Old Fort

Subdivision is shown on Plate 1 and a topographic map of the sub
division is shown on Plate 4.

The river level in this area is

approximately elevation 405 to 408
division is below elevation 430 m.
the subdivision

is

in

and the majority of the sub
The north and west portion of

higher with the elevation at the north limit

of the subdivision being about elevation 490

in.

The top of the

valley slope is generally at about elevation 650 m to 680

Slope

in.

profiles have been drawn at the locations shown on Plate 4.

The

slope profiles are shown on Plates 5 and 6.
5.2

Soil Conditions
The valley slopes are known to con

sist of Cretaceous clay shales.

At the top of the valley wall

the surface formations consist of lake clays and clay tills.

Most

of the subdivision consists of alluvial soils as shown on Plate 7.
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This area is primarily an alluvial fan (delta) which
has
formed at the bottom of the Old Fort Coulee.

Soils in the allu

vial fan area consist primarily of sands and gravels.

Along the

east and west edges of this area horizontally bedded. deposits of
sands,

silts and gravels exist.

These can be seen along the river

in the area of the park and along the river in the area of the
present creek channel.
West and north of the area identified
as alluvial soils on Plate 7, the soils consist primarily of
clay tills and clay shales.

The valley slopes in this area have

undergone considerable landslide activity in the distant past.

The

clay tills and clay shales found this low on the slope have most
likely been part of previous landslides.
5.3

Old Fort Coulee and Creek

-

..

.

.

The entire length of the coulee was
walked by the writer and the condition of the side slopes observed.
It can be stated that almost the entire length of the coulee shows
signs of active bank instabilities and active erosion.

The active

erosion of the creek prevents the side slopes from stabilizing and
slopes along the coulee can be expected to be unstable for a long time
The east slope has large scale instabilities which reach to the top
of the slope at elevation 660 m.

The large scale nature of the

landslide activity along the coulee can be seen on the airphOtos.
Review of the 1981 airphotos suggests some accelerated movements
since 1978.
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The creek channel is generally
narrow,

in the order of 3 ta 5 in in width.

Landslide activity

appears to frequently push the creek from side to side.

At numer—

ous locations along the coulee, partial debris dams or old debris
dams which have been broken can be seen.

These frequently stand

up to 1.5 m in height.
Where the creek flows along the north
east side of the subdivision (in the area of the dyking)
channel is generally about 6
are only 3

in

in width.

in

wide and

deep.

Some local areas

The north bank of the channel consists of

clay shale and alluvial clays and silts.
local instability.

in

the creek

This bank shows signs of

As the bank is near vertical, with active ero

sion at the base, local bank failures can be expected.

The south

bank of the creek in this area consists primarily of sand and gravel.
The 1983 dyke with gabions is located about 6 to 20 m south of the
creek channel.
At the time of my site visit city
crews were cleaning the portion of creek channel which runs east
of the

property (Lot A, Plan 19259).

A wide channel was being

formed with the cleared material being placed on the west side of
the channel.

This material is easily eroded and should not be

considered as a dyke.

The creek

flattens out quickly along

this section and sediment picked up further upstream is generally
deposited in this area.

Ongoing maintenance and cleaning will be

required to prevent meander of the creek channel.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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5.4

Valley Slopes above Subdivision
The huitimocky,

flatter slopes found

in this area, are generally the result of ancient landslides.

At

the present time the valley slopes north of the subdivision do
not show any signs of slope movement.

Lots 1,

2 and 3 of Plan

26028 are located on the lower portion of the steeper hunmocky
valley slopes.

The subdivision area below these three lots is

generally quite flat.

Some of the calculated slope angles are

shown on the slope profiles.
Northeast of the creek and the
subdivision, the valley slope is steep as shown in Profile 3 and
4.

Slope angles as high as 31°

(l.7H:IV)

have been calculated.

Except for possibly Lots 1,

2, and

3 of Plan 26028,Lot 1 of Plan 19260, and Lot 7 Block 14194, it is
felt that the subdivision has a low risk of being affected by in
stability of the valley slope.

As .stated in previous reports, the

Peace River Valley walls are generally considered to be stable
at slopes of less than 5H:1V,
5.5

(i.e.

11°)

Stability of Soils within the Subdivision
Except for Lots 1,

2 and 3 of Plan

26028 located north of Old Fort Road, and along the Peace River,
the subdivision is at a gentle slope.

Calculated slopes across the

subdivision are generally in the order of 1 to 9

.

Even though

some of the soils along the western portion of the subdivision
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consist of previous landslide material, these soils are considered
to be quite stable at these flat angles. No signs of landslide
activity were noted in the subdivision except adjacent to the river
bank.
Active landslide activity was noticed
alonq the river bank in the park area
and Lot 1, Block 1, Plan 18222).

(Lot 5 of Block 2, Plan 14194

These instabilities are caused by

active erosion at the toe of this near vertical 16 m high. river
bank.

The river channel hits this bank quite directly before being

pushed to the right.

This bank erosion will continue towards the

east and will affect lots further to the east in the future.
The four river front properties at
the west end of the subdivision have average slopes in the order of
23 to 3;2 H to lv below the house location.
were measured to be as steep as 35 to 4O.

Portions of the slope
At the present time there

are no active signs of movement in this area.

Some potential for

instability does exist at these steeper slopes, especially with
excessive earthworks or clearing on these lots.

The parallel river

flow along these lots appears to be causing a minimum amount of
erosion.
Lot 4 of Block 2, Plan

14191

had extensive earthworks years ago and therefore any evidence
of old slide activity would have been obscured.

The surface of the

earthworks has been undisturbed for up to 7 years and shows no evi
dence of instability.

The east end of this lot borders a creek

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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which has caused considerable

downcutting over the years and this

has resulted in the local instability of the creek banks.
5.6

Potential Flooding by Peace River
According to the local residents,

the river was at a high level during my site visit due to higher
volumes being released from the dam.

With the regulated river

flows, flooding of this subdivision during open water conditions
is unlikely unless a catastrophic event occurs such as a land
slide daniining the Peace River further downstream.

With the high

water levels measured during ice jams in the Peace River,

it is

felt that this is likely to cause higher river levels than would
occur during open water conditions.

During the ice jam of 1979

the water level adjacent to this subdivision was measured at
413.8

ia

damaged.

and. some greenhouses constructed on the flood plain were
The lowest ground surface elevations adjacent to an

existing residence is in the order of 416 in.
5.7

Fort St. John Lagoons
An earlier report investigating

the stability of the west wall of the coulee, recommended draining
of the two cells nearest to the crest of the slope.

This was

recommended as a safety precaution so that no full cells would be
ruptured by a possible failure of the west slope of the coulee.
At the present time, the northeast cell is drained and the south

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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east cell is to be drained shortly.

—

Based on the results of this

previous study, there should no longer be a risk of the lagoon
effluent suddenly emptying into the coulee once these two cells
have been drained.
Considering the valley slope north
of the subdivision, the present lagoon location has the potential
of reducing the
water levels.

tability of the slope due to higher ground
Considering the low permeability of the clays, the

small amount of seepage from the lagoons would likely take many
years to have an appreciable effect on the stability of this slope.

6.0

CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Evaluation of the Dyke System
The dyke system constructed along

the creek will definitely reduce the potential for
creek meander
and flooding.

The dyke system in place was not designed based

on a complete thorough study of the creek and the protect
ion
required,but was designed based on providing a measure of
protec
tion and being a practical solution within the funding made
avail—
ble.

Based on discussions with the Ministry of Environment, they

are not in a position at this time to state that the dyke system
in place provides complete protection to the subdivision.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc..
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In the writer’s opinion, the channel
work and dyking along the north side of the subdivision appears
to be adequate to handle the predicted creek flows.

Regular

maintenance will be necessary to dear away debris,

sediment

and landslide material from the north bank.
6.2

Creek Maintenance and Creek Meander

—

Since maintenance of the creek
channel east of the subdivision began, creek meander and flooding
has not been a problem.

This channel maintenance is very impor

tant as sediment carried by the creek will continuously be de
posited in this flatter portion of the creek and unless removed
the channel will be filled and creek meander will occur.

In the

writer’s opinion, the work done by days of earthmoving equipment
can be quickly erased by a couple of higher creek flows and does
not ensure that flooding and creek meander will not occur.

A

good inspection and maintenance program will greatly reduce the
risk of flooding

in this area, but does not provide a total solution

and total protection.
6.3

Old Fort Coulee
The slopes on both sides of the

Old Fort Coulee are unstable in many areas arid landslide activity
can be seen along much of its length.
occur for many years.

Landslide activity will

Some of the active slide masses are large

scale and have the potential to block the creek.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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a reservoir of creekwater will form behind this dam until
erosion
or leakage permits the ponded water to slowly drain.

Alternatively

the ponded water combined with the slide debris would
quickly flow
down the coulee upon sudden failure of the temporary
dam.
Residential development on allu
vial fans, located at the base of steep creek channels,
is generally
itpermitted because of the potential for flooding and other
less
frequent events as described above

On this site,- increased flows

in the coulee have likely increased erosion and landslide
activity
thus increasing the potential for damming of the creek.

The possi

ble rnudf low and torrent of ponded water is the only potential
danger on this site to both people and property.

Where the safety of

people is concerned, a much higher factor of safety is generally
needed.

To put it in perspective, we would not permit a nuclear

reactor or chemical plant to be constructed at this site because
the risk of damage due to the creek is too high.
In the writer’s opinion, the
above catastrophic event is a real possibility which cannot be
ignored, but has a very low probability.

In comparison, the

temporary damming of the Peace River by a landslide, near Attachie
in the early 1970’s had a low probability.
It is understood that recommend
ations of the previous stability analyses on the west slope of the

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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coulee are being implemented and therefore no further risk of
the sewage lagoons failing into the coulee exists.
6.4

Slope Instability
In general there is a very low risk of the

subdivision south. of the Old Fort Road and River Road, being
affected by instability of the valley slope.

Lots 1,

2 and 3

of Plan 26028, Lot 1 Plan 19260 and Lot 7 of Block 4, Plan 14194
are at a somewhat higher risk because they are located closer
to
the toe of the steep slope.

Previous studies have stated that

only at slopes of less than 5H:1V (.11°)

can slopes of the Peace

River Valley be considered to be stable.
To accurately determine the stability of the
upper steep portion of the valley slope, considering the sewage
lagoons, would require a complete soil investigation, stability
analyses and monitoring program.
no signs of instability.

At this time the slope shows

Rupture of these lagoons and spilling

of the effluent down the slope into the subdivision could have
a disastrous effect.

Looking at Profile 2 on Plate 5,

the lagoon

dyke could be damaged by a landslide involving the upper 26°
slope.
The subdivision itself is at a very gentle
slope and except for the areas adjacent to the river and the
creek between Lots 4 and 5 of Block 2, Plan 14194, the soils are
considered to be stable.

As mentioned in previous reports, set

backs are required from the toe of these slopes to ensure safety
of permanent buildings.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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The four lots along the river at the west
end of the subdivision (lots 1 to 4, Block 2, Plan 14194) have
a relatively steep slope down to river level.

No slope move—

ment was noticed while on site but at these steeper slope angles
there is a risk of instability especially if extensive earthw
orks
or lot clearing is permitted.

Specific lot evaluations by a

geotechnical engineer are required at the time that construction
is planned.
The above discussion pertains to the subdivi—
sion in general and local steeper slopes may have to be consid
ered on an individual basis.
6.5

River Erosion and Bank Stability
In the area of the park (Lot 5, Block 2, Plan

14194 and Lot 1, Block 1, Plan 18222) the 16 metre high bank is
being actively eroded.

At present the bank is near vertical

and large blocks of soil have slumped into the river.

Erosion

at the toe of the bank is active and will likely increase as
the angle of attack increases with continued erosion.

Loss of

ground in this area will continue and the lots to the east of
this area are at some risk in the future, as the erosion continues.
Elsewhere the river flow is generally parallel to the bank and
at present the erosion appears to be minimal.

Minimum setbacks

from the river bank are required to reduce the risk of damage to
dwellings due to river bank instability.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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River Flooding
During open water conditions the subdivision

is not at risk of flooding because of the control of river flows
by the upstream dams.

High water levels during ice jams are of

more concern, but this is generally a low risk.

Ministry of

Environment personnel have reviewed their high water level
predic
tions for this area based on information gathered during ice jams
since 1979.

Their Flood Plain mapping dated Dec. /85 indicates

potential flood levels of 414.9 rn at the east end and 415.2 m at
the west end of the subdivision.
7.0

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of this study and the

review of available information, the following recommendations
are made.
7.1

At present no dwellings appear to be unsafe or at severe
risk, considering the natural hazards of the area.

Much

of the subdivision is at some risk and long term land use
and development plans should be developed considering the
degree of risk identified for each area.

Any further

construction or development in areas identified as having
a natural hazard will be at some risk.

It should be

noted that much of the subdivision is considered to be in
an area of low but known hazard.
7.2

Due to its proximity to the creek and steep slopes, no
development should be permitted on the following areas.
—

Lot 1, Plan 19260
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7.3

Lot 7, Block 4, Plan 14194
Area north and east of Lot A, Plan 19259
(i.e. Remainder of N½ 17-83—18)

Due to the undulating surface on Lots 1 to 3 of Plan 26028,
portions of these lots having steeper slopes were deter
mined by the Ministry of Highways to be unsuitable for
development.

The writer agrees with their recommendations

to permit development on these three lots under the condi
tions of the restrictive covenant (copy in Appendix
“B’)
proposed at that time by the Ministry of Highways.
7.4

River erosion is active in the area of the park and contin
ued migration of the channel and bank instability will
affect other river bank lots in the future.

The lots in

Block 1 of Plan 18222 are next to be affected by the
erosion and instabilities now affecting the park.

For

any permanent structures to be constructed on the river
bank lots we recommend the setbacks shown on Table A,
subject to regular monitoring of the river bank migration
and periodic revaluation of the setback recommendations.
As well Lots 1 to 4 of Block 1, Plan 18222 should have a
report prepared by a qualified engineer prior to construc
tion of perraanent structures to assess the river bank
hazards at that time.
All structures must comply with Ministry of Environment
guidelines for river bank development.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.

The Ministry of

BIE A
NINJ24JM PIVER BANK SETBACKS FOR
STRUCT(JPES
.

PPy

IMtJM IPIZONTAL DIS1AE FIOM
CREST OF SLOPE (Irtres)

Block 2, Plan 14194

Building location subject to site
specific study by gtechnical
engineer prior to construction

Block 1, Plan 18222

30

Loti

30

Lot2

:

30

Lot3

30

Iot4

30

Block 2, Plan 18222

Building location subject to
site specific study by gectech—
nical engineer prior to
construction

30

Loti

30

Lot2

30

Lot3

30

I.ot4

30

Lot5

30

IDt6

30

Iot7

27

Block 3, Plan 18222

Lotl

23

Lot2

23

Lot3

23

Lot4

23

Block 6, Plan 14194

(

23

Loti

23

Lot2

23

LDt3

23

Lot A, Plan 19259

23

Minitmxn setback consistent with
Ministry of viroint to apply.

/
/

NQ’rE:

All permanent structures must have a floor elevation a1ove the
Flood Levels as designated by Ministry of vironment.
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Environment has recently established flood limits for
the Peace River and their “Floodplain Mapping” drawings
dated December 1985 should be used to define minimum
floor level for any permanent structures.

These flood

levels, which define the minimum floor elevation, range
from 414.9 metres at the east end of the subdivision
(Lot A, Plan 19259) to 415.2 metres at the west end of
the subdivision (Lot 1, Block 2, Plan 14194)
7..5

Due to steep slopes and the higher risk of instability
it is recomended that all lots in Block 2 of Plan 14194
have a report prepared by a qualified geotechnical
engineer prior to construction of permanent structures.
This would permit the specific development plans to be
considered and an assessment to be made of its effect
on the stability of the slope,

7.6

At this time it is felt that the creek east of Lot A,
Plan 19259 is still susceptible to meander even though
this risk is greatly reduced by the dyke construction
and maintenance progran.

With continued maintenance of

the creek channel, this is considered

to be low risk to

the existing dwelling on this lot.
7.7

The lots of Blocks 4, 5 and 6 of Plan 14194 and Blocks 2
and 3 of Plan 18222, and the large center lot DL418 and
Lot A, Plan 19259 are at risk in the event of a massive

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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water and mud flow from the coulee.

This is considered

to be a low probability, but the seriousness of such an
event must be considered.
7.8

The remainder of the lots in the subdivision appear to
have a low risk and no restrictions appear to be necessary
from a hazard perspective.

The clay soils located west

of the alluvial fan have a low permeability which is
generally a restriction to the amount of subdividing
which can take place, considering sewage disposal.
7.9

It is recormnended that the stability of the slope south
of the lagoons be investigated in detail if it has not
yet been addressed in the previous study for the City.

7.10

Regular inspection and maintenance of the creek should be
continued to minimize the risk of creek meander and flood
ing.

Some informed advice regarding creek channeling

would be beneficial.

Additional information on the per

formance of the creek during high discharge should be
obtained to permit a more accurate prediction of its
behaviour during the extreme event.
7.11

Close monitoring of the performance of the creek as well
as the river bank erosion would permit more accurate
predictions of long term hazards affecting the subdivision.
You may wish to undertake a program of acquiring perfor
mance data over a period of time prior to deciding on a
long term course of action.

Aquaterre Consultants Inc.
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As the British Columbia Government is presently a large
landowner in this area, the Ministry of Lands, Parks and
Housing may wish to be involved in discussions regardinq
long term goals and land use and possible courses of
action to be taken.

A coordinated study involving, the

above monitoring should be undertaken prior to adopting
long’ term policies affecting development in this area.

We trust this report provides the information
which you require.

If you have any questions or if we may be

of further service, please do not hesitate to give us a call.

Respectfully Submitted,
AQUATERRE CONSULTANTS INC.

Per
Jer
JAS/sam
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APPENDIX “A”

Plates 1 to 7
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APPENDIX “B”
Ministry of Highways
Restrictive Covenant
Lots 1, 2 and 3 of Plan 26028
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AGREEMENT MADF thi.s,’,tdayof

::

,ear Of CUR L(.’D

One Thousand N ini Hundred and Ficjhty,

BETWEEN:

Fort St. John,
Columbia,

in the City of
Province of British
;

(hereinafter called the CovensritorJ
OF THE FIRST PART

A N D:
I(tR MAJESTY TIlE QUEEN tl RtGHT OF THE
PROVINCE OF UH.CTISU COLUMBIA AS RERg—
SENT[D BY THE HrNISTER OF TRANSPORTATION,
co9.’,ulIcJvrIoNs & LlicTIwvs, nd having
offices at 9711.
100th Avenue, in the
City of Fort St. John. Province of British

.

—

Columbia,

V1J 1Y2

(hereinafter called the

‘:

‘Covenantee)

OP THE SECOND PART
WhEREAS the Grantor iz the registered owner of Lot A, Plan 24449,
—

Section 19,

Township 93,

Ring 18,

WM Peace River District, which

lande proposes to subdivide.
AND WHEREAS as condition of appro1 of

the said Subdivision Plan

a covenant under Section 215 of the °Land Title Acts

is

required.

.

WHEREAS,

J..

the Grantor herein wishes to obtain a subdivision at her

land described as:

•

Lot A Plan 24449, Section 19, Township
83, Range 18, W6M Peace River District.
(hereinafter referred to as the Land)
•

V

::
(•

NOW ThEREFORE TiltS AGREEHENT I4ITNESSETH that in consideration of
V

the premises and the sum of ONE DOLLAR

(31.00)

of lswf’1 money of

Canada pa4.d by the Convenantee to the Covenantor, receipt wheeo
is hereby ackncwledged,

the Coveiantoc hereby covriants

wtth tier jesty t Queen in Right of

the Province of

d aors

British

Co1umba as reQreented by the Iiniter of Trans;orttion.
Communications & Highways,
Title Act as

1.

t.and

foLiow:

No buildLny,
built,

pursuant to Section 215 of the

improvements, or other structures sh1

conatructcd or p’aced on that portion of

be

the land

V.

_

[c

•

,V

V

17310
2.

—

niarkd in yren or ubd
1
viio, PLin of ot A,
lLan 24449
3

ih
2.

•

Tnw,jh if

,

I.jn’rr

I

L; ltLehcd hereto ma rkcd

Prmannt excavation into tim
not exckecI

L, 5 rneter

in

,

:6.4 l’!O

.

CQJy

C..f

iohcdu].ep

1opn of

the land shall

depth.

Nj

...

iituraj water draiic;e cuur
se un the land shat
bLo.kLd

•

•‘1V

Gc..dLncj of

be

th land h.lL b’ doc, to
prevent the

pviidinq of water thereon.
,.
T

-.

-‘

SiGNU. SI:ALEO ad DIVLI*D
fl the presence o1

V

Covenantoc

--,-

/

----

----

ThI.s i the instrument credtinq
the condition or covenant entn
red
into under Section 21.5 of th
L.nd
owner referred to heroin and shown Title 1ct by the roqiterd
on the print of the plan
annexed hereto and initialled by
me.

‘jr

S’

••

V

V

Ap
t4inistry of Transportation,
Communications & Highways.
,.

AFFIDAVLT
,

OF

WITHSS

of the City of Fort St. John,

in the

Province <,C Urtish Columbia, make
oath and say:
.:.V....V1

4t

V

V

1.
1 wa persunally present and did see
the within instrument duly
signed and executed by
, the part thereto
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DOC ID 0281
Initial Evacuation Order
September 30, 2018

PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER
PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER ISSUED
September 30, 2018 1330 hours
Old Fort Landslide
Pursuant to Section 12 (1) of the Emergency Program Act; and the Declaration of State of Local Emergency
ordered on September 30, 2018 for Peace River Regional District in Electoral Area C, an Evacuation Order has
been issued by the Peace River Regional District due to immediate danger to life safety due to landslide.
Members of the RCMP will be expediting this action.
The Evacuation Order is in effect for:




The Peace River Lookout and the lands directly south and south east

Evacuees please register with the Emergency Operations Centre by calling 250-784-3200.
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO:





YOU MUST LEAVE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY
Close all windows and doors
Shut off all gas and electrical appliances, other than refrigerators and freezers
Close gates (latch) but do not lock

For more information contact: the Peace River Regional District at 250 784-3200.
______
Brad Sperling, Chair
Peace River Regional District
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DOC ID 0283
Envelope for Mine Manager
Response and attachments

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

October 5, 2018 11:05 AM
Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
Sandy Beech
FW: Deasan Gravel Pit - Oct 2 2018 Inspection, Report of Geotechnical Inspector
2018 10 04_Deasan Gravel_EMPR Geotechnical Inspection.docx; 2018 10 04_Deasan Gravel_EMPR
Geotechnical Inspection.pdf; 2018 10 04_Deasan Gravel_EMPR Geotechnical Inspection (002).docx;
180385 Oct 4 Monitoring Points.pdf; Deasan Holdings Ltd-Workplan Stockpile Removal.doc; Safe
Access to Exclusion Zone For A Gravel Stockpile SOP.xls
Follow up
Completed

Hello Jennifer,
Here are the Action items requiring a response by today.
Thank you
Louise

Controller

Box 6958
Fort St John, BC
V1J 4J3
Phone: 250‐785‐8003
Fax: 250‐785‐800
Email:
Website: www.drsenergy.ca

From: Sandy Beech
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2018 5:41 PM
To:
Subject: FW: Deasan Gravel Pit ‐ Oct 2 2018 Inspection, Report of Geotechnical Inspector
fyi
Sandy Beech
President

Box 6958
Fort St John, B.C. V1J 4J3
Phone:250‐785‐8003
1

Cell:250‐793‐7767

From: Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX <Jennifer.Brash@gov.bc.ca>
Sent: October‐04‐18 12:53 PM
To: Sandy Beech <sandy@drsenergy.ca>
Cc: Hoffman, Al EMPR:EX <Al.Hoffman@gov.bc.ca>; Howe, Diane J EMPR:EX <Diane.Howe@gov.bc.ca>; Demchuk, Tania
EMPR:EX <Tania.Demchuk@gov.bc.ca>; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX <Lowell.Constable@gov.bc.ca>; Pooley, Adrian
EMPR:EX <Adrian.Pooley@gov.bc.ca>; McConnachie, Jennifer EMPR:EX <Jennifer.McConnachie@gov.bc.ca>; EMPR
Permitting and Reclamation EMPR:EX <PERMRECL@gov.bc.ca>; Cullen, Heather J EMPR:EX
<Heather.Cullen@gov.bc.ca>; Case, Brent A TRAN:EX <Brent.Case@gov.bc.ca>; Warnock, George TRAN:EX
<George.Warnock@gov.bc.ca>; Chace, Julie EMPR:EX <Julie.Chace@gov.bc.ca>
Subject: Deasan Gravel Pit ‐ Oct 2 2018 Inspection, Report of Geotechnical Inspector
Mr. Beech,
Please find attached a report of the Geotechnical inspection conducted on October 2, 2018 at the Deasan Gravel Pit.
Please note that there are five orders and two advisories identified in the report that require your response and follow
up. Please also note that some of these orders require immediate works on your part.
Under Section 15(6) of the Mines Act a written response is required from the Mine Manager within 15 days of the
receipt of this Inspection Report. In addition, Section 30 (1) of the Mines Act requires Inspection Reports to be posted in
a conspicuous location at the mine site for 30 days. You are able to input your responses directly in the attached MS
Word file. I have also included a PDF copy of the report for your records.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions, clarifications, or concerns.

Regards,
Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
1810 Blanshard St., Victoria, BC V8T 4J1
W: 778‐698‐5454
C: 250‐812‐0353

2

DOC ID 0284
PRRD Evacuation Order
December 5, 2018

PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER #10
PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

EVACUATION ORDER ISSUED
December 5, 2018 1200 hours
Old Fort Landslide
Pursuant to Section 12 (1) of the Emergency Program Act; and the Declaration of State of Local Emergency
ordered on September 30, 2018 for Peace River Regional District in Electoral Area C, an Evacuation Order has
been issued by the Peace River Regional District due to immediate danger to life safety due to landslide.
The Evacuation Order is in effect for:











PID: 014-675-986
50 metres east of the property line on Crown Provincial: N1/2 OF SE1/4 SEC 19 TP 83 R 18 W6M

Crown Provincial: N1/2 OF S1/2 OF SW1/4 S SEC 19 TP 83 R 18 W6M
Crown Provincial: N1/2 OF SW1/4 SEC 19 TP 83 R 18 W6M

Within the defined boundary, see attached map.
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO:





YOU MUST LEAVE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY
Close all windows and doors
Shut off all gas and electrical appliances, other than refrigerators and freezers
Close gates (latch) but do not lock

For more information contact: the Peace River Regional District at 250 784-3200.

_
Brad Sperling, Chair
Peace River Regional District
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DOC ID 0285
Overburden Sketch and North Quarry
Backfill – Tryon Land Surverying Ltd.
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DOC ID 0286
Proposed Working Area June 8 (1)
Tryon Land Surveying Ltd.
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DOC ID 0287
Proposed Working Area June 8 (2)
Tryon Land Surveying Ltd.
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DOC ID 0288
Photo of MEZAROS with Notes

Looking Northeast at Stockpiles on Dropped Platform at the South End of Deasan Holdings Gravel Pit.
Note: The East Slope Failure can be seen along the East Slope of the Pit. This image is cropped from the
IMG 2994 taken by Tim Mezaros, MoTI, September 30, 2018.
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DOC ID 0289
EMPR Comments on Original SWP

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
October 4, 2018 2:49 PM
Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX; 'Sandy Beech'
Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX; Howe, Diane J EMPR:EX; Hoffman, Al EMPR:EX; EMPR Permitting and
Reclamation EMPR:EX
RE: Workplan for removal of gravel stockpiles from the land slide area

Hi Sandy,
Please include in your plan:
 Identify a safe location for equipment to be parked when not in use and for fuel storage
 A minimum of two wheel chocks shall be used for all rubber tired equipment when parked
 Berms measuring a minimum of ¾ the height of the largest tire of any vehicle operating shall be established
around the perimeter of the south platform, along the upper edge of the scarp, and along the ramps
 Each piece of equipment shall be equipped with a radio (base‐set or handheld) and be on the proper working
channel
Thanks,
Adrian Pooley, P. Eng.
Inspector of Mines – Health & Safety
BC Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources
Phone: 250‐565‐6046
Cell: 250‐640‐6190
email: adrian.pooley@gov.bc.ca

From: Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2018 2:20 PM
To: 'Sandy Beech'
Cc: Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX; Howe, Diane J EMPR:EX; Hoffman, Al EMPR:EX; EMPR
Permitting and Reclamation EMPR:EX
Subject: RE: Workplan for removal of gravel stockpiles from the land slide area
Sandy,
EMPR has the following comments and questions on the proposed plan to remove the stockpiles, listed below. Can you
please provide a) an answer to these questions/comments and b) an updated work plan that incorporates these
revisions?
 When will the survey points be established?
 When will each phase of the stockpile removal begin, and how long are the works expected to take?
 What equipment will be used?
 Clarify the duties of the observer/spotter – please ensure that this person understands their role and is dedicated
to it (i.e. isn’t also managing the operation or similar). How will cracks be tracked? What type of observations from
the spotter would result in the works being shut down?
 Add a ‘stop work set parameter’ (i.e. QPO) for rainfall and ensure that the Mine has a way to measure this.
 Clarify who will determine if the work should be stopped – will it be the surveyor?
 What is the accuracy of the proposed survey methodology? Will it be able to detect 50 mm of horizontal or
vertical movement reliably?
1








What will be the frequency of the Northern Geo engineers visiting site and reviewing the works?
Where and what size would the ‘temporary stockpiles near the gate’ be?
Please include that personnel and equipment should not spend any unnecessary time on the lower bench or at
the crest of the upper bench.
Please include that EMPR should be notified if the work is stopped due to exceedance of movement rate, rainfall,
or crack development criteria.
Include any items outstanding from the list in Advisory 1, in the October 4 Report of the Geotechnical Inspector
The provided document clearly states that a geotechnical assessment has not been done in support of the work
plan (see Section 3.0) – Please provide a geotechnical assessment of the proposed works.

Adrian may have additional health and safety-related questions.
Thanks,
Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
1810 Blanshard St., Victoria, BC V8T 4J1
W: 778-698-5454
C: 250-812-0353

From: Sandy Beech [mailto:sandy@drsenergy.ca]
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2018 12:59 PM
To: Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
Subject: RE: Workplan for removal of gravel stockpiles from the land slide area

Yes sorry
Sandy Beech
President

Box 6958
Fort St John, B.C. V1J 4J3
Phone:250‐785‐8003
Cell:250‐793‐7767

From: Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
Sent: October‐04‐18 12:57 PM
To: Sandy Beech ; Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Subject: RE: Workplan for removal of gravel stockpiles from the land slide area
Sandy – was there supposed to be an attachment?
From: Sandy Beech [mailto:sandy@drsenergy.ca]
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2018 12:53 PM
To: Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Cc: Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
Subject: Workplan for removal of gravel stockpiles from the land slide area

Here is the plane to remove the stock piles out of the gravel pit. Thanks
Sandy Beech
President
2

Box 6958
Fort St John, B.C. V1J 4J3
Phone:250‐785‐8003
Cell:250‐793‐7767
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DOC ID 0290
EMPR Authorization

Underwood, Dana EMPR:EX
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
October 5, 2018 9:37 AM
sandy@drsenergy.ca
Hoffman, Al EMPR:EX; Howe, Diane J EMPR:EX; Constable, Lowell EMPR:EX; Chace, Julie EMPR:EX;
Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX; Warnock, George TRAN:EX; Davenport, Hali N TRAN:EX; EMPR Permitting
and Reclamation EMPR:EX
Deasan Gravel Pit stockpile removal - RE: Work Plan for Removal of Gravel
NG2552_Workplan_20181005.pdf

Sandy,
EMPR authorizes entry into the Deasan Gravel Pit exclusion zone only as needed for the purpose of removing gravel
stockpiles from the Deasan site. These works shall be completed in accordance with the Code, the work plan dated
October 5, 2018 (attached for ease of reference), and in accordance with the following conditions:
 The Mine shall notify EMPR (Jennifer Brash and Adrian Pooley) and MOTI (Hali Davenport,
Hali.Davenport@gov.bc.ca, P:250 787-3310, C 250 261-3077) when:
o The works commence;
o Movement thresholds are exceeded; or
o The works are ceased for more than one day.
 The Mine and their geotechnical engineers shall review monitoring data and crack observations upon completion
of Phase 2 and confirm the proposed monitoring program and stop work set parameters prior to initiation of
Phase 3. This shall include establishment of an additional stop work set parameter based on potential
observation of increasing ground movement rates. The Mine shall inform EMPR of the results of this assessment,
including summarizing ground movement data and observations.
 The Mine shall provide to EMPR a plan drawing showing the location of all established monitoring stations, as
described in Section 3.1 of the work plan.
 The Mine shall prepare a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for monitoring personnel accessing the exclusion
zone and areas of grassed, cracked ground.
Please let me know if you have any questions about these conditions.
Regards,
Jennifer
Jennifer Brash, M.Eng., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Inspector
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources
1810 Blanshard St., Victoria, BC V8T 4J1
W: 778-698-5454
C: 250-812-0353

From: Sandy Beech [mailto:sandy@drsenergy.ca]
Sent: Friday, October 5, 2018 6:34 AM
To: Brash, Jennifer EMPR:EX
Cc: Pooley, Adrian EMPR:EX
Subject: Work Plan for Removal of Gravel

Here is the revised work plan. Thanks
Sandy Beech
1

President

Box 6958
Fort St John, B.C. V1J 4J3
Phone:250‐785‐8003
Cell:250‐793‐7767
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DOC ID 0294
Signed PRRD Entry Permit

February 27, 2019

Project No. NG2552

Deasan Holdings Ltd.
Fort St. John, BC V1J 4J3
Attention: Sandy Beech, President

Re: Updated Workplan for Removal of Remaining Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Deasan General Pit, Fort St. John, B.C.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

Northern Geo had submitted a workplan on October 5, 2018 to assist Deasan Holdings Ltd. (Deasan) with
removal of the gravel stockpiles following a major landslide event which was triggered on September 29,
2018. Deasan managed to remove some of the stockpile material in a safe manner following the proposed
workplan; however, the work was stopped following development of large displacements along the slope
and slopwork and evacuation orders were issued on September 9, 2019. Since then, Deasan was not able
to mobilize their equipment back to the area to resume removal of the remaining material.
Subsequent to the October 5, 2018 workplan, Northern Geo submitted a letter in response to Order No.
4 – EMPR Inspection No. 10 3793, on October 31, 2018.
This letter provides an updated workplan to remove the remaining material stockpiles on and along the
impacted landslide areas. The intent of the letter is to ensure safety of the personnel involved in the
operation is not compromised. The proposed plan in this letter is based on the current site conditions and
the discussions we had with the client on January 25, 2019.
2.0

CURRENT SITE CONDTIONS

Based on the information posted on Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure Portal
(https://geomosnow.leica‐geosystems.com/GeoMoSNow/Dashboard.aspx), displacements at 10
monitoring points have been recorded and compiled. Based on the results posted on the
dashboard, the landslide area has not exhibited any meaningful displacements in 2019. The
following figure shows the general layout of the MOTI monitoring points.

2019 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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Updated Workplan for Removal of Remaining Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Fort St. John, B.C.

February 27, 2019
Project No.: NG2552

Figure 1 – General layout of the MOTI monitoring points
GPS coordinate readings are added to the MOTI data base on daily basis for each monitoring
point. Relative northing and easting coordinates could be filtered and plotted for different time
intervals for each point. The arrangement of the monitoring points covers the general landslide
area and any meaningful ground movement along the general landslide area can be detected.
MOTI monitoring point No. Pit_REF_PP is immediately on the south side of the lower bench as
shown on Figure 1. Ground displacements for this monitoring point are plotted for the past
month which indicates movements in the range of less than 20 mm within the past month period.
Ground displacements in the past 2 weeks is almost zero. Figure 2 shows the relative
displacement of the Pit_REF_PP monitoring point for 1 month as reference. Similar graphs can
be plotted for 1 day, 2 days, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, etc.
Currently the ground surface is frozen as shown on the photographs. We have also reviewed
Emergency Landslide Assessment report prepared by Westrek, dated November 21, 2018. The
report concluded that it’s possible that movements may increase during spring freshet in 2019.
Based on the slope conditions in the past month and probability of increased ground movement
in spring, it is recommended that Deasan should use the limited time window and resume
removal of the remaining material stockpiles as soon as possible before the weather warms up.

2019 Northern Geo Testing and Engineering
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Updated Workplan for Removal of Remaining Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Fort St. John, B.C.

February 27, 2019
Project No.: NG2552

Figure 2 – Ground Displacement at Pit_REF_PP monitoring point since January 19, 2019
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Updated Workplan for Removal of Remaining Gravel Stockpiles from Landslide Area
Fort St. John, B.C.

February 27, 2019
Project No.: NG2552

Stockpiles on the Upper Bench
Stockpiles on the Lower Bench
Face of Slide
Ramp 1

Lower Bench

Upper Bench

General Site Conditions (January 25, 2019)

Proposed New Site for Stockpiles (January 25, 2019)
3.0

PROPOSED PHASES TO REMOVE THE STOCKPILES

Based on the available information, Northern Geo proposes the following phases for removal of the
remaining stockpiles:
3.1

Phase 1: Re‐Establishing a Ground Movement Monitoring Plan and an Evacuation Protocol








Review the MOTI data base for the above‐noted 10 monitoring points on daily basis.
Report any abnormal displacements to Northern Geo.
Assign one person as an observation officer (with hand‐held radio) to visually monitor the side
slopes and platform movement, review and track new cracks and openings on daily basis.
The observation officer will be responsible for executing stop work order.
The snow should be removed with the loader before the observation officer could walk the area.
The officer should then walk the area to look for any evidence of ground deformation or cracking
before commencing any work.
All the personnel working at the site should have a radio, be on an appropriate channel and sign
in with the observation officer.
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Northern Geo will perform periodic site visits and monitoring during the stockpile removal
process.
Stop Work Set Parameter

The following should be considered as a stop work set parameters during all phases of the work:









3.1.2

Consider a 50 mm ground movement at the MOTI monitoring points during a 12‐hour period as
stop work set parameter. As soon as the ground moves greater than 50 mm, all activities should
immediately be stopped and the personnel should immediately evacuate the site and meet at a
designated muster point.
Ground movement reference is going to be based on the MOTI on‐line data base. If the system
goes down for longer than 24 hours, all work should be stopped until the service is resumed or an
alternative surveying plan is adopted.
Consider any open crack, settlement, movement or a meaningful evidence for ground movement
as stop work set condition. Stop work immediately and evacuate the site as explained above.
Consider any precipitation in the form of rain as stop work set parameter.
Temperatures of 7 degrees or higher which lasts longer than 4 hours should be considered as stop
work set parameter. Deasan should set up a temperature gauge on site and review the weather
forecast frequently.
If snow is accumulated more than 100 mm, snow should be removed by a loader and stockpiled
away from the slope area.
Trigger Action Response Plan

If there is a movement greater than the set parameters, the following must be implemented immediately:





3.2

Work must be stopped immediately by observation officer.
All the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point.
The observation officer should perform headcount.
Observation officer should contact Northern Geo for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
If Northern Geo deems the site is unsafe for personnel to work, EMPR should be notified in
writing.
Phase 2: Removal of all the Stockpiles from the Lower Bench and Resurfacing the Lower Bench







The lower bench was resurfaced and levelled and the cracks were filled in October. The site should
be reviewed and resurfacing should be done as/if required.
No traffic should be allowed to the south edge of the lower bench.
Load and remove all the stockpiles from the lower bench using the access ramps constructed in
October 2018.
The material can be stockpiled near the entrance gate about 300 m from the landslide area.
Observation officer should monitor all the traffic on the lower bench and frequently monitor the
surface for any evidence of cracking, settlement, and visual indication of slope failure.
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If there is a movement greater than the set parameters, work must be stopped immediately, and
all the personnel should evacuate the lower bench using either of the ramps to the upper bench
and meet at a designated muster point. The observation officer should be responsible for
headcount. Northern Geo should then be contacted for further consultation before the personnel
could return to work.
EMPR should be notified if the site is deemed to be unsafe for the personnel to continue to work.
Work should be carried out and conform to all relevant sections of the Health, Safety, and
Reclamation Code.
Adequate lighting should be provided during hours of darkness or when required.
Phase 3: Removal of Stockpiles from the Upper Bench



3.5

Load and remove all stockpiles from the upper bench.
The material can be stockpiled near the entrance gate about 300 m from the landslide area.
Phase 4: Reclamation Plan

Reclamation plan including surface water management, removal of the temporary ramps and sloping will
be submitted following completion of the stockpiles are removed.
4.0

EQUIPMENT

Based on the information provided by the Client, the following equipment are expected to be used during
removal of the stockpiles:



One 980 loader, one 988 loader, one 600 Komatsu
Three 40 ton rock trucks, 25 ton and 30 ton rock trucks

At any given time, during the operation at lower bench, no more than 5 trucks and 2 loaders are allowed
at the lower bench.
5.0

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION

The following additional steps must be followed during the stockpile removal process:








Parking and idling should not be allowed at the lower bench or at the crest of the upper bench
once the truck is loaded.
All the equipment and fuel storage should be placed approximately 300 m north from the upper
bench near the entrance gate when not in use.
A minimum of two wheel chocks shall be used for all rubber tired equipment or be parked against
a berm so machines will not role away.
The 1.2 m high berms on each side of the ramps should be inspected and repaired as required.
The material should be removed off‐site and should not be stockpiled on the upper bench. The
material may, temporarily be stockpiled near the entrance gate approximately 300 m away from
the upper bench and stockpile size should not exceed more than 50,000 ton.
The south side of the upper bench should be restricted using berms constructed out appropriate
material.
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The perimeter of the lower bench should be restricted using berms constructed out of appropriate
material.
Work should be completed between 7am to 5pm or if daylight permits 7 am to 7 pm. Employees
should not be working more than five 10‐hour shifts per week, in accordance with part 1.5.1 of
the Code.
Work shall be completed only under the supervision of Northern Geo as mentioned in previous
sections.
ESTIMATED TIMELINE

As per the information provided by the client, the proposed timeline for each phase is as follows:




7.0

Phase 1 will be established in a day;
Phase 2 will be completed in 10 to 15 days;
Phase 3 will be completed in 10 to 15 days following completion of phase 2; and,
The timeline for phase 4 will be submitted once reclamation plan is completed.
CLOSURE

The workplan presented herein is merely based on the available information. Northern Geo has neither
carried out any detailed geotechnical assessment nor conducted a comprehensive slope stability
evaluation. This document is just a workplan to help the client remove the remaining stockpiled material
to unload the landslide area without compromising safety of the working personnel and is essentially
based on close monitoring of the slope movement and effective communication with the working
personnel and following a strict evacuation protocol based on ground movement. Northern Geo should
be contacted immediately if any movement greater than 50 mm is observed. The material in this report
does not include any engineering recommendations. If conditions other than those discussed herein are
noted or encountered during subsequent phases, Northern Geo should be given the opportunity to review
and revise the workplan included in this letter, as necessary.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. If you have any questions regarding the contents
of this report, or if we can be of further assistance to you on this project, please call our office.
Sincerely,
Northern Geo Testing & Engineering
A division of CCMET Inc.
Prepared By

Masoud Mohajeri, Ph.D., P. Eng., PMP
Specialist Geotechnical Engineer
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